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Program 
 

 Tuesday, October 20, 2015 

COMMUNITY UPDATES 

8:30 a.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

Providing the lunar community with updates from NASA and LEAG,  

as well as other relevant entities and events. 

 

Chairs: Clive Neal 

 Sam Lawrence 
 

8:30 a.m. Neal C. R. * 

Welcome and Logistics 

 

8:35 a.m. Neal C. R. * 

LEAG Update 

 

8:50 a.m. Green J. G. * 

Planetary Science Division Update 

 

9:10 a.m. Gerstenmaier W. * 

HEOMD Update 

 

9:30 a.m. Crusan J * 

Advanced Exploration Systems Update 

 

9:50 a.m. Rall J. * 

NAC Structure and the Role of the Analysis/Assessment Groups 

 

10:05 a.m. Bussey D. B. J. * 

ISECG White Paper and White Paper Community Input 

 

10:30 a.m. Lee T. S. *   Chang B. C.   Shin H.   Lee J.   Lee J. 

Vision and Plan for Korea Lunar Resource Prospecting [#2069] 

Korea successfully launched its first space rocket in 2013. This achievement has 

promoted Korea Space Program including Korean Lunar Exploration Program. And now 

Korea has a vision and plan for Korea Lunar Resource Prospecting. 

 

10:45 a.m. Carpenter J. D. *   Houdou B.   Huffenbach B.   Fisackerly R.   Landgraf M.   De Rosa D.   

Schiemann J.   Patti B. 

Exploring the Moon Together:  ESA’s Plans for Lunar Exploration Through 

International Cooperation [#2026] 

An update on ESA’s current lunar exploration activities and plans for future lunar 

exploration through international partnerships. 

 

11:00 a.m. Landgraf M. *   Carpenter J.   Sawada H. 

HERACLES Concept - An International Lunar Exploration Study [#2039] 

HERACLES is an ESA-led architecture study by various agency members of the ISECG 

to define an end-to-end scenario of human-robotic lunar exploration. The architecture has 

the objective to prepare human missions and to perform science. 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2069.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2026.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2026.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2039.pdf


 

11:15 a.m. Abbud-Madrid A. *   Gertsch L. S.   Boucher D. 

The Space Resources Roundtable:  Past, Present, and Future Activities of an 

Organization Focused on Space Resources Utilization [#2076] 

This presentation will address the important role that the Space Resources Roundtable 

(SRR) plays on all issues related to the In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) of lunar, 

asteroidal, and martian resources. 

 

11:30 a.m. Ostrach L. R. *   Robbins S. J.   Anderson F. S.   Barlow N. G.   Head J. W.    

Plescia J. B.   Crater Workshop Participants 

Report on the Workshop on Issues in Crater Studies and the Dating of Planetary 

Surfaces:  Significance to Lunar Investigations [#2042] 

The Workshop on Issues in Crater Studies and the Dating of Planetary Surfaces was held 

19–22 May 2015 at JHU-APL. Here, we present key findings and recommendations from 

this Workshop to LEAG and the greater science and crater counting community. 

 

11:45 a.m. Clegg-Watkins R. N. *   Valencia S. N.   Runyon K. 

Bridging the Lunar Generation Gap:  NextGen and LEAG [#2017] 

The Next Generation Lunar Scientists and Engineers seek to create collaborations with 

the Lunar Exploration Analysis Group that will help the younger generation prepare to 

become the leaders in lunar science and exploration. 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2076.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2076.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2042.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2042.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2017.pdf


 Tuesday, October 20, 2015 

CURRENT AND RECENT MISSION UPDATES AND STRATEGIES  

FOR FUTURE LUNAR EXPLORATION AND SCIENCE 

1:30 p.m.   USRA Conference Center 

 

Status of current and recent lunar missions will be presented  

along with strategies for future lunar exploration and science. 

 

Chairs: Noah Petro 

 Mark Robinson 
 

1:30 p.m. Elphic R. * 

LADEE Results: Implications for Exploration and Sciences [#2083] 

The LADEE mission gathered information on the Moon's tenuous gas and dust exosphere, 

with some surprising results.  The solar wind and meteoroid streams play a role in 

sustaining both. 

 

1:45 p.m. Poppe A. R. *   Halekas J. S.   Fatemi S.   Delory G. T. 

ARTEMIS’ Perspective on a Dynamic Moon [#2032] 

We report on the dynamic nature of lunar-plasma interactions using recent observations 

by the twin-probe ARTEMIS spacecraft. 

 

2:00 p.m. Petro N. E. *   Keller J. W. 

The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter:  Revolutionizing Our Understanding of the Dynamics 

of Planets and the Role of Volatiles in the Solar System [#2062] 

LRO is producing a dataset unrivaled in planetary science. With an increasing baseline of 

measurements, LRO data has revealed the Moon’s surface and environment to be 

dynamic. The LRO dataset has value in forming how we understand the solar system. 

 

2:15 p.m. Keller J. W. *   Petro N. E. 

Future Exploration of the Moon Enabled by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter [#2080] 

LRO data is a resource for planning missions to the Moon, including locating landing 

sites, resources, and planning of traverses. We will discuss this and future targeting of 

areas of exploration. 

 

2:30 p.m. DISCUSSION 

 

3:00 p.m. Spudis P. D. * 

A Robotic Prospecting Architecture for the Moon [#2022] 

A variety of robotic missions are needed to characterize the deposits and environment of 

the lunar poles prior to resource exploitation. I describe a sequence of missions, 

measurements, and instruments to obtain this critical strategic information. 

 

3:15 p.m. Robinson M. S. * 

A Focused Path to Extend Human Presence Beyond Low Earth Orbit [#2082] 

Developing a sustainable long-term architecture to move humans out of low Earth orbit 

and into the solar system requires a focused path built around a series of achievable 

objectives within a structured time frame. 

 

3:30 p.m. Plescia J. B. *   Schmitt H. H. 

The Moon’s Role in Human Exploration of the Solar System [#2043] 

Cislunar space and the surface provide the chance to conduct space science and allows us 

to test systems and operations prior to deep space missions, to extract resources, and to 

demonstrate U.S. national interest and serve as a source of inspiration. 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2083.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2032.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2062.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2062.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2080.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2022.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2082.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2043.pdf


 

3:45 p.m. Gruener J. E. *   Suzuki N. H.   Carpenter J. D. 

International Coordination of Lunar Polar Volatiles Exploration [#2033] 

The International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG) has established a study 

team to coordinate the worldwide interest in lunar polar volatiles, and in particular water 

ice, in an effort to stimulate cooperation and collaboration. 

 

4:00 p.m. Kelso R. M. * 

MoonRIDERS:  NASA and Hawaii’s Lunar Surface Flight Experiment for 

Late 2016 [#2001] 

This briefing will update the MoonRIDERS lunar surface flight experiment project 

between NASA-KSC, PISCES, and two Hawaii high schools investigating critical lunar 

dust-removal technologies. Launch planned in early 2017 on GLXP mission. 

 

4:15 p.m. Beldavs V. Z.   Dunlop D. *   Crisafulli J.   Foing B. 

The International Lunar Decade — 2017–2029:  Framework for Concurrent 

Development of Enabling Technologies, Infrastructures, Financings, and Policies for 

Lunar Development [#2055] 

The International Lunar Decade (ILD) planned for launch in 2017 provides a framework 

for long-term international collaboration in the development of technologies, 

infrastructures, and financing mechanisms for lunar development. 

 

4:30 p.m. DISCUSSION 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2033.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2001.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2001.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2055.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2055.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2055.pdf


 Wednesday, October 21, 2015 

A VOLATILE MOON 

8:30 a.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

Mapping of and variations in lunar volatile deposits, plus future missions defining  

such deposits for use of In Situ Resources to further exploration. 

 

Chairs: Dana Hurley 

 James Carpenter 
 

8:30 a.m. Hardgrove C. *   Bell. J.   Thangavelautham J.   Klesh A.   Starr R.   Colaprete T.   

Robinson M.   Drake D.   Johnson E.   Christian J.   Genova A.   Dunham D.   Williams B.   

Nelson D.   Babuscia A.   Scowen P.   Cheung K. M.   McKinney T.   Taits A.   

Hernandez V.   Wren P.   Thoesen A.   Godber A.   Beasley M. 

The Lunar Polar Hydrogen Mapper (LunaH-Map) Mission:  Mapping Hydrogen 

Distributions in Permanently Shadowed Regions of the Moon’s South Pole [#2035] 

LunaH-Map is a 6U CubeSat that will carry two neutron spectrometers and produce high 

spatial resolution maps of near-surface hydrogen (H) within PSRs at the lunar South Pole. 

LunaH-Map will map H at <10km/pixel to place constraints on H distributions. 

 

8:45 a.m. Clark P. E. *   Malphrus B.   Reuter D.   MacDowall R.   Folta D.   Mandell A.   

Brambora C.   Patel D.   Farrell W.   Petro N.   Banks S.   Hohman K.   Hruby V. 

The Lunar Ice Cube Mission [#2025] 

Lunar Ice Cube, a science requirements-driven deep space exploration 6U CubeSat 

mission, has just been selected for the NASA NextSTEP slot on the EM1 launch. 

 

9:00 a.m. Cohen B. A. *   Hayne P. O.   Greenhagen B. T.   Paige D. A. 

Lunar Flashlight:  Exploration and Science at the Moon with a 6U CubeSat [#2008] 

The Lunar Flashlight mission, manifested on the SLS EM-1 flight scheduled for 2018, 

will illuminate permanently shadowed regions at the lunar south pole to measure the 

abundance and distribution of surface water ice for human resource utilization. 

 

9:15 a.m. Archinal B. *   Lee E.   Weller L.   Richie J.   Edmundson K.   Laura J.   Robinson M.   

Speyerer E.   Boyd A.   Bowman-Cisneros E.   Wagner R.   Nefian A. 

Update on High-Resolution Geodetically Controlled LROC Polar Mosaics [#2040] 

We describe progress on high-resolution (1 m/pixel) geodetically controlled LROC 

mosaics of the lunar poles, which can be used for locating illumination resources (for 

solar power or cold traps) or landing site and surface operations planning. 

 

9:30 a.m. Mazarico E. *   Nicholas J. B. 

Illumination Modeling of the Lunar Poles, and Its Benefits to Exploration and 

Science Investigations [#2041] 

The modeling of illumination conditions from a topographic model is an important tool 

for exploration planning and for scientific understanding of volatile distribution. We 

present results for the lunar poles, and discuss new uses of such models. 

 

9:45 a.m. Colaprete A. *   Shirley M.   Heldmann J.   Wooden D. H. 

The Final Minute:  Results from the LCROSS Solar Viewing NIR Spectrometer [#2051] 

This paper summarizes new results from the LCROSS solar viewing spectrometer which 

indicated water ice and vapor present over the impact site four minutes after impact. 

 

10:00 a.m. McClanahan T. P. *   LEND Team   Parsons A. M.   Williams J. P.   Mazarico E. 

Diurnally Varying Hydrogen Volatiles or Regolith Temperature?  Mare and Highlands 

Studies of the Moon’s Diurnally Modulating Epithermal Neutron Flux Using LRO’s 

LEND, Diviner, and LOLA Instruments [#2073] 

In this study we seek to discriminate the source of variation that is diurnally modulating 

the Moon’s neutron emission flux. We characterize the neutron emission flux from the 

topography in the northern mare and highlands regions. 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2035.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2035.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2025.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2008.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2040.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2041.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2041.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2051.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2073.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2073.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2073.pdf


 

10:15 a.m. Hayne P. O. * 

New and Evolving Views of the Moon’s Volatiles from the Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter [#2068] 

We present results from all seven LRO investigations, and discuss attempts to synthesize 

the disparate information to create a self-consistent model for lunar volatiles. 

 

10:30 a.m. Stickle A. M. *   Hurley D. M.   Patterson G. W.   Cahill J. T. S.   Retherford K. D.   

Gladstone G. R.   Greathouse T. K.   Mandt K. E.   Hendrix A. R.   Egan A.   

Kaufmann D.   Pryor W.   Feldman P.   Stern A. 

Comparisons of LRO LAMP and Mini-RF Datasets Within Anomalous 

Polar Craters [#2065] 

LAMP, Mini-RF/Craters at the lunar poles/Is there water ice? 

 

10:45 a.m. Hibbitts C. A. * 

Measurements to Understand the Origin and Evolution of Hydroxyl and Water on the 

Illuminated Moon [#2067] 

Infrared spectral imaging of the illuminated Moon over 2.6 to 3.6 microns enable us to 

more fully understand the sources, sinks, and evolution of water on the Moon. 

 

11:00 a.m. Benna M. *   Hurley D. M.   Stubbs T. J.   Mahaffy P. R.   Elphic R. C. 

Observations of Meteoroidal Water in the Lunar Exosphere by the LADEE 

NMS Instrument [#2059] 

The NMS instrument has detected signatures of water group neutrals in the exosphere of 

the Moon as sporadic, short-lived signal increases above instrument background (spikes). 

 

11:15 a.m. Hurley D. M. *   Cook J. C.   Retherford K. D.   Greathouse T. K.   Gladstone G. R.   

Mandt K.   Grava C.   Kaufmann D.   Hendrix A. R.   Feldman P. D.   Pryor W.   

Stickle A.   Cahill J.   Killen R. M.   Stern S. A. 

Contributions of Solar Wind and Micrometeoroids to the Inventory of H2 in the 

Moon’s Exosphere [#2061] 

LAMP observations of H2 in the Moon’s exosphere link the solar wind as a source of H 

and micrometeoroid release of implanted H as H2. 

 

11:30 a.m. DISCUSSION 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2068.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2068.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2065.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2065.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2067.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2067.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2059.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2059.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2061.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2061.pdf


 Wednesday, October 21, 2015 

RESOURCE LONGEVITY AND PROSPECTING 

1:30 p.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

Upcoming lunar missions/concepts/instrumentation for resource prospecting  

are presented along with implication for volatile deposit longevity. 

 

Chairs: Jerry Sanders 

 John Gruener 
 

1:30 p.m. Colaprete A. *   Elphic R. C.   Andrews D.   Sanders G.   McGovern A.   Vaughn R.   

Heldmann J.   Trimble J. 

Resource Prospector:  Mission Goals, Relevance, and Site Selection [#2050] 

The talk will review the Resource Prospector goals, relevance, and current status of 

site selection. 

 

1:45 p.m. Andrews D. *   Colaprete A.   Quinn J.   Bluethmann B.   Chavers G.   Trimble J. 

Resource Prospector:  Mission Overview and Current Activities [#2053] 

This abstract will provide an overview and current status of the Resource 

Prospector mission. 

 

2:00 p.m. McGovern J. A. *   Colaprete A.   Bussey D. B.   Stickle A. 

Resource Prospector:  A Landing Site Survey [#2079] 

This work describes a process used on RP to search for landing sites near the lunar poles 

with access to:  evidence of surface/subsurface volatiles, reasonable terrain for traverse, 

direct to Earth communications, and sunlight for power. 

 

2:15 p.m. Quinn J.   Smith J. *   Captain J.   Paz A.   Colaprete A.   Elphic R.   Zacny K. 

Resource Prospector:  The RESOLVE Payload [#2046] 

NASA has been developing a lunar volatiles exploration payload named RESOLVE. Now 

the primary science payload on-board the Resource Prospector (RP) mission, RESOLVE, 

consists of several instruments that evaluate lunar volatiles. 

 

2:30 p.m. Elphic R. C. *   Colaprete A.   Heldmann J. L.   Deans M. C. 

Field Testing Near-IR and Neutron Spectrometer Prospecting:  Applications to Resource 

Prospector on the Moon [#2045] 

The Resource Prospector payload includes a near-infrared spectrometer and neutron 

spectrometer for surficial and near-surface volatile prospecting. Here we describe results 

from a field test in the Mojave Desert using the two instruments. 

 

2:45 p.m. Teodoro L. F. A. *   Elphic R. C.   Colaprete A.   Roush T.   Kleinhenz J. E. 

Molecular Diffusion of H2O in Lunar Regolith During Lunar Resources Prospector 

Mission Sample Acquisition [#2058] 

In the context of NASA’s Resource Prospector (RP) mission to the lunar poles, we study 

3-D models of volatile transport in lunar regolith. 

 

3:00 p.m. Zacny K. *   Paulsen G.   Quinn J.   Smith J.   Kleinhenz J. 

Lunar Resource Prospector Drill [#2006] 

We report on development and testing of a 1 m class drill for capture and transfer of 

volatiles-rich sample onboard the Resource Prospector rover. 

 

3:15 p.m. Heldmann J. L. *   Colaprete A. C.   Elphic R. C.   Bussey B.   McGovern A.   Beyer R.   

Lees D.   Deans M. C.   Otten N.   Jones H.   Wettergreen D. 

Rover Traverse Planning to Support a Lunar Polar Volatiles Mission [#2007] 

We present notional traverse plans for NASA’s Resource Prospector mission for a lunar 

polar rover and utilize this mission architecture and associated constraints to evaluate 

whether a suitable landing site exists to support an RP flight mission. 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2050.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2053.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2079.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2046.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2045.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2045.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2058.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2058.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2006.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2007.pdf


 

3:30 p.m. Carpenter J. D. *   Fisackerly R.   Aziz S.   Houdou B. 

Exploring Cold Trapped Volatiles from Stationary Landers and Mobile Rovers:  ESA 

Activities for Resource Prospecting at the Poles [#2027] 

An overview of ESA activities in the area of measuring cold trapped volatiles in-situ, 

including the PROSPECT package for the Russian Luna-27 mission and the development 

of mobile platform capabilities that could be applied to future missions. 

 

3:45 p.m. Visscher P. *   Edmundson P.   Ghafoor N.   Jones H.   Kleinhenz J.   Picard M. 

Lunar Rover Drivetrain Development to TRL-6 [#2009] 

The LRPDP and SPRP rovers are designed to provide high mobility and robustness in a 

lunar working environment and are compatible with various lunar surface activities. TRL-

6 testing is scheduled for late 2015 on the rover drivetrain components. 

 

4:00 p.m. Jordan A. P. *   Wilson J. K.   Stubbs T. J.   Schwadron N. A.   Spence H. E.   

Izenberg N. R. 

Implications of Dielectric Breakdown Weathering for the Lunar Polar Regolith [#2011] 

Dielectric breakdown weathering may significantly affect lunar regolith in permanently 

shadowed regions. We estimate how it may evolve the distribution of grain sizes and 

properties, which could have operational implications for rovers. 

 

4:15 p.m. Chin G. *   Sagdeev R.   Su J. J.   Murray J. 

Probing Planetary Bodies for the Structure of Subsurface Volatiles:  Geant4 Models of 

Fast, Epithermal, and Thermal Neutron Emission of Varying Stratigraphy of Water 

Bearing Regoliths [#2023] 

Varying ratios of thermal versus epithermal neutron emissions are diagnostics of the 

depth in which hydrogen/water layers are buried within the top 1-2 meters of the regolith. 

 

4:30 p.m. DISCUSSION 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2027.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2027.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2009.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2011.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2023.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2023.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/leag2015/pdf/2023.pdf


 Wednesday, October 21, 2015 

POSTER SESSION 

5:00 p.m.   Education Gallery 
 

Farrell W. M.   Killen R. M.   Delory G. T.   Bleacher L. V.   SSERVI DREAM2 Team 

DREAM2 at 2 Years [#2038] 

Summary of the SSERVI DREAM2 team results that apply to resource prospecting and dynamics at 

the Moon and other airless bodies. 

 

Clark P. E.   Himwich Z. M.   Natarajan A. M.   Vo H. N. 

Science Payloads and Advanced Concepts for Exploration (SPACE) Tool [#2010] 

We have developed an online CubeSat design tool, geared towards deep space exploration based on a 

specific mission requirement. With the development of this tool, we hope to move towards a 

standardization of the CubeSat paradigm. 

 

Estrada J. J. 

The ELASCA Project:  A Proposed Lunar Analog Construction Simulation [#2030] 

Presentation of the ELASCA Project:  A lunar analog construction simulation designed to test, 

research, and develop strategies for overcoming the logistical challenges of building on the Moon. 

 

Mardon C.   Mardon A. A.   Fawcett B. G. 

The Use of Side-Looking Airborne Radar in the Discovery of Meteorites in the Antarctic [#2024] 

An examination of the various historical uses of radar in locating Antarctic meteorites and suggestions 

about potential future uses. 

 

Gaddis L. R.   Hare T.   Lawrence S.   Stopar J.   Skinner J.   Hagerty J. 

A New Era of Exploration of Lunar Alphonsus Crater [#2056] 

This is a summary of new remote sensing data that supports in-situ exploration of pyroclastic deposits 

in Alphonsus crater. 

 

Nagihara S.   Nakamura Y.   Taylor P. T.   Williams D. R. 

Restoration of 1975 Apollo Heat Flow Experiment Thermocouple Data from the Original ALSEP 

Archival Tapes [#2019] 

Data from the only in-situ measurements of lunar heat flow were not fully processed at the conclusion 

of the Apollo program. This study attempts to restore the previously unprocessed portion of the data 

from the original ALSEP archival data tapes. 

 

Dunlop. D.   Holder. K. 

An Evolved International Lunar Decade Global Exploration Roadmap [#2016] 

An Evolved Global Exploration Roadmap (GER) reflecting a proposed International Lunar Decade is 

presented by an NSS chapter to address many of the omissions and new prospective commercial 

mission developments since the 2013 edition of the ISECG GER. 

 

Neumann G. A.   LRO and GRAIL Teams 

The Size of Lunar Impact Basins Determined by Gravity and Topography Data [#2071] 

The identification and scale of lunar basins is reassessed in the light of the topography and gravity 

from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter and GRAIL missions. 

 

Peplowski P. N.   Beck A. W.   Lawrence D. J. 

Distribution of Plagioclase-Rich Materials in the Lunar Highlands as Inferred from Lunar Prospector 

Thermal Neutron Measurements [#2054] 

We calibrate Lunar Prospector neutron data in terms of bulk composition, and infer the distribution of 

plagioclase in the feldspathic highlands terrane. Results are consistent with locations of PAN, and 

support complex crustal formation processes. 
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Stopar J. D.   Robinson M. S.   Denevi B. W.   Lawrence S. J. 

LROC NAC Photometry:  Preliminary Results and Relative Reflectance of Small Impact 

Melt Deposits [#2063] 

LROC NAC photometry suggests that the low-reflectance deposits (often interpreted as impact melt) 

at many small, fresh craters may simply be low in reflectance relative the continuous ejecta and are 

similar in reflectance to more distal materials. 

 

Zimmerman M. I.   Farrell W. M.   Poppe A. R. 

Micromagnetosphere Formation on the Moon [#2049] 

Kinetic simulations of the solar wind’s interaction with lunar crustal magnetic fields reveal formation 

of micromagnetospheres where ions are deflected by strong electric fields. Future missions should 

measure magnetic field structure at the ground. 

 

Wilson J. K.   Schwadron N.   Spence H. E.   Jordan A. P.   Looper M. D.   Townsend L. W. 

Shallow Lunar Hydrogen and Forward-Scattered Albedo Protons [#2064] 

The CRaTER instrument on LRO has tentatively identified a thin layer of hydrogen in the lunar 

regolith, and is conducting a separate series of tests to verify the discovery. 

 

Eppler D. B. 

Yet Another Lunar Surface Geologic Exploration Architecture Concept (what, again?):  A Senior 

Field Geologist’s View [#2028] 

Lunar geological exploration should be founded on key elements that form an integrated operational 

concept, including mission class, crew makeup and training, surface mobility assets, and field tools 

and IT assets. 

 

Eubanks T. M.   Maccone C.   Radley C. F. 

Lunar Farside Radio Astronomy Base Facilitated by Lunar Elevator [#2014] 

Dr. JD-Wörner, DG of ESA intends to align ESA to develop a “Moon Village” on the far side for 

radio astronomy and other purposes. This would encourage new infrastructure reducing transport 

costs. A lunar lift greatly facilitates this vision. 

 

Gulick S. P. S.   Morgan J. V. 

IODP-ICDP Expedition 364:  Drilling the K-Pg Impact Structure [#2084] 

Scientific drilling of the Chicxulub impact structure is scheduled for April 2016.  A 1500-m hole 

(Chicx-03A) will be drilled offshore that will penetrate the crater’s peak ring. 
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 Thursday, October 22, 2015 

IN SITU RESOURCE UTILIZATION 

8:30 a.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

In Situ Resource Utilization is one of the key factors to a sustainable human spaceflight program.  

Concepts are presented, including the economic implications of ISRU. 

 

Chairs: Kurt Klaus 

 Rob Kelso 
 

8:30 a.m. Taylor L. A. * 

Status of Lunar Regolith Simulants — An Update [#2012] 

LEAG-CAPTEM Simulant Working Group performed a study of lunar simulants in 2010 

at the instruction of NASA-NAC. However, it was lost in the gray literature. Improper 

simulants continue. A proposal will be put forth for a remedy to this enigma. 

 

8:45 a.m. Miller C. E. *   Wilhite A.   Kelso R.   Cheuvront D.   McCurdy H. 

Economic and Technical Assessment of an Evolvable Lunar Architecture Leveraging 

Commercial Partnership [#2005] 

PI will present results of NASA-funded economic assessment of an evolvable lunar 

architecture that leverages commercial partnership. Analysis suggests that a lunar 

industrial base to mine propellant can be established within NASA’s existing budget. 

 

9:00 a.m. Cordova S. *   Delgado A.   Shafirovich E. 

Fabrication of Construction Materials from Lunar and Martian Regolith Using Thermite 

Reactions with Magnesium [#2029] 

The paper summarizes the results of studies on combustion of lunar and martian regolith 

simulants with magnesium conducted in 2010–2015 at the University of Texas at El Paso. 

 

9:15 a.m. Kelso R. M. * 

Planetary Basalt Construction of a Launch/Landing Pad – PISCES 

Project Update [#2002] 

Provide a briefing on the progress of a joint project between the PISCES and NASA to 

develop and demonstrate technologies associated with planetary robotic construction 

using basalt:  called “Additive Construction with Mobile Emplacement” (ACME). 

 

9:30 a.m. Lawrence S. J. *   Stopar J. D.   Jolliff B. L.   Speyerer E. J.   Robinson M. S. 

Lunar Surface Traverse and Exploration Planning:  What Makes a “Good” 

Landing Site? [#2074] 

As part of a campaign to determine landing site locations for science and ISRU activity, 

we develop a defensible morphometric envelope for landed missions using LRO data to 

analyze the morphometric parameters of historical lunar landing locations. 

 

9:45 a.m. Thornton J.   Huber S.   Peterson K.   Hendrickson D. * 

Astrobotic:  Commercial Service for Lunar Resource Payload Delivery [#2066] 

This paper describes how commercial delivery is enabling access to the Moon for 

resource payloads. Topics addressed:  impediments to resource development, commercial 

approaches to delivering resource payloads, and traction seen with the market. 

 

10:00 a.m. Cowley A. *   Haefner T.   Beltzung J. C.   Meurisse A. 

Spaceship EAC – Fostering Activities Relevant to Lunar Exploration and ISRU [#2037] 

This presentation would cover the Spaceship EAC initiative, which aims to foster 

activities within ESA that are relevant to future human spaceflight and lunar exploration. 

We present our work in the area of regolith processing to date. 
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10:15 a.m. West W.   Heldmann M.   Scull T.   Samplatsky D.   Gentry G. J.   Duggan M.   

Klaus K. * 

Comparative Assessment of Delivering Consumable Resources Versus In-Situ Resource 

Utilization for Moon and Mars Habitats Life Support Systems [#2020] 

Life support consumables are a significant mass driver in human spacecraft and 

exploration surface habitats. Utilization of local resources could further reduce resupply 

needs. We quantify the resupply needs of habitats on the Moon and Mars. 

 

10:30 a.m. DISCUSSION 

 

 

 Thursday, October 22, 2015 

A DYNAMIC MOON I 

11:00 a.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

Observations from recent and current missions are presented that show the dynamic nature of our 

Moon. 

 

Chairs: Paul Hayne 

 Ryan Clegg-Watkins 
 

11:00 a.m. Patterson G. W. *   Bussey D. B. J.   Stickle A. M.   Turner F. S.   Jensen J. R.   Nolan M.   

Yocky D. A.   Wahl D. E.   Mini-RF Team 

Mini-RF on LRO and Arecibo Observatory Bistatic Radar Observations of 

the Moon [#2060] 

Mini-RF has been operating in a bistatic architecture over an approximately 2.5 year 

period in an effort to understand the scattering properties of lunar terrains as a function of 

bistatic (phase) angle. 

 

11:15 a.m. Speyerer E. J. *   Robinson M. S.   Povilaitis R. Z.   Wagner R. V. 

Dynamic Moon:  New Impacts and Secondaries Revealed in High Resolution 

Temporal Imaging [#2052] 

Using repeat LROC NAC observations under identical lighting conditions, we discovered 

hundreds of new, resolved impact craters and thousands of smaller primary and secondary 

surface changes. 

 

11:30 a.m. Mandt K. E. *   Greathouse T. K.   Retherford K. D.   Gladstone G. R.   Jordan A. P.   

Lemelin M.   Koeber S. D.   Bowman-Cisneros E.   Patterson G. W.   Robinson M.   

Lucey P. G.   Hendrix A. R.   Hurley D.   Stickle A. M.   Pryor W. 

LRO-LAMP Detection of Geologically Young Craters in Lunar South Pole Permanently 

Shaded Regions [#2021] 

We present a new method for detecting fresh craters on the Moon using the LRO-LAMP 

and provide comparison with other LRO datasets. We also present a new method for 

setting an upper limit for the age of young craters detected with this method. 

 

11:45 a.m. Mahanti P. *   Robinson M. S.   Thompson T. J. 

Characterization of Lunar Crater Wall Slumping from Chebyshev Approximation of 

Lunar Crater Shapes [#2081] 

A method for characterization of crater rim slumping from crater shapes. 
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 Thursday, October 22, 2015 

A DYNAMIC MOON II 

1:30 p.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

Chairs: Paul Hayne 

 Ryan Clegg-Watkins 
 

1:30 p.m. Livengood T. A. *   Williams D. R. 

Is the Moon Really a Surface-Bounded Exosphere? [#2070] 

It is commonly accepted that the lunar surface environment is a surface-bounded 

exosphere, nearly pure vacuum. Empirical support for this claim is remarkably scant and 

recent measurements disagree. 

 

1:45 p.m. Sarantos M. *   Killen R.   McLain J. 

Carbon-Bearing Volatiles:  Surface Abundance Estimates from Exospheric 

Content Considerations [#2048] 

This work investigates how the deposition of carbon-bearing volatiles through the 

exosphere is affected by topography and lunar soil type. 

 

2:00 p.m. Chi P. J. *   Wei H. Y.   Farrell W. M.   Halekas J. S. 

Selenogenic Ion Cyclotron Waves:  ARTEMIS Observations and Implications for the 

Lunar Exosphere [#2047] 

The ARTEMIS spacecraft near the Moon have detected narrowband ion cyclotron waves 

during the lunar passes through the Earth’s magnetotail. The observations suggest a 

possible connection to the ions escaping from the lunar exosphere. 

 

2:15 p.m. Schwadron N. A. *   Wilson J. K.   Looper M. D.   Jordan A.   Spence H. E.   Blake J. B.   

Case A. W.   Iwata Y.   Kasper J. C.   Farrell W. M.   Lawrence D. J.   Livadiotis G.   

Mazur J.   Petro N.   Pieters C.   Smith S.   Townsend L. W.   Zeitlin C. 

Possible Albedo Proton Signature of Hydrated Lunar Surface Layer [#2044] 

We discuss here the implications of recent LRO/CRaTER observations of the proton 

albedo suggesting sensitivity to a thin (1–10 cm) hydrous layer near the surface. 

 

2:30 p.m. Spence H. E. *   Schwadron N. A.   Wilson J. K.   Jordan A. P.   Winslow R.   Joyce C.   

Looper M. D.   Case A. W.   Petro N. E.   Robinson M. S.   Stubbs T. J.   Zeitlin C.   

Blake J. B.   Kasper J. C.   Mazur J. E.   Smith S. S.   Townsend L. W. 

Particle Radiation Environments and Their Effects at Planetary Surfaces:  Lessons 

Learned at the Moon by LRO/CRaTER and Extension to Other Planetary Objects [#2031] 

We examine the energetic particle ionizing radiation environments and their effects at 

airless planetary surfaces throughout the solar system. 

 

 

 Thursday, October 22, 2015 

ADVANCED CONCEPTS 

2:55 p.m.   USRA Conference Center 
 

Advanced lunar exploration/science concepts, including mission design and instrumentation, are 

presented. 

 

Chairs: Brad Jolliff 

 Clive Neal 
 

2:55 p.m. Zacny K. *   Nagihara S.   Hedlund M.   Fitzgerald Z. 

Percussive and Pneumatic Heat Flow Probe Developments for Lunar Landers [#2015] 

We report results from development and testing of two approaches to heat flow probes 

deployment on the Moon:  percussive and pneumatic. 
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3:10 p.m. Carroll K. A. *   Hatch D.   Ghent R.   Stanley S.   Urbancic N.   Williamson M. C.   

Garry W. B.   Talwani M. 

Near-Term Lunar Surface Gravimetry Science Opportunities [#2036] 

Three near-term mission opportunities are discussed for lunar surface gravity surveys, 

employing a 1 milliGal repeatability planetary surface gravimeter (VEGA). For each 

mission, the scientific and/or resource exploration objectives are discussed. 

 

3:25 p.m. Fouch M. J. *   Yu H.   Dai L.   Plescia J. B.   Barnouin O. S.   Garnero E. J.   Schmerr N.   

Strohbehn K.   Liang M.   West J. D. 

Development of a Next-Generation Microseismometer System for a Lunar Geophysical 

Network Mission [#2072] 

We are developing a next-generation seismic system for deployment and operation in the 

lunar environment. Ongoing testing will bring the entire system to TRL 5, providing a 

low-risk seismic system for the Lunar Geophysical Network mission. 

 

3:40 p.m. Jolliff B. L. *   Shearer C. K.   Petro N. E.   Papanastassiou D. A.   Liu Y.   Alkalai L. 

Science Rationale for South Pole-Aitken Basin Locations for Sample Return [#2077] 

Analysis of samples from South Pole-Aitken Basin will change our understanding of the 

early evolution of the lunar crust, the bombardment history of the inner solar system, and 

the volcanic and magmatic history of the Moon. 

 

3:55 p.m. Anderson F. S. *   Draper D.   Christensen P. R.   Olansen J.   Devolites J.   Harris W.   

Whitaker T. J.   Levine J. 

Deciphering Solar System Chronology with Lunar In-situ Dating:  The MARE 

Discovery Mission [#2034] 

We have proposed a discovery mission called the Moon Age and Regolith Explorer 

(MARE) that will land southwest of the Aristarchus Plateau, providing new 

measurements of age and petrology, addressing major questions of lunar and solar 

system chronology. 

 

4:10 p.m. MacDowall R. J. *   Lazio T. J. W.   Burns J. O. 

Low Frequency Radio Astronomy from the Lunar Surface [#2075] 

A low frequency lunar radio observatory is a desirable scientific investment. The stable 

surface offers advantages for antenna array deployment to image radio emission using 

aperture synthesis. A far-side array avoids terrestrial radio interference. 

 

 

MEETING WRAP-UP 
 

Discussion and summary of the meeting results. 

 

4:25 p.m. Neal, C. * 

Meeting Summary, Action Items, Findings 
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THE SPACE RESOURCES ROUNDTABLE: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES OF AN 
ORGANIZATION FOCUSED ON SPACE RESOURCES UTILIZATION. A. Abbud-Madrid1, L. S. Gertsch2, 
and D. Boucher3, 1Colorado School of Mines, 1310 Maple St., Golden, CO 80401, aabbudma@mines.edu; 2Missouri 
University of Science and Technology, 203 Rock Mechanics, Rolla, MO 65409, gertschl@mst.edu, 3Deltion Innova-
tions, Ltd., 26 Meehan St, Capreol, Ontario, P0M 1H0, Canada, dboucher@deltion.ca. 

 
 

For the past sixteen years, the Space Resources 
Roundtable (SRR) has brought together interested in-
dividuals from the space exploration community, the 
financial sector, and mining and minerals industries to 
discuss issues related to the In-Situ Resource Utiliza-
tion (ISRU) of lunar, asteroidal, and martian resources. 
 
The SRR serves as a communications mechanism be-
tween the wide range of people who are and should be 
involved in a multiplicity of aspects dealing with space 
resource development.  These include fields such as: 
exploration, mineral extraction, refining, manufactur-
ing, infrastructure development, space transportation, 
and a host of other technical areas that play an im-
portant role in the space resources field.  In addition, 
participation has also included individuals and compa-
nies who are developing markets that may be served by 
space resources products, such as space industrializa-
tion, tourism, space power, and terrestrial uses, as well 
as from the financial, legal, and entrepreneurial aspects 
of resource development.  In particular, the last four 
years have seen an increased participation from the 
private space commercial sector, with all the newly 
formed companies interested on exploiting the re-
sources from the Moon and asteroids. 
 
The SRR is engaged in the following program activi-
ties:  
 
1. Space Resources Roundtable meetings. These are 
held every year and cover all areas of interest in the 
space resources field.  For the 2008 meeting, the SRR 
joined forces with the Lunar Exploration Analysis 
Group (LEAG) and the International Lunar Explora-
tion Working Group (ILEWG) in a meeting held in 
Houston, TX, where the scientific, engineering, and 
commercial aspects of lunar resources utilization were 
explored.  Since 2010, the SRR has partnered with the 
Planetary and Terrestrial Mining Sciences Symposium 
(PTMSS) to increase the participation from experts of 
the mining sector. 
 
2. Maintenance of the Space Resources Roundtable 
web site. This site (www.isruinfo.com) provides in-
formative and educational materials on space resources 
for both professional and lay communities.  It also 
keeps track of all recent developments and meetings of 
interest to the ISRU community. 
 

3. Electronic communications network. The SRR pro-
vides a mechanism for professionals to communicate 
with each other electronically.  Members of the Space 
Resources Roundtable have access to information 
about the interests and experience of other members 
and are provided with easy electronic access to indi-
viduals or to the entire membership.  This is also the 
preferred medium used to quickly and efficiently in-
form the ISRU community of any important news and 
upcoming meetings of interest. 
 

In the past, the SRR has released several white papers 
aimed to inform and educate scientists, engineers, poli-
cy makers, and government officials on the topic of 
space resources.  The intention of these white papers 
has been to communicate how economic reasons dic-
tate that the promise of use of resources in space trans-
cends current programs for the exploration of space.  
That not only will the availability of resources – mate-
rials and energy – reduce the difficulty and cost of ex-
ploration programs, by “living off the land,” but will 
allow commerce to take root outside of Earth.  Going 
forward, as interest increases on incorporating space 
resources on the exploration of the Moon, asteroids, 
and Mars, the SRR intends to play a key role of bring-
ing together all the important players and disseminat-
ing critical information to make the utilization of space 
resources a reality. 
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DECIPHERING SOLAR SYSTEM CHRONOLOGY WITH LUNAR IN-SITU DATING: THE MARE DIS-
COVERY MISSION F. S. Anderson1, D. Draper2, P. Christensen3, J. Olansen2, J. Devolites2, W. Harris2, T. J. 
Whitaker1, J. Levine4, and the entire MARE science and engineering team, 1Southwest Research Institute, 1050 
Walnut St, Boulder CO; anderson@boulder.swri.edu, 2Johnson Space Center, Houston TX 77058, 3Arizona State 
University, Tempe, AZ, 85281, 4Colgate University, Hamilton, NY 13346. 

Introduction: Current models of inner solar sys-
tem chronology have billion-year uncertainties during 
the period from one- to three-billion years ago, due to a 
lack of lunar samples with well understood prove-
nance. This uncertainty fundamentally affects our un-
derstanding of events in solar system history, such as 
the duration and evolution of volcanism on the Moon, 
duration of the era of water and volcanism for Mars, 
and the bombardment environment under which life 
evolved on Earth (Fig. 1). To close this critical gap in 
lunar chronology, we have proposed a new Discovery-
class mission called MARE: the Moon Age and Re-
golith Explorer. Only by returning to the Moon to fill 
these sampling gaps can the cratering models be cor-
rected, delivering results of far-reaching import that 
span multiple planetary bodies. The MARE mission 
directly addresses high-priority Decadal Survey goals 
for new lunar age determinations: “Priority mission 
goals include... the reconstruction of the impact history 
of the inner solar system through the exploration of 
better characterized and newly revealed lunar 
terrains” [1]. 

Background: Understanding the relative timing of 
geologic events using crater counting is the keystone to 
unraveling the history recorded on the surfaces of 
rocky bodies. Crater counts, in conjunction with ra-
diometrically-dated Apollo and Luna samples, have 
been used to estimate the absolute ages of events on 
the Moon [2]. The 
resulting cratering 
flux has been extrapo-
lated to Mars [3], 
Mercury [4, 5], Venus 
[6], Vesta [7-9], and 
used in models of 
early solar system 
dynamics [10].  

However, recent 
analysis [11] indicates 
three major complica-
tions to the crater 
chronology picture: a) 
crater-counted terrains 
m a y n o t b e t h e 
sources of dated sam-
ples, b) the need to 

extrapolate crater count relationships to very young 
and old terrains, and c) there is a two-billion year gap 
of samples with well-known provenance suitable for 
crater counting from 1 to 3 Ga.  

These problems result in billion-year uncertainties 
for the history of the Moon [11] and solar system. For 
example, the era of bombardment of the inner solar 
system, as recorded by lunar impacts, may have effec-
tively ended ~3.7 Ga ago, or at some younger time. 
Because life on Earth is thought to have arisen between 
~3.7 and ~3.0 Ga ago, the model improvement could 
reveal new insights about the habitability of the early 
Earth. Similarly, the era of liquid water on the Martian 
surface, which is intimately related to possible life on 
Mars, as well as the eras of voluminous volcanism on 
the Moon and Mars, might have ended ~3 Ga ago, or 
extended to as recently as ~1.7 Ga ago. 

The key to addressing these issues is dating addi-
tional samples with well understood provenance, from 
terrain with undisputed crater counts, and from terrains 
of age 1-3 Ga. The young lava flows southwest of 
Aristarchus are ideally suited for this purpose. 

The MARE Discovery Mission: After landing 
southwest of the Aristarchus plateau, samples within 
reach of the lander’s arm will be assessed using on-
board imaging and near/thermal infrared mineralogy 
instruments, and then ranked and prioritized for analy-
sis. The analysis process consists of retrieving a sam-

Figure 1: Which Solar-System 
history is true?
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ple with the arm, preparing the sample surface with a 
grinder, and interrogating that surface for chronologic 
and compositional information with the Chemistry and 
Dating EXperiment (CDEX). Visible and infrared 
landing-site context measurements will be interfin-
gered with geochronology and chemistry analyses 
throughout the day. A second full lunar day of science 
measurements is planned as operational margin to en-
sure mission success.  

MARE microscopic geochemistry, mineralogy, and 
imaging will allow us to determine the petrology, and 
hence the thermal and magmatic history of young mare 
flows, as well as placing them in local and regional 
context. These MARE measurements will provide the 
first ground-truth for correlation with lunar orbital 
data, including directly comparable thermophysical 
and mineralogical measurements. Only MARE can 
perform this combination of measurements on the 
Moon, supplying the data required to write fundamen-
tally new chapters of inner solar system history. 

In-Situ Dating: The CDEX instrument operates in 
two modes. High-precision Rb and Sr isotopic mea-
surements for age-dating are acquired in Laser-Abla-
tion Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry 
(LARIMS) mode, and the abundance of major, minor, 
and trace elements are acquired in Laser-Ablation 
Mass Spectrometry (LAMS) mode. Using CDEX-
LARIMS, the baseline mission will determine the ages 
of a minimum of 10 rocks (~1 to 2.5 cm in diameter) 
from the landing site. A CDEX prototype has obtained 
accurate ages for a lunar basaltic analogue, the Duluth 
Gabbro (Fig. 2) and the Mars meteorite, Zagami [12, 
13]. The Duluth gabbro has a slightly lower concentra-
tion of Rb than do Apollo 15 KREEP basalts [14-16], 
similar to that expected at our candidate landing site, 
and our specimen exhibited a smaller range of Rb/Sr 
ratios than reported among the phases in KREEP basalt 
clast 72275,543 [17]. Using a new internal isotope 
calibration approach that accounts for fractionation 
between sample and standard, we obtained an im-
proved 87Rb-87Sr isochron age of 1100 ± 200 Ma (1σ), 
compared with the age of 1096 ± 14 Ma determined by 
[14] (after recalibration to the modern value of the 
87Rb decay constant [18]). Our age determination came 
from 310 spot analyses on a single ~1 cm rock chip, 
similar in size and shape to those we will obtain on the 
Moon. The 200 Ma precision we achieved exceeds that 
required to reduce the current billion-year uncertainty. 

Summary: The MARE mission will revolutionize 
our understanding of the impact history of the inner 
solar system, by collecting samples from a young, 
nearside lunar lava flow to measure their radiometric 
ages, geochemistry, and mineralogy. These measured 
ages, when related to the number of craters at the site, 

will redefine the crater-based chronology models on 
which much of our understanding of the history the 
inner solar system depends. 

References: [1] Vision And Voyages For Planetary 
Science In The Decade 2013-2022, National Acad-
emies Press, 2012. [2] Neukum, B. A. et al, Space Sci-
ence Reviews 2001, 96, 55. [3] W. K. Hartmann, G. 
Neukum, Space Science Reviews 2001, 96, 165. [4] C. 
I. Fassett, et al, GRL 2011, 38. [5] S. Marchi, et al, 
Nature 2013, 499, 59. [6] S. W. Bougher, et al, Venus 
II--geology, geophysics, atmosphere, and solar wind 
environment, Vol. 1, University of Arizona Press, 
1997. [7] S. Marchi, et al, Science 2012, 336, 690. [8] 
P. Schenk, et al, Science 2012, 336, 694. [9] N. 
Schmedemann, et al, EGU Abstracts, Vol. 15, 2013, p. 
5741. [10] P. Michel, A. Morbidelli, MAPS, 2007, 42, 
1861. [11] Robbins, S.J., EPSL, 2014. 403: p. 188-198. 
[12] Anderson, F.S. et al, RCMS, 2015. 29: p. 1-8. [13] 
Anderson, F.S. et al, RCMS, 2015. 29(2): p. 191-204. 
[14] G. Faure, et al, JGR, 1969, 74, 720. [15] L. 
Nyquist, et al, LPSC Proceedings, Vol. 4, 1973, p. 
1823. [16] L. Nyquist, et al, LPSC Proceedings, Vol. 6, 
1975, pp. 1445. [17] C.-Y. Shih et al. EPSL 1992, 108, 
203-215. [18] E. Rotenberg, et al, GCA 2012, 85, 41.

Figure 2: MARE’s CDEX instrument reproduces 
87Rb-87Sr age of Duluth gabbro [14], an analogue for 
Apollo 15 KREEP basalt. Points represent each spot 
measurement with 1σ ellipses; spots with SNR <2 are 
rejected. The slope of the best fit line is used to de-
termine the age, for which the MSWD indicates an 
excellent fit.
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Figure 2.  The RP15 Rover and Payload during 

first drive in the rock yard at JSC.  

 
Figure 1.  Resource Prospector 
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Introduction: The Resource Prospector (RP) is an In-

Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) technology demonstration 

mission being developed by the NASA Human Exploration 

and Operations Mission Directorate’s (HEOMD) within the 

Advanced Exploration Systems (AES) Division (Figure 1). 

The mission will demonstrate volatiles prospecting and ex-

traction from lunar regolith to validate an ISRU capability. 

The mission will address key Strategic Knowledge Gaps 

(SKGs) for robotic and human exploration to the Moon, 

Near Earth Asteroids (NEAs), and ultimately Mars, as well 

as meet the strategic goals of the Global Exploration 

Roadmap (GER), offered by the International Space Explo-

ration Coordination Group (ISECG). 

 

Overview: RP will provide knowledge to inform the 

selection of future mission destinations, support the devel-

opment of exploration systems, and reduce the risk associat-

ed with human exploration. Expanding human presence be-

yond low-Earth orbit to asteroids and Mars will require the 

maximum possible use of local materials, so-called in-situ 

resources. The moon presents a unique destination to con-

duct robotic investigations that advance ISRU capabilities, as 

well as providing significant exploration and science value. 

Lunar regolith contains useful resources such as water, Oxy-

gen, silicon, and light metals, like aluminum and titanium. 

Oxygen can be harvested from the trapped water in the rego-

lith for life support (breathable air), or be used to create 

rocket propellant (oxidizer). Regolith can be used to protect 

against radiation exposure, be processed into solar cells, or 

used to manufacture construction materials such as bricks 

and glass.  RP will characterize the constituents and distribu-

tion of water and other volatiles at the poles of the Moon, 

enabling innovative uses of local resources, in addition to 

validating ISRU capabilities. This capability will be valuable 

as a potential resource to harvest in support of missions to 

near-Earth asteroids (NEAs) and Mars. 

 

In order to reduce risk and explore system designs, the 

RP project attempted a two-fold approaches to development 

as it looked towards flight. Flight planning continued by 

defining requirements, interface definitions and developing 

partnerships, but we also used FY2015 to define, develop, 

build and test an earth-terrestrial prototype rover and payload 

system – a mission-in-a-year. This terrestrial prototype, 

called “RP15” (Figure 2), was built to both inform the sys-

tem design, and to be a partnership advocacy tool for this 

unique mission.  
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RP15 must be affordable within the resource and time 

constraints of fiscal year 2015, while working to the follow-

ing Needs, Goals, and Objectives provided by 

HEOMD/AES: 
1. Demonstrate rover mobility in a 1g environment 

2. The Surface Segment (prototype rover + payload 

system) shall represent the flight system concept 

with as much fidelity as affordable (limited by cost 

and schedule) 

3. Priority should be given to illustrating mission 

functionality over support functionality, which ex-

ists solely to support mission functionality 

 

This talk will provide an overview of RP project devel-

opments, including the design, build and test of the RP15 

rover/payload system in relevant environment. 
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UPDATE ON HIGH-RESOLUTION GEODETICALLY CONTROLLED LROC POLAR MOSAICS.  Brent Archinal1, 

Ella Lee1,2, Lynn Weller1, Janet Richie1, Ken Edmundson1, Jason Laura1, Mark Robinson3, Emerson Speyerer3, Aaron Boyd3, 

Ernest Bowman-Cisneros3, Robert Wagner3, Ara Nefian4, 1USGS, Astrogeology Science Center (2255 N. Gemini Drive, Flag-

staff, AZ 86004; barchinal@usgs.gov); 2Retired; 3School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 

85287; 4NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Mountain View, CA 94035. 

Introduction: We are continuing our effort to cre-

ate geodetically controlled high-resolution (1 m/pixel) 

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) [1] narrow angle 

camera (NAC) [2] polar mosaics of the lunar north and 

south polar caps, poleward from 85° latitude. The final 

products of this effort will include controlled mosaics 

of all useful and useable images and “illumination” 

controlled mosaics made every 10° of solar longitude. 

Such products are critical for the identification, evalua-

tion, extraction, and use of lunar resources related to 

illumination, including the availability of sunlight, 

solar power, or the presence of permanently shadowed 

regions that may harbor cold trap resources. 

Similar mosaics previously generated under the 

Lunar Mapping and Modeling Project (LMMP) [3] 

contained a smaller image set, and were not optimized 

to create separate mosaics showing solar illumination 

changes.  Coverage was limited to 85.5° poleward [4], 

but now extends to 85°, an increase in coverage of 

23%. Problems with the control network, used to cre-

ate the previous mosaics, have been addressed. In addi-

tion, image tie-pointing methods and network solution 

parameterization are improved. 

Illumination Mosaics: There will be 36 mosaics 

for the north and south poles, at every 10° of solar lon-

gitude. We are evaluating whether to make averaged 

mosaics and/or mosaics with the best illuminated im-

ages shown in front of other images. Note that doing 

averaged mosaics (see Figure) is only possible when 

the images are controlled to the sub-pixel level, thus 

allowing images to be co-added, increasing the signal-

to-noise ratio in low light conditions and showing all 

areas ever illuminated while the images were collected. 

With 148 possible mosaics at 1 m/pixel, 32 

bits/pixel, each mosaic is ~86 GB for a total volume of 

~13 TB. The final mosaics and updated geometry in-

formation (SPICE [5]) will be archived to the Plane-

tary Data System (PDS). 

These mosaics will provide many benefits for sci-

ence, engineering, exploration, and for supporting fu-

ture mapping and global lunar reference frame im-

provement efforts. The high resolution and accurate 

registration properties will be useful for identifying 

small scale permanently shadowed regions (lunar cold 

traps) or areas of lengthy solar illumination (ideal sites 

for future exploration [6]), targeting observations by 

future missions (e.g. [7]), detailed surface characteriza-

tion and landing site assessment [8], geological and 

resource mapping, and change detection. 

Other Benefits: This work also helps improve ca-

pabilities for the development of further large con-

trolled mosaics, as well as provide information on what 

critical tools will need to be developed in advance of 

such work [9]. These products can be used to charac-

terize the precision and accuracy of a priori LRO 

SPICE data and possibly to provide further geometric 

calibration of the LROC and LOLA instruments. The 

updated SPICE (orientation, or C kernel) data could be 

used to improve the LRO Lunar Orbiter Laser Altime-

ter (LOLA) [10] results. For example, improved orien-

tation data would allow for a new type of “crossover” 

adjustment of LOLA data with controlled simultaneous 

NAC images.  

Current Solution Statistics: Control solutions are 

being performed with the USGS ISIS software package 

[11] and in particular the jigsaw application [12]. We 

have completed preliminary control network solutions 

for both poles. Images not used have been tracked for 

 
 

 

Figure: Area (at 85.°588N, 123.°159E) in north polar 

cap showing 7 images (top) in an uncontrolled aver-

aged mosaic vs. (bottom) a controlled averaged mosa-

ic. Note blurring and doubling of some features in the 

top image with offsets up to 165 m. The scale is 7.5 

m/pixel. 
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future use, or for possible manual work to update an 

area of interest. The south pole network has not yet 

been constrained (controlled to ground in absolute co-

ordinates) while the north pole network is constrained 

to LOLA data at 18 points (resulting in a higher maxi-

mum residual). The following table shows the current 

network results: 

Technical Problems Encountered: Numerous 

problems have been encountered but they have been 

largely addressed. Problems include a) manual check-

ing of high residual tie points; b) manual measures 

needed to be added for some “island” images (i.e. with 

few areas of illuminated overlap with other images) 

including 26 images in the north; and c) some images 

have not been successfully controlled because they are 

blank (532 in the north), or they are part of an island 

and the images do not overlap. We are also still as-

sessing the best way to winnow out bad data near the 

edges of images and in shadows that caused, and are 

still causing, black line artifacts in the previous LMMP 

best-resolution “image on top” mosaics, as well as for 

averaged mosaics. 

Comparison to Other Networks: Due to the sig-

nificant increase in the number of images used, these 

networks are substantially larger than the original 

LMMP networks, and in terms of the total number of 

control points and measures, comprise one of the larg-

est solar system control networks ever done, possibly 

including terrestrial networks. Only a final global 

THEMIS IR controlled mosaic [13] is likely to exceed 

these networks in size in the next several years. Cur-

rent large planetary networks are listed in the table 

here:  

Ground Control: We have looked at several pos-

sibilities for providing absolute horizontal and vertical 

control of these networks. Testing has just been com-

pleted using NASA Ames routines that match illumi-

nated LOLA track data to images [15]. These algo-

rithms were successfully developed for matching be-

tween track data and Apollo Metric camera images and 

are now working to do matching to NAC images. We 

are about to install this software at USGS and create 

tools to use the matching information for comparison 

with or in our network solutions. We will redo our 

solutions with the LOLA tie point information con-

strained appropriately to the accuracy of the LOLA 

track data, thus providing a significant amount (thou-

sands of points) of absolute constraints to the LOLA 

reference frame. 

Plans: This year we plan to finish the initial full 

north and south pole solutions, create preliminary av-

eraged mosaics and test 10° illumination mosaics, and 

derive LOLA-based control points for comparison. In 

2016, we will complete final solutions tied to LOLA 

points, make final mosaics, archive products to the 

PDS, and document the work with a journal article. 

Future Needs: This work serves as a reminder of 

the need for developing cartographic processing tools 

for even larger mosaics. Examples are the global 

THEMIS IR work or the likely global coverage of the 

Moon at 2 m/pixel with LROC images – with a need to 

possibly control well over 1 million NAC images – as 

opposed to the ~28,000 images processed here. Previ-

ous recommendations [9] regarding the need for doing 

NASA cartography planning and developing such tools 

still stand. 

Acknowledgements: This effort is funded by the 

NASA Lunar Advanced Science and Exploration Re-

search program, and builds on early funded efforts by 

the LRO Participating Scientist Program and LMMP. 

We also acknowledge the tremendous work and effort 

by LRO mission and the LROC and LOLA personnel, 

without which this work would not be possible.  
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Current Solution North Pole South Pole 

Images 9,688 18,963 

Points 386,873 1,638,727 

Measures 3,064,199 13,745,057 

Std. Dev. (pix.) 0.31 0.65 

Max. resid. (pix.) 7.27 4.99 

Body Name/reference Images Points Measures 

Moon ULCN 2005 [14] 43866 272931 546126 

Moon LMMP North Pole 

USGS [4] 

3682 340142 2102373 

Moon LMMP South Pole 

USGS [4] 

3827 527756 3363623 

Mercury USGS Messenger (Pers. 

Comm.) 

60281 555120 6599703 

Mars USGS Themis IR [13] 13496 1578113 6069647 

Moon North Pole (this work) 9688 386873 3064199 

Moon South Pole (this work) 18963 1638727 13745057 
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Introduction:  The International Lunar Decade 
(ILD) is an initiative of the International Lunar Explo- 
ration Working Group (ILEWG), the National Space 
Society (NSS) and the FOTONIKA-LV national sci- 
ence center of the University of Latvia.  Planned for 
launch in 2017 marking the 60th anniversary of the In- 
ternational Geophysical Year the ILD will provide a 
framework for international collaboration in the devel- 
opment of technologies, infrastructures, financing 
mechanisms and policies for the development of the 
Moon and international operations in cislunar space. 
An ILD Working Group has been formed to advance 
the vision of ILD with space agencies, international 
space organizations, research centers and institutes as 
well as commercial businesses engaged in various as- 
pects of space development. A major goal is to secure 
the endorsement of the Committee on the Peaceful Us- 
es of Outer Space (COPUOS) as a step towards a UN 
General Assembly resolution declaring the Internation- 
al Lunar Decade as a global, UN sanctioned initiative. 

The ILD concept was first initiated by the Planetary 
Society (PS) in 2006 and gained the endorsement of 
COSPAR and the ILEWG1 as well as financial support 
from the Secure World Foundation2. A presentation on 
ILD was made by Louis Friedman, Executive Director 
PS to COPUOS at the 44th Session of the Technical 
Subcommittee, 12-23 February 2007.  While the ILD 
idea was received with enthusiasm by the 100 or so 
delegates, no subsequent action was taken by COPUOS 
to secure a resolution of the UN General Assembly 
declaring the International Lunar Decade as a global, 
UN sanctioned activity. The ILEWG provided a coor- 
dinating framework for several subsequent lunar mis- 
sions “(smart-1, Kaguya, Chang' E 1 2 3 5T, Chan- 
drayaan-1 and US LCROSS, LRO, Grail etc) mission 
and first surface landers, and many goals achieved by 
the community.”3 

A new vision for ILD was launched at the confer- 
ence The Next Giant Leap: Leveraging Lunar Assets for 

 
 

1 http://www.planetary.org/press-room/releases/2006/ 
0708_Planetary_Society_Calls_for.html 
2 http://www.planetary.org/press-room/releases/2006/ 
1204_Foundation_Joins_Planetary_Society_Call.html 
3 Personal communication from Bernard Foing 
sci.esa.int/ilewg. 

 Sustainable Pathways to Space http://2014 
giantleap.aerospacehawaii.info/ that resulted in an 
International Lunar Decade Declaration, a living 
document subject to continued revision that can be 
found at http://www.nss.org/news/LunarDeclaration.pdf  
and led to the formation of the International Lunar 
Decade Working Group (ILEWG) that is concentrating 
on defining ILD and increasing levels of granularity 
and promoting the idea to all space groups and 
organizations. Since the intent is that the ILD process 
lead to commercial activity beyond Earth orbit effort 
will be made to introduce the idea of a self-sustaining 
space economy to forums involved in financing 
ventures and economic development as well as to 
forums and groups concerned about new developments 
in economics in addition to traditional space forums. 

To assure that the successes in commercial space 
development that have been achieved since 2010 can 
be sustained we recommend the following actions: 

1.   The US endorse the International Lunar Dec- 
ade as a global event celebrating space as a frontier for 
all mankind with the ILD providing a roadmap and a 
framework for international collaboration in the period 
2017-2030 to make the transition from lunar explora- 
tion towards industrial development of the Moon and 
facilities in cislunar space. Key recommendations: 

2.   The US take the lead in launching a process to 
resolve the matter of property rights and other policy 
issues required for mining and other commercial activi- 
ty to take place on the Moon. 

3.   Working with existing ISS partners and ISECG 
and ILEWG develop a plan for international 
collaboration in space where the ISS becomes an ele- 
ment of a larger program with more partners that in- 
cludes operations on the Moon and in cislunar space 
aimed at reducing the cost and risk of activities in 
space as well as expanding the potential for profitmak- 
ing commercial business beyond Earth orbit. 

4.   Through the G20 process explore the potential 
for establishing an international financing mechanism 
for space development that would enable private com- 
panies, including small businesses, around the globe to 
pursue innovative solutions to materials processing, 
energy, communications, life support and other 
technologies required for sustainable development in 
space.  
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OBSERVATIONS OF METEOROIDAL WATER IN THE LUNAR EXOSPHERE BY THE LADEE NMS 
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Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD 20723, USA, 3Planetary Systems Branch, NASA 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA. 

 
 
Introduction: The Neutral Mass Spectrometer 

(NMS) of the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environ-
ment Explorer (LADEE) Mission was designed to 
measure the composition and variability of the tenuous 
lunar atmosphere [1]. The NMS (Figure 1) comple-
ments two other instruments on the LADEE spacecraft 
designed to secure spectroscopic measurements of lu-
nar composition and in situ measurement of lunar dust 
over the course of a seven-months mission in order to 
sample multiple lunation periods [2]. The NMS in-
strument utilizes a dual ion source designed to measure 
both surface reactive and inert species and a quadru-
pole analyzer. Instrument activities were designed and 
scheduled to provide time resolved measurements of 
Helium and Argon, but to also determine the abun-
dance or upper limits for many other species either 
sputtered or thermally evolved from the lunar surface; 
water being one of these species. 

 
Observations of Exospheric Water: During its 

seven months in orbit, the NMS instrument has detect-
ed signatures of water group neutrals (H2O and/or OH) 
in the exosphere of the Moon. The signature of water 
has been measured as sporadic, short-lived signal in-
creases above instrument background (spikes) (Figure 
2). Shortly after the first few detections, a systematic 
measurement campaign with a cadence of a few hours 

over four main lunar local time sectors (sunrise, mid-
night, sunset, and noon) was put in place and continued 
to the end of the mission.  

 
Initial data analysis revealed that the occurrence 

rate of the high signal water “spikes” (corresponding to 
desnities of several hundred per cc) is correleated with 
periods of major annual meteoroid streams [3]. Moreo-
ver, the daily water detection rate is in agreement with 
the expected evolution of the incoming meteoroidal 
impact flux at the Moon.  

Monte Carlo modeling of the evolution of vapor-
ized water was conducted to constrain the evolution of 
the impact vapor as a function of time after the impact 
and distance from the impact site.  The model [4] also 
provides the velocity of the water molecules, enabling 
comparison with NMS’s field of view.  Assuming the 
initial velocity of each water molecules is distributed 
according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 
T=3000 K, the results indicate that the water signatures 
detected by the NMS instrument are due to impacts that 
occurred near the location of the spacecraft within a 
one hour window from time of detection (Figure 3). 
The density of water at LADEE altitude is consistent 
with water releases from impactors with mass, m > 0.1 
kg. 

 
References: [1] Elphic et al. (2014) Space Sci. 

Rev., 185 3–25. [2] Mahaffy et al (2014) Space Sci. 

Figure 1. The NMS instrument during integration and 
testing. Labels identify the main electronics box (MEB), 
the break off cap (BOC), the vacuum housing (VH), the 
radio frequency (RF) electronics, and the detector (Det) 
electronics.  

Figure 2. NMS observations of sporadic signatures 
of water group neutrals suring the course of the 
LADEE mission. Observations occurred at various 
local times and spacecraft altitudes. 
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Rev., 185 27–61. [3] Stubbs et al (2015) LPI 46, Ab-
stract #2986. [4] Hurley (2011) J. Geophys. Res. 116, 
E10007. 

 

Figure 3.  Simulated evolution of water vapor from a 
meteoroid impact as a function of time and angular 
distance from the impact site.  The left panel shows the 
density at 50 km altitude for a 1 g water release.  The 
right panel shows the density observable by NMS after 
factoring in the field of view of the instrument. 
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EXPLORING COLD TRAPPED VOLATILES FROM STATIONARY PLATFORMS AND MOBILE 
ROVERS: ESA ACTIVTIES FOR RESOURCE PROSPECTING AT THE POLES.  J. D. Carpenter1, R. 
Fisackerly, S. Aziz, B. Houdou, 1ESA ESTEC, Keplerlaan 1, 2201 AZ, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 
james.carpenter@esa.int. 

 
 
The ability to access and utilize local resources at 

the surface of the Moon could be a game changer for 
exploration of the Solar System. Of the Moon’s poten-
tial resources there is perhaps none so tantalizing as 
cold trapped water at the lunar poles. If present in suf-
ficient abundance this ice could prove to be a valuable 
source of water, oxygen, rocket fuel and other consum-
ables. However great uncertainties remain regarding 
the abundance, distribution, accessibility, geotechnical 
properties and local environment associated with this 
ice. Until these uncertainties are addressed the resource 
potential cannot be meaningfully assessed.  

All knowledge available to date has been generated 
by orbital missions and the L-CROSS impactor. The 
information provided by these recent missions has 
proved transformative, but while new orbital data sets 
can help in the search for ice, definitive answers re-
quire surface missions.  

From orbital neutron measurements it is apparent 
that a hydrogen enhancement, conceivably from water, 
is present within approximately 1m of the surface in 
Polar Regions. This is consistent with bolometric tem-
perature measurements from orbit, which suggest that 
water ice can be stable within 1m of the surface across 
much of the Polar Regions. An understanding of the 
abundance and distribution of water ice therefore re-
quires access to the subsurface to depths of at least 1m 
and analysis of the materials found there. The ability to 
access greater depths would extend the information 
available beyond that which can be detected from orbit.  

ESA is developing the PROSPECT system to ac-
cess and analyze material from up to 2m beneath the 
surface in the Polar Regions; although the system is 
intended to be able to assess the in-situ resource poten-
tial of lunar regolith at any given location on the Moon. 
In order to achieve this PROSPECT is required to: 

• Drill and extract samples from depths of 
up to 2m. 

• Extract water, oxygen and other chemicals 
of interest in the context of resources. 

• Identify the chemical species extracted. 
• Quantify the abundances of these species. 
• Characterize isotopes such that the origins 

and emplacement processes can be estab-
lished.  

In the lunar polar regions PROSPECT is able to 
target water ice. At all locations on the Moon 

PROSPECT  is able to extract solar wind implanted 
volatiles from the regolith through heating and aims to 
extract oxygen and other chemicals of interest as re-
sources from minerals by a variety of techniques. 

The first flight for PROSPECT to the Moon will be 
on the Russian Luna-27 mission planned for 2020. This 
mission is a stationary platform that will land in the 
South Polar Region at a site which has yet to be final-
ized. From this platform PROSPECT will provide the 
abundance and depth distribution of volatiles at a sin-
gle location, as well as providing a comprehensive 
analysis of the composition and isotopes of those vola-
tiles. The technologies and experience developed 
through PROSPECT is intended to feed forwards into 
future missions including a joint Lunar Polar Sample 
Return mission, currently under investigation by ESA 
and ROSCOSMOS.  

A potential evolution of the PROSPECT capability, 
which is under investigation, would be to include it on 
a mobile platform, as part of a comprehensive mobile 
suite of instruments. A mobile platform would allow 
the spatial distribution to be mapped laterally and ver-
tically across a broad area, as well as increasing the 
probability of accessing high concentrations for analy-
sis. This will be an important development as it may 
well be that ice concentration is variable on different 
spatial scales.  

To this end an industrial system study into a Lunar 
Prospecting Rover (LPR) has been initiated by ESA, to 
investigate at system level the requirements for such a 
rover, operating at the lunar poles. In addition a mobili-
ty test platform, the Robotic Autonomy Testbed (RAT) 
has been developed, to allow testing of key technolo-
gies and processes associated with situational aware-
ness and operations. A detailed investigation of opera-
tions in the lunar poles in an LPR mission scenario 
using the RAT has been initiated.  This LUnar scenario 
Concept valIdation and Demonstration (LUCID) cam-
paign will assess the combinations of tools and tech-
niques required to operate in the environmental and 
operational constraints of the lunar poles, by means of 
a test campaign that mimics the mission scenario of the 
LPR. The test shall simulate the operation of a rover in 
an analog near-polar lunar location and under realistic 
terrain and illumination conditions. 
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The European Space Agency has identified the 

Moon as the next destination for human exploration 
after Low Earth Orbit [1]. At the surface of the Moon 
humans can learn to live and work on another planetary 
body in a sustainable and optimal way and in partner-
ship with robots. This exploration will be achieved 
through international cooperation, in a scenario in 
which different international partners contribute com-
plimentary capabilities and elements, sharing the costs, 
the risks and the benefits that such a programme will 
bring. ESA is working to build up core capabilities that 
can be contributed to this international effort, as well as 
working with international partners to define this new 
era of lunar exploration; bilaterally, through the ISS 
partnership and through the International Space Explo-
ration Coordination Group (ISECG), whose efforts are 
recorded in the Global Exploration Roadmap [2].  

The Moon is a planetary body of unparalleled im-
portance to Earth. Earth and Moon share a common 
history. We cannot understand our own history without 
also understanding that of the Moon.  The Moon also 
provides the basis for understanding the rest of the so-
lar system as it provides a model for planetary for-
mation and preserves a record of solar system history. 
In addition its surface provides a unique platform for 
performing fundamental research and observing the 
cosmos. A sustained presence at the lunar surface 
would enable new and important scientific research and 
transform our understanding of our place in the Uni-
verse (see for example [3]).  

At the lunar surface we can also take the next steps 
towards new destinations deeper in the Solar System. 
Here we can learn to live on another planetary body for 
long periods, develop the capabilities and technologies 
that will be needed to live and work for long durations 
on Mars and begin to utilize local resources for fuel, 
materials and consumables. These resources may also 
provide the propellant that carries us beyond. For ex-
ample hydrogen and oxygen harvested from polar ice 
deposits could conceivably be employed as fuel, allow-
ing the Moon’s low gravity to be exploited as a step-
ping stone for exploration missions to Mars and be-
yond. All this at a location only three days journey 
from home.  

Perhaps most importantly an international effort to 
explore the Moon, in cooperation, can have profound 
implications for life on Earth; as the nations of the 
world work together on a new adventure for everyone 
[4].  

In this presentation we will present an overview of 
current activities within ESA, current international 
partnerships and steps that are being taken by ESA 
towards the broad international cooperation needed to 
achieve lunar exploration in the future.  
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Introduction:  We describe a new-technology 

planetary surface gravimeter which is expected to have 
sub-milliGal repeatability on the Lunar surface. This 
instrument is small enough to be carried by several 
near-term Lunar rover missions, via which it could 
conduct Lunar surface gravity surveys in much the 
same way that gravity surveys are carried out on Earth. 
Concepts for such surveys are outlined for each of 
those missions, with a focus on scientific and Lunar 
resource exploration objectives that could be achieved 
by each survey. 

VEGA instrument:  Gedex is developing the 
VEGA (VEctor Gravimeter for Asteroids) planetary 
gravimeter instrument, which when used as a Lunar 
surface gravimeter is targeting a long-term repeatabil-
ity of better than 1 milliGal. This is somewhat better 
than that of the Lunar Traverse Gravimeter that was 
used to conduct the only off-Earth planetary surface 
gravity survey to date, during the Apollo 17 mission 
[1]. VEGA’s development is currently at the bread-
board stage, and we plan to test-fly a prototype aboard 
a spacecraft by early 2017. The instrument’s main 
specifications are: mass    < 1.5 kg, volume   < 1.5 
litres, power consumption < 5 W, time per measure-
ment ~ 10 minutes.  

We have identified several near-term Lunar surface 
gravity survey opportunities, each with a significant 
scientific and/or resource exploration goal. Three of 
these are summarized below. 

Surveying around pit craters to map sublunare-
an voids:  The recent discovery of pit craters on the 
Moon has exposed the existence of voids below the 
Lunar surface [2], [3], [4], [5]. These voids may be 
localized impact melt ponds which have subsequently 
drained, or they may be lava tubes. In [6], we note that 
such voids will generate a low bouguer gravity signal 
at the surface above and near those voids, and that a 
surface gravity survey near a pit crater could thus map 
the extent, size and depth of the void into which it has 
made a skylight. For example, a 150 m radius lava 
tube 50 m below the Lunar surface could produce a 
gravity low above it as large as 5-10 milliGal, perhaps 
larger. Such a signal would be easily measurable by 
the VEGA instrument. 

There is a near-term opportunity to conduct such a 
survey. The company Astrobotic plans to send CMU’s 
“Andy” Lunar rover to the Moon in 2017 [7] to com-
pete for the Google Lunar X-Prize. Their target is the 

partially-collapsed 230 m diameter pit crater in Lacus 
Mortis, at 44.96°N, 25.62°E, shown in Figure 1. This 
feature could be a skylight into a lava tube, or a col-
lapse into a subsurface void from cooling of a melt 
pond. A local surface gravity survey, say within a 1 
km radius around this crater, could distinguish be-
tween these possibilities, mapping the shape, extent 
and size of any void underlying this feature. This could 
help inform scientific understanding of the history and 
nature of Lunar impact melts and/or formation of  lava 
tubes. It could also provide an initial reconnaissance of 
the subsurface void, in advance of future missions to 
descend into the void space and explore it from the 
inside. 

 Figure 1: LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) observation 
M126759036L, orbit 3814, April 24, 2010; 

49.4° angle of incidence, resolution 0.5 meters from 
45.56 km [NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University]. 

 
Surveying for ice deposits in permanently-

shadowed polar craters: Numerous lines of evidence, 
developed since the Clementine bistatic radar experi-
ment in 1994 and the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spec-
trometer experiment of 1998, have indicated that water 
ice might be present at both the north and south Lunar 
poles. Various conjectures have been mooted regard-
ing the form that such ice deposits could take. Some of 
those forms could have a bulk density different from 
that of the Lunar regolith surrounding an ice deposit, 
thus producing a potentially-measurable surface gravi-
ty anomalous signal. 
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For example, ordinary Lunar regolith near the sur-
face has an in situ porosity as high as 50% (cf. Table 
9.5 in [8]), the voids in and between particles being 
“full of vacuum,” thus having a bulk density (typically 
1.5-1.7 g/cm3) about half the specific gravity of the 
minerals comprising the particles. In permanently-
shadowed polar regions, ice could potentially infiltrate 
these voids, thus forming diffuse frost-like ice depos-
its. The resulting bulk density of the regolith would 
then increase, to perhaps as high as 2-2.2 g/cm3 if the 
voids were completely filled with ice. 

 Alternately, if ice deposits were found in the form 
of large slabs or lenses of pure water ice (perhaps bur-
ied beneath a surface layer of regolith), the density of 
such deposits would be 1 g/cm3, considerably below 
the typical regolith bulk density of 1.5-1.7 g/cm3.  

A Lunar rover equipped with a sensitive enough 
gravimeter might detect an anomalous gravity high or 
low when traversing above such deposits, and provide 
a means for discerning the type and extent and thick-
ness of a deposit. There is a potential near-term oppor-
tunity for carrying out such an investigation. NASA’s 
proposed Resource Prospector mission plans to carry a 
rover to a region near one the Moon’s poles, specifi-
cally to search for ice deposits [9], [10]. If a VEGA 
instrument were to be added to the baseline set of in-
struments already planned for that rover, it could po-
tentially provide gravity data complementary to its 
neutron and NIR spectrometer remote sensing data, 
perhaps helping to find ice deposits accessible by the 
rover’s drill, and providing context to help investiga-
tors interpret the signatures generated by the instru-
ment s used to analyze the sampled brought up by the 
drill. 

Follow-up gravity survey in the Taurus-Littrow 
valley:  As described in [1], the Lunar Traverse Gra-
vimeter instrument was carried on the Apollo Lunar 
lander, where it was used by astronauts Gene Cernan 
and Harrison Schmitt on their lunar rover to conduct a 
~ 10 km traverse across the Taurus-Littrow valley 
floor, over which 22 gravity measurements were made 
at 9 stations, as illustrated in Figure 2. The general 
character of the resulting bouguer anomaly is a flattish 
profile across the valley, rolling off at either side, 
which one of us [1] interpreted to indicate a 1 km thick 
basalt slab beneath the valley floor.  

However, there is also a 5-10 milliGal gravity low 
in the centre of the valley, at Station 5 of the survey, 
which remains unexplained. Assuming this is not a 
reading error, it could represent either local topograph-
ic effects (which we are currently investigating using 
the latest LOLA topography data), or some volume of 
anomalously low-density material in the subsurface 
near that location. While we have several conjectures 

regarding possible geological explanations for this 
gravity low, the relatively low spatial resolution of the 
original Apollo 17 gravity survey makes it difficult to 
resolve these. Higher-resolution gravity data would 
help us to pursue this question further.  

Figure 2: The Apollo 17 Lunar Traverse Gravimeter was 
used to infer the presence of a 1 km thick basalt block be-

neath the Taurus-Littrow valley floor [1]. 
 

There is a potential near-term opportunity to obtain 
just that data. The Google Lunar X-Prize team, Part-
Time Scientists, plans to land their “Audi Lunar Quat-
tro” rover near the Apollo 17  landing site in 2017, and 
to operate that rover over the course of a Lunar day in 
that vicinity [11]. If equipped with a VEGA instru-
ment, that rover could carry out a higher-resolution 
follow-up gravity survey covering the area around 
Station 5 from the Apollo 17 gravity survey. The nu-
merous scientific studies of the Taurus Littrow valley 
during and since Apollo 17 would provide excellent 
context for more-refined interpretation of the subsur-
face structure there, using new and better gravity data.  
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Introduction:  The recent restoration of the Apollo 

Lunar Surface Magnetometer (LSM) data has revealed 

a type of electromagnetic waves that was previously 

overlooked [1]. These waves are narrowband in nature, 

and they are seen only when the Moon was in the 

Earth’s magnetotail. The waves have frequencies that 

are close to the proton gyrofrequency (fc,p), which is of 

the order of 0.1 Hz at the lunar distance in the 

magnetotail, and they are predominantly left-handed 

polarized. These two features are the main characteris-

tics of of ion cyclotron waves (ICW’s).  

The generation of these narrowband ICW’s at the 

Moon is still an open question, but existing observa-

tions at the Moon and in other regions of the 

magnetotail strongly suggest that these waves occur 

because of the existence of the Moon. Several mecha-

nisms have been proposed to explain the presence of 

ICW’s at the Moon [1]: (a) At the time when the elec-

tric field is present, the ionized particles in the lunar 

exosphere will become pickup ions moving away from 

the Moon, forming a ring or a ring-beam velocity dis-

tribution that is highly unstable to the growth of ICW’s. 

This process has been identified for the generation of 

ICW’s at comets [2], Venus [3], and Mars [4], or in the 

Io torus [5] and the Saturn E-ring [6]. (b) In the regions 

near and magnetically connected to the Moon, the ma-

jority of ions that flow into the Moon will be absorbed 

by the surface, resulting in an asymmetry in ion veloci-

ty distribution and hence temperature anisotropy. (c) 

The presence of multiple ion species and the cold 

phtoelectron beam can generate electromagnetic ICW’s 

[7,8]. 

The objective of this study is to understand the 

generation of selenogenic ICW’s at the Moon through 

the detailed wave and particle observations by the two 

ARTEMIS probes near the Moon. As pickup ions are 

one of the major loss mechanisms of the lunar 

exospehre, the connection between selenogenic ICW’s 

and pickup ions is a part of the larger problem related 

to the loss of volatiles from the Moon (Figure 1). 

ARTEMIS Observations: ARTEMIS consists of 

two identical spacecraft orbiting around the L1 and L2 

Lagrangian points in the Earth-Moon system. The two 

spacecraft, P1 and P2, were inserted into lunar orbits in 

June and July 2011. Since then they have been in stable 

equatorial, high-eccentricity orbits, of ~100 km  

19,000 km altitude. Each of the two ARTEMIS space-

craft is equipped with a comprehensive set of field and 

particle instruments. With orbit periods of about 26 

hours, the two probes are separated by distances be-

tween 500 km and 5 RE. 

Two examples of ICW’s observed by ARTEMIS 

are displayed in Figure 2. The first example was also 

shown in the study of the lunar photoelectron sheath in 

the Earth’s magnetotail [7]. ARTEMIS P1 was at an 

altitude of 1200 km and on the sunward side of the 

Moon, and was connected to the Moon by magnetic 

field lines. Unlike the more continuous trains of ICW’s 

typicall found in the Apollo LSM data, this ICW event 

is much shorter in duration (Figure 2a), a result likely 

due to spacecraft motion. The wave frequency is close 

to fc,p, and the hodogram analysis shows clear left-

handed, almost circular polarization. The ESA instru-

ment on board ARTEMIS P1 detected keV ions that 

are typical of the Earth’s plasma sheet. More im-

portantly, the velocity distribution of ions shows a half-

sphere geometry, except for ions with higher energies 

that can come over from the other side of the Moon 

through gyration motion (Figure 2b).   

The second ICW example was also observed by 

ARTEMIS P1, but at a time when the spacecraft was 

located about 5.5 lunar radii from the Moon (in the 

SSE Y direction) and was not connected to the Moon 

by magnetic field lines. The wave frequency in this 

case was approximately fc,He+, the gyrofrequency of He
+
 

(Figure 2c). The ESA instrument detected ions at ener-

gies of around 100 eV, and the ion velocity distribution 

was mostly symmetric, with a net flow velocity at 

around 150 km/s in the anti-sunward direction (Figure 

2d). 

 
Fig. 1. Connection between ion cyclotron waves and 

the lunar exosphere. 
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We have seen other ARTEMIS events with wave 

frequencies close to fc,He+, suggesting a possible associ-

ation with the relatively abundant Helium constituent in 

the lunar exosphere. 

Generation of Selenogenic ICW and Implica-

tions for the Lunar Exosphere:  The ARTEMIS ob-

servations of ICW’s that we have examined suggest 

that ICW’s can be generated by more than one mecha-

nism. The ICW events at locations near and magneti-

cally connected to the Moon strongly hint the genera-

tion through the absorption of ions by the Moon. This 

process is similar to the loss-cone-induced ion cyclo-

tron instability in the inner magnetosphere [9], and it 

implies that the presence of the Moon can modify the 

local plasma condition in the Earth’s magnetotail. 

The ICW’s located at several lunar radii from the 

Moon are likely caused by a different mechanism, such 

as through the pickup ions (PUI)  originating from the 

lunar exosphere. The amplitude of the PUI-induced 

ICW is known to relate to the PUI density [10,11]. If 

selenogenic ICWs can be excited by pickup ions from 

the lunar exosphere, the measurements of ICWs can 

provide an additional way to estimate the amount of 

exospheric constituents that participate in the wave 

excitation process. 
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Fig. 2. Two examples of ion cyclotron waves near the 

Moon observed by ARTEMIS. (a,b) Magnetic field 

and ion velocity distribution for the 16 July 2011 

event. (c,b) Observations by the same ARTEMIS 

instruments for the 10 December 2011 event. 
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Introduction: A common theme driving Solar 

System exploration is to “Follow the Water.” Passive 
and active neutron methods can detect near-surface (< 
2m depth) water or hydrogen-bearing species on plane-
tary bodies. Passive neutron sensing measures the flux 
of neutrons generated by Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) 
within the surface of asteroids, the Moon, and on Mars 
to infer the abundance of subsurface hydrogen or hy-
drogen-bearing compounds. The neutron flux can be 
detected remotely by orbiting instruments and the 
H/H2O abundance can be derived (Fig. 1). 

We have performed preliminary Geant4 calculations 
that show emplacement depth of water on the Moon 

has signatures in the neutron energy spectrum that are 
diagnostic of layering structure (Fig. 2), whether it is 
near the surface, buried beneath a dry layer, etc.  
 
These types of calculations are vital in understanding 
the vertical stratigraphy of water as revealed by the 
remote sensing LEND on LRO as compared to in situ 
sampling by the LCROSS impact in the permanently 
shadowed lunar region region of Cabeus. 
 
Geant4 is a set of particle physics transport simulation 
codes that exploits object-oriented software methods to 

deliver a comprehensive and flexible toolkit based on a 
free open-source development model. 
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Fig. 1: Water in soil modifies the emergent neutron spectrum generated by GCR (left). Neutron energy can 
be binned into Thermal, Epithermal and Fast neutron ranges. Abundance of water can be inferred most sensitively 
by the suppression of Epithermal neutrons (right). Thermal neutron emission is enhanced by the presence of wa-
ter, but for abundances >2% the curve flattens out. From preliminary GEANT4 calculations. 
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Fig. 2:  Burial depth of wet soil layer modifies the 
emergent neutron spectrum. Emergent flux compared to 
flux from dry soil in Thermal, Epithermal, and Fast en-
ergy bins show different behavior as a function of depth 
of a single layer of 10% water fraction, 25 cm thick. 
Thermal neutron flux decreases monotonically with burial 
depth to about 60 cm, whereas epithermal neutron flux 
increases monotonically as burial depth increases. Solid 
lines show the ratio of Thermal, Epithermal, and Fast neu-
tron to dry soil flux, for a uniform distribution of 10% 
water weight.  
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     Abstract:  Here at Goddard Space Flight Center, 
we have developed an online CubeSat design tool, 
geared towards deep space exploration based on a spe-
cific mission requirement – henceforth referred to as 
the SPACE tool. The tool is ideal for scientists and 
engineers who wants to draw up a complete, but pre-
liminary system, consisting of parts that are a mixture 
of commercial off the shelf, as well as research innova-
tions – making the overall cost much more managea-
ble. SPACE walks the user through a series of ques-
tions and forms, eventually parsing these parts together 
for a final design consisting of seven separate subsys-
tems. We hope that with the development of this tool, 
we can eventually move towards a standardization of 
the CubeSat paradigm, making it cheaper, faster, and 
easier than ever to design a CubeSat.  

    Introduction: CubeSats are small satellites grouped 
under the umbrella category of nano-satellites, coming 
in units that are each 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm, weighing 
about 1.33 kg [1]. A CubeSat can, and often, consists 
of multiple units of various configurations depending 
on the mission requirements. It was first introduced in 
1999, by Bob Twigs (Stanford) and Jordi Purig-Suari 
(Cal Poly), in order to allow graduate students to de-
velop and test small, low cost spacecraft in low earth 
orbit [2]. Since then, the idea of miniature, economical 
spacecraft has become increasingly popular, propagat-
ing CubeSat development as well as the miniaturiza-
tion of existing technologies all throughout the profes-
sional market.  

    While CubeSats have become very ubiquitous and 
economically sustainable within low- earth orbit, they 
are not being utilized to their full potentials – i.e., be-
yond the low-earth orbit. We feel that this is the logical 
next step, based on several different facets of the Cu-
beSat paradigm. First and foremost, if we begin to use 
CubeSats for deep space science missions, we can ob-
tain a dynamic view of the target through a multi-
platform approach, instead of the current, static view 
we are able to achieve through the use of one conven-
tional spacecraft. Furthermore, CubeSats can be easily 
integrated as a secondary payload, with minimal ex-
penditures. Its small form factor allows for a reduction 
of launch costs, and the standardization leads to a pre-
dictability that will reduce failure rates. With the 
SPACE Tool, we are encouraging the user to develop 

missions for targets much beyond LEO (although that 
will be an option), through introducing instrumentation 
and subsystems that were developed for use in a deep 
space environment.  

References:  
[1] "CubeSat Design Specification Rev. 13" (PDF). 

California State Polytechnic University. [2] Messier, 
Douglas (22 May 2015). "Tiny 'Cubesats' Gaining 
Bigger Role in Space". Space.com. 
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Lunar Ice Cube, a science requirements-driven 

deep space exploration 6U cubesat mission, has just 
been selected for the NASA NextSTEP slot on the 
EM1 launch. We are developing a compact 'workhorse' 
instrument for this high priority science application. 
We focus on lunar exploration because of the Moon's 
accessibility as a stepping stone to the rest of the solar 
system, combined with its suitability as an analog with 
extreme range of conditions and thus an ideal technol-
ogy testbed for much of the solar system. The recent 
announcement of opportunities to propose to fly one of 
11 cubesats on EM1 has generated a plethora of pro-
posals for 'lunar cubes'.  

Over the course of this year, we have conducted the 
equivalent of a pre-phase A study for a lunar orbital 
mission with a focus on the payload instrument. Sub-
systems include state of the art cubesat attitude control, 
propulsion (for transportation from GEO, GTO or 
Earth escape to lunar capture), communication, power, 
thermal and radiation protection systems providing 
lunar orbital operation of a cubesat bus. Based on this 
work, we have concluded that a 6U bus with state of 
the art cubesat systems already available or now being 
built and tested can support a high priority science 
orbiter in cislunar space. Particular challenges for lunar 
cubesats are remote communication, navigation and 
tracking, thermal and radiation protection in a volume, 
power, and bandwidth constrained environment.  

Despite the fact that 6U deep space capable cubesat 
buses and deployers are now available, the develop-
ment of CubeSat instruments capable of providing 
focused, high priority science, so critical to achieving 
the potential for low cost planetary exploration prom-
ised by the CubeSat paradigm, lags behind. A major 
challenge is the development of compact yet sufficient-
ly robust and sensitive versions of successful instru-
ments in a 'funding starved' environment. In response 
to both of these challenges, we are developing 
BIRCHES, Broadband InfraRed Compact, High-
resolution Exploration Spectrometer, a miniaturized 
version of OVIRS on OSIRIS-REx. BIRCHES is a 
compact (1.5U, 2 kg, <5W) point spectrometer with a 
compact cryocooled HgCdTe detector for broadband 
(1 to 4 micron) measurements at sufficient resolution 
(10 nm) to characterize and distinguish important vola-
tiles (water, H2S, NH3, CO2, CH4, OH, organics) and 
mineral bands. It has built-in flexibility, using an ad-
justable 4-sided iris, to maintain the same spot size 
regardless of variations in altitude (by up to a factor of 

5) or to vary spot size at a given altitude, as the appli-
cation requires. 
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Introduction:  The Next Generation Lunar Scien-

tists and Engineers (NGLSE or “NextGen”) Group is 
an assemblage of graduate students, post-docs, and 
early career scientists who have a passion and vision 
for lunar science and exploration and who are the fu-
ture lunar workforce for NASA, academia, and indus-
try. The primary purpose of the group is to provide 
guidance and networking opportunities to early career 
lunar students and professionals, as well as to foster 
collaboration with other groups within the lunar com-
munity. NextGen provides professional development 
through workshops and career training, and offers a 
support network for young lunar scientists and engi-
neers. Ultimately, NextGen will provide NASA with a 
workforce that is focused on and experienced with the 
integration of science and engineering as it pertains to 
manned and robotic lunar exploration-enabled science. 

While NextGen supports NASA’s long-term vision 
of manned missions to Mars, we believe it is necessary 
to have crewed lunar surface missions to perfect living, 
working, and carrying out scientific activities on a 
planetary surrface before crewed Mars or small-body 
surface missions are attempted. Furthermore, we are 
excited by the Moon’s unique potential to reveal clues 
about Earth’s early geologic history and to provide  
constraints on the origin of terrestrial life. 

Background: NASA has long recognized the ne-
cessity to encourage and train the next generation of 
lunar scientists. Recent lunar missions such as LRO, 
LADEE, GRAIL, Chandrayaan, Artemis, and the Chi-
nese Chang'E missions have contributed to an increase 
in the number of early career lunar scientists and engi-
neers [1]. The NGLSE was founded informally in 2008 
[2] and has seen significant growth in recent years. The 
group meets in conjuction with meetings such as the 
Lunar and Planetary Science Conference (LPSC) and 
Solar System Exploration Research Virtual Institute 
(SSERVI) Forums to hold professional development 
workshops and informal social gatherings. 

 In 2014, the NextGen group gave a presentation at 
the Brown-Vernadsky Microsymposium on the 
NextGen role in human space exploration and the need 
to bridge the gap between the Apollo generation and 
the NextGen generation. As a result of this presenta-
tion, the lunar community at large embraced the idea 
of “bridging the gap” and creating a link between 
NextGen and the more established lunar professionals.  

NextGen and LEAG: As a result of the 2014 
Brown-Vernadsky NextGen presentation, the Execu-
tive Committee of the Lunar Exploration Analysis 
Group (LEAG) expressed a desire to include the 
NextGen members in their meetings and activities. 
Establishing interaction and fusion between LEAG and 
NextGen is crucial in bridging generational knowledge 
and experience gaps, as well as for preparing the 
NextGen to lead and train future generations. One day, 
the NGLSE generation will need to call upon the 
knowledge of the Apollo generation to support to the 
next human lunar exploration program. While we bring 
our own perspectives and innovation to lunar science 
and engineering, we still need support, guidance, and 
participation from more experienced LEAG members, 
especially those involved with Apollo. We passionate-

Figure 1: NextGen members (bottom) listen as 
members of the planetary science community dis-
cuss the publication and peer review process at 
the 2015 LPSC. 
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ly desire and work for a human lunar return to enable 
exciting science and engineering.  

There are many ways in which LEAG and 
NextGen can cooperate: through attendance at confer-
ences, participation in workshops, and informal gather-
ings, such as we discuss below. 

Conferences and Workshops: Conferences and 
workshops are events that bring new and sesasoned 
lunar scientists and engineers together. These meetings 
are grounds for networking and sharing the latest in 
lunar science research. Interactions between NextGen 
and LEAG at conferences will enable collaborations 
and discussion regarding ongoing lunar science pro-
jects and missions. 

Workshops are a central part of the NextGen com-
munity [2]. Past workshops focused on topics such as 
proposal writing, interview skills, Education and Pub-
lic Outreach training, and the publication and peer re-
view process. NextGen is continually looking for vol-
unteers to provide their knowledge and experience 
with the group. The NGLSE needs LEAG to intention-
ally work towards fostering early career professionals, 
and involvement in workshops is one way that this 
need can be met. 

Community Building: In addition to professional 
development and training, both NextGen and LEAG 
will benefit from participation in informal networking 
events. At the 2015 LPSC, NextGen and LEAG mem-
bers worked together to hold an informal social hour 
gathering in the poster hall. This event was widely 
attended and many new lunar scientists and engineers 
had the chance to talk with more established members 
of the lunar community that they otherwise may have 
been hesitant to approach. At the 2014 LPSC, several 
NextGen and LEAG members had dinner together to 
talk about how LEAG and NextGen could benefit from 
working together. We anticipate planning future in-
formal events like these, including social hours, din-
ners, small-group discussions, etc. Informal events 
allow for networking in low-pressure environments 
and foster collaborations in a more relaxed settings 
than are found at larger professional gatherings. While 
we seek to network with established professionals, we 
also recognize the need to network amongst ourselves 
as the future lunar leaders. 

Advocacy: Many NextGen members are active in 
writing and visiting their Congressional Representa-
tives to advocate for planetary science funding. Advo-
cacy is an activity that LEAG and NextGen members 
could participate in together, to show that all ages of 
lunar scientists and engineers are passionate about con-
tinued science and exploration. Many LEAG members 
have more experience in regards to communicating the 
importance of lunar science and exploration with rep-

resentatives, and could therefore instruct the NextGen 
on effective ways to communicate with Congress. At 
least one NextGen member has joined with the Plane-
tary Society and the Space Exploration Alliance for 
Capital Hill visits, to great success, and we aim to in-
clude more members in future advocacy projects. 

Conclusions: The NextGen group intends to keep 
the Moon at the forefront of discussion for future Solar 
System exploration, including Discovery, New Fron-
tiers, and Flagship missions. Making focused efforts to 
foster communication between LEAG and NextGen 
will ensure that the early career generation is prepared 
and ready to lead and to train the following generation. 
With the current lack of funding for future lunar mis-
sions, it is imperative that we continue to establish 
connections between early and late-career scientists 
and engineers to ensure that we benefit from the 
knowledge of the previous generation. NextGen aims 
to ensure that the Moon does not slip from being a 
priority for planetary exploration, and we need experi-
ence, wisdom, and guidance from the LEAG commu-
nity. 

References: [1] Petro, N.E. et al. (2010), AGU Fall 
Meeting, Abstract #ED31B-0620. [2] Bleacher, L.V. et 
al. (2011), 42nd LPSC, Abstract #1408. 
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Introduction:  Recent reflectance data from LRO 

instruments suggest water ice and other volatiles may 
be present on the surface in lunar permanently-
shadowed regions, though the detection is not yet 
definitive [1, 2]. Understanding the composition, 
quantity, distribution, and form of water and other 
volatiles associated with lunar permanently shadowed 
regions (PSRs) is identified as a NASA Strategic 
Knowledge Gap (SKG) for Human Exploration. These 
polar volatile deposits are also scientifically 
interesting, having the potential to reveal important 
information about the delivery of water to the Earth-
Moon system. 

Mission: In order to address NASA’s SKGs, the 
Lunar Flashlight mission will be launched as a 
secondary payload on the first test flight (EM1) of the 
Space Launch System (SLS), currently scheduled for 
2018. The goal of Lunar Flashlight is to determine the 
presence or absence of exposed water ice and map its 
concentration at the 1-2 kilometer scale within the 
PSRs. After being ejected in cislunar space by SLS, 
Lunar Flashlight maneuvers into a low-energy transfer 
to lunar orbit and then an elliptical polar orbit, 
spiraling down to a perilune of 10-30 km above the 
south pole for data collection. Lunar Flashlight will 
illuminate permanently shadowed regions, measuring 
surface albedo with point spectrometer at 1.1, 1.5 1.9, 
and 2.0 µm. Water ice will be distinguished from dry 
regolith in two ways: 1) spatial variations in absolute 
reflectance (water ice is much brighter in the 
continuum channels), and 2) reflectance ratios between 
absorption and continuum channels. Derived 
reflectance and water ice band depths will be mapped 
onto the lunar surface in order to distinguish the 
composition of the PSRs from that of the sunlit terrain, 
and to compare with lunar datasets such as LRO and 
Moon Mineralogy Mapper.  

Updates: We will provide a current status of the 
Lunar Flashlight mission science and architecture, 
enabling a low-cost path to science and in-situ resource 
utilization (ISRU) by identifying ice deposits for 
expanded human exploration. 

References: [1] Gladstone, G. R., et al. (2012) JGR 
117, CiteID E00H04.  [2] Zuber, M. T., et al. (2012) 
Nature, 486, 378-381.  
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Table 1 – Summary of key SKGs that RP will address 

 
Instrument or Activity RP Relevance

I. Understand the Lunar Resource Potential

D-3 Geotechnical characteristics of cold traps NIRVSS, Drill, Rover H

D-4 Physiography and accessibility of cold traps Rover-PSR traverses, Drill, 

Cameras

VH

D-6 Earth visibility timing and extent Mission Planning VH

D-7 Concentration of water and other volatiles species within depth of 1-2 m NSS, NIRVSS, OVEN-LAVA VH

D-8 Variability of water concentration on scales of 10's of meters NSS, NIRVSS, OVEN-LAVA VH

VH- Volatiles

LM-Minerals

D-10 Physical nature of volatile species (e.g. pure concentrations, intergranular, 

globular)

NIRVSS, OVEN-LAVA H

D-11 Spatial and temporal distribution of OH and H2O at high latitudes NIRVSS, OVEN-LAVA M-H

D-13 Monitor and model movement towards and retenion in PSR NIRVSS, OVEN-LAVA M

G Lunar ISRU production efficiency 2 Drill, OVEN-LAVA, LAVA-WDD M

III. Understand how to work and live on the lunar surface

A-1 Technology for excavation of lunar resources Drill, Rover M

B-2 Lunar Topography Data Planning Products, Cameras M

B-3 Autonomous surface navigation Traverse Planning, Rover M-L

C-1 Lunar surface trafficability:  Modeling & Earth Tests Planning, Earth Testing M

C-2 Lunar surface trafficability:  In-situ measurements Rover, Drill H

D-1 Lunar dust remediation Rover, NIRVSS, OVEN M

D-2 Regolith adhesion to human systems and associated mechanical degradation Rover, NIRVSS, OVEN, 

Cameras

M

D-3 Descent/ascent engine blast ejecta velocity, departure angle, and entrainment 

mechanism: Modeling

Landing Site Planning, Testing M

D-4 Descent/ascent engine blast ejecta velocity, departure angle, and entrainment 

mechanism

Lander, Rover, NIRVSS H

F-2 Energy Storage - Polar missions Stretch Goal:  Lander, Rover

F-4 Power Generation - Polar missions Rover M

Lunar Exploration Strategic Knowledge Gaps 

D-9  Mineralogical, elemental, molecular, isotopic, make up of volatiles NIRVSS, OVEN-LAVA
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Introduction: Over the last two decades a wealth 

of new observations of the moon have demonstrated a 

lunar water system dramatically more complex and rich 

than was deduced following the Apollo era. Observa-

tion from the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer 

(LPNS) revealed enhancements of hydrogen near the 

lunar poles.  This observation has since been confirmed 

by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Lunar 

Exploration Neutron Detector (LEND) instrument.  

The Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite 

(LCROSS) mission targeted a permanently shadowed, 

enhanced hydrogen location within the crater Cabeus.  

The LCROSS impact showed that at least some of the 

hydrogen enhancement is in the form of water ice and 

molecular hydrogen (H2).  Other volatiles were also 

observed in the LCROSS impact cloud, including CO2, 

CO, an H2S.   These volatiles, and in particular water, 

have the potential to be a valuable or enabling resource 

for future exploration.  In large part due to these new 

findings, the NASA Human Exploration and Opera-

tions Mission Directorate (HEOMD) have selected a 

lunar volatiles prospecting mission for a concept study 

and potential flight in CY2020.  The mission includes a 

rover-borne payload that (1) can locate surface and 

near-subsurface volatiles, (2) excavate and analyze 

samples of the volatile-bearing regolith (up to 1 meter), 

and (3) demonstrate the form, extractability and use-

fulness of the materials.   

Relevance and Goals: While it is now understood 

that lunar water and other volatiles have a much greater 

extent of distribution, possible forms, and concentra-

tions than previously believed, to fully understand how 

viable these volatiles are as a resource, the distribution 

and form needs to be understood at a “human” scale.  

That is, the “ore body” must be better understood at the 

scales it would be worked before it can be evaluated as 

a potential architectural element within any evolvable 

lunar or Mars campaign.  This next step in our evalua-

tion of lunar resources has been captured as a list of 

Strategic Knowledge Gaps (SKGs).  RP is meant to 

address several key Strategic Knowledge Gaps (Table 

1) and provide the next step in evaluating the distribu-

tion and form of polar volatiles at scales that may be 

critical to robotic/human exploration (10s to 1000s of 

meters).  RP’s Level 2 mission requirements (para-

phrased) are shown in Table 2. 

Real-time Prospecting and Combined Instru-

ment Measurements:  Temperature models and or-

bital data suggest near surface volatile concentrations 

may exist at briefly lit lunar polar locations outside 

persistently shadowed regions.  The Resource Prospector 

surface segment will be remotely operated at one of these 

locations based on lighting conditiens and terrain navicabil-

ity at relatively low cost. 
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Figure 1.  Example of a notional traverse plan evaluated for 

a study site north-west of the crater Haworth. Background is 

a LRO NAC image with the red areas being identified Per-

manently Shadowed Craters.  Some of the key activities and 

mission accomplishments are called out.   

Table 2 – Paraphrased Level 2 Measurement Requirements 

 

Minimum Success: 

 Make measurements from two places separated by 

at least 100 meters 

 Surface or subsurface measurements 

 

Full Success (shalls): 

 Measurements from two places separated by at 

least 1000 meters 

 Surface and subsurface measurements 

 Measurements in and sample acquired from shad-

owed area 

 Demonstrate ISRU 

 

Stretch Goals (shoulds): 

 Make subsurface measurements in at least eight 

(8) locations across 1000 m (point-to-point) dis-

tance 

 Process and analyze subsurface material in at least 

four (4) locations across 1000 m (point-to-point) 

distance 

 Provide geologic and thermal context 

 

Given the solar illumination and terrain environ-

ments in which this lunar mission is being designed, 

prospecting for sites of interest needs to occur in near 

real-time.  The two instruments which are being used 

for prospecting are the Neutron Spectrometer System 

(NSS) and the NIR Volatile Spectrometer System 

(NIRVSS).  NSS will sense hydrogen at concentrations 

as low as 0.5 wt% to a depth of approximately 80-100 

cm.  It is the principle instrument for identifying buried 

hydrogen-bearing materials.  NIRVSS, which includes 

its own calibrated light source, radiometer (for thermal 

correction) and context camera, will look at surface 

reflectance for signatures of bound H2O/OH and gen-

eral mineralogy.  Once an area of interest is identified 

by the prospecting instruments the option to map the 

area in more detail (an Area of Interest activity) and/or 

subsurface extraction via drilling is considered.  The 

RP drill is an auger which can sample from discrete 

depths using “biting” flutes, deep flutes with shallow 

pitch which hold material as the drill is extracted.  As 

the drill is extracted a brush deposits cuttings from the 

biting flutes to the surface in view of NIRVSS for a 

“quick assay” of the materials for water or volatiles.  If 

this quick assay shows indications of water or other 

volatiles, a regolith sample may be identified and ex-

tracted for processing.  Processing of the sample is 

performed by the Oxygen and Volatile Extraction 

Node (OVEN).  OVEN will initially heat the sample to 

150ºC, pause, and then continue to 450ºC.  Any gases 

evolved from the sample are analyzed by the Lunar 

Advanced Volatile Analysis (LAVA) system which 

includes a Gas Chromatograph / Mass Spectrometer 

system. 

Site Selection:  A critical facet of the RP mission 

design is the selection of a landing site that meets sev-

eral criteria: 

1. Evidence of Surface/Subsurface Volatiles 

2. Reasonable terrain for traverse 

3. Direct view to Earth for communication 

4. Sunlight for duration of mission for power 

  

In addition to these four criteria, the overlap of all four 

must persist for a sufficient amount of time for the mis-

sion to accomplish its mission goals.  The RP Site 

Analysis Team has evaluated several example “study 

sites” to determine if these four criteria can be met for 

the necessary periods of time.  In a number of cases a 

“baseline” mission (up to 14 days) is evaluated, as well 

as an “extended” mission possibility in which the rover 

follows corridors of surface illumination to extend its 

mission life.  In these study cases notional mission op-

eration traverse timelines have been applied to evaluate 

the feasibility of these sites to meeting mission goals. 

This talk will provide an overview of the RP mis-

sion goals, relevance to HEOMD goals, and review site 

analysis and traverse planning. 
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Introduction:  In the final moments before itself 

impacting the moon, the Lunar Crater Observation and 

Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) Shepherding spacecraft 

(SSC) descended through the remaining dust, ices and 

vapors ejected from the impact of the Centaur upper 

stage.  One instrument that was situated specifically to 

make these late-stage measurements was a solar view-

ing NIR spectrometer.  This spectrometer monitored 

the solar flux from before impact to the moment signal 

was lost from the SSC (2-3 km above the surface of the 

moon).  In these data clear evidence for water vapor 

and water ice is evident with the strongest signature in 

the final scans.  This “late-stage” water ice suggests a 

level of ice-grain purity in that it had to have lasted 3+ 

minutes in sunlight to be observed.  Fits to the 1.5 mi-

cron water ice suggest water ice grains larger than 2 

microns.   

The LCROSS Mission: The primary objective of 

LCROSS was to confirm the presence or absence of 

water ice at the Moon’s South Pole. This mission used 

a 2300 kg kinetic impactor (the spent upper stage of 

the Atlas V launch vehicle, the Centaur) with more 

than 200 times the energy of the Lunar Prospector (LP) 

impact.  The Centaur was guided to its target, a site in 

permanent shadow inside the crater Cabeus, by a Shep-

herding Spacecraft (SSC), which after release of the 

Centaur, descended toward the impact plume, sending 

real-time data and characterizing the morphology, evo-

lution and composition of the plume with a suite of 

cameras and spectrometers (Figure 1).  The SSC made 

observations from ~4 min until just ~1 sec prior to it-

self impacting the lunar surface.  

Solar Viewing NIR Spectrometer: The solar 

viewing NIR spectrometer was identical to the nadir 

NIR spectrometer which observed the impact from 

above [1, 2] in terms of wavelength coverage and spec-

tral resolution.  However, the solar viewing NIR spec-

trometer was fitted with a diffusor and positioned such 

that it could monitor the solar flux during the entire 

descent of the SSC.  The intent of the instrument was to 

measure any extinction of sunlight caused by attenua-

tion by ejecta debris and/or vapor as the SSC descend-

ed through any remnants of the ejecta cloud.  The solar 

viewing diffusor used a 135° FOV Spectralon diffusor 

sandwiched between two sapphire windows which al-

 
3 km

Sun

NSP2 FOV

Centaur Crater

Shepherding  
SC impact Site Marshall et al., 2011

 

Figure 1. (Top) Image of the LCROSS impact ejecta 

cloud as seen in the visible context camera at about 20 

seconds after impact.  Inset shows the ejecta cloud expand-

ing to fill the shadowed region targeted at the bottom of the 

crater Cabeus. (Bottom) Location of the Centaur and Shep-

herding SC impacts, with the NSP2 FOV and direction to 

the sun. 

 
Figure 2.  Series of 5-spectra averages differenced from a 

“high altitude” (70-50 km) average (approximately 15 

spectra averaged) centered on the indicated altitude 

(above the lunar surface).   
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lowed for a fixed mounting of the entrance optics.  The 

effect of solar incident angle on the diffuser was cali-

brated inflight before impact with several calibration 

operations of the instrument with different solar view-

ing angles.  The viewing angle during impact was rela-

tively constant and changed only approximately 4° be-

tween from just prior to Centaur impact to the SSC 

impact.  The instrument response has been corrected 

for the incident solar angle as well as the radiances 

corrected for scattering from the terrain onto the diffu-

sor. 

Water in the Late Time Ejecta: To look for ab-

sorption caused by any late-remaining ejecta the NIR 

spectra are compared to spectra taken at earlier times.  

By ratioing spectra to earlier reference spectra absolute 

calibration is not necessary (although absolute calibra-

tion is greatly assisted given the source is the sun).  

While the SNR of each scan is very good (typically 

SNR>1000 at wavelengths <2 m), SNR is further 

increased by successive averaging of five scans.  Fig-

ure 2 shows the difference in radiance from an average 

made at “high altitude (50-75 km above the surface). 

Each spectrum is made from moving sets of 5-scan 

averages.  Each spectrum is centered at an approximate 

altitude indicated in the figure key.  The first signs of 

the ejecta cloud appear at scans centered at an altitude 

of 25 km, where absorption features consistent with 

water vapor and ice appear as well as a broader overall 

decrease (increasingly negative values) and change in 

slope of the spectrum across its entire range.  A linear 

fit to the final 5-scan average (6 km spectrum in Figure 

2) is shown in Figure 3.  The two primary components 

of this fit are water ice and vapor.  To better under-

stand the total concentration of water ice and vapor a 

Monte Carlo scattering model was used.  This model 

assumed a hemispherical cloud of dust, water ice and 

water vapor 10 km across with the observer (the NSP2 

solar viewer) on the side opposite the sun.  The sun 

source is modeled as an extended source 0.52 deg 

across.  A surface albedo of 0.3 was assumed.  Figure 4 

shows an example result from this model where the 

total number of ice grains and dust grains were held 

constant and the water vapor concentration varied.  For 

wavelengths between 1.3 and 2 um, the signal-to-noise 

is greater than 1000 so the contribution of water vapor 

and ice to the absorption spectrum is strongly con-

strained with a high confidence level (greater than 

3sigma). 

How these observations fit into the broader set of 

observations of the impact event and their possible 

implications for the distribution of water ice at the Cen-

taur impact site will be presented. 

References: [1] Colaprete et al., Science, 2010. [2] 

Ennico et al., SSR, 2011. 

 
Figure 4.  Monte Carlo scattering model fits to the 6 km 

spectrum shown in Fig. 2.  The total amount of ice was 

held constant and the total water vapor in the scattering 

cloud varied. 

 
Figure 3.  Initial linear fits to a 5-scan average of the 

last 5 scans prior to the SSC impact.  The 5-scan aver-

age is referenced to a 15 scan average (made from cans 

approximately 50 seconds earlier).  Included in the fit 

are water vapor and ice, and C2H4. 
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Fabrication of Construction Materials from Lunar and Martian Regolith Using Thermite Reactions with 

Magnesium.  S. Cordova, A. Delgado, and E. Shafirovich, Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University 

of Texas at El Paso, 500 W. University Ave., El Paso, TX 79968.  

 

 

Introduction: Use of lunar and Martian regolith 

for in situ production of construction materials would 

decrease the amount of materials transported from 

Earth in exploration missions. One promising approach 

involves mixing regolith with energetic additives that 

can react either between each other or with the regolith, 

leading to the formation of sufficiently strong materi-

als. Several research teams studied use of aluminum 

(Al) as such an additive [1-4]. Combustion with Al, 

however, requires significant preheating of the mixture 

[1], adding ilmenite as the oxidizer for Al [2, 3], or 

adding polytetrafluoroethylene as an activating agent 

[4].  

The present paper summarizes the results obtained 

with another additive – magnesium (Mg). The studies 

on combustion of lunar and Martian regolith simulants 

with Mg were conducted in 2010-2015 at the Universi-

ty of Texas at El Paso and the results were published in 

journal articles [5-9]. 

Thermodynamic calculations: Thermodynamic 

calculations have shown that mixtures of lunar and 

Martian regolith simulants (JSC-1A, JSC-Mars-1A, 

and Mojave Mars) with Mg exhibit higher adiabatic 

flame temperatures than their mixtures with Al (at the 

same metal concentration).  

Combustion experiments: Combustion experi-

ments in normal and reduced gravity have shown that 

mixtures of all three simulants with Mg ignite with no 

need for preheating or adding reactants, leading to a 

steady (Figs. 1-3) or spinning propagation of the com-

bustion wave over the pellet at relatively low concen-

trations of Mg. Further, use of SHS compaction (quasi-

isostatic pressing immediately after combustion) for 

JSC-1A/Mg mixtures has enabled fabrication of prod-

ucts that are stronger than common bricks.   
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Fig. 1. Combustion propagation over a compacted mix-

ture of JSC-1A regolith simulant with magnesium (13 

wt% Mg) [7]. 
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Fig. 2. Combustion propagation over a compacted mix-

ture of JSC-Mars-1A regolith simulant with magnesium 

(20 wt% Mg) [9]. 
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Fig. 3. Combustion propagation over a compacted mix-

ture of Mojave Mars regolith simulant with magnesium 

(20 wt% Mg) [9]. 

 

Thermoanalytical studies: Studies of the reaction 

mechanisms were conducted using differential scan-

ning calorimetry. It has been shown that iron oxide 

plays a dominant role in the combustion of JSC-Mars-

1A simulant with magnesium. For Mojave Mars mate-

rial and JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant, which include 

more silica and less iron oxide, silica exhibits a signifi-

cant effect on the combustion, promoting reactions at 

lower temperatures. 
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Introduction:  “Spaceship EAC initiative” was initiat-

ed in 2012 by the Head of the European Astronaut 

Centre (EAC) Frank De Winne with the aim of foster-

ing human space flight activities and operations beyond 

ISS, with the involvement of EAC and its cooperation 

with member states. In this context, human Lunar ex-

ploration is an important theme as outlined within the 

inter-organisational roadmaps. One of the areas where 

this inititiative is engaged with is additive manufactur-

ing. 

In-situ-resource utilisation (ISRU) in combination 

with 3D printing may evolve into a key technology for 

future exploration. Setting up a lunar facility could be 

made much simpler by using additive manufacturing 

techniques to build elements from local materials – this 

would drastically reduce mission mass requirements 

(and thus cost) and act as an excellent demonstrator for 

ISRU on other planetary bodies. Fabricating structures 

and components using Lunar regolith is an area of in-

terest for ESA, as evidenced by the successful General 

Studies Program (GSP) conducted with Foster & Part-

ners Architects [1]; within Spaceship EAC this tech-

nology was followed up into a General Support Tech-

nology Program (GSTP) project with DLR looking at 

using directed solar energy to sinter regolith into a 

building element (i.e. a brick). 

A number of projects looking into the behavior of 

Lunar regolith simulants, their compositional variants 

and approaches to sintering such material are underway 

at EAC with the aim of increasing the material utilisa-

tion potential for future missions. We report on early 

studies into utilizing conventional thermal sintering 

approaches of simulants as well as microwave sintering 

of these compositions. Both techniques are candidates 

for developing a 3d printing methodology using Lunar 

regolith. It is known that the differences in microwave 

effects between the actual lunar soil and lunar simu-

lants can be readily ascribed to the presence of 

nanophase metallic Fe [2], native to Lunar regolith but 

lacking in simulants.  

In compostions of simulant with increased Illmenite 

(FeTiO3) concentrations, we observe improved regolith 

response to microwave heating, and the readily 

achieved formation of a glassy melt in ambient atmos-

phere. The improved response relative to untreated 

simulant is likely owing to the increased Fe content in 

the powder mix. We are aiming to use the outputs from 

these sintering experiments as feedstock for an im-

proved simulant which would contain micron to na-

nosize granules of Fe
0
, mimicking the actual regolith 

composition itself. We also discuss our work on opti-

misation of the grain-size distribution of Lunar simu-

lant materials and improvements to the porosity control 

of sintered samples. 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Processed DNA sintered simulant via con-

ventional resistive heating oven (vacuum). 

 

 
Fig. 2 – Multiphysics simulation (COMSOL) of 2.4 

GHz Microwave propagation into Lunar simulant. 
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An Evolved International Lunar Decade Global Exploration Roadmap.  David Dunlop. Author1 and Kim Hold-
er. Author2, 1 National Space Society, 410 Ashland Ave, Green Bay Wisconsin, dunlop.david@gamil.com, 2      

National Space Society (Patzcuaro, Michoacan, Mexico, Kim Holder@gmail.com). 

Introduction:  Since 2007 an International 
Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG) of 14 
of the largest national space agencies has met to look at 
the potential of collaborative planning and coordina-
tion of their national space exploration activities.   
While these meetings  have generally been closed door 
events a 2013 edition Global Exploration Roadmap 
(GER) was produced (signed off) by 12 of the 14 coun-
tries reflecting their projected space program activities 
in the categories: Low Earth Orbit, Lunar Vicinity, 
Moon, Mars, Asteroids, and Transportation.(1)  This 
GER is a formidable  measure of collaborative efforts 
and spirits and a reflection of significant global coop-
eration.   Yet just two years later it does not present the 
picture of where we stand today and what we are likely 
to see develop.  An Evolved International Lunar 
Decade Global Exploration Roadmap has been pro-
duced to address some of many omissions(2): 

 GER 2013 Omissions: 

1   The 2013  GER edition did not reflect the Chinese 
government lunar mission series beginning with  the  
2013 Chang’e III successful landing, and reflecting 
Chang’e IV (now scheduled for 2020 targeting the 
lunar farside, Change’e V (sample return now sched-
uled for 2017)  with a Change’6 Mission indicated as a 
back-up to the sample return mission. (3) 
2  The GER did not reflect any of the Google Lunar X-
Prize Missions. Several teams such as Astrobotic and 
Moon-X  and Team Space  IL have received significant 
financial support, have developed flight hardware, and 
while slipping behind the earlier 2015 deadline are 
planning missions to the Moon perhaps succeeding in 
2016 or when more affordable reusable launchers be-
come commercially operational. (This does not pre-
clude other GLXP teams from consideration in the 
future if they gather additional support even after the 
GLXP competition conclude) 
3   The GER also does not reflect the exploration ob-
jectives of the LEAG Roadmap in a  coherent fashion 
on the Moon Section.  A  The establishment of an In-
ternational Lunar network of 8 to 10 surface station has 
been an objective unrealized since the financial col-
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lapse of 2008. B The GER does not reflect the estab-
lishment of a  lunar farside radio telescope initiative. 
C The GER does not reflect the development of a se-
ries of sortie missions which would cover exploration  
and assay of frozen volatiles deposits identified by re-
mote sensing instruments on LRO, LCROSS, and 
Chandrayaan I in both the Northern and Southern polar 
regions. D The GER does  not reflect the development 
of a series of sortie missions which could provide a 
global range lunar samples.  An absolute lunar  and 
solar solar system chronology,  is a major Science 
Theme goals for such sampling sorties.  (4) (This ar-
gues for a planning commitment  for a series of such 
sortie missions tied to LEAG roadmaps objectives and 
reflected in an evolved GER) 4   The GER roadmap 
does not reflect commercial lunar activities which are 
planned for post GLXP mission by Astrobotic, Moon-
X, other participants in the NASA Lunar catalyst pro-
gram. Other Companies such as Bigelow, and Shackle-
ton Energy have also indicated planning for lunar sur-
face missions. These missions overlap the scientific 
interest in frozen volatiles by determining whether 
“operationally useful” deposits of ice  exist and can be 
commercially mined for rocket propellant at a price 
point below that provided by an Earth sourced supply 
chain. These would reflect the Feed Forward and  Sus-
tainability Themes of the LEAG roadmap. 
The potential for funding synergies between public 
science and commercial missions (which represents 
opportunities to further drive down publicly funded 
science costs via the commercial on ramp  mentioned  
in the LEAG roadmap) has not been captured by the 
GER.  These opportunities have been pointed out in the 
Evolvable Lunar Architecture Report by NexGen LLC 
CEO Charles Miller (5) 5   Another omission in the 
GER is that there is no indication of the Lunar CubeSat 
revolution taking place.  At the time of the release of 
that document Lunar Cube satellites were considered 
by some fringe possibilities with marginal potential for 
the conduct of science. In a remarkably short time they 
have become a mainstream with NASA supporting a 
variety of lunar missions with its ALANA and Cube 
Quest programs.  Several will fly on the SLS-Orion 
unmanned test Mission One. 6      There is no mention 
of An International Lunar Survey Working Group 
mechanism for providing cartographic planning and a 
common geodetic registration system requirements for 
lunar data sets  that could will enhance both scientific 
and commercial objectives. ) These system support 
requirements are needed for an effective ILD campaign 
which begins at the Moon. (6) 
7       An additional omission is for supporting in-
frastructure requirements for communications  naviga-
tion, and refueling. Emerging Trends and An Evolv-
ing Process in an Evolved Global Exploration 
Roadmap: The Evolved ILD Global Exploration  
Roadmap attempts to address some of these omissions 
above and a variety of commercial proposals.  No 

doubt new proposals will emerge and omissions in this 
new version will create a requirement for an Evolving 
Global Exploration Roadmap update at least annually. 

An International Lunar Decade campaign reflects a 
convergence of efforts in both the entrepreneurial 
communities and national space agencies. An integrat-
ed approach to lunar scientific exploration and devel-
opment must also reflects the vigor and acceleration in 
prospective activities and planning. The Evolved ILD 
GER  produced by  the NSS Moonwards Chapter  at-
tempts a broader scope than the earlier official ISECG 
2013 GER. The dual commitments to an EM-L2 
Gateway station and a lunar base(s) will require a ro-
bust and redundant supply chains. It also presents a 
new technology infrastructure and prospective com-
mercial developments leading to the economic settle-
ment and development of the Moon which are ex-
pressed in the chapter Logo imagining a developed 
Moon whose settlements shine at night like the Earth’s.

Like the campaign to further explore and development 
the Moon this Evolved ILD GER is a work in progress  
that over time will increase it fidelity and hopefully a 
growing range of international participation.  Refer-
ences: (1)  www.nasa.gov/exploration/about/isecg, 
GER pdf, chart page 50, ISECG. (2) Dave Dunlop 
and Kim Holder,  2015, NSS Moonwards chapter 
Evolved ILD GER graphic. (3) Li Ping, CAST, May, 
23,2015, ISDC, Toronto Canada, slides presented by 
Dr. Feng Hsu .(4) www.lpi.usra.edu/leag/roadmap/  
(5) Charles Miller, NexGen LLC, July, 13, 2015, 
www.nss.org/docs/EvolvableLunarArchitec-
ture.pdf, p. 90. (6)  B. A. Archinal, Need for Lunar 
and Planetary Cartography Planning,  Annual Meeting 
of the Lunar Exploration Analysis Group (2014).
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FIELD TESTING NEAR-IR AND NEUTRON SPECTROMETER PROSPECTING: APPLICATIONS TO 
RESOURCE PROSPECTOR ON THE MOON.  R. C. Elphic1, A. Colaprete1, J. L. Heldmann1, M. C. Deans1, 
and the MVP Science, Data System and Rover Operations Teams,  1NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
CA 94035 

 
 
Introduction:  While we know there are volatiles 

sequestered at the poles of the Moon [1,2], the detailed  
3-D distribution, abundance, and physical and chemi-
cal form are largely unknown. The next giant leap, 
Resource Prospector (RP), will use landed assets to 
fully characterize the volatile composition and distri-
bution at scales of tens to hundreds of meters.  To 
achieve this range of scales, mobility is required.  Near 
realtime operation of surface assets is desirable, with a 
concept of operations very different from that of rovers 
on Mars.  For RP, new operational approaches are re-
quired to carry out real-time robotic exploration.   

The Mojave Volatiles Project (MVP) is a Moon-
Mars Analog Mission Activities (MMAMA) program 
effort aimed at (1) determining effective approaches to 
operating a realtime but short-duration lunar surface 
robotic mission, and (2) performing prospecting sci-
ence in a natural setting, as a test of these approaches.    
Here we describe some results from the first such test, 
carried out in the Mojave Desert between 16 and 24 
October, 2014.  The test site was an alluvial fan just E 
of the Soda Mountains, SW of Baker, California.  This 
site contains desert pavements, ranging from the late 
Pleistocene to early-Holocene in age, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.  These pavements are dissected by the ongoing 

development of washes.  A principal objective was to 
determine the hydration state of different types of de-
sert pavement and bare ground features [3].    The mo-
bility element of the test was the KREX-2 rover, de-
signed and operated by the Intelligent Robotics Group 

at NASA Ames Research Center. The MVP project 
was described by [4]. 

MVP Field Test Setup and Instruments:  The 
MVP field test required distributed operations: the 
Ames Science Operations Center (ASOC) at Moffett 
Field was responsible for assessment of realtime te-
lemetry, traverse planning, and overall operational 
management; the Mojave Remote Operations Center 
(MROC) was responsible for rover operations, instru-
ment configuration management, telemetry flow to the 
ASOC, and traverse plan execution.  

KREX-2 hosted several instruments: stereo camer-
as and a lidar for navigation and hazard assessment, a 

downward-looking camera to characterize the pave-
ment and/or bare ground type, and two instruments 
from the RESOLVE payload on Resource Prospector: 
the near-IR volatile spectrometer system (NIRVSS) for 
assessing surficial hydration and mineral mixtures, and 
the neutron spectrometer system (NSS) to gauge volu-
metric hydration and elemental composition variations 
within the top 30 cm. A 252Cf neutron source was used 
to interrogate the surface materials (needed only in 
terrestrial settings).  KREX-2 is shown in operation in 
Figure 2. 

Mission Operations:  Planning was carried out in 
two steps: strategic plans were created that identified 
broad areas of different pavement types and nearby 
features, while tactical plans were constructed within 
the strategic planning areas to achieve specific way-

 
Fig. 1.  The MVP field site in the E Soda Mountains 
area of the Mojave Desert.  Outlines denote areas con-
taining strategic and tactical objectives. Rover Start Pt: 
35.180720°, -116.190414°. 

 
Fig. 2. KREX-2 rover traversing desert pavements and 
nearby features during the MVP test.  The neutron spec-
trometer is mounted between the two wheels on the right.   
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points within the pavements, bare ground areas and 
washes.  The strategic planning areas are shown in 
cyan in Figure 1, focused on areas of dark-, medium- 
and light-toned desert pavements.  Tactical traverse 
plans were created to explore features within each of 
the strategic zones.  These tactical traverse plans were 
uploaded for execution by the rover.   

Initial Results for Prospecting:  NSS measured 
the neutron albedo at thermal and epithermal energies.  
Assuming uniform geochemistry and material bulk 
density, hydrogen as H2O/OH in mineral assemblages 
or as soil moisture significantly enhances the return of 
thermalized neutrons.  NIRVSS measures OH, H2O 
and other surficial mineralogic spectral reflectance 
features in the near-infrared. 

Figure 3 shows some results of NIRVSS and NSS 
prospecting during the MVP test.  It can be clearly 
seen that for lighter toned materials (bar and swale, 
and wash materials) NIRVSS indicates a higher surfi-
cial hydration state than the dark pavements.  In con-
trast, thermalized neutron flux is lower in these fea-
tures, indicating a reduced volumetric H2O/OH con-
tent.  In the mature, darker pavements with the greatest 
desert varnish, higher thermal neutron fluxes are 
found, indicating greater volumetric hydration.  Here, 
NIRVSS indicates a lower surficial hydration.  

This apparent inconsistency between the two re-
sults actually illustrates the strength of operating the 
two approaches to prospecting, and has a relatively 
straightforward explanation.  The dark pavements are 
composed of clasts of desert-varnished rock, consisting 

of largely anhydrous mineralogy – they appear surfi-
cially dry.  However, these 2-3 cm thick pavement 
surfaces are underlain by a clay-rich layer unseen by 
NIRVSS, the Av1 horizon, in which enhanced OH and 
H2O are present in clay minerals such as illite and 
chlorite.   Within the light-toned washes, clay-bearing 
materials are also present and observable by NIRVSS 
– but volumetrically their abundance is lower than un-
der the dark pavements, and so appear “drier” to NSS. 

We will discuss these results and how the NIRVSS 
and NSS prospecting instruments will be used as part 
of a real-time decision support system on Resource 
Prospector. 
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Fig. 3.  xGDS raster maps showing (left) NIRVSS spectral product indicating surface hydration (hydrous minerals or surface-
adsorbed H2O), and (right) NSS thermalized neutron count rates for a portion of a traverse across dark desert pavements dis-
sected by washes.   Hotter colors in the NIRVSS map denote higher hydration – essentially band depth due to H2O/OH absorp-
tion near 2 µm wavelength.  Higher count rates (warmer colors) denote greater hydrogen abundance in the top 30 cm of surface 
materials. 
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Introduction:  NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and 

Dust Environment Explorer, LADEE, concluded a 
fully successful investigation of the Moon’s tenuous 
gas and dust atmosphere on April 18, 2014.  LADEE 
hosted three science instruments to address atmospher-
ic and dust objectives, and a technology demonstration 
of deep-space optical communication.  The three sci-
ence instruments were an ultraviolet-visible spectrome-
ter (UVS), a neutral mass spectrometer (NMS), and a 
lunar dust experiment (LDEX).  All data acquired by 
these instruments have been submitted to the Planetary 
Data System.  A mission overview and science instru-
ment descriptions are readily available [1,2,3,4]. 

 LADEE inserted into a low-altitude, retrograde lu-
nar orbit optimized for observations at the sunrise ter-
minator, where surface temperatures rise abruptly. 
LADEE also carried out observations over a wide 
range of local times and altitudes. Here we describe 
some of the initial results. 

Lunar Exospheric Dust:  LDEX began measuring 
lunar dust particles even before the nominal science 
phase. LDEX measurements have revealed the pres-
ence of a tenuous but persistent “cloud” of small dust 
grains, from <0.3 to >0.7 µm in radius [5]. The number 
density of these grains maximizes over the morning 
side of the Moon, the hemisphere on the “upstream” 
side of the Moon’s motion about the sun (Fig. 1).  The 
cloud, with observed densities ranging between 0.4 – 4 

x 10-3 m-3, is made up of ballistic ejecta from microme-
teoroidal impacts on the lunar surface.  The cloud den-
sity increases as the Earth-Moon system passes 
through known meteoroid streams, such as the Gemi-
nids, which are derived from cometary debris trails.  
LDEX data show no evidence for an electrostatically-
lofted dust component at densities greater than a few 
per m3 [6].  

LADEE’s UVS searched for scattered light from 
exospheric dust.  There are indications of a population 
of extremely small, ~10 nm-scale grains in the UV 
continuum, and this is still under investigation..   

Lunar Exospheric Structure and Composition:  
LADEE’s NMS instrument immediately detected heli-
um (4He) in the lunar atmosphere during high altitude 
commissioning.  At lower altitudes it also measured 
neon (20Ne) and argon (40Ar).  NMS measurements 
revealed systematic variations in density and scale 
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Fig. 1.  LDEX dust density variation with local time and 
altitude.  From [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. (top) LADEE NMS results for 4He and 20Ne.  Hor-
izontal axis is solar longitude, with 0 at noon, 90 at sun-
set, 180 at midnight and 270 dawn. (bottom) Time varia-
tions in 40Ar over the LADEE mission. Argon density 
maximizes over the western maria. From [7]. 
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height for these three noble gas species [7].   Figure 2 
shows the diurnal variation of helium and neon densi-
ty, which are largely controlled by surface temperature 
as expected for non-condensible species.  Helium den-
sity closely tracks the input of He++ from the solar 
wind; loss is by way of thermal escape.  20Ne is a mi-
nor solar wind constituent, but it has a long lifetime at 
the Moon and builds up to significant densities in the 
lunar atmosphere.  4He, 20Ne and 40Ar are the three 
most abundant species in the lunar exosphere.  40Ar 
density maximizes over the western maria, in particu-
lar the KREEP-rich Mare Imbrium and Oceanus Pro-
cellarum areas, part of the PKT.  There is also an over-
all, many-lunation variation in argon density, perhaps 
reflecting changes in the rate of release out of the sub-
surface, either the interior diffusive source or impacts.   

NMS also ran an ion-only mode, which has re-
vealed the presence of multiple species that are ionized 
by solar EUV and accelerated by the solar wind elec-
tric field, as measured in the lunar neighborhood by 
ARTEMIS [8].  These species include H2

+, He+, 20Ne+, 
Na+, K+ and 40Ar+, as might be expected from known 

exospheric sources (Figure 3).  But also seen are 12C+, 
14N+ and mass 28, which could be Si+, N2

+ or CO+. 
Based on the significant 12C+ detection, the mass 28 
species is likely to be mostly CO+.  While masses 17 
and 18 (OH and H2O) were also observed in ion mode, 
their flux did not correlate with the solar wind electric 
field – these are considered probable outgassing arti-
facts, from the local spacecraft “coma”.   

Remote Sensing of Na and K:  Sodium and potas-
sium are present in the lunar surface boundary exo-
sphere, as they are at Mercury.  LADEE’s UVS made 
measurements of the sodium and potassium exospheres 
over several local times throughout the mission, and 
found evidence of a monthly variation.   This variation 
is evidently tied to geomagnetic tail crossings and the 
delivery of fresh sodium inventory by, for example, the 
Geminid meteoroid flux.  Figure 4 shows the Na and K 
density variations from UVS during the mission.   

The sodium exosphere appears to exhibit a system-
atic behavior with lunar phase.  It appears to peak near 
Full Moon, but with temporal structure in the density 

that suggests solar wind sputtering (absent in the geo-
magnetic tail) is an important source term. Meanwhile, 
mobile Na atoms that are not lost to photoionization 
can be trapped on the cold nightside, and recycled into 
the atmosphere after sunrise.  As the Moon leaves the 
geomagnetic tail, sputtering again becomes important 
and the abundance rises with newly-released Na atoms.   
There is a long-term trend to the sodium, with an over-
all decline resembling that of 40Ar.  Its cause is not yet 
known, but sodium is not obviously related to interior 
release processes, so perhaps both have a long term 
response to micrometeoroid impact and vaporization.  
Na densities also appear to increase over the maria. 

The potassium exosphere is similar to that of sodi-
um but there is less evidence for magnetotail-related 
drops in density (sputtering shutoff).  There are indica-
tions of regional enhancements related to surface com-
position, with higher values of K over the PKT.   

LADEE found no evidence for a persistent, signifi-
cant water or OH exosphere.  Instead, these species are 
seen sporadically, with indications of a connection to 
meteoroid streams.  These findings and their ramifica-
tions for future exploration will be discussed. 

 
References: [1] Elphic, R. C. et al., (2014) Space 

Sci. Rev.  doi: 10.1007/s11214-014-0113-z; [2] 
Colaprete, A. et al., (2014) Space Sci. Rev., doi: 
10.1007/s11214-014-0112-0; [3] Horanyi, M. et al. 
(2014) Space Sci. Rev. doi: 10.1007/s11214-014-0118-
7; [4] Mahaffy, P. R. et al., (2014) Space Sci. Rev. 
doi:10.1007/s11214-014-0043-9, [5] Horanyi, M. et al. 
(2015) Nature, doi:10.1038/nature14479; [6] Szalay, J. 
and M. Horanyi (2015) Geophys. Res. Lett. doi: 
10.1002/2015GL064324; [7] Benna, M. et al. (2015) 
Geophys. Res. Lett., doi: 10.1002/ 2015GL064120; [8] 
Halekas, J. et al. (2015) Geophys. Res. Lett. doi: 
10.1002/2015GL064746. 

 
Fig. 3.  Exospheric species identified by their pickup ions. 
Because of the very significant carbon detection, mass 28 
is likely at least partly CO.  From [8]. 

 
Fig. 4.  LADEE UVS Na and K column densities (40 km 
grazing altitude) during the mission.  Red arrows denote 
Full Moon, when the Moon is in the geomagnetic tail.   
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YET ANOTHER LUNAR SURFACE GEOLOGIC EXPLORATION ARCHITECTURE CONCEPT 
(WHAT, AGAIN?): A SENIOR FIELD GEOLOGIST’S INTEGRATED VIEW.  D. B. Eppler, 1 Exploration 
Sciences Office, Mail Code XI4, NASA-JSC, 2101 NASA Parkway, Houston, TX, 77058, dean.b.eppler@nasa.gov. 
 

Introduction:  Lunar surface geological explora-
tion should be founded on a number of key elements 
that are seemingly disparate, but which can form an 
integrated operational concept when properly con-
ceived and deployed.  If lunar surface geological ex-
ploration is to be useful, this integration of key ele-
ments needs to be undertaken throughout the develop-
ment of both mission hardware, training and opera-
tional concepts.  These elements include the concept of 
mission class, crew makeup and training, surface mo-
bility assets that are matched with mission class, and 
field tools and IT assets that make data collection, 
sharing and archiving transparent to the surface crew. 

Mission Class:  Different geological problems call 
for different solutions, and in order to solve these prob-
lems, operational approaches must be matched to the 
appropriate solution.  The idea of mission class is here 
used to define the operational approaches that can be 
matched to a given solution.  [1] applied a similar con-
cept for lunar robotic missions; here it is extended to 
longer human lunar missions as well.  

A Class I mission involves simple sample return 
for geochemical and radiometric age determination, 
conducted robotically, without the need for either hu-
man crew or robotic mobility (e.g, sample return from 
each unit delineated in Ref. 2).  These missions are 
basic sample return missions: land, grab a sample close 
to the lander, place the sample in a return capsule and 
depart.   

Class II missions involve more detailed robotic ex-
ploration and sample return from a complex geological 
area over the course of a single lunar day.  A Class II 
site may or may not require human exploration on a 
future mission (e.g. Compton-Belkovitch), based on 
the results from sample return.  The robotic assets 
would need to be able survive a single lunar day, and 
have both the speed and a sample manipulative capa-
bility similar to the Robonaut/Centaur prototype.  

Class III missions would resemble Apollo J-
missions, possibly with as many as 4 crewmembers, 
and with unpressurized mobility assets to allow 10-20 
km radius of exploration, 3-7 days duration and up to 
150 kg of sample return capability.  A class III mission 
could be sent to a site previously investigated by a 
Class II robot, or could be a site where it is clear that 
human crewmembers will result in the best science 
return. 

Class IV missions involve advanced exploration 
capability, exploring around a semi-permanent outpost 
or on long (100s of km) surface roves, and involving 

multiple small pressurized rovers (MMSEV-class) that 
can, if necessary, robotically pre-positioned into a po-
tential exploration area prior to human crew arrival. 

Crew Composition & Training:  Geologic explo-
ration requires exceptional training in geological ob-
servations in procedures, an insight not lost on Apollo 
trainers.  Once engineering missions (AS-11, -12 & -
14) were complete, attention turned to conducting ex-
tensive geological exploration of the lunar surface.  
The J-mission crews received in excess of 1000 hours 
of science training prior to flight, with over 500 hours 
spent in field geologic training [3].  Future missions 
will require a similar training commitment, particularly 
in the lead up to flight.  Further, in order to conduct 
competent science operations, crew selection will be 
critical.  The AS-17 experience of pilot/engineer 
Cernan paired with a geologist Schmitt proved excep-
tional and should be followed in the future.  Similar 
crew mixes have been tested on Desert RATS 2010, 
and have proven the validity of the Apollo 17 experi-
ences [4]. 

Transportation Assets:  Apollo geologic explora-
tion came into its own when the Lunar Roving Vehicle 
was brought to the surface. For Class III missions, un-
pressurized roving assets will be necessary, but ad-
vancements in personal transportation, such as the ad-
vent of Segway-type off-road vehicles (e.g., 
http://www.segway.com/consumer/adventurers/), may 
give crew mobility a smaller landed mass penalty 
while retaining the utility of the LRV.   

For Class IV missions, small, 2-person pressurized 
rovers in the Multi-Mission Space Exploration Vehicle 
(MMSEV) class will be essential to provide a shirt 
sleeve transport, working and living environment, with 
suit ports and an appropriate EVA suit and cabin-
pressure environment to allow quick EVAs.  EVAs to 
sample outcrops would be a follow-on activity that 
would occur after the crew develops geologic context 
while remaining in the pressurized environment, as 
was demonstrated on Desert RATS 2010 [5].  Naviga-
tion capability has advanced sufficiently to allow on-
board star trackers, potentially eliminating the need for 
extensive orbital assets or extensive surface infrastruc-
ture such as tower based communications (e.g., 
www.BlueCanyonTech.com).  It is envisioned that 
lunar exploration would, for operations reasons, re-
quire some form of communications assets providing 
far side coverage, but these assets need not also require 
navigational capability. 
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Field Tools & IT Assets:  In addition to the com-
plement of “hard” field tools (hammers, rakes, etc.), a 
number of specialized tools will be necessary.  First, 
the ability to take cm-diameter cores of key lunar out-
crops will be essential for sampling detailed petrologic 
relationships such as interfingered melt and breccia 
inclusions.  Second, the ability to take regolith cores of 
at least three times the Apollo capability (approximate-
ly an entire maria regolith column) will greatly en-
hance regolith-based studies.   

The use of hand-held and mast-mounted composi-
tional instruments should be strongly considered, alt-
hough the efficacy of those instruments in a terrestrial 
setting is still being evaluated.  In particular, the use of 
portable LIDAR assets, coupled with high-resolution 
digital imaging systems, such as GigaPan, will allow 
acquisition of high-resolution topographic and visual 
data of each outcrop, allowing sample provenance to 
be established with a high degree of accuracy and en-
hance post-mission geologic context determination and 
sample studies. 

Lastly, IT assets will be a critical part of data col-
lection, management and archiving, starting on the 
lunar surface.  The crew should be provided with suffi-
cient IT capability (tablet and/or notebook computers, 
still and video imaging assets) to produce electronic 
field notebook entries that will be similar to producing 
an Apollo Lunar Surface Journal page for every day of 
exploration.  This product would link printed tran-
scripts of crew descriptions, comments and debrief 
notes with photos and videos, making this product the 
first-order research output for each mission.  Posted to 
the web on a daily basis, these field notebook entries 
will be the subsequent starting point for detailed sam-
ple studies. 

Conclusions:  These ideas are not entirely new, 
and only scratch the surface of what an effective lunar 
geological exploration architecture could look like.  
Further, none of the approaches or hardware represent 
extreme advances in technology; in fact, some tech-
nologies date back to Apollo.   

The key aspect of this approach is that it advocates 
a pre-planned, strongly integrated system of mission 
class, transportation hardware, crew selection and 
training, geologic field tools, IT and imaging assets.  
This integrated approach carries the overarching ideas 
through system definition and design, enabling all the 
parts to work together, and allowing integrated surface 
geologic exploration where the whole greater is than 
the sum of the parts, and the surface mission has the 
hardware, crew and crew skills to match the mission. 

 
 

References: [1] Taylor G. & Spudis, P., (1988) 
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GSA Spec. Pap. 477, 1–51. [3] Love, S. & Bleacher, J. 
(2013) Act. Astronautica 90, 318-331. [4] Lofgren G. 
et al. (2011) GSA Spec. Pap. 483, 33-48. 
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The ELASCA Project: A Proposed Lunar Analog Construction Simulation.  J. J. Estrada, elasca.project@gmail.com 
  

 
 
Introduction: The ELASCA project will be a 

space simulation set in a lunar analog in order to test, 
research, and raise awareness for construction on the 
moon. It is in keeping with, and continues in, the tradi-
tion of previous analog missions, including HI-SEAS, 
NEEMO, the Haughten Mars project, and others.[1] 
The ELASCA project takes these simulations one step 
further by subjecting the construction of the analog 
habitat to a second analog: A carefully regulated pro-
cess that mirrors the supply chain logistics of space 
construction.  

The ELASCA Mission: To build a functional 
model moon base in arctic Alaska using only materials 
and labor transported from Virginia in a simulator ve-
hicle sized to mimic the payload capacity of current 
production spacecraft. 

The ELASCA Objective: To simulate the logisti-
cal challenges of transportation, weight and space limi-
tations, lack of onsite support, and long travel times 
that will face construction teams on the moon or be-
yond. To raise awareness for, research, document, and 
ultimately overcome these challenges as a “dress re-
hearsal” for future lunar or planetary settlements.  

The ELASCA Location: The time it takes to drive 
from Virginia to Alaska (3 days) is roughly the same 
amount of time it takes to fly to the moon. The extreme 
cold, seasons of darkness, and isolation of Northern 
Alaska  will create similar challenges to those faced by 
lunar colonists. The arctic has long been considered a 
convincing analog for extraterrestrial environments. 

The ELASCA Value: Previous analog habitats and 
Martian/lunar bases have been constructed by on-site 
teams using standard supply chains, commercial-grade 
equipment, and earth-normal support infrastructures.  
The ELASCA project will be the first space coloniza-
tion simulation that also models the space supply chain. 
It will be executed under a series of constraints de-
signed to enhance realism. The project will recreate the 
lunar construction challenges of limited resources, lack 
of infrastructure support, and long travel times with 
painstaking plausibility, all in a hostile environment 
that is considered a convincing analog for the lunar 
surface. This simulation team will have the same re-
sources as future lunar colonists: themselves, and what 
they brought in a tiny craft. Expectations for what a  
realistic lunar mission would entail will guide and gov-
ern the entire process.  

Components of the ELASCA Project:  

 A location in arctic Alaska where the 
model base will be constructed  

 A support, outfitting, and mission control 
office in Virginia  

 The mission team  
 A truck or bus sized simulator vehicle to 

be driven from Virginia to Alaska on the 
simulated missions, modified to the same 
payload capacity as current production 
spacecraft capable of traveling to the 
moon  

 A human-habitable model moon base to be 
transported in pieces by the simulator ve-
hicle and assembled on site in Alaska  

 17 or fewer scheduled missions in which 
to complete the project (An arbitrary num-
ber matching the 17 Apollo missions put-
ting man on the moon) 

 A timeframe of several years in which to 
outfit, execute, and document the project 

Simulation Constraints for Realism:  
1. All materials and labor for base construc-

tion will be transported in the simulator 
vehicle.  

2. All food, water, provisions, and fuel for 
the team to use at the base will be trans-
ported  in the simulator vehicle.   

3. Construction of the base will be under rig-
orous time constraints that match the time 
that could be expected during a lunar mis-
sion.  

4. The payload of the simulator vehicle will 
match the payload capacity of current pro-
duction spacecraft capable of traveling to 
the moon.  

5. Most missions will be carried out during 
the Alaskan winter, when the environment 
will be at its coldest/darkest.   

6. The team will not use any water, organic 
material, or resources from the Alaskan 
property on which the base is situated ex-
cept for rocks and dirt to simulate lunar 
regolith.   

7. Once the simulator vehicle leaves the Vir-
ginia “launch point”, the crew will not 
procure any supplies or outside assistance 
for the mission.  

8. If an emergency forces the crew to seek 
outside assistance or resources, the base 
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and the project will be reset to their status 
prior to the outside intervention. 

9. The project will be completed in 17 or less 
missions – matching the number of Apollo 
missions 

Status: The ELASCA project is currently under 
peer review, seeking input from the scientific/space 
exploration community before commencing fundraising 
and execution.  

References: [1] “Analog Missions and Field 
Tests,” NASA.gov  
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Introduction: On 29th April 2015 Dr Johann-Dietrich 

Wörner, former head of DLR, announced his intention to 

align the European Space Agency (ESA) to develop a 

“Moon Village” on the far side of the Moon for radio 

astronomy and other purposes. On 1st July 2015 Dr. 

Wörner assumed office as Director General of ESA.   This 

Moon Village would afford the opportunity to establish 

new infrastructure reducing transport costs.  This in turn 

would enable greatly increased opportunities for lunar 

science of all kinds. 

A lunar elevator can greatly facilitate this vision. Space 

Elevators are not commonly considered in near-term plans 

for space exploration, primarily due to a lack of suitable 

materials for the construction of a Terrestrial space 

elevator.  However, a Lunar Space Elevator (LSE) [1] 

could be constructed with existing technology and 

materials, such as Dyneema, Zylon or Magellan-M5. A 48 

ton LSE could deployed with a single direct injection 

launch of SLS or 3 launches of Falcon Heavy [2].  

Alternatively, using electric propulsion a single Ariane or 

Atlas would suffice.   An LSE at Earth-Moon Lagrange 

Point 2 (EML2), above the Lunar Farside, offers several 

advantages over the previously considered LSE at EML1, 

and could considerably advance the exploration and 

development of the Farside, supporting Radio Astronomy, 

providing a communications platform for locations with no 

line-of-sight to the Earth and a means of early sample 

return from the Farside.  The LSE can most efficiently 

attach to the lunar surface at the equatorial farside location 

at 180 degrees longitude, and reduce the cost of soft 

landing sixfold versus chemical rockets.   A lunar elevator 

investment of $1B pays for itself after twenty payload 

landing cycles.  Throughput will be at least 100 kg every 

six days. Theoretically throughput could be much higher, 

perhaps as much as 100 kg every ten hours, however, more 

detailed engineering analysis is required to verify that 

maximum capability 
 

Lunar Space Elevators:  Unlike the terrestrial space 

elevator, which would be kept aloft by the Earth’s 

rotational acceleration, for an LSE the Lunar gravitational 

force is counterbalanced by the Earth’s tidal acceleration. 

The low tidal gradient at a distance of 384,000 km means 

that Lunar space elevators are thus very long. The Lunar 

Space Elevator (LSE) is an extremely long tether extending 

from the lunar surface through the Earth-Moon L1 or L2 

Lagrange gravity balance point (EML1/2). The major 

components of the LSE prototype include the Ribbon, the 

Anchor Platform on the lunar surface, the Supply Depot at 

EML1/2, and the Counterweight (CW) at the far end. This 

revolutionary space lift structure can be built from existing 

polymer materials and can be launched on a single vehicle. 

The LSE prototype would be able to lift at least 2 tons of 

lunar samples per year [perhaps much more], and deploy a 

similar quantity of equipment onto the lunar surface, 

revolutionizing the transport of material to and from the 

Moon. Table 1 shows some details of the baseline LSE for 

EML1 presented at LEAG in 2011 [2], together with 

information about the analogous elevator for EML2 (with 

the same fiber material, Zylon[3], mass, etc.). While the 

Moon’s gravity is roughly spherical, the Earth’s tidal 

gradient is slightly weaker on the Farside of the Moon, and 

so an EML2 LSE will be about 7% longer with a 14% 

reduction in surface lift capacity compared to an EML1 

LSE of the same mass. 

 

Liftetime of the LSE   Current data suggests that the 

system life is limited by UV degradation of the tether 

material.   Dyneema has better UV resistance than Zylon. 

More testing is needed but informal data from marine 

sailing indicates that Dyneema retains 90% of its strength 

after >10 years under load while exposed to diurnal UV.  

Some users claim even better performance.   We posit that 

a micro-thin protective coating might be sufficient to 

provide indefinite protection from UV.   Then the material 

could potentially be effective for decades. 

   Micrometeorites will sever tether strands on average 

every six months. A multi-stranded configuration is 

envisaged, for example the patented Hoytether.    Multiple 

redundant strands would provide residual sufficient 

strength after one strand has been severed.    A robot will 

promptly repair each severed strand.   MEMS strain gauges 

could be used to detect and locate the lost strand. 

 

Cost of the LSE:   Space tethers and their deployment 

systems are inherently simple and inexpensive compared 

with typical spacecraft.   For example, at 31.7 km, the 

longest tether deployed in space to date [2006] was YES2, 

of ESA.  That project involved a cash outlay of only 

EU2.5M.   Accounting for free student labor and in kind 

services, full contract price would have been about 

EU15M.   It is reasonable to extrapolate from this that a 48 

ton LSE could cost less than $1B.   Pearson et al [1] 

analyzed an LSE design weighing over 6,100 tons and 

claimed a development cost of $1B-10B.     Therefore the 

cost of the 48 ton LSE proposed here would likely be more 

than an order of magnitude cheaper, which reinforces the 

conclusion that the $1B TCO estimate is realistic, including 

launch.   The launch cost dominates the system TCO. More 

analysis is needed to determine a high confidence cost 

number.  
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Technical Challenges and Future Work: The basic 

efficacy and feasibility of LSE is well established.  

Nevertheless, there are several aspects of LSE which are 

technically challenging with low TRL and will need more 

analysis, e.g.:  initial deployment and stabilization;  

management of Coriolis forces during ascent/descent; 

Earthbound payload transfer to re-entry vehicle; UV 

protection; splicing; orbital disturbances [station-keeping]; 

supply of power to the climber; management of standing 

waves, maximizing system throughput. 

 

The Landing Site and Sample Return from the Lunar 

Farside:  To date, all Lunar sample returns have been from 

10 sites on the Lunar Nearside. The LSE in Table 1 

assumes “natural” elevator landing sites (i.e., directly 

beneath the Lagrange Point). An EML2 LSE could thus 

provide an immediate sample return from a previously 

unsampled region and a previously unsampled hemisphere. 

The EML2 landing site is near Lipskiy Crater, just North of 

Daedalus Crater in very rugged and heavily cratered terrain 

in the Lunar Highlands. Landing there with conventional 

chemical rockets would be hazardous, but much easier with 

LSE. 

 

Radio Astronomy: The Lunar Farside radio astronomy 

base would be located near the lunar equator at the 180 

degree longitude point, which is an ideal location for 

anchoring a LSE tether. The Earth is a major source of 

radio noise and interference. The far side of the Moon is 

permanently shielded from human radio transmissions, and 

is the best place in the solar system for a radio astronomy 

base. The far side is recommended as a radio quiet zone by 

the International Telecommunications Union under ITU-R 

RA.479. A high priority is for the international community 

to legally adopt the ITU recommendation to protect the 

radio environment of the far side of the Moon.  

Maccone [5][6] has proposed a more extensive 

protection zone than the ITU.  He advocates the creation of 

a Protected Antipode Circle [PAC], centered around the 

antipode on the Farside spanning an angle of 30° in 

longitude and latitude in all radial directions from the 

antipode. He claims sound scientific reasons: 1) PAC is the 

only area on the Farside that will never be exposed to 

radiation from future human space bases at the L4 and L5 

Lagrangian points of the Earth-Moon system; 2) PAC is the 

most shielded area of the Farside, with an expected 

attenuation of man-made RFI of 100 dB or higher; 3) PAC 

does not overlap with other areas of interest to human 

activity except for a minor common area with the South 

Pole Aitken Basin. He proposes the PAC to be officially 

recognized by the United Nations as an International 

Protected Area, where no radio contamination by humans 

will take place. 

 

Other Farside Science:    An EML2 LSE would greatly 

facilitate other Farside science, including the monitoring of 

particles and fields at EML2, and along the Earth 

magnetotail at full Moon.   Also monitoring of the Farside 

for meteor impacts, as is already being done for the 

Nearside[3]. The monitoring of the time of Farside impacts 

will be especially important if a global Lunar seismological 

network is established. 
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Table 1: Lunar Elevator Parameters 

Lunar  Elevator LSE-EM1 

NearSide 

LSE-EML2 

FarSide 

String Material Zylon PBO Zylon PBO 

Length 278544 km 297308 km 

Total Mass 48,700 kg 48,700 kg 

Surface Lift Capacity 128 kg 110 kg 

Total Taper (in area) 2.49 2.49 

Max Force 517 N 446 N 

Landing Site 0° E 0°N 180° E 0°N 

  

Figure 1: Apollo 11 image 

of Daedalus Crater.  

 

  The EML2 LSE Landing 

site would be just below 

the bottom of this image; 

this view would be 

available ascending the 

elevator roughly an hour 

after leaving the surface.   
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Abstract:  The SSERVI DREAM2 Center for 
Space Environments was formed to examine the dy-
namic coupling of solar energy and inner heliospheric 
energy to the surface of airless bodies. DREAM2 
stands for the ‘Dynamic Response of the Environment 
at Asteroids, the Moon, and the moons of Mars.  

DREAM2 makes scientific advances to answer the 
question ‘How do the highly-variable energy and mat-
ter in the space environment affect volatile stability, 
exosphere formation, plasma interactions, surface mi-
cro-structure, and visiting human systems at any ex-
posed rocky body?’. With 35 investigators, over 20 
models, 4 laboratory facilities, and over 8 supporting 
lunar data sets available, the team investigates the sur-
face interactions affected by high energy charge parti-
cle radiation, space plasmas, solar radiation, and im-
pactors. In response to this energy, the surface releases 
neutral atoms and molecules to form an exosphere, 
forms crystal defects that can traps implanted hydrogen 
and create volatile retention, and develops a potential 
to balance local plasma flux. Team members also ex-
amine how this energy affects human systems and, 
conversely, how human systems affects the fragile 
environments at these exposed bodies.  

We present DREAM2 highlights since its inception 
in late 2013. These include new models of the solar 
wind inflow about airless bodies, solar wind hydrogen 
implantation, radiation effects in the cold polar craters, 
understanding the plasma-magnetic anomaly interac-
tions, and a greater understanding of the lunar plasma 
wake region. We also present recent studies on the 
anomalous charging of human systems like rovers 
when operating in polar shadowed regions. We also 
describ research contributions by our DREAM2 sum-
mer interns, including solar wind charging, cubesat 
development, Apollo ALSEP data analysis and model-
ing solar wind hydrogen implantation.  
 

 
Shahab et al., 2015- recent cover of JGR 
showing the reflected protons from the 
Gerasimovich magnetic anomaly derived from 
a hybrid simulation 

 

Jackson et al., 2014 – The Equivalent Circuit 
model for a rover which predicts anomalous 
charging due to wheel/regolith interaction in 
shadowed regions 

 
The Dynamic Space Environment: Our DREAM Science 
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Introduction:  Seismic data analysis remains both 

a fundmental and unique way to constrain lunar interi-
or structure, as well as assess surface hazards.  Almost 
half a century ago, the Apollo program seismic exper-
iments used both active and passive components to 
examine the lunar interior at a broad range of spatial 
scales. The natural-source (“passive”) experiment was 
an array to monitor internal seismic activity (deep and 
shallow focus quakes), as well as external impacts [1-
6]. The active component operated at two scales. Crus-
tal and sub-crustal velocities and structure were deter-
mined by the impacts of the SIVB and LMAS impacts. 
Shallow regolith-scale velocities and structure were 
assessed with astronaut-fired explosives and ground-
fired mortars. The seismic data from the Apollo pro-
gram have been interpreted to indicate a lunar crust 
thinner on the near-side compared with the farside 
(more recent studies favor a nearside thickness of ~40 
km) [7-10]. P-wave travel times [2] and a more recent 
reanalysis of deeply reflected P- and S-wave energy 
[11] suggest that the Moon has a partially molten low-
ermost mantle and a small core (250-350 km diame-
ter). However, the Apollo data suffer from the limita-
tion that the 4-station array was situated on the central 
near side and were relatively closes spaced precluding 
global (and thus farside) coverage.  

Lunar Geophysical Network:  One of the poten-
tial NASA New Frontiers missions is the Lunar Geo-
physical Network (LGN) mission.  The goal of such a 
mission would be to produce unique and new data that 
provide new constraints on the origin, evolution, and 
current state of the Moon.  The key instrument for 
LGN is a seismometer to record with high resolution 
the ground motion induced by quakes and bolide im-
pacts.  The mission would comprise a network of sta-
tions deployed on the lunar surface to understand cur-
rent seismic activity, crust-to-core interior structure 
and the impact rate on the Moon.  A significant need 
exists to develop and mature a next-generation micro-
seismeter suitable for the LGN mission. 

Next-Generation Microseismometer System: A 
major advance in seismic sensor technology has been 
achieved by our group via the development of the first 
miniature Molecular Electronic Transducer (MET) 
sensing cell (Fig. 1), fabricated using MEMS technol-
ogy [12-14].  We are currently working toward devel-

opment of an entire seismic sensor system with Tech-
nology Readiness Level 5 (TRL 5), providing a low-
risk seismic instrument for the LGN mission. 

Through sustained funding by NASA, the first pro-
totype sensing element was fabricated and tested suc-
cessfully in 2012, demonstrating the feasibility of this 
approach to develop a complete MET-based micro-
seismometer.  This new instrument is based on micro-
fabrication using an liquid electrolyte as the sensing 
element, providing high sensitivity, high environment 
tolerances, and flexibility for installation.  Ongoing 
efforts include improving and streamlining the fabrica-
tion process and assembling sensing packages, details 
of which are described here.  The sensor packages are 
scheduled to be tested at the IRIS PASSCAL Instru-
ment Center (PIC) in Fall 2015, with additional tests at 
both the PIC and the USGS Albuquerque Seismologi-
cal Laboratory (ASL) in late 2015 / early 2016. 
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Current Development and Next Steps:  Our cur-
rent effort has centered on the design and production of 
all necessary components and subsystems to complete 
the prototype instrument. The primary tasks in the fab-
rication of the complete system include: (1) develop-
ment of a high-performance electrolyte capable of 
maintaining integrity over a broad temperature range; 
(2) production of an integrated sensing cell package 
containing the electrolyte and feedback system; (3) 
optimization of signal read out circuitry and design of 
interface for the data acquisition system; (4) fabrica-
tion and testing of the sensing element; and (5) design 
and fabrication of the entire seismic system assembly, 
that consists of the sensor cells, circuit board, and tem-
perature and inclination sensors. 

Development of high performance electrolyte.  We 
have successfully developed a novel electrolyte solu-
tion that remains liquid over a large temperature range 
(-97°C to 189°C) [15].  We continue to develop this 
material to extend to greater temperature ranges while 
maintaining limited variance in viscosity. 

Production of integrated package with electrolyte 
and feedback system.  The complete sensing cell in-
cludes (1) a sensing element with low hydraulic im-
pedance, (2) electrolyte, (3) a tube containing electro-
lyte, (4) flexible diaphragms to cover the tube ends, (5) 
a feedback loop, consisting of magnets and coils, and 
(6) temperature sensors that directly measure sensor 
cell temperature.  

For prototyping purposes, we currently utilize 3D 
printing to manufacture the entire cell package as a 
single element. We then attach the flexible cap, mag-
nets, coils and sensing element.  We continue to ma-
ture this package through testing of polymers for the 
diaphragm that possess an appropriate Young’s modu-
lus and operational temperature range.  We are in the 
process of optimizing the feedback system to enable 
higher sensitivity while maintaining flat velocity re-
sponse.  Finally, we are integrating temperature sen-
sors that enable monitoring of potential viscosity 
changes in the electrolyte to further enhance the re-
sponse of the sensor. 

Optimization of circuits.  The electronics for the 
MET seismometer system includes: the signal read-out 
(analog) and data conversion (ADC). The signal read-
out circuit has been optimized with an integrated feed-
back circuit and to reduce the noise. A feedback circuit 
converts the output voltage signal to current, which 
powers the coil to generate the magnetic field. We are 
currently developing the interface between signal read-
out circuit with sigma-delta ADC data conversion. 

Fabrication and testing of the sensing element: We 
have fabricated a MET sensing element using micro-
fabrication technology.  The self-noise floor of the 

sensor is compatible with a traditional CMG-6T seis-
mometer, the sensitivity reached ~5000 V/m/s2, set-
tling time was<1 msec, and the dynamic range was 120 
dB.  We have conducted harsh environment operation 
of the sensing element to verify TRL 5 for that compo-
nent.  Our tests demonstrate that the sensing elements 
can operate across a temperature range of -196°C to 
200°C under the vacuum (up to 10-8 Torr) and a 200 
krad dose of 1.2 MeV gamma rays from 60Co.  We 
have also performed preliminary shock tolerance test-
ing via drop tests and demonstrated that the sensing 
element continues to perform after impacts of 23.3 kG, 
where G is 9.8 m/s2. We will perform further optimiza-
tion on the seismometers to achieve the LGN required 
sensitivity of 0.001 Hz to 50 Hz with a dynamic range 
of 145 dB. 

Fabrication of complete seismic package.  The 
seismic system assembly design is a cubic box with 4 
cells mounted on the walls at 45o that is printed using a 
3D printer. The 4 sensor cells provide redundancy of 
operation; if one fails, the other three are sufficient still 
to provide 3-axes measurements. We also include 2 
inclinometers installed back to back to provide 360o 
tilting angle measurements, that provide the proper 
reference point to calculate the seismic signal related 
to vertical. 

Conclusions:  We are developing a next-
generation seismic system to be ready for deployment 
and operation in the lunar environment. Ongoing lab, 
bench, and field testing will bring the entire system to 
Technology Readiness Level 5 (TRL 5), providing a 
low-risk seismic system for the LGN mission.   
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A NEW ERA OF EXPLORATION OF LUNAR ALPHONSUS CRATER. Lisa R. Gaddis1, Trent 
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S. Geological Survey, 2255 North Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 2School of Earth and Space Ex-
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Introduction: Dark-halo craters in Alphonsus 
crater (108 km diameter; ~13°S/357°E) are con-
sidered type localities of small lunar pyroclastic 
deposits (Figure 1), based on the observed asso-
ciation of dark mantling material with floor frac-
tures, non-circular craters, and positive-relief fea-
tures marking source vents. The Alphonsus pyro-
clastic deposits have been of high interest for 
decades, in part because of reports of possible 
degassing or “transient lunar phenomena” events 
observed from Earth [1-3] and the possibility of 
active volcanism there. Ranger 9 obtained de-
tailed photographs of the crater floor prior to 
crashing northeast of the central peak [4] and the 
crater floor was considered as a possible landing 
site for both Apollo missions 16 and 17 [5, 6]. In 
this analysis, we present recent remote sensing 
data that lend support for Alphonsus as a future 
lunar landing site. 

Rationale: Head and Wilson [7] mapped the 
pyroclastic deposits of Alphonsus, and they con-
cluded that juvenile volcanic materials likely 
were present in many of them. Pyroclastic materi-
als may include the best examples of primitive 
components (i.e., mantle xenoliths) on the Moon 
and thus are important for characterizing the lu-
nar interior and constraining the origin and evolu-
tion of lunar basaltic magmatism. Volcanic land-
forms such as those in Alphonsus may represent 
surface deposits of deep-seated and/or primitive 
lunar magmas that are accessible for future lunar 
landed exploration and sample collection. 

Earth-based spectral data indicate that the Al-
phonsus pyroclastic deposits are compositionally 
diverse and that olivine may be present in several 
of the pyroclastic deposits [8, 9]. Although more 
recent research suggested that olivine is likely not 
present at Alphonsus [10, 11], the iron-rich glass-
es observed there may provide an invaluable 
feedstock for lunar oxygen production [12]. In-
situ oxygen production is essential for future hu-
man exploration and habitation of the Moon [13]. 

Geologic Setting: Alphonsus is a pre-Imbrian 
aged crater located in the highlands east of Mare 
Nubium. Alphonsus has a broad, low rim, a flat 
cratered floor dissected into eastern and western 
sections by a ~N-S ridge (likely comprised of Im-
brium basin ejecta), and a central peak. The crater 
floor is covered with a light plains unit that is 
dissected by numerous floor fractures. The 13 
pyroclastic deposits of Alphonsus [14] are locat-
ed within or adjacent to several floor fractures, 

indicating that fractures likely provided conduits 
for volatile accumulation and subsequent pyro-
clastic eruption. The vents are characterized by 
non-circular rims <3 km across and dark halos 
that extend up to 11 km from the crater center 
[14]. Head and Wilson [7] modeled the eruption 
of these small pyroclastic deposits as vulcanian, 
occurring via the accumulation and explosive de-
compression of volatiles that collected beneath a 
caprock above a rising magma body. 

Accessibility and Traversability: Numerous 
authors have described science and engineering 
requirements for lunar traverses at sites of high 
scientific interest such as Alphonsus [14-19]. Re-
cently available remote sensing data provide a 
new view of the morphologic, compositional, and 
physical characteristics of Alphonsus crater and 
allow us to re-assess the accessibility and travers-
ability of pyroclastic deposits for in-situ explora-
tion. These data include (Figure 1): SELENE 
Kaguya Multiband Imager (MI) at 5 UVVIS 
wavelengths  and ~17 m/pixel (415, 750, 900, 
950, 1000 nm; [20]); a topographic model 
[SLDEM; 21] from merged Kaguya Terrain 
Camera (TC) and Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(LRO) laser altimeter with a horizontal resolution 
of ~60 m and a vertical accuracy of ~4 m; and a 
LRO Diviner derived rock abundance image [22]. 
MI color data allow us to map in detail the loca-
tion and extent of 13 dark, iron-rich pyroclastic 
deposits. The SLDEM reveals the distribution of 
ridges and hummocks, floor fractures and impact 
craters that might impede trafficability and high-
light the ~flat light plains unit of the crater floor. 
Although the N-S ridge may require that any sur-
face exploration concentrate on either the eastern 
or western pyroclastic deposits, a slope map (de-
rived from the SLDEM) shows that (at the LOLA 
scale) the average slope of the flanks on Alphon-
sus vents is ~4°, with a range between 2° and 8°. 
Finally, the rock abundance map shows a smooth, 
unblocky surface over most of the crater floor 
adjacent to the pyroclastic deposits. 

Together, these recent data and derived prod-
ucts for Alphonsus crater show that morphologic 
and topographic information support exploration 
of deposits of juvenile volcanic materials. Future 
work will include mapping of potential hazards in 
the crater floor, with emphasis on assessment of 
local and regional slopes, hazards associated with 
impact crater ejecta deposits and rims, and high-
resolution mapping of possible landing sites and 
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traverses that ensure access to pyroclastic erup-
tion sites within the floor of Alphonsus crater. 
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Figure 1. Views of Alphonsus crater: A) Kaguya MI color mosaic (R=900 nm, G=750 nm, B=415 nm) showing 13 
dark pyroclastic deposits. B) Topography (colorized Kaguya TC and LRO LOLA merged map). C) Slope map (in 
degrees) derived from B, showing the abundant, low-slope (green) terrain of the crater floor.  D) Diviner Rock 
Abundance image, showing a smooth, unblocky surface over most of the crater floor. 
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Introduction: Fourteen international space agen-

cies are participating in the International Space Explo-
ration Coordination Group (ISECG), working together 
to advance a long-range strategy for human and robotic 
space exploration beyond low earth orbit. The ISECG 
is a voluntary, non-binding international coordination 
mechanism through which individual agencies may 
exchange information regarding interests, objectives, 
and plans in space exploration with the goal of 
strengthening both individual exploration programs as 
well as the collective effort. The ISECG has developed 
a Global Exploration Roadmap (GER) that reflects the 
coordinated international dialog and continued prepa-
ration for exploration beyond low-Earth orbit, begin-
ning with the Moon and cis-lunar space, and continu-
ing to near-Earth asteroids, and Mars [1]. The common 
international goals and objectives of space exploration, 
documented in the GER, recognize an intention to 
characterize resources available at exploration destina-
tions including the Moon, and to develop and validate 
technologies and systems that extract, process, and 
utilize these resources for the exploration missions of 
the future. 

ISECG Lunar Polar Volatiles Study Team:  
When it comes to maintaining a longer-term human 
presence beyond low-Earth orbit, space agencies agree 
that the use of local resources could significantly bene-
fit operations in the lunar vicinity, and may limit the 
cost and complexity of bringing all the needed supplies 
from Earth. For many years, the lunar regolith was 
seen as the primary source for both oxygen (chemical-
ly bound in lunar minerals and glasses) and hydrogen 
(implanted into the regolith by the solar wind).  How-
ever, recent discoveries of water on the Moon [2], par-
ticularly in polar regions, may lead to less complex 
methods to create life support consumables and rocket 
propellants. The ISECG has established a study team 
to coordinate the worldwide interest in lunar polar vol-
atiles, and in particular water ice, in an effort to stimu-
late cooperation and collaboration, and to maximize 
the return on individual agency investments. 

Goal:	  The goal of the study team is to establish an 
internationally-coordinated effort that addresses explo-
ration and scientific knowledge gaps related to lunar 
water ice and other polar volatiles by: 1.) advancing 
the overall state of lunar polar volatiles knowledge by 
leveraging space agency and private sector interest,. 2.) 
stimulating collaboration and corrdination among in-

terested agencies and other stakeholders of relevant 
studies, capability development, and lunar mission 
plans, and 3.) if appropriate, and based on findings 
related to the nature, extent, and distribution of polar 
volatiles, indentifying initial and affordable small-scale 
robotic in situ resource utilization (ISRU) demomstra-
tions and experiments to understand whether water ice 
could be economically extracted and utilized as a re-
source. 

Key Strategic Issues:	  There are many questions and 
topics needing discussion and input from the broader 
lunar science and exploration communities, including 
but not limited to: 1.) What do we still want to know 
and how do we answer these questions? (e.g., scientific 
knowledge gaps; the development of hypotheses that 
can be tested on the lunar surface; new measurements 
that can be made from orbit or on the lunar surface; 
specific regions of interest), 2.) How can we lower the 
cost of lunar exploration? (e.g., innovative approaches 
such as impactors, penetrators, cubesats; ride sharing; 
procuring commercial services, utilizing common in-
frastructure), and 3.) How can we better coordinate our 
activites? (e.g., common regions of interest; common 
measurements and calibration standards; common me-
chanical, electrical, and communication interfaces; 
interchangeable surface payload and implements). 

Current Agency Activities:	  Several national space 
agencies have activities in progress related to explora-
tion of the Moon in general, and lunar polar environ-
ments in particular. NASA's activities include Re-
source Prospector (an advanced exploration systems 
project involving an instrumented rover targeting lunar 
polar volatiles), lunar cubesat missions (Flashlight, 
Icecube), and space act agreements with commercial 
lunar exploration companies (Astrobotic Technology, 
Masten Space Systems, Moon Express). The European 
Space Agency's (ESA) activities include the develop-
ment of instruments and payloads (PILOT and 
PROSPECT) for the Russia Space Agency (RSA) Lu-
na 27 mission, and a program involving a human-
enhanced robotic architecture and capability for lunar 
exploration and science (HERACLES). Other agencies 
are developing mission hardware such as lunar orbit-
ers, landers, and rovers, and conducting mission design 
studies that could be applied to collaborative interna-
tional missions. 

Website:	  Included in the ISECG lunar polar vola-
tiles study team's efforts is the development of a web-
site to act as a location for interested organizations and 
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individuals to obtain information on current lunar polar 
exploration activities and plans. The website will also 
be a location for interactive forums for the exchange of 
information, including live presentations and discus-
sions. In September 2015 the website will be accessi-
ble at at http://www.globalspaceexploration.org. 

References: [1] ISECG (2013) 
http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/GER-
2013_Small.pdf. [2] Robinson K. L. and Taylor G. J. 
(2014) Nature Geoscience, 7, 401-408. 
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Introduction:  Lunar polar Hydrogen Mapper 

(LunaH-Map) is a 6U CubeSat that will enter a polar 
orbit around the Moon with a low altitude (5-12km) 
perilune centered on the lunar South Pole. LunaH-Map 
will carry two neutron spectrometers that will produce 
maps of near-surface hydrogen (H) at unprecedented 
spatial scales (~7.5 km/pixel). LunaH-Map will: 1) 
map H within permanently shadowed craters to deter-
mine its spatial distribution; 2) map H distributions 
with depth (< 1 meter); and 3) map the distribution of 
H in other permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) 
throughout the South Pole. These data will advance our 
understanding of lunar volatile distributions, and will 
inform future mission planning, specifically, landed 
missions and those that focus on in-situ resource utili-
zation (ISRU). Previous lunar spacecraft have used 
neutron detectors, near-infrared spectrometers and im-
pactors to reveal the presence of hydrogen (H) 
throughout the lunar surface. At the lunar poles hydro-
gen abundances commonly exceed 150 ppm, and 
abundances could be as high as 20-40 wt.% water-
equivalent-hydrogen within certain permanently shad-
owed regions (PSRs) [1 - 5]. LunaH-Map will produce 
the highest spatial resolution maps of hydrogen abun-
dance ever acquired by a neutron detector from orbit, 
and will demonstrate the capability of a CubeSat plat-
form to acquire neutron spectra. This will be achieved 
by orbiting with a low perilune (5km altitude) above 
the South Pole of the Moon, centered at -89.9°S 
(Shackleton Crater). The implications for this meas-
urement are significant, as it directly informs our un-
derstanding of how lunar volatile abundances are dis-
tributed within various lunar South Pole craters and 
regions. The observed antipodal distribution of hydo-
gen with Lunar Prospector’s Neutron Spectrometer 
may be related to the wander of the Moon’s pole 
throughout its geologic history [6]. These studies, and 
others, have called for increased spatial resolution 
(<10km) measurements of epithermal neutrons at the 
lunar poles, specifically, to reveal the distribution of 
hydrogen within regions in and out of permanent shad-
ow to test hypotheses related to true polar wander [7]. 
Previously acquired lunar neutron maps will also bene-
fit from an improved understanding of the spatial dis-

tribution of hydrogen within PSRs, as these data can be 
used to reinterpret lower spatial resolution data.  

Throughout the course of the 60-day science mis-
sion, LunaH-Map will acquire thermal and epithermal 
neutron counts over a total of 141 science orbits (Fig-
ure 1). Neutron count rates will be used to determine 
H abundances and distributions within Shackleton 
Crater on each orbit (60ppm ± 12ppm H), and can ad-
ditionally be used to map H distributions within sever-
al nearby PSRs (Haworth, Shoemaker, Faustini, Shack-
leton, de Gerlache, Nobile, Amundsen and Sverdrup). 
LunaH-Map will be capable of mapping entire PSRs 
with an average precision of 85 ppm ± 17ppm H, and 
for spatial resolutions smaller than the crater diameter 
at an average precision of 180ppm ± 36ppm H. Lu-
naH-Map will utilize an innovative new scintillator 
technology called an elpasolite, specifically 
Cs2YLiCl6:Ce (CLYC), with high neutron detection 
efficiency across a wide energy range [8-10]. These 
detectors are easily accommodated within a CubeSat 
due to their small form fator, as each instrument occu-
pies just 1U of the 6U spacecraft (Figure 2). Two 2-
cm thick (100 cm2) CLYC-based detector arrays (one 
covered in a thin layer of Cd) will be used to achieve 

 
Figure 1: LunaH-Map cut-away showing spacecraft compo-
nents and configuration. Inset image shows LunaH-Map de-
ployed configuration. 
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neutron detection efficiencies equal to that of Lunar 
Prospector’s 3He tubes.  

Development, Spacecraft, and Science Mission: 
The 6U LunaH-Map CubeSat will be developed at 
Arizona State University, utilizing the facilities in the 
Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration 
(SpaceTREx) Laboratory at Arizona State University 
(space.asu.edu) in partnership with the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory and a variety of other commercial provid-
ers supplying space-qualified hardware. Onboard pro-
pulsion will provide ΔV sufficient for lunar orbit inser-
tion (LOI), all orbital maneuvers and station keeping 
throughout the science phase of the mission. Solar 
panels will generate 30 W of power. Attitude control 
consists of a set of 3-axis Sinclair reaction wheels. 
Communications use IRIS 3 X-band (MarCO CubeSat 
heritage) combined with Doppler for spacecraft track-
ing. LunaH-Map will also include a wide-angle engi-
neering camera system (from Malin Space Science 
Systems (MSSS)) for outreach and non- essential engi-
neering images.  

LunaH-Map development will take place over a 3-
year period, and will undergo design audits to prepare 
the spacecraft and instruments for flight readiness. The 
spacecraft will be designed and built at Arizona State 
University (ASU). The neutron spectrometers will be 
designed, built and tested by Radiation Monitoring 
Devices (RMD) and delivered to ASU for integration 
into the spacecraft. The spacecraft will be delivered to 
the primary launch vehicle in July of 2018 and the 
nominal mission will begin 6 days after launch. LOI 
will take place 1-month after launch and separation. 
The Science Mission (Phase E) will take place over the 
next 60 days, after which the spacecraft will deorbit 
into a permanently shadowed crater at the South Pole.  
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Figure 2: Radiation 
Monitoring Devices 
(RMD) 4x4 CLYC detec-
tor array, photomultiplier 
tubes and signal pro-
cessing boards for 
CLYC-based neutron 
detector system. Each 
instrument is 1U. 
 
 

Figure 3: Orbit ground track shown for entire 60 (Earth) day 
science phase: 141 passes over target area initially (and periodi-
cally) centered on Shackleton Crater (-89.9 degree latitude), with 
close-approach of 5 km at each perilune crossing. Yellow circle 
denotes LunaH-Map altitude of 8 km; green circle denotes Lu-
naH-Map altitude of 12 km. 
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Introduction:  Although the scientific basis for the 

possibility of water and other volatiles in the cold traps 
of the lunar polar regions was developed in the 1960’s 
and ‘70’s [1,2], only recently have the data become 
available to test the theories in detail. Furthermore, 
comparisons with other planetary bodies, particularly 
Mercury, has revealed surprising differences that may 
point to inconsistencies or holes in our understanding 
of the basic processes involving volatiles on airless 
bodies [3]. Addressing these gaps in understanding is 
critical to the future exploration of the Moon, for 
which water is a critical scientific and engineering re-
source [4]. 

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter:  Launched in 
2009, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has 
been acquiring data from lunar orbit for more than six 
years. All seven of the remote sensing instruments on 
the payload have now contributed significantly to ad-
vancing understanding of volatiles on the Moon. Here 
we present results from these investigations, and dis-
cuss attempts to synthesize the disparate information to 
create a self-consistent model for lunar volatiles. In 
addition to the LRO data, we must take into account 
results from earlier missions [5,6], ground-based tele-
scopes [7], and sample analyses [8]. 

Results:  Here, we briefly summarize results from 
several recent and ongoing LRO investigations related 
to lunar volatiles. 

Diviner.  On surfaces with temperatures perennially 
below ~110 K, water ice is stable against sublimation  
for > 1 Gyr. The Diviner thermal infrared radiometer 
on LRO has fully mapped and characterized the tem-
perature distributions of the Moon’s polar cold traps 
[9]. Major results include: 1) the surface area available 
for cold-trapping volatiles is > 105 km2; 2) great diver-
sity is observed among the temperature behavior of the 
cold traps; 3) comparisons with reflectance datasets 
(LOLA, LAMP) indicate a strong correlation between 
the lower temperatures < 110 K and spectral character-
istics consistent with H2O frost at the surface [10,11].  

LAMP. Surface reflectance within the coldest re-
gions is consistently lower in the Lyman-α band, con-
sistent with either frost or high porosity [12]. Reflec-
tance ratios between the water ice “off-band” and “on-
band” channels also shows behavior consistent with 
surface frost in the cold traps. However, the correlation 
with temperature is incomplete, and recent work has 

focused on improving albedo maps in order to under-
stand the detailed distribution of these putative frosts. 

LOLA.  Bidirectional reflectance measurements 
from LRO’s laser altimeter show a systematic en-
hancement in the cold traps, consistent with the pres-
ence of water frost in many of these craters [11]. How-
ever, the single-wavelength data are not diagnostic of 
composition. 

LEND.  Epithermal neutron data show enhance-
ments in hydrogen within the upper ~1 m at the high 
latitudes at both poles, with certain specific anomalous 
features at the ~10 – 100 km scale. Furthermore, 
LEND detects an overall trend in increased H as a 
function of latitude, with a break in slope near 70° 
[13]. This could be evidence for small-scale cold traps, 
below the resolution of the measurements. 

LROC.  Imaging within the perennial shadows has 
recently been performed using LRO’s camera system, 
following clear detections of ice in Mercurian craters 
by the MESSENGER mission [14]. So far, no clear 
indication of surface frost has been found, although 
detailed modeling of scattered sunlight is still being 
studied in order to derive surface albedo. 

Mini-RF.  Recent bistatic radar measurements us-
ing the Arecibo telescope and LRO’s Mini-RF instru-

 
Figure: The well-calibrated solar channel of the 
LRO-Diviner instrument can be used for detailed 
accounting of incident and reflected photons 
within the perennial shadows, in this case Shack-
leton crater.  
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ment provide some evidence for phase behavior con-
sistent with macroscopic (> 1 cm) pieces of water ice, 
or perhaps “ice lenses” buried just beneath the surface 
[15]. 

CRaTER.  Measurements of proton fluxes may be 
used to constrain the vertical distribution of hydrogen 
in the lunar soil. We will present examples of future 
observations that could enable new constraints on lunar 
volatile distributions. 

References: [1] Watson, K., Murray, B. C., & 
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Introduction: Studies of lunar polar volatile de-

posits are of interest for scientific purposes to under-
stand the nature and evolution of the volatiles, and also 
for exploration reasons as a possible in situ resource to 
enable long term exploration and settlement of the 
Moon.  Both theoretical and observational studies have 
suggested that significant quantities of volatiles exist in 
the polar regions, although the lateral and horizontal 
distribution remains unknown at the km scale and finer 
resolution.  A lunar polar rover mission is required to 
further characterize the distribution, quantity, and 
character of lunar polar volatile deposits at these 
higher spatial resolutions.  Here we present two case 
studies for NASA’s Resource Prospector (RP) mission 
concept for a lunar polar rover and utilize this mission 
architecture and associated constraints to evaluate 
whether a suitable landing site exists to support an RP 
flight mission.   

Resource Prospector: RP is a robotic mission cur-
rently in formulation (Phase A) by NASA’s Human 
Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate 
(HEOMD) to both prospect for water resources and 
conduct ISRU (in situ resource utilization) on the 
Moon [1,2,3].  For prospecting, RP is designed to 
characterize the distribution of water and other vola-
tiles at the lunar poles.  RP aims to map the surface and 
subsurface distribution of hydrogen-rich materials 
within the upper 1 meter of the Moon, determine the 
constituents and quantities of volatiles, and provide 
limits on key isotope ratios (e.g., D/H, 18O/16O, 36S/34S, 
13C/12C).  RP is also an ISRU processing demonstra-
tion mission, using a hydrogen reduction process to 
extract oxygen from lunar regolith.  RP will both dem-
onstrate the hardware in the lunar setting and also cap-
ture, quantify, and display the water generated from 
the ISRU processing [1,2,3].   

The RP surface conops has multiple modes of op-
eration critical to mission success including 1) Pros-
pecting, 2) Mapping  3) Excavation, and 4) Demon-
stration [4,5,6,7]. In Prospecting mode, the RP rover is 
traversing across the lunar surface as the prospecting 
instruments search for enhanced H2O/OH, other vola-
tiles, and/or volumetric hydrogen in the form of ice or 
other H-bearing compounds.  When enhancements of 
volatiles are detected, a decision is made whether or 
not to map the area at higher spatial resolution (e.g., 
area of interest mapping, AIM) or immediately auger 
or collect subsurface samples.  Once a decision has 
been made to collect samples, the rover enters Excava-

tion mode where samples are acquired from the sub-
surface, processed by the onboard payload, and 
evolved gases are measured.  Prospecting mode can 
continue throughout the primary mission as the rover 
maps volatiles and samples across a variety of envi-
ronments, testing theories of emplacement and reten-
tion, and constraining the economics of extraction. 
Demonstration mode occurs at the end of the RP pri-
mary mission when oxygen extraction from the rego-
lith is demonstrated using hydrogen reduction, thus 
testing two possible ISRU pathways:  ISRU from local 
volatiles and water production from “dry” regolith [7].  

A specific concept of operations (conops) has been 
developed for RP to achieve the mission objectives. RP 
is envisioned as a low cost mission and is reliant on 
solar power for operations [1,2,3].  This constraint 
requires either operations in sunlight or sufficient bat-
tery power to enable operations in shadow.  The nomi-
nal mission profile includes the rover landing in an 
area illuminated by the sun and then traversing across 
the lunar surface to achieve the RP success criteria.  

In addition to operating in the sunlit regions, RP 
must also collect measurements in shadowed areas to 
provide information on volatile content in these colder 
regions.  Thus both sunlit and shadowed operations are 
an integral element of the RP operations architecture.  
RP also requires direct to Earth (DTE) communica-
tions given the low cost nature of the mission concept. 

The RP measurement requirements can be broken 
into categories to achieve minimum success, full suc-
cess, and stretch goals.  Minimum success requires RP 
to make measurements from two places on the Moon 
separated by at least 100 meters, and these can include 
surface or subsurface measurements.  Full success re-
quires measurements from two locations on the Moon 
separated by at least 1000 meters, surface and subsur-
face measurements (where subsurface measurements 
are specifically obtained with a drill for sample collec-
tion), measurements in and a sample acquired from a 
shadowed area, and demonstration of ISRU.  Stretch 
goals include making subsurface measurements (with 
an auger) in at least eight locations across 1000 m 
(point-to-point) distance, making subsurface measure-
ments (sample and processing) at least four locations 
across a 1000 m point-to-point distance, and providing 
geologic context. 

To achieve the mission objectives and operate 
within the given mission constraints, RP requires only 
4-10 days of operations.  The mission duration is a 
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balance between targeting the most scientifically com-
pelling region(s) that have high hydrogen abundances 
and are located in proximity to shadowed areas which 
also possess benign slopes and topography for rover 
trafficability plus access to DTE communications for 
the duration of the mission.  These areas are by default 
relatively cold (e.g., high polar latitude) and only expe-
rience a few (~4-10) days of sunlight each month.  

Site Selection: The success of a lunar polar rover 
mission such as RP is highly dependent upon selecting 
the optimal landing site.  We have attempted to iden-
tify candidate polar landing sites based on the follow-
ing four criteria:  1) presence of surface/subsurface 
volatiles, 2) reasonable terrain for traversing, 3) direct 
view to Earth for communication, and 4) sunlight for 
the duration of the mission (power constraints).   

Traverse Planning:  We use the Exploration 
Ground Data Systems (xGDS) platform to create trav-
erse plans. xGDS is a suite of software tools developed 
to support mission planning, monitoring, visualization, 
documentation, analysis, and search functionalities [8].  
We also use novel software developed by Carnegie 
Mellon University to test automated traverse planning 
capabilities [9].  Below we summarize two notional 
traverse plan options at Haworth Crater and the Nobile 
region near the lunar south poles. 

Haworth Crater.  Haworth Crater has been shown 
to meet the high-level RP site selection criteria of ele-
vated hydrogen abundances, acceptable slopes, DTE, 
and sunlight availability.  Figure 1 shows a notional 
traverse plan for the Haworth region. The landing site 
is chosen in a region of low slope and in sunlight.  We 
choose this site such that the traverse path can proceed 
towards the east as the sunlight (terminator) also 
moves to the West such that shadows cast by topog-
raphic relief swing to the East.  The plan then fulfills 
the minimum and full success criteria of RP, followed 
by the stretch goals. 

Nobile.  The Nobile region has been explored as a 
potential option for a longer duration lunar polar mis-
sion to study volatiles.  Figure 2 shows a notional 60+ 
day traverse plan for Nobile, where the rover lands on 
a ridge of sunlight and ventures down into the colder 
plains below (which also contain shadowed areas) to 
explore volatiles, returning to the ridge when necessary 
for sunlight and/or communications to extend the dura-
tion of the mission. 

Conclusions: This work demonstrates that viable 
traverse plan options exist to meet the success criteria 
(and stretch goals) for the RP mission.  We also find 
that the landing site chosen for this mission is critical 
to all future surface planning and activities.  Illumina-
tion conditions vary significantly over time and are 
strong drivers in terms of traverse planning.  The pres-

ence of shadow (both transient and permanent) also 
have substantial implications for traverse planning and 
the mission timeline.  Advanced planning tools will be 
required to support real-time operations for a mission 
with a real-time operations concept.  Finally, traverse 
plan options exist which can significantly extend the 
length of a lunar polar rover mission. 
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Figure 1. Sample traverse plan near Haworth Crater. 

 
Figure 2. Example of long duration traverse plan near 
Nobile. Green represents the rover path. 
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Measurements to Understand the Origin and Evolution of Hydroxyl and Water on the Illuminated Moon C. 
A. Hibbitts, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD 20273, karl.hibbitts@jhuapl.edu;. 
 

Introduction.  
The presence and distribution of water and hydrox-

yl in the inner solar system, including the Moon, are of 
particular interest for their implication to the evolution 
of solar system and as potential resources for sustain-
ing human exploration.  Hydroxyl and possibly molec-
ular water was discovered in the surface of the illumi-
nated Moon in 2009 from measurements by three in-
dependent spacecraft (Pieters et al., 2009; Sunshine et 
al., 2009; Clark, 2009). These initial measurements and 
subsequent analyses (e.g. McCord et al., 2011) demon-
strate the chemical form is hydroxyl with some indica-
tion molecular water could also be present.  There is 
also evidence for diurnal variation between noon and 
evening (e.g. Sunshine et al., 2009) though it is debat-
ed whether the mechanism responsible for this varia-
tion is due to a change in abundance or can be ascribed 
to photometric effects because the observations are 
obtained at different emission and incident angles.  

 
Discussion 
Multiple hypotheses exist as to the origin and evo-

lution volatiles on the illuminated Moon, with contri-
butions including solar wind, cometary, internal lunar 
water, and sputtered polar water possible.  Considera-
ble theoretical and laboratory work explored various 
mechanism related to its origin, evolution, chemistry, 
and physical state(s) resulting in an increased under-
standing of the interaction between solar wind parti-
cles, molecular water, and regolith materials. Laborato-
ry experiments and modeling generally suggest a solar 
wind origin for the majority of the observed OH on the 
illuminated Moon.  Lunar agglutinate glasses have 
been found to have a D/H ratio consistent with a sig-
nificant component derived from solar wind implanta-
tion (Liu et al., 2012).  Laboratory measurements have 
demonstrated that a hydroxyl absorption feature in the 
IR is produced in lunar samples that are irradiated with 
protons or deuterons, analogous to solar wind for-
mation of OH in lunar soils (e.g. Ichimura et al. 2012).  
Temperature programmed desorption measurements 
and subsequent modeling demonstrate there will be a 
temperature dependency in the stability of hydroxyl 
and water (Hibbitts et al., 2011; Poston et al., 2013), 
and there will likely be a compositional dependency in 
this thermal stability (e.g. Poston et al., 2015), as well 
as a potential compositional dependency on the shape, 
position, and strength of the IR absorption feature as-
sociated with adsorbed or internal hydroxyl (Dyar et 
al., 2012).  Solar wind particles may also migrate from 

the illuminated Moon to the poles (e.g. Crider and 
Vondrak, 2000) to significantly contribute to the ob-
served elevated volatile abundance at the poles (e.g. 
Feldman et al., 1998; Lawrence et al., 2006).  Howev-
er, models also suggest the very small amounts of 
volatiles observed on the illuminated Moon would be 
very stable, chemically bound to the lunar grains and 
difficult to remove (e.g. Starukina & Shkuratov, 2000).   

To more fully understand water on the Moon, a 
more complete understanding is needed of the sources, 
sinks, evolutionary paths, and abundances of the hy-
droxyl and possible water already detected on the illu-
minated portion of the Moon.  Inference from existing 
measurements is hampered by limitations including 
one or more of insufficient spectral range, observations 
obtained from different times of day and with different 
photometry, varying surface temperatures, and insuffi-
cient sampling of any one terrain over a large portion 
of a lunation.  To understand the origin and evolution 
of hydroxyl and potentially water on the illuminated 
Moon, spectral imaging measurements over a large 
fraction of a lunation or longer would be able to ob-
serve the potential increase and loss of volatile from 
the illuminated lunar surface.   The spectral range will 
need to include the infrared where hydroxyl, molecular 
water, and ice absorb; all at slightly different wave-
lengths between 2.6 and 3.6 µm.  Spectral sampling 
would ideally be continuous such as with a hyperspec-
tral pushbroom spectrometer.  Spectral resolution 
needs to be no better than ~ 20 nm to resolve the exact 
position of the possibly compositionally dependent 
absorption feature of hydroxyl in the lunar surface 
while significantly coarser resolution would still ena-
ble the discrimination of hydroxyl from molecular wa-
ter or ice (Figure 1).  Because the maximum absorption 
of OH is between 2.7 and 2.9 µm while the absorption 
feature of molecular water is centered near 2.95 µm 
and water ice near 3.1 µm, a multispectral approach 
would be able to discern locations that contain mix-
tures of these states of water.  Global imaging, at a 
resolution applicable to geologic features would be 
enable the investigation of the potential temperature, 
compositional, geologic, and photometric relationships 
in the volatile abundance.  Repeated measurements of 
terrain can be used to isolate possible effects of tem-
perature, composition, and illumination on volatile 
abundance, especially if the Moon is observed over 
multiple lunations at different viewing geometries. 
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Two Potential Mission Approaches to this 
Measurement. These observations are not possible 
with ground-based or current aircraft borne instrumen-
tation, as neither is capable of obtaining both the spec-
tral coverage and repeated coverage through-out a lu-
nation, or are not able to track the Moon. However, 
either a lunar orbiter, or a multi-week stratospheric 
balloon borne observatory could obtain these meas-
urements using instrumentation very similar what has 
already flown, such as the Chandyrayaan-1 M3 imag-
ing spectrometer and the BRRISON Infrared Camera 
with a 9-position cryogenic filter wheel.  For instance, 

a precessing elliptical lunar orbit would enable global 
coverage of the near and far side during apoapsis and 
potentially excellent coverage of high latitudes.  An 
earth-based long-duration balloon flight has already 
been demonstrated to be able to make the required 
multispectral imaging measurements with a current 
imaging capability of 2 km/pixels at the equator 
(Cheng et al., 2014; Hibbitts et al., 2015).   
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Figure 1.  (a) Modified Sunshine, 2009, Figure 1, 
showing how only 6 bands can characterize this 
absorption feature including the possible change 
in bandshape in EPOXI data that is resolved by 
sampling at 2.8 and 2.85 microns. (b) Modified 
McCord et al., 2011, Figure 6, showing how just 
5 bands could characterize changes in bandshape.  
Note, the BRRISON Infrared Camera can sample 
9 wavelengths. 
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Introduction:  There are multiple pathways by 

which hydrogen brought to the Moon by the solar wind 
and micrometeoroids can exit.  In steady state, the in-
flux must equal the outflux.  The influx is well under-
stood; but the outflux is not as well observerd.  We use 
data from the Lyman Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP) 
onboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) to 
constrain the amount of H from micrometeoroids and 
solar wind that is converted into molecular hydrogen 
and released into the Moon’s atmosphere.  

LAMP Data:  The LAMP instrument is a Far Ul-
traviolet (FUV) mapping spectrograph [1].  Its wave-
length range of 570 Å – 1960 Å includes the Lyman 
and Werner bands of the H2 molecule.  We compile 
LAMP data as a function of local time to produce 
spectra for the pre-dawn region and the post-dusk re-
gion.  The dawn and dusk spectra are each fitted to 
spectral lines, background, and other known or poten-
tial features of the spectra, including Ar, He, H, Ne, 
H2, a glint artifact, a ghost of Lyman α, and back-
ground [2].  Figure 1 shows the residual spectrum after 
subtracting out all of the fitted features except H2.  The 
fits indicate a pre-dawn density of H2 of 690 ± 170 cm-

3 and a post-dusk density of 410 ± 130 cm-3.  This rep-
resents a dawn-dusk asymmetry with a dawn/dusk ratio 
of 1.67. 

Monte Carlo Model:  We use a Monte Carlo tech-
nique [3] to simulate the spatial distribution of H2 in 
the lunar exosphere for a range of assumptions of the 
initial release mechanism.  Parameters varied include 
the spatial distribution of the source and the velocity 
distribution of the release mechanisms. The model 
follows test particles along their ballistic trajectories 
through the collisionless exosphere using the equation 
of motion under gravity.  It simulates their interaction 
with the regolith and re-emission into the exosphere.  It 
accounts for loss due to escape and photodissociation 
and photoionization [4]. 

Results:  The model reproduces the spatial distri-
bution observed by LAMP only when a source that is 
asymmetric with respect to dawn and dusk is used. An 
isotropic source or a dayside only source cannot repro-
duce the observed asymmetry.   

The magnitude of the density is highly modulated 
by the energy of the initial release mechanism because 
H2 is light enough to escape lunar gravity for some of 
the possible release mechanisms.  Thermal source 
mechanisms at the Moon’s surface temperature repro-
duce the observed density with a source rate of ~ 1 g s-

1.  For higher temperature of 1000 K, a source rate of 
~4 g s-1 reproduces the observed density.  An impact 
source at T=3000 K reproduces the observed density 
with a source rate of ~20 g s-1.  Sputtering reproduces 
the observed density with a source rate of 1500 g s-1.   

Discussion:  Potential sources for H2 in the lunar 
exosphere are the solar wind, endogenic hydrogen, and 
meteoritic infall [5].  Of these, only meteoritic infall 
matches the spatial distribution needed to reproduce 
the observations.   

The infall rate of meteoroids is 250 g s-1 [6].  The 
abundance of hydrogen in meteoroids is on the order of 
1000 ppm in the form of water and hydrated minerals.  
Thus the source rate of H from meteoritic infall is 0.25 
g s-1, although it is expected to be mostly in the form of 
water or hydrated minerals [7].  Thus meteoritic infall 
is insufficient as a source to supply the observed densi-
ty. However, meteoroids also vaporize local lunar ma-
terial on impact at a rate of 670 g s-1. The amount of H 
in the lunar regolith is ~100 ppm [8].  For stoichio-
metric release of H as H2, meteoroids release 0.067 g s-

1.  This is also too small to account for the observed 
density of H2 even when added to the H from meteoric 
infall.  However, there is reason to support the release 
of H2 would exceed stoichiometry. H2 is liberated at 
temperatures well below 3000 K as observed in tem-
perature-programmed desorption experiments [9] and 
in the LCROSS impact [10].  The mass of regolith that 
reaches T=1000 K is far larger than the mass of rego-
lith that is nominally considered as vaporized by the 
impactor.   

The solar wind supplies an influx of hydrogen of 
~32 g s-1 to the Moon.  Kaguya has observed that 1% 
of the solar wind is immediately reflected as protons 
[11].  Two spaceraft (IBEX and Chandrayaan-1) have 
observed 10-20% of the solar wind protons being re-
flected as energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) [12-13]. In 
steady state, the remaining 80% of the solar wind must 
be transient on some timescale.  It is possible that some 
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of the remaining inventory participates in the for-
mation of water [14].  Another possibility is that the 
protons are converted to atomic hydrogen at energies 
below the range detectable by the ENA instruments 
[15].  We conclude that the protons could be implanted 
into the regolith and later released as H2 by microme-
teoroid impacts.  For the T=1000 K model, 12% of the 
solar wind inventory converted to H2 through micro-
meteoroid liberation would produce the LAMP ob-
served spatial distribution and density. 
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Figure 1.  LAMP post-dusk (top) and pre-dawn (bot-
tom) spectrum attributed to H2. The inferred H2 densi-
ties pre-dawn are 1.67 times greater than post-dusk. 
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Figure 2. Model of H2 exosphere from a dawn-centered 
source released with T=1000 K thermal velocity distri-
bution.  The LAMP observations are shown by the 
asterisks.  They are reproduced with a source rate of 
3.8 g s-1. 
 
Table 1. Possible sources of H2 in  the lunar exosphere 
 Flux  

(g cm-2 

s-1) 

Mass 

rate  

(g s-1) 

Efficiency 

that would 

produce  

3.8 g s-1 

Micrometeoroid 

delivery 

6.67 x 

10-16 

250 1.5%  

Solar wind  

delivery 

3.34 x 

10-16 

31.5 12% 

Micrometeoroid 

liberation 

1.767 x 

10-15 

670  0.57% 
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Introduction: Sample return from the South Pole-

Aitken (SPA) Basin was identified as a high priority 
science goal for a future New Frontiers mission in the 
2011 Planetary Science Decadal Survey [1]. The high 
priority is because appropriately collected rock samples 
from SPA could be used to determine the age of the 
SPA basin and the chronology of later, large impacts 
within the basin. The early, pre-4.0 Ga part of the lunar 
impact chronology is poorly known, and determining 
the SPA large-impact chronology would provide an 
anchor for the timing of impact-basin formation during 
the first 500 million years of lunar history. Determining 
this chronology and the age of the SPA event has impli-
cations for testing the Cataclysm hypothesis and for 
elucidating early Solar System orbital dynamics [2], 
and possibly for the timing and origin of major mag-
matic events on the Moon [3-6]. Benchmarking the age 
of SPA has the potential to resolve the uncertainties of 
current models of early Solar System evolution. 

The SPA impact event melted and reset the ages of 
rocks over a huge area of the Moon and we anticipate 
that rock materials from the interior of the SPA basin 
contain geochronologic evidence of the reset. In other 
words, rocks containing impact melt or impact-melt 
breccia will reflect a range of ages spanning the interval 
of heavy bombardment with an abrupt cutoff and possi-
bly a spike at the time of SPA basin formation. Moreo-
ver, the SPA basin is far from Imbrium, which may 
have dominated the production of impact melt that was 
sampled by Apollo and whose ages have been deter-
mined [7].   

SPA provides many potential sample sites:  The 
SPA basin is enormous, spanning over 2000 km east to 
west and ~2400 km north to south, forming an elliptical 
shape [8]. It is centered approximately 54 °S Lat and 
191 °E Lon., in the vicinity of Bose Crater, with its 
long axis inclined slightly NW to SE (Fig. 1). The inte-
rior of the basin is marked by a prominent geochemical 
anomaly in FeO and Th; however, these geochemical 
signatures are smaller than the main topographic rim 
and offset to the north (Figs. 2, 3), extending approxi-
mately from 150-230 °E Lon. and 15-85 °S Lat. Thori-
um, determined by the Lunar Prospector gamma-ray 
spectrometer (LP-GRS) within SPA basin [9], exhibits 
a “background” value of ~2-3.5 ppm, excluding the 
highest-value anomalies located in the northwestern 
quadrant. FeO exhibits a range of values generally ~8-
13 wt.% (LP-GRS) [9] or ~10-15 wt.%, excluding areas 

of mare basalt (Clementine UV-VIS data [10]). These 
”background” geochemical signatures are associated 
with SPA basin and not some other, more localized 
geologic formation or source.  

Mixing of large impact crater and basin ejecta by 
ballistic sedimentation provides a first-order explana-
tion for the shape and extent of the background geo-
chemical signature of SPA basin. Mixing “in” of mate-
rials from large impacts outside the basin would tend to 
dilute the interior deposits whereas mixing and spread-
ing of materials outward has resulted from large im-
pacts into the interior of the basin. The result of the 
period of heavy (post-SPA) bombardment was to pro-
duce a mixed deposit all over the basin, but one that 
retains a stronger geochemical signature in the interi-
or, suggesting that the interior contains a higher pro-
portion of original SPA-formed substrate. The original 
substrate is likely to have been dominated by an enor-
mous and thick impact-melt “sea” that may have under-
gone magmatic differentiation [11-13], but importantly, 
the age of this material was established or “reset” at that 
time. Subsequent smaller basin and large crater impacts 
would also reset ages locally, but the main effect would 
be to simply redistribute SPA substrate materials, and 
ejected material is expected to be largely brecciated and 
likely to contain clasts of original SPA substrate. Mul-
tiple chronometers and petrologic interpretations have 
the capability to decipher these events 

Modeling of the makeup of SPA interior deposits 
based largely on the process of ballistic sedimentation 
and mixing by Haskin et al. [14] and Petro and Pieters 
[15] indicates that even after many subsequent large 
impacts, the deposits in the interior of SPA basin should 
remain dominated by SPA substrate materials. Thus the 
greatest likelihood of sampling this material is within 
the SPA basin, and within the present-day observable 
geochemical signature. Indeed craters that formed with-
in SPA would tend to not contribute remelted material, 
but would instead reintroduce SPA melt material from 
depth or basement material. Numerous large impact 
craters have orthopyroxene-rich central peaks, con-
sistent with SPA impact-melt-sheet differentiates [16], 
indicating that these materials have continued to be 
excavated and mixed into surface deposits by younger 
large impacts such as Bose, Bhabha, Stoney, Bellings-
hausen, Lemaître, Cabannes, Baldet, Lyman, Finsen, 
Abbe, and others. Key large impact and basin deposits 
include those from Poincaré, Von Kármán, Leibnitz, 
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Oppenheimer, Antoniadi, Zeeman, and many others 
that impacted within the SPA geochemical signature.  
Materials from other basin impacts are expected to be 
present, e.g., Orientale on the eastern SPA side, Schrö-
dinger in the southwest, and even Imbrium, whose anti-
pode is in northern SPA, but these materials should be 
significantly less abundant than SPA substrate and evi-
dent by their younger ages. Other, smaller basins would 
not dominate surfaces near them in the same way as 
Imbrium did the near side (smaller transient cavity siz-
es, smaller volumes of impact melt generation, and less 
ejecta produced). Short of sampling within the continu-
ous ejecta deposits of a basin within SPA (e.g., Apollo, 
Ingenii) the same kind of single-basin dominance that 
occurs on the nearside with Imbrium is not predicted 
for regions within SPA. 

At present there are no samples of impact melt col-
lected from within a basin, the impact melts sampled by 
Apollo are largely from basin rims and in the form of 
ejected materials. The conundrum of tying samples to 
specific basins that occurs with many of the impact-
melt breccias in the Apollo collection is not analogous 
to what we anticipate from the interior of SPA 

Conclusions: The interior of the SPA basin covers 
many thousand square km. Abundant potential landing 
sites exist where SPA impact-melt materials, including 
the original substrate, ejecta material from other nearby 
large craters and basins, and SPA interior basalts can be 
sampled among the rock fragments present in the mixed 
regolith deposits. Such samples will significantly 
change our understanding of the early evolution of the 
lunar crust, the bombardment history of the inner Solar 
System, and the volcanic and magmatic history of the 
Moon. 
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Figure 1. Topography of South Pole-Aitken Basin from 
LRO LOLA & LROC WAC (NASA/GSFC/MIT/ASU) 

 
Figure 2. Thorium distribution in SPA Basin (LP-GRS). 

 
Figure 3. FeO distribution in SPA Basin (LP-GRS). 
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Introduction:  Solar energetic particles (SEPs) can 

penetrate the lunar regolith to depths of ~1 mm, caus-

ing deep dielectric charging. Because the regolith is an 

electrically insulating material, or dielectric, it does not 

readily dissipate this buildup of charge. Regolith in 

permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) is extremely 

cold (≤ 50 K) [1] and consequently has a discharging 

timescale on the order of weeks—much longer than an 

SEP event [2]. As a result, very large SEP events can 

significantly charge the regolith, possibly to the point 

where the subsurface electric fields are strong enough 

to cause dielectric breakdown, or sparking [2].  

Such events have occurred approximately once per 

year during the space age [3]. Regolith that has been 

gardened, or mixed, by meteoritic impacts has been 

exposed to these SEP events for ~10
6
 years. Conse-

quently, gardened regolith in PSRs has experienced 

~10
6
 SEP events capable of causing breakdown. The 

Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation 

(CRaTER), aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(LRO), has detected two potentially breakdown-

causing SEP events during LRO’s mission [3]. We 

build on this previous work to suggest how this break-

down weathering might affect the regolith in the 

Moon’s polar regions and what it implies for exploring 

PSRs.  

Possible Importance of Breakdown Weathering: 

Dielectric breakdown, or sparking, occurs when a 

strong internal electric field rapidly vaporizes a chan-

nel through a dielectric. Almost all of the energy in the 

electric field converts into Joule heating the material in 

the channel. Therefore, we can estimate the rate at 

which very large SEP events deposit breakdown energy 

into PSR regolith and then compare it with the energy 

needed to vaporize and/or melt all the regolith. We find 

that breakdown weathering may vaporize and melt PSR 

regolith at a rate of 1.8-3.4 x 10
-7

 kg m
-2

 yr
-1

 [4]. Con-

sequently, breakdown weathering may have affected 

~10-25% of gardened regolith, which is comparable to 

meteoritic weathering (see Table 1) [4]. This suggests 

that breakdown weathering may play a significant role 

in how PSRs evolve. 

Possible Effects of Breakdown Weathering:  Be-

cause SEPs charge the regolith over a depth of ~1 mm, 

any breakdown is expected to occur over that depth, 

 
Table 1. Comparison of meteoritic and breakdown 

weathering and how they affect PSR regolith (from 

[4]). 

 

which is much greater than a typical grain size. In other 

words, any sparks are expected to traverse many 

grains. Dielectric breakdown creates tiny (≤ 1 μm in 

diameter) tree- or fractal-like cracks in dielectrics, par-

ticularly along mineralogical boundaries ([5]; see Fig-

ure 1). Some of these cracks enlarge explosively during 

breakdown, ejecting a mixture of fragments, melt, and 

vapor. Even if breakdown does not fragment a grain, it 

can still make it more susceptible to being subsequently 

fractured by a meteoroid impact. At least 10% of the 

regolith may have experienced breakdown, so this ex-

plosive cracking may significantly affect comminution. 

 

 
Figure 1. Cartoon showing how dielectric breakdown 

could fragment and weaken a regolith grain (from [3]). 
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We employ a statistical approach to estimate how 

breakdown weathering may evolve the distribution of 

PSR grain sizes. We also consider what fraction of a 

typical grain may be melt or vapor deposits created by 

breakdown. We can thus estimate the fraction of grains 

in the upper ~1 mm that may have experienced break-

down during the two large SEP events detected by 

LRO/CRaTER.  

Our initial modeling motivates and informs future 

experiments about how breakdown weathering affects 

comminution and the resulting optical properties, not 

just in lunar PSRs, but perhaps on the Moon’s 

nightside, on Mercury, and on asteroids with high 

obliquities. In lunar PSRs, comminution effects are 

also important for planning future robotic missions. For 

example, breakdown weathering might affect the ge-

otechnical properties of the regolith, thus having opera-

tional implications for a rover like Resource Prospector 

to travel in a PSR [6]. Also, a rover’s instruments may 

be able to detect any breakdown that occurs in the reg-

olith during a very large SEP event, since ~1% of 

breakdown energy is dissipated in emissions from radio 

to ultraviolet [7-9].  
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Introduction:  As initially conceived, one of the 

primary objectives for the Lunar Reconnaissance Or-
biter (LRO) was to identify safe landing sites for fu-
ture human and robotic exploration. After 6 plus years 
of operations the data captured by LRO has dramati-
cally altered our view of the lunar surface and envi-
ronment. With the enormous volume of data from 
LRO future missions to the Moon should face fewer 
uncertainties in landing and exploring the lunar sur-
face. 

 
With the cadence of deliveries to the Planetary Da-

ta System (PDS) every three months the science com-
munity is able to use LRO data within 6 months of 
acquisition. Accessing LRO data through the PDS (or 
instrument team websites) is where all data and data 
products are stored for use by any mission. Interested 
users can start their search for LRO data at the LRO 
webpage (http://lunar.gsfc.nasa.gov/resources.html). 
From there links to the PDS, presentations from the 
instrument teams on how to access and work with their 
data, and other resources are available.  

The huge data archive that LRO has created will 
enable a number of future missions. Data from raw 
counts to higher-level data products are delivered and 
stored for community use (Figures 1 and 2). Here we 
explore some of the datasets that are critical to future 
mission planning as well as examples of possible fu-
ture missions that have utilized the LRO data. 

Resource Prospector: The Resource Prospector 
instrument suite is targeting a lunar polar region in 
order to make in situ measurements of surface volatiles 

as well as extract water as a demonstration of In Situ 
Resource Utilization. Not only does the data from the 
LEND (Figure 3) and LAMP instruments provide con-
straints on the location of polar volatiles but topo-
graphic data from LOLA (Figure 2) and high-
resolution images (<2 meter per pixel) from LROC 
reveal those safe locations for landing and traversing 
(Figure 1). LOLA topographic data near the poles is 
exceptionally densely gridded, due to the number of 
polar and near-polar passes LRO has made in 6 plus 
years.  

Foreign Mission Support: Formal requests for 
targeted observations have been made to the LRO pro-
ject (via NASA HQ) from a number of international 
space agencies. For example, LROC NAC derived 
digital terrain maps (DTMs, see Figure 1) of landing 
sites of interest near the South Pole have been pro-
duced and placed in the PDS, thus making it available 
to ISRO (and the broader community) in support of a 
possible lander/rover mission. 

Additionally, with the public availability of all 
LRO data, any agency (or individual) can access data 
for mission support without formal requests. 

Future Mission Concepts and Proposals: Be-
tween NASA’s Discovery and New Frontiers mission 
opportunities several potential missions have been 
developed. In the most recent Discovery opportunity at 
least two missions to the lunar surface were proposed, 
both of which are enabled by data from LRO. Similar-
ly, a New Frontiers mission to the South Pole-Aitken 

 
Figure 1 LRO has produced many global data sets typified by 
the three LOLA products displayed here. 

 
Figure 2. High Resolution LROC NAC DTMs, such as this of 
a lunar scarp, not only enables significant improvements in 
our understanding of lunar tectonics, they also enable detailed 
planning of surface traverses for future surface exploration.  
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Basin is fundamentally enabled by the vast array of 
data and data products produced by the LRO teams.  

Private Exploration of the Moon: With the pos-
sibility of a private company landing on the lunar sur-
face (e.g., the Google Lunar X-prize), publically avail-
able LRO data is freely available for use by any group 
planning on landing on the Moon. The LRO project 
had begun discussions with the X-prize management to 
offer assistance in accessing data to support landing 
site validation and identification. 

Robotic and Human Exploration: In addition to 
the missions described above, any number of possible 
future missions to the lunar surface are enabled by the 
vast volume of LRO data. Apart from the properties of 
the lunar surface, the CRaTER instrument provides a 
unique measure of the radiation environment at and 
near the Moon. Such data is critical for any future long 
duration exploration of the Moon, particularly with 
regards to the safety of Astronauts while at the Moon. 
CRaTER data has shown that while the current solar 
minimum has occurred, there is an increase in Galactic 
Cosmic Rays which present a much more hazardous 
environment to Astronauts than during solar maxi-
mum. Indeed the identification of a number of lunar 
pits by the LROC team may present a method for pro-
tection against radiation hazards as the pits could pos-
sibly be used as a shelter during powerful solar storms. 

LRO Data Products: In addition to the NAC 
DTMs (Figure 1), maps of local slope (Figure 2), rock 
abundance, surface temperature, illumination condi-
tions, neutron albedo, and roughness at a range of 
baselines are extremely useful for characterizing the 
surface environment for both landing and navigation 
(e.g. Figures 2 and 3).  

LRO as a Communications Relay: While not in-
tended to serve as a communications relay in lunar 
orbit, LRO could act as a “bent-pipe” relay of data 

from the lunar farside. Using the two omni-directional 
antennas on the spacecraft, LRO could communicate 
with surface assets and send and receive data from a 
lander. However, LRO would require revised mission 
software onboard the spacecraft to do this and this 
change is not currently planned. 

Future Prospects for LRO: Currently in the mid-
dle of the second extended science mission, the LRO 
science team is preparing to propose for 2 additional 
years of operation. The LRO project is considering 
approaches to minimize fuel use in order to operate 
beyond 6 years in lunar orbit and maintain operational 
flexibility. 

 

 
Figure 3 LEND Maps of epithermal neutron suppression 
regions can guide future explorers in a search for water in 
and near permanently shadowed regions 
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ABSTRACT: MoonRIDERS: NASA and Hawaii’s Lunar Surface Flight Experiment for Early 2017 

Lunar Exploration Analysis Group October 20-22, 2015 

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

To provide a briefing on the initiation and progress of a joint project between Hawaii, academia and NASA 
with the goal being to: develop, launch, fly and land on the moon a Hawaii High School student-built lunar 
surface experiment, in concert with technology from the NASA Kennedy Space Center as a hosted payload 
on one of the upcoming GLXP launch attempts. 
 

SYNOPSIS 

Recently, a unique flight technology project was formed for the design, development, testing and flight 

operation of a lunar surface flight experiment jointly developed between Hawaii’s PISCES, NASA-KSC, and 

two Hawaii High Schools. While the Google Lunar X-PRIZE is “designed to inspire pioneers to do robotic 

space transport on a budget”, the Moon-RIDERS project seeks to inspire this generation of Hawaii high 

school students in a first-ever student–participation involving a lunar surface experiment project with 

emphasis on STEM.  In a similar fashion, this project allows for critical flight testing/validation of spacecraft 

systems technology on the surface of the moon. 

Over the last 4-5 years, NASA-KSC has been actively working to advance dust-removal technologies which 

could be critical in future spacecraft systems operating on planetary surfaces…referred to as the 

Electrodynamic Dust Shield (EDS). As has been seen with lunar surface operations during Apollo and more 

recently with the experiences with dust on lander/rover systems on Mars, dust is a major problem 

affecting: mechanisms, ability to negatively impact thermal characteristics of space suit materials, 

lowering efficiencies of radiators and solar arrays, and more. PISCES, given its legislative direction in 

advancing planetary surface systems, saw this collaboration as an opportunity to uniquely involve Hawaii 

high school students in a joint engineering project with NASA KSC…then flying as a hosted-

payload/secondary on an upcoming GLXP mission under NASA’s recently announced Lunar CATALYST 

program (Lunar Cargo Transportation and Landing by Soft Touchdown) through which NASA selected 

three U.S. commercial lunar lander partners. 

Since the spring of 2014, NASA-KSC and PISCES have initiated a “program-start” on this project and have 

recently added two participating Hawaii high schools within the engineering project to flight test EDS on 

the lunar surface. Project costs are being handled individually within each organization/school…funding 

their own activities in the strategic partnership.  

This briefing will provide an overview of the technology, the unique partnership, progress update and 
testing leading to this flight opportunity.  
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ABSTRACT: Planetary Basalt Construction of a Launch/Landing Pad – PISCES Project Update 

Lunar Exploration Analysis Group    October 20-22, 2015 

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

To provide a briefing on the initiation and progress of a joint project between the PISCES and NASA with 
the goal being to: develop and demonstrate technologies associated with planetary construction using 
basalt. 
 

SYNOPSIS 

Recently, NASA Headquarters invited PISCES to become a strategic partner in a new project called 
“Additive Construction with Mobile Emplacement” (ACME). The goal of this project is to investigate 
technologies and methodologies for constructing facilities on the Moon, Mars and asteroids using 
planetary basalt material. The first phase of this project is to robotically-build a 75-ft landing pad out of 
basalt material on the Big Island of Hawaii. Currently, PISCES and the NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
have begun project planning and development for the basalt construction of a robotically-built basalt 
launch and landing pad following the completion of a “lunar sidewalk” construction in March.  
Construction is scheduled to begin in the fall 2015. 
 
PISCES recently emplaced a 4-segment sidewalk in downtown Hilo Hawaii during March 2015. The basalt 
used various binding agents and forms. This “lunar sidewalk” will be evaluated over the next year for 
performance.  
 
Additionally, PISCES and NASA KSC have been assessing various construction methodologies for the FY15 
Landing/Launch Pad Demonstration using the additive construction using basalt, to be completed by the 
end of 2015. Using the PISCES robotic rover as the central platform for construction, the team is evaluating 
technologies for sintering/stablishing the basalt surface, to include: induction furnace, microwave, solar, 
bricks / pavers, and …..Basalt Rebar. 
 
Initial concepts include the PISCES rover depositing sinter basalt pavers for the inner-ring of the landing 
pad.  Stabilized gravel will be applied to the outer-ring.  
 
Additionally, PISCES see a potential to expand basalt rebar technology into terrestrial applications within 
the State of Hawaii as an emerging economic development project for civil engineering. Currently, Hawaii 
imports iron rebar from China, but has experienced the high expense of transportation and quality issues 
with the imports (rust, manufacturing quality, etc). Given the fact that the Hawaiian isles are made of 
basalt material, it follows that there may be industrial potential for eventually fabricating basalt rebar in 
Hawaii for a substitute to iron rebar for civil engineering projects within the State. This briefing will provide 
an overview of the technology, the unique partnership, progress update and testing leading to this flight 
opportunity.  
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HERACLES CONCEPT – AN INTERNATIONAL LUNAR EXPLORATION ARCHITECTURE STUDY. 
M. Landgraf1, J. Carpenter1, and H. Sawada2, 1European Space Agency, ESTEC, Keplerlaan 1, 2201 AZ Noordwijk, 
The Netherlands (Markus.Landgraf@esa.int), 2Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, JAXA Space Exploration Cen-
ter, 3-1-1 Yoshinodai, Chuo-ku, Sagamihara, Kanagawa , Japan 252-5210 (sawada.hirotaka@jaxa.jp) 

 
 
Introduction: In the frame of the strengthening 

global lunar exploration program as part of the Global 
Exploration Roadmap (GER [1]) the natural partner-
ship of human and robotic components is looked at as 
an opportunity to implement exploration-driven mis-
sions in the mid 2020ies. This new breed of mission 
architectures can be expected to prepare sustainable 
exploration using local resources, and to produce un-
precedented opportunities in a wide variety of scien-
tific fields. Advancing the already existing knowledge 
about lunar polar volatiles requires more capable mis-
sion architectures. At the same time, in particular the 
challenging aspects of accessing, selecting, collecting, 
and preserving a delicate pristine samples of lunar ma-
terial (e.g. intact polar volatile deposits), benefits from 
the less constrained mission scenario compared to an 
autonomous stand-alone mission [2]. Therefore, there 
are key objectives from exploration as well as science 
to study high-capability exploration architectures for 
the near to mid term.  

In the frame of the Human-Enhanced Robotic Ar-
chitecture and Capability for Lunar Exploration and 
Science (HERACLES) concept study we assess the 
enhanced science and exploration knowledge return at 
equal or lower cost compared to conventional systems 
that are based on non-robotic unmanned autonomous 
systems. The HERACLES concept study provides a 
frame for multiple international space agency members 
of the International Space Exploration Coordination 
Group (ISECG) to invest in studies with the objective 
to define an end-to-end architecture for lunar explora-
tion. The objective of those studies is to determine the 
performance and requirements of the architecture vis-
à-vis the objectives to prepare human lunar explora-
tion, advance scientific and technology knowledge 
gain and provide opportunities to demonstrate sample 
return technologies for Mars. 

Architecture Elements and Scenario: Since the 
release of the second revision of the GER the ISECG 
has advanced the definition of exploration architec-
tures, in particular the near-term extended duration 
crew missions to a habitat in cis-lunar space (evolvable 
Deep Space Habitat eDSH). The objective of this 
phase is to “advance deep space exploration capabili-
ties and create innovative opportunities for exploration 
of the Moon through human-robotic partnership” [1]. 

The ESA-lead HERACLES study has yielded a 
scenario, in which, based on habitation infrastructure 

installed in cis-lunar space, a robotic surface element is 
assembled there and landed on the Moon up to four 
times. On the surface a mid-size rover is available to 
address the objective to prepare human operations and 
to provide opportunities for scientific investigations – 
in particular sampling before returning to the landing 
site for sample delivery. The reusable ascent stage of 
the architecture rises from the surface and links up 
with the eDSH to deliver the samples that are then sent 
to Earth in a crew vehicle. 

The sample return scenario represents the best ap-
proach to address the dual purpose of testing relevant 
technologies and operations in preparations for human 
Moon missions on one side and to provide high-
priority [3] science opportunities on the other.  

All elements of the architecture: the ascent and de-
scent stage, the rover, the sample container, the eDSH, 
the eDSH robotic manipulator system, the tele-
operations infrastructure: all are considered representa-
tive precursors to or elements of an infrastructure, 
which enables the third mission theme of the GER: 
human Moon missions. In the course of the study, the 
design emphasis on sample return capabilities was 
reduced in favor of more substantial mobility capabili-
ties of the rover. 

At the current manifestation of the HERACLES 
concept, one rover will cover the traverse between 
three landing sites (e.g. [4]) within the South Pole Ait-
ken Basin region – representing a distance of hundreds 
of kilometers . A fourth mission to the lunar South 
Pole region is considered to deploy a second rover. Its 
operational capabilities have been extended to safely 
operate in darkness and to obtain samples from perma-
nently shadowed regions. The first and the fourth land-
ing mission are planned to carry rovers of an estimated 
mass of 500 kg, leaving a payload opportunity of equal 
mass open for missions number two and three.  

While the main driver for the element design re-
mains the preparation of human exploration capabili-
ties, this architecture scenario – pending programmatic 
decisions of the  participating space agencies - opens 
up unprecedented opportunities in geophysics, geo-
chemistry, astrophysics, life sciences, and engineering 
sciences - within the given operational framework. It is 
intended to discuss these opportunities openly with the 
appropriate communities.  
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Way Forward: As the study efforts advance, more 
definition is added to the architecture with the goal to 
update the GER in due time showing a human-robotic 
lunar exploration scenario as one possible design refer-
ence mission of the roadmap. It is up to the participat-
ing space agencies to take programmatic actions to 
implement all or some of the elements of the architec-
ture in preparation for the continued, sustainable ex-
ploration of the solar system, providing benefits in 
science, technology, innovation, education, and 
knowledge for all. 
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LUNAR  SURFACE TRAVERSE AND  EXPLORATION PLANNING:  WHAT MAKES A “GOOD” LANDING
SITE? S. J. Lawrence1,2, J. D. Stopar1, B. L. Jolliff2, E. J. Speyerer1, and M. S. Robinson1. 1School of Earth and Space Ex-
ploration, Arizona State University 2 sjlawren@asu.edu 3Department of Earth and Planetary Science, Washington University
in St. Louis 

Introduction: The Moon, with its abundant resources
and vast surface area, represents the most logical destina-
tion for future human and robotic exploration [1]. An inte-
grated strategy for lunar exploration involving both robotic
and human exploration is required to build the capabilities,
technologies, and experience base needed to enable endur-
ing commercial cislunar opportunities and longer voyages
beyond [2, 3]. Here, we discuss how LRO observations of
legacy lunar landing locations inform future destinations
for science and exploration, enabling a vigorous and pro-
ductive  program  of  precursor  missions  including  auto-
mated sample returns [4-9] and extended operations rovers
([10]), as well as human missions [11]. 

A Cohesive  Strategy:  Thanks  to  the  Apollo  experi-
ence, we have an excellent first order understanding of the
likely locations of prospective lunar resources. Lunar re-
sources can broadly be characterized in terms of polar [12-
14]  and  nonpolar  [15–21]  resources.  Since  the  original
purpose of LRO was to collect the dataset necessary to fa-
cilitate future human and robotic lunar exploration [22],
LRO data is uniquely well suited to optimize the perfor-
mance and science return of future lunar exploration mis-
sions intended to follow up on our Apollo-era understand-
ing of useful lunar resources. [23] outlined how LRO data
can be used to inform and guide an integrated strategy for
lunar exploration that offers a focused path to render ambi-
tious voyages to Mars and beyond feasible in an affordable
and achievable way. Such a strategy involves a series of
precursor missions building to human lunar surface opera-
tions that  use the  Moon to address  strategic  knowledge
gaps  [24]  and  test  key technologies  (such as  automated
landing) characterize the surface environment  (including
radiation), demonstrate teleoperations, determine the pres-
ence, grade, and tonnage of lunar resources, and validate
key  human  exploration  technologies  while  comprehen-
sively  addressing  lunar  and  planetary  science  questions
outlined by the planetary Decadal survey [25].  

Purpose and Scope: To help enable future exploration
missions, we are systematically assessing locations on the
Moon  considered  likely  locations  for  near-term  robotic
precursor missions [9]. Our goals are directly traceable to
three examples of robotic missions (short-duration rover,
long-duration rover, and automated sample return) recom-
mended as desirable precursor missions [1].  Extended op-
eration rovers analogous to the Mars Exploration Rovers
are  required  to  provide  needed  remote  sensing  ground
truth  and  characterize  resources,  while  automated  sam-
pling  of  key locations  is  particularly needed to  address
fundamental questions about the Moon (with implications
for all of the terrestrial planets) and preparing for future
human exploration. This project will further science and
exploration objectives by identifying locations for future

robotic precursor exploration, specific traverses designed
to achieve science objectives,  sampling stations,  and re-
sources to define hardware requirements for feasible lunar
precursor missions.

Methods: We are integrating LROC (NAC, WAC, and
DTMs), Diviner, and LOLA datasets with Moon Mineral-
ogy Mapper  (Chandrayaan-1),  Kaguya  Terrain  Mapping
Camera, Clementine, and Apollo Metric Camera frames to
determine important lithologies and geologic units, iden-
tify productive exploration locations and resources such as
pyroclastic deposits,  and identify candidate landing sites
and traverses. LROC DTMs are being used to assess the
accessibility of each site in terms of the slopes and the Ter-
rain Ruggedness Index (TRI), which is the mean elevation
difference  between  the  central  DTM  pixel  and  its  sur-
rounding cells [26],  and slopes.  Finally,  we have devel-
oped  a  preliminary path  planning  algorithm based  on  a
generalized  least-energy  model  for  planetary  rovers,  al-
tered for the lunar use case  [27] to explore and define mo-
bility options. In all cases presented here, a necessary first
step is to identify Regions of Interest (RoI) where a safe
landing can be readily achieved to serve as either locations
for automated sample return or initial points for rover tra-
verses, but which also satisfy the stated science objectives
with automated science return. Our approach is to simply
identify 1 km circular RoIs that meet our criteria for these
landing sites and initial points.

A key question: One of the most important questions
to ask when considering future lunar exploration is “What
makes a good landing site?”  While the Moon can present

Figure 1. The Apollo 12 and Surveyor 3 Landing Sites.
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the appearance of a challenging exploration target due to
the presence of craters and boulders on the surface, in real-
ity, vast portions of the lunar surface are undoubtedly ac-
cessible. Nevertheless, metrics are required to assess land-
ing  site  suitability  from an  operational  standpoint.  This
question is important because many high priority locations
for future exploration are considered challenging landing
sites from a morphometric perspective. 

Approach:  Our  hardware-agnostic  approach  to  de-
velop defensible criteria for landing site selection is to de-
termine the morphometric properties of missions that have
successfully landed on the lunar surface. Accordingly, we
created comprehensive data suites for previous lunar sur-
face missions (e.g., Fig. 1) including NAC DTMs  (scale:
2  m/pixel),  GLD100  data,  and  Diviner  rock  abundance
[28] to characterize these landing sites. NAC imagery was
used to precisely position 200m regions of interest around
the spacecraft, and NAC DTMs were used to calculate the
TRI and determine slopes. These measurements allow us
to quantify the range of morphometric parameters exhib-
ited by regions where lunar landings have been success-
fully achieved (Figure 2):

 NAC TRI values between 0.077 and 0.462
 NAC DTM slopes < 10°
 Diviner  rock  abundances  [DRA]  between

0.003-0.011
Conclusions:  This analysis serves as a useful starting

point for judgments of landing site feasibility: If a given
landing site  has  morphometric  parameters  derived  using
LRO data that fall within the envelope defined by the loca-
tions on the Moon where lunar landings have been suc-
cessfully executed, then by definition, a lunar landing at
that location can be shown to be achievable.  Future mis-
sion concept proposals can use these results to inform site
selection activities.
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Figure 2: LRO-derived morphometric properties (NAC DTM Slope, surface roughness, and rock abundance) for historical 
lunar landings. 
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Introduction:  In 2013, Korea successfully 

launched its first space rocket, the Korea Space Launch 

Vehicle-1 (KSLV-1), also known as Naroho-1, on its 

third attempt. This accomplishment furthered the Korea 

Space Program’s progress towards the goal of explor-

ing the Moon, Mars, asteroids, and deep space in the 

near future. And now Korea has a vision and plan for 

Korean lunar exploration by 2020 as a first step to-

wards achieving this goal. 

The Korean Lunar Exploration Program, supported 

by National Policy Plan #13, plans to launch an orbiter 

and lander, which includes a rover, by 2020.  

Convergence of National Research Institutes:  In 

2014, 15 national research institutes including KICT 

and led by KARI, cooperated on advanced research 

tasks for the Korean Lunar Exploration Program. The 

research institutes were coordinated by the Ministry of 

Science, ICT and Future Planning. The project was 

organized into four sub-categories: probe, payload, 

deep space network, and rover. It was a good example 

of national research instistutes converging towards a 

common goal, with achievements made through volun-

tary investment and cooperation.  

Through the project, not only KARI but also other 

national research institutes became interested in lunar 

exploration and began to build a foundation for further 

collaboration on the Korean Lunar Exploration Pro-

gram. 

Korea Lunar Resource Prospecting:  The Korea 

National Research Council of Science & Technology is 

supporting convergence research to realize space re-

source exploration. With this aim, KICT is leading a 

team of other national research institutes to make pos-

sible lunar resource prospecting, which is a new field 

for Korea. The team has a vision to develop lunar re-

source prospecting technologies that will contribute to 

Korean and international planetary exploration mis-

sions. 

Details of the proposed vision and plan, also in-

cluding the Korean Lunar Exploration Program, will be 

introduced at the meeting.  
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It is commonly accepted that the lunar surface en-

vironment is a surface-bounded exosphere, nearly pure 
vacuum. This designation follows from a theoretical 
argument that predicts the photolysis of likely atmos-
pheric molecules and the escape to space of photolysis 
products and low-mass atomic gases, given the Moon’s 
low gravity and relatively warm dayside surface tem-
peratures. Empirical support for this theoretical predic-
tion is remarkably scant. Several recent measurements 
are in conflict with predictions for the density of a lu-
nar surface-bounded exosphere, implying that the lunar 
atmosphere is denser and more complex than an exo-
sphere. 

The physics of exospheres is described by Cham-
berlain and Hunten [1]. The exosphere is the region 
above the exobase, the altitude above which the mean 
free path of particles in an atmosphere is comparable to 
or greater than the pressure scale height, H = kT/mg, 
for exponential decline with altitude. In a surface-
bounded exosphere, the exobase is at the surface and 
the surface temperature defines the temperature, T, in 
the scale height. The mass, m, is the mass of individual 
gas particles, g is the local gravitational acceleration, 
and k is the Boltzmann constant. Species within an 
exosphere are not in local thermodynamic equilibrium 
(LTE), since a molecule or atom that launches from the 
exobase due to thermal motion is likely to radiate its 
internal energy long before it escapes to space or bal-
listically returns to the surface without encountering 
another particle during its flight. 

If the exobase temperature is sufficient that the 
translational speed of a species is a significant fraction 
of escape velocity (approximately >1/6th), then that 
species is likely to be depleted by escape to space. Es-
cape velocity from the Moon is about 2.4 km/s. Trans-
lational speed (rms) is vrms = 3kT /m  = 1.6 km/s at 
100K for one nucleon; this is the speed for atomic hy-
drogen at lunar nighttime surface temperature [2]. 
Translational speed for other species and other temper-
atures can be scaled up by square root of temperature 
in 100K units and down by square root of nuclear mass 
in number of nucleons. For a water molecule at typical 
noon temperature, vrms = 1.6 km/s • (4/18)1/2 = 
0.74 km/s. This is great enough to imply direct escape 
to space if the Moon’s surface were the exobase. All 
molecular species common in Earth’s atmosphere 
(H2O, N2, O2, CO2) are capable of escape from the 
lunar exobase at noon surface temperature of  just less 

than 400K, whereas none could escape at pre-dawn 
temperature, 100K. 

The Apollo crewed missions to the lunar surface 
deployed seven instruments that attempted to measure 
pressure in the lunar atmosphere: a cold-cathode ion 
gage (CCGE or CCIG) on each of Apollo 12, 14, and 
15; a suprathermal ion detector (SIDE) on each of the 
same missions; and a mass spectrometer, the Lunar 
Atmosphere Composition Experiment (LACE) on 
Apollo 17. These experiments are reviewed by Stern 
[3] and individually described at respective pages of 
the National Space Science Data Center. 

No experiment successfully measured the dayside 
neutral atmosphere, although most were operated at 
nighttime for months or years after deployment. The 
Apollo 12 CCGE measured a minimum pressure of 
~0.01 nanobar (nbar) before failing. At ~300K during 
Apollo landed operations, this corresponds to a number 
density of ~3×108 mol/cm3, an order of magnitude 
greater than exospheric density. Some daytime data 
acquired with the Apollo 14 CCGE is suspiciously 
steady and noise-free, suggesting that the instrument 
had reached a hard stop and reported false measure-
ments. The Apollo 15 CCIG failed early and returned 
highly variable data that could not be quantified. Rela-
tively low ion densities measured by SIDE were con-
sistent with low atmospheric density – even as the 
CCGE experiments measured local densities a few 
orders of magnitude greater. A common theme in the 
data reports is that the CCGE and SIDE experiments 
were commanded off during most of the lunar day due 
to repeated incidents of overheating or arcing, suggest-
ing untrustworthy performance at all times of lunar 
daylight. 

LACE operated successfully only at night [4], 
measuring helium, neon, and argon monatomic gases. 
Approaching dawn, various mass numbers appeared 
and grew in number, corresponding to simple mole-
cules such as water, N2 or CO, CH4, and so forth. As 
daylight reached the instrument, LACE saturated on 
each of 10 lunar dawns before instrument failure. 
Hoffman and Hodges [4] state that the maximum day-
time atmosphere could be no more than ~107 mol/cm3, 
cited by Stern [3] as an upper limit. In fact, this is the 
predicted upper limit for the exobase, not an empirical 
measurement. 

In recent years, hydrated minerals on the lunar sur-
face have been reported from near-IR and UV reflec-
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tance spectroscopy [5,6,7,8]. In addition, neutron flux 
measurements from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(LRO) have shown diurnal variation, consistent with 
hydrogen-bearing volatiles concentrated near the dawn 
terminator [9]. The implied hydrogen density at dawn, 
averaged over the whole equatorial band, implies an 
average surface density of about 1020 mol/cm2, assum-
ing two H atoms per molecule. About 99% of mole-
cules would be sequestered within the surface before 
desorption and rapid horizontal migration across the 
dawn terminator to recondense on the cold nighttime 
surface, leaving about 1018 mol/cm2 average in free 
space above the surface. Distributing this quantity over 
a column about 10 km height yields a near-surface 
volume density of about 1012 mol/cm3, five orders of 
magnitude greater than an exobase. 

The minimum thickness of a detectable mineral 
hydrate layer for NIR reflectance measurements would 
be a rind on soil grains of about one micron. Although 
these measurements are poorly quantified, they imply a 
number density of about 5×1013 mol/cm2 above the 
surface to form a diurnally transported population seen 
by Sunshine et al. [6], implying a volume density over 
10 km of about 5×107 mol/cm3 – comparable to the 
predicted exosphere on average. If the adsorbed layer 
were a millimeter thick rather than a micron, the con-
centration of the atmosphere would exceed exobase 
density by about three orders of magnitude. 

At some altitude above the surface, the atmosphere 
would become sufficiently tenuous to form an exobase. 
The atmosphere would be convectively heated from 
below and thus temperature would decrease with alti-
tude. Water, methane, ammonia, and any other hydro-
gen-bearing volatile apart from H2, also have the im-
portant property that they are infrared active. In a colli-
sional atmosphere molecules are in LTE and thus bal-
ance impact excitation against radiative cooling to 
space, decreasing the temperature more rapidly with 
altitude than the adiabatic lapse rate due to convection, 
drastically shortening the scale height: a surface-
bounded mesosphere. In Earth’s convectively support-
ed and radiatively inefficient N2 and O2 atmosphere, 
H2O nevertheless cools sufficiently to form liquid and 
ice aerosol clouds at ~2 km altitude. Scaling by re-
duced gravity on the Moon suggests that ice clouds 
would form at ~12 km maximum, probably much low-
er due to the steeper lapse rate. A snow layer would 
form as a roof supported by the collisional atmosphere 
below. Methane and ammonia do not condense at tem-
peratures found in sunlight at ~1 AU. The lack of no-
ticeable drag on lunar spacecraft implies that these 
species are not significant in the lunar atmosphere, 
which would thus be exclusively water. For monatom-

ic species with very small collision cross-sections, the 
exobase would still be at the surface due to diffusive 
separation from the molecular gas. 

The Moon’s morning sector, in which neutron de-
tection implies significant hydrogen, thus appears to 
feature a water-dominated collisional atmosphere. 

Despite relatively cold radiative equilibrium tem-
peratures in the snow layer that would form the actual 
exobase (~170K), ongoing photolysis and thermal es-
cape imply the loss of the atmosphere to space over 
geologic time despite self-shielding of most of the at-
mosphere [10]. New hydrogen is delivered to the 
Moon by the solar wind, and both water and other vol-
atile species are delivered steadily by micrometeoroid 
impacts. Both delivery rates are quite small and would 
require highly effective self-shielding against photoly-
sis and retention of photolysis products. A less bold 
assumption for the effectiveness of self-shielding re-
quires a larger supply rate than exogenous mechanisms 
can account for. An indigenous supply of water could 
maintain equilibrium through outgassing from a pri-
mordial inventory within the Moon’s crust and mantle. 

Relatively rapid resupply of water from outgassing 
implies a D/H ratio in the current atmosphere similar to 
Earth’s, as the Moon’s volatile inventory, like the 
Moon’s solid matter, would be derived from the 
Earth’s primordial crust and upper mantle. Deuterium 
would be slightly enriched, since H and D as well as 
H2O and HDO are capable of being lost to space from 
the exobase. If the current atmosphere were maintained 
in equilibrium with the slow processes of solar wind 
delivery and micrometeoroid impact, then the D/H 
ratio would be highly enriched in deuterium relative to 
Earth. The measured D/H ratio in escaping gases, 
measured in near-lunar space, could address the D/H 
ratio of the current atmosphere. The most valuable 
empirical observation would be to finally measure the 
Moon’s real diurnally varying atmosphere, in situ, with 
sufficient dynamic range to obtain both day and night 
composition and pressure. 

References: [1] Chamberlain, J. W., and D. M. 
Hunten (1987), Theory of Planetary Atmospheres, Ac-
ademic Press, NY. [2] Vasavada, A. R., et al. (2012). 
JGR-Planets 117, E00H18. [3] Stern, S. A. (1999). 
Rev. of Geophys. 37, 453–492. [4] Hoffman, J. H., and 
R. R. Hodges, Jr. (1975). The Moon 14, 159–167. [5] 
Pieters, C. M., et al. (2009). Science 326, 568–582. [6] 
Sunshine, J. M., et al. (2009). Science 326, 565–568. 
[7] Clark, R. N. (2009). Science 326, 562–564. [8] 
Hendrix, A. R., et al. (2012). JGR-Planets 117, 
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Our view of the Universe at wavelengths longer 

than about 30 m (frequencies < 10 MHz) is impeded 
significantly by the Earth’s ionosphere. These wave-
lengths correspond to frequencies comparable to or 
below the plasma frequency of the ionosphere, so that 
any celestial radiation is reflected. The actual plasma 
frequency varies as a function of solar illumination, 
solar cycle, and even geomagnetic latitude, and there 
have been a series of attempts to exploit favorable 
conditions to observe from the ground at these wave-
lengths. In general, however, ground-based observa-
tions are not possible [1]. 
 

 
Artist’s illustration of the ROLSS array on the lunar 
surface. 
 

A variety of observatory concepts have been pro-
posed, which we will summarize, with emphasis on the 
Radio Observatory on the Lunar Surface for Solar 
studies (ROLSS). The ROLSS array consists of 3 arms 
arranged in a Y configuration, subject to local topo-
graphic constraints. Each arm is approximately 500 m 
long, providing approximately 2 deg angular resolution 
at 30-m wavelength (10 MHz). The arms themselves 
consist of a polyimide film on which electrically-short 
dipole antennas are deposited, and they hold the trans-
mission system for sending the electrical signals back 
to the central electronics package (CEP), located at the 
intersection of the arms. The CEP performs the requi-
site filtering and digitization of the signals, then down-
links them to the ground for final imaging and scien-
tific analysis. The array would operate over the wave-
length range 30–300 m (1–10 MHz), with a selectable, 
variable frequency sub-band being able to be placed 
anywhere within the operational wavelength range. 

 
Science antenna distribution along the antenna arms. 
 

An alternate being considered to the radio observa-
tory being located on the lunar surface is a large array 
of nanosatellites (CubeSats) with dipole electric field 
antennas to collect the data.  Even if this option were 
to fly, it would still be beneficial to place the array in 
an relatively stable, elliptical orbit around the moon, so 
that terrestrial radio interference would be blocked 
when the array was behind the moon. 

 
In summary, the moon has a key role to play in the 
advancement of low frequency radio astronomy. A 
radio observatory like ROLSS would be the logical 
precursor to a larger radio telescope on the far side of 
the Moon for the study of astrophysics and cosmology. 
 

References: [1] Lazio, T. J. W. et al. (2011), Adv. 
Space Res., 48, 1942-1957.  
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Introduction: Impact events continue to reshape
the lunar landscape; shapes of impact craters evolve
over time as a result of both slow (e.g. micrometeorite
impacts) and instantaneous (e.g. impact events occur-
ring on existing craters) processes. The shapes of craters
are thus key indicators of the nature of past and present
surface processes as well as the target property itself.
Visibly, from high resolution images, lunar craters ex-
hibit a wide variety of forms - overall shape, size and to-
pography of one crater being significantly different from
another, making the process of comparing crater shapes
complex. While crater depths and diameters are often
used to compare craters, these simple measurements do
not describe the detailed shape of a crater necessary
for correlating crater shapes to surface processes over
time. One example of such a process is the slumping
of crater rim/wall where dislodged material (blocks and
fine-grained) from crater rim and wall collects under the
forces of gravity and friction. The slump formed can be
identified and characterized from the topographic pro-
file of the crater, only the measurements of the observed
depth and diameter of the crater is not sufficient. Fur-
ther, if the slumping is locally constrained (e.g. present
in the north-east but not elsewhere) then this results in
an asymmetric topographic profile (when drawn north-
east to south-west) which can be compared with other
parts of the crater to analyze the slumping.

The topography of nearly all lunar craters can be rep-
resented by a relatively small set of the Chebyshev poly-
nomials [1]. In this representation, the individual poly-
nomial functions are scaled and summed to approxi-
mate the actual crater elevation profile (Figure 2B shows
an order 16 approximation of the Tycho crater), and
the scaling factors are the Chebyshev coefficients them-
selves. In this work we show that the symmetry prop-
erties of Chebyshev polynomials can be used to charac-
terize effects of mass wasting processes on crater walls
and Chebyshev coefficient values can be used to detect
and characterize processes such as crater wall slumping
from digital terrain models.

Chebyshev Polynomials and Symmetry proper-
ties: Chebyshev polynomials are a series of orthogonal
polynomials that are commonly used to retrieve least-
square-error function approximations. Orthogonal poly-
nomial series members have a unique shape (not corre-
lated with any other in the series) and satisfy a prop-
erty that their inner-product (similar to dot product for a
vector) is zero. The unique shapes of the member poly-
nomials can be used as fundamental building blocks for

Figure 1: (A) Tycho crater with elevation profile. (B) Order
16 approximation of Tycho crater profile (shown in blue), the
corresponding Chebyshev polynomials are shown in the back-
ground.

a complex function shape. Chebyshev polynomials can
be defined recursively where the expression of one poly-
nomial leads to the next higher order polynomial. The
polynomial for degree ‘n’ is denoted Tn(x) (x is the
sample or reference axis), and is given by the recurrence
relation:

Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−1(x); |x| ≤ 1 (1)

with T0(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x being the first two mem-
ber polynomials (higher order polynomials shown in Ta-
ble 1 [1]). The individual Chebyshev polynomials each
represent a component of the overall crater shape (such
as, part of the crater rim, wall, or floor) and, combined
with the corresponding coefficients, describes a particu-
lar crater. Unique and physically meaningful analysis of
crater topography can be achieved by the use of Cheby-
shev polynomials.

Chebyshev polynomial series members are alternately
even (symmetric) and odd (anti-symmetric) polynomial
functions. If the value of n is even, then the corre-
sponding Chebyshev polynomial Tn is also even and a
symmetric function (symmetric about the vertical axis).
Similarly, Tn is an odd (anti-symmetric) function if n is
odd. Only the odd Chebyshev polynomials pass through
the origin (they have x = 0 as a root). Due to the above
property of the Chebyshev polynomials, the odd Cheby-
shev coefficients are associated with asymmetry that is
observable in the topographic data.

Methods, Results and Discussions: In this work
we are specifically interested in crater walls with asym-
metric topography - craters where one part of the crater
wall is asymmetric while the other parts of the crater
are radially symmetric. The disparity in symmetry can
be shown by obtaining 4 diameter profiles (Figure 2):
southwest to northeast (z1), south to north (z2), west
to east (z3), and southeast to northwest (z4). If the
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Figure 2: (A)Bouvard B crater showing the location of wall
sluming. (B) The four directions for elevation profiles (C) El-
evation Profiles and (D) Odd Chebyshev coefficients for Bou-
vard B

asymmetry is very localized, then only one profile is af-
fected, otherwise three profiles are affected. For exam-
ple, for crater Bouvard B (−41.7◦N, 280.15◦E), only
the 4th elevation profile is affected due to the asym-
metry, however, if not localized, profiles 2 and 3 can
also be affected (have asymmetric shapes of varying de-
grees). The four profiles are then analyzed using the
Chebyshev approximation method and the odd Cheby-
shev coefficients are compared to analyze the affect of
asymmetry.

The crater elevation profiles are obtained from the
WACGLD100 digital elevation model [2] which is
based on the images acquired by Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera Wide Angle Camera (LROC WAC) [3].
For slumping and other mass wasting processes that
affect the topography of smaller craters (diameter 1 km
and below), high resolution topography (e.g. LROC
NAC DTMs, 2 to 5 m pixel scales) from LROC NAC
DTMS can be used without changing the method of
analysis.

For the Bouvard B crater, z4 (Figure 2C) is the profile
that has the strongest indication of slumping, which ap-
pears as a break in the crater wall. When the odd Cheby-
shev coefficients corresponding to Chebyshev approxi-
mation of z1,z2, z3, z4 are compared (Figure 2D), the
coefficient corresponding to z4 is found to be different.
Only the first 7 odd Chebyshev coefficients are shown
here i.e. coefficient numbers 1,3,5,7,9,11, and 13 of the
approximation.

For the Drude crater (−38.62◦N, 268.12◦E), except
z1 (Figure 3A) all profiles show indications of slump-

Figure 3: Four profiles and odd Chebyshev coefficients for
Schrodinger B and Drude craters

ing. Accordingly the first 4 odd coefficients (coefficient
numbers 1,3,5,7) distinctly show the difference between
z1 and the group z2,z3,z4 (Figure 3B). Note that lower
numbered coefficients have higher contribution to the
overall topographic shape.

For the Schrodinger B crater (−68.06◦N, 141.44◦E),
except z4 (Figure 3C) all profiles show some indications
of slumping. As in the case of Drude, the first 4 odd co-
efficients (coefficient numbers 1,3,5,7) distinctly show
the difference between the group z1,z2,z3 and z4. Note
that for Drude and Schrodinger B, the slumping effect
is present at different portions of the craters.

Conclusion: Mass wasting processes were active
as the topography of the Moon evolved and there is ev-
idence of processes like landslides in recent times [4].
Local asymmetry in crater wall topography can be a re-
sult of a process like slumping after formation or may
be caused due to impact from smaller craters. In ei-
ther case, the localized asymmetry represents a change
in the impact crater topography after formation and can
be detected and characterized via the use of Chebyshev
polynomials.

References: [1] P. Mahanti, et al. (2014) Icarus
241:114. [2] F. Scholten, et al. (2012) Journal of Geophysical
Research: Planets (1991–2012) 117(E12). [3] M. Robinson,
et al. (2010) Space science reviews 150(1):81. [4] P.
Senthil Kumar, et al. (2013) Journal of Geophysical
Research: Planets 118(2):206.
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Introduction:  Geologically young, or “fresh”, cra-

ters provide an important opportunity to calibrate space 
weathering processes [1,2].  Permanently shaded re-
gions (PSRs) of the Moon are difficult to study, but are 
of great scientific and exploration interest because of 
their expected ability to trap and retain volatiles for 
billions of years [3,4]. Unfortunately, little is known 
about their surface properties or space weathering rates 
compared to other regions of the Moon.  We describe 
here the detection of two geologically young craters 
within south polar PSRs using maps of the Lyman-α 
(121.57 nm) albedo of their interiors.  These maps 
were produced using data taken by the Lyman Alpha 
Mapping Project (LAMP), a far-ultraviolet (FUV) im-
aging spectrograph [5] on the NASA Lunar Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (LRO) [6].  This work demonstrates a 
new method for detecting fresh craters on the Moon 
and provides observations that are useful for studying 
space weathering processes within PSRs. 

Space Weathering: Space weathering occurs 
through several processes, including impact gardening 
[7], solar wind sputtering [8] and possibly dielectric 
breakdown [9,10]. Impact gardening is the turnover of 
regolith by micrometeoroid impacts, while exposure to 
the solar wind sputters atoms from the surface that are 
redeposited as a coating on the surrounding regolith.  
Dielectric breakdown, a proposed process that may be 
unique to the PSRs, occurs when large solar energetic 
particle events cause dielectric breakdown in locations 
where cold temperatures greatly lengthen the regolith’s 
electrical discharging timescale. If effective in the 
PSRs, dielectric breakdown could increase surface 
porosity, among other effects [9,10]. 

Fresh craters provide a snapshot in time of space 
weathering conditions and are valuable tools for evalu-
ating the influence of space weathering on lunar rego-
lith. They are brighter at visible wavelengths due to the 
exposure of material not previously subjected to space 
weathering [1,2] and have high Circular Polarization 
Ratios (CPR) due to increased surface roughness at 
centimeter to decimeter scale [11,12]. Near UV (300-
400 nm) observations show that space weathering 
causes the spectrum of the regolith to mature faster at 
UV wavelengths than at visible or infrared wave-

lengths (VNIR – 400-1400 nm) [1], which means that 
fresh craters detected in the FUV (100-200 nm) could 
be significantly younger than those identified as fresh 
in the VNIR.  Therefore, the use of starlight and sky-
glow illumination by LRO-LAMP to map the PSRs 
[5,13] provides a unique tool for detecting fresh craters 
in these difficult-to-study regions. 

 
Figure 1: LAMP Lyman-α albedo overlaid on a 
LOLA shaded relief map. The circles surrounding 
craters A & B have a radius of 3 km and are cen-
tered on the craters (inset). LOLA shaded relief 
map of the lunar south polar region (area south of 
80o S latitude) produced using the JMoon beta tool 
(http://jmars.asu.edu/node/2055).  Lines of latitude 
and longitude are shown for every 10o. The box in-
dicates the region of focus.  

Mapping the South Pole in Ultraviolet:  The 
LAMP team has created a local area mapping software 
package to evaluate targeted regions of the moon.  This 
tool produces data cubes of up to 20°x20° degree (lati-
tude and longitude) spatial coverage with square sur-
face sampling as small as 250 m x 250 m.  These data 
cubes consist of surface maps at 69 independent wave-
lengths (55.57-193.57 nm at 2 nm resolution) covering 
the entirety of the LAMP bandwidth.  

Fig. 1 illustrates the average albedo of the South 
polar region of the moon at Lyman-α wavelengths. The 
PSRs are the portions of the map that have a lower UV 
albedo than their surroundings, likely due to higher 
porosity of the upper 25-100 nm of regolith within the 
PSRs [13].  For this study we focus on two small, 
anomalously bright regions (A & B) within Faustini 
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and Slater craters that otherwise exhibit low LAMP 
Lyman-α albedo [14]. These bright regions correlate 
with what appears to be the ejecta blankets of small 
(<2km) craters. The Lyman-α albedos of the polar re-
gion south of 80o latitude, south pole PSRs and the two 
bright regions are illustrated in Fig. 2 along with their 
modeled porosity [13, 14]. It is clear from this figure 
that the Lyman-α albedos of the ejecta blankets of cra-
ters A & B are much higher than their surrounding 
PSRs, suggesting a 40-50% decrease in their porosity 
compared to the PSR in general. Moreover, the ejecta 
blanket Lyman-α albedos are higher than the average 
albedo for the south polar region, implying a porosity 
that is up to 5% lower than the south pole region. 

 
Figure 2: LAMP Lyman-α albedo and modeled po-
rosity.  Error bars for the albedo are based on 
counting statistics, which are then propagated to 
the modeled porosity value.  

Comparison with other LRO datasets: When we 
compare LAMP observations with Lunar Orbiter Laser 
Altimeter (LOLA) [15] shaded relief maps we observe 
that crater A’s ejecta blanket appears to extend to the 
right and above the crater while the ejecta blanket of 
crater B surrounds the crater symmetrically. Craters A 
& B can be seen in scattered light images taken by the 
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC - Figs. 
3a & 3b) [16], but it is difficult to tell if the visible 
reflectance of their ejecta blankets is different from 
other craters within the PSRs.  At high contrast, the 
rims of the craters appear sharp, as is common for 
fresh craters.  

The annual average temperature (Fig. 3c), meas-
ured by LRO Diviner [17] shows that the average tem-
perature for crater A is not different from the surround-
ing PSR, but that crater B may be slightly cooler than 
the surrounding PSR. A very distinctive property of 
these craters is the elevated CPR for the ejecta blankets 
(Fig. 3d) measured by Mini-RF [18].  Crater A appears 
to have a more extensive ejecta blanket in the CPR 
map than in the LAMP Lyman-α albedo map, while 
the ejecta blanket of crater B looks similar in both the 
CPR and Lyman-α albedo maps. 

 
Figure 3: (a) LROC composite image of the interior 
of Faustini.  (b) LROC composite image of the inte-
rior of Slater crater.  (c) Annual average tempera-
ture measured by Diviner (d) Mini-RF CPR of the 
two PSRs and the surrounding area. As in Fig. 1, 
craters A & B are identified with circles drawn to 
have a radius of 3 km and centered on the craters  

Estimating the crater ages: Processes that 
transport very small regolith grains will deposit µm-
scale layers of highly porous regolith that eliminate the 
evidence observed by LAMP for a fresh crater.  The 
evidence for increased surface roughness would re-
main until impact gardening reduces the surface 
roughness observed by Mini-RF.  We estimate an up-
per limit of 420 Myr for the age of both craters based 
on possible timescales for grain transport on the lunar 
surface.  The observed extent of the Mini-RF discon-
tinuous halo [11] for craters A & B in radar brightness 
gives a narrower age limit of 75-420 Myr for crater A 
and an approximate age of 16 Myr for crater B.   

References: [1] Denevi et al. (2014) JGR, 119, 
976-997. [2] Robinson et al. (2015) Icarus, 252, 229-
235. [3] Watson et al. (1961) JGR, 66, 1598-1600. [4] 
Paige et al. (2010a) Science, 330, 479. [5] Gladstone, 
G. R. et al. (2010) SSRv, 150, 161–181. [6] Chin et al. 
(2007) SSRv, 129, 391-419. [7] Arnold (1975) Moon, 
13, 159-172. [8] Hapke (1973) Moon, 7, 342-355. [9] 
Jordan et al. (2014) JGR, 119, 1806-1821. [10] Jordan 
et al. (2015) JGR, 120, 210-225. [11] Bell et al. (2012) 
JGR, 117, E00H30. [12] Spudis et al. (2013) JGR, 118, 
2016-2029. [13] Gladstone, G. R. et al. (2012) JGR, 
117, E00H04. [14] Mandt et al. (2015) Icarus, in press. 
[15] Smith, D. E. et al. (2010) SSRv, 150, 209-241. 
[16] Robinson et al. (2010) SSRv, 150, 81-124. [17] 
Paige et al. (2010b) SSRv, 150, 125-160. [18] Nozette 
et al. (2010) SSRv, 150, 285-302. 
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THE USE OF SIDE-LOOKING AIRBORNE RADAR IN THE DISCOVERY OF 
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of Canada (Suite 103, 11919-82 Street NW, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, 

aamardon@yahoo.ca), B. G. Fawcett, Newman Theological College (10012 84 St NW, 

Edmonton, AB T6A 0B2, bfawcett@ualberta.ca) 

 

Introduction: Historically, the 

discovery of meteorites in the Antarctic 

region has always begun with basic 

strokes of luck: They are discovered at 

random, often on foot or on snowmobile, 

before the surrounding area is transected 

and excavated. Various methods of 

honing this process of initial discovery 

have been developed, and one that 

deserves special attention is the use of 

various kinds of radar.  For example, a 

500 MHz GPR (ground-penetrating 

radar) sensor mounted on a sled was able 

to detect crevasses and rocks (at least 5 

cm large) up to 50 cm beneath the ice.  

A higher frequency would be necessary 

to locate smaller rocks.  It should be 

noted that this radar cannot determine 

what a rock is made of, and therefore 

cannot distinguish a terrestrial from an 

extraterrestrial rock.[1]  In some ways, 

this problem can be pre-empted by the 

use of strategic radar systems that can 

detect infalling meteorites, saving us the 

trouble of needing to locate them 

afterwards.[2]  In addition to GPR, 

SLAR (side-looking airborne radar) has 

a great deal of potential.  The author 

believes that the technology of satellites 

has advanced to such an extent that 

remote sensing using remote sensing 

aircraft can be covered by satellites, 

granting that pixel sizes of civilian 

satellite remote sensing is not yet as 

good as that which can be acquired from 

aircraft mounted remote sensing 

systems.[3]  The experience of Harvey’s 

use of RADARSAT in Walcott Neve 

and Foggy Bottom area to identify blue 

ice areas within the overlay of ice 

movement was an excellent tool for 

finding potential meteorite locations.[4] 
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ILLUMINATION MODELING OF THE LUNAR POLES, AND ITS BENEFITS TO EXPLORATION AND 
SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS.  Erwan Mazarico1, Joseph B. Nicholas2. 1 Planetary Geodynamics Laboratory, 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA (erwan.m.mazarico@nasa.gov); 2 Emergent 
Space Technologies, Greenbelt, MD 20770, USA. 

 
Introduction:  The modeling of illumination con-

ditions based on a terrain shape model is an important 
tool for science and exploration. While spacecraft im-
agery (e.g. LROC) can provide ground truth at very 
high resolution, a numerical model can benefit mission 
planning and scientific analysis, as it alleviates the 
sampling limitations inherent to data collection (time 
span, including future; consistency or extent of spatial 
coverage). The Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) 
acquired the first near-complete, high-resolution, and 
accurate topographic dataset over the lunar poles [1], 
which significantly improved the fidelity of computa-
tional efforts [2], compared to previous work based on 
ground-based radar data [3]. Recent interest and re-
newed questions related to the presence, distribution, 
and transport of lunar volatiles in the polar regions 
make continued efforts in illumination modeling criti-
cal to interpreting scientific data.   

Data and Methods: Recent LOLA maps have ex-
cellent coverage in the polar areas, with >85% and 
92% pixels containing LOLA measurements poleward 
of 65° latitude at 240m/pixel, in the north and south 
respectively. The coverage above 85° at 60m/pixel is 
>77% and >89%, and allows excellent accuracy over 
the most promising sites for future landed missions. 

The horizon approach detailed in [2] consists of 
pre-computing the angular elevation of the limiting 
topography (horizon) in every azimuthal direction 
from every point in the study region. While this first 
step is very time-consuming, it considerably speeds up 
the computation of illumination conditions from an 
extended source at any given time. This method thus 
enables large-scale simulations with hourly timesteps 
over multiple decades. 

Illumination Products: Multiple types of outputs 
from the illumination models are of interest. Of course, 
with the Sun as the illumination source, maps of aver-
age solar illumination and average solar incident flux 
can be obtained, as well as the resulting maps of per-
manently shadowed regions. 

Considering the Earth as a source, maps of Earth 
visibility can be obtained, and inform key design deci-
sions for lunar polar landers that require Earth com-
munication as they explore permanently shadowed 
regions for instance [4]. 

New Use Cases: With such maps having been pro-
duced at various resolutions and over various regions 
by researchers in recent years [2,5,6], it may appear 
that except for mission-specific studies, illumination 

models have been exhausted in terms of usage. How-
ever, it is important to note that the ability to compute 
the illumination conditions at any time and place also 
permits the computation of supporting information to 
calibrate or analyze scientific data. For example, the 
illumination state of the surface along each LOLA pro-
file can be computed, which is important near the poles 
where longitude and local solar time are not good 
proxies for illumination state. The illumination states 
can also be easily computed before and after the acqui-
sition time, to define an effective local time. When 
investigating possible time-variable signals in the 
LOLA active radiometry [7], such results can help 
select specific data, such as pre-dawn points. 

Other illumination sources can be considered dur-
ing scientific data analysis. In particular, the LAMP 
instrument onboard LRO measures the UV starlight 
reflected off the Moon at several wavelengths [8]. 
While most of the incident radiation originates from 
the diffuse galactic background, bright UV stars do 
have seasonal impact on the incident flux [9]. Using an 
illumination model to compute the exact incident flux 
for every night-side LAMP measurement may help 
further refine the data calibration, and analysis of time-
variable signals in particular. 

The UV glow of the Earth during certain periods of 
the lunar month at the poles can also increase the 
background from its average value, and can be taken 
into consideration with more complex source modeling 
(extended source with time-variable surface irradi-
ance). 

Current illumination models can be extended to 
compute single-scattered flux. With additional but lim-
ited complexity compared to extensive thermal models 
[10], predictive scattered flux in PSRs can be advanta-
geous for observation planning [11], image photomet-
ric calibration, and data interpretation [12]. 

References: [1] Smith D. E. et al. (2010) GRL, 37, 
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J.A. et al. (2013), Icarus, 223, 566. [7] Lucey P. G. et 
al. (2014), JGR, 119, 1665. [8] Gladstone G. R. et al. 
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(2014), LPSC, 1867. [10] Paige D. A. et al. (2010), 
Science, 330, 479. [11] Koeber S. D. et al. (2014), 
LPSC, 2811. [12] Mandt K. E. et al. (2015), LPSC, 
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Abstract: 

The primary objective of this study is to determine the source of variation that is modulating the 
epithermal neutron flux detected by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter’s Lunar Exploration 
Neutron Detector and Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer (LPNS) [1-5].  Two independent 
studies have suggested alternative explanations for the modulation (1) diurnal surface hydration 
and (2) regolith temperature variation. Both explanations are possible. The regolith temperature 
hypothesis was tested in a subsequent high latitude study of correlated LEND, Diviner 
radiometer and LOLA topography maps. Studies of Diviner temperature observations showed 
that the diurnal amplitude of the surface temperatures on equator-facing slopes (EFS) are more 
than a factor of two greater than the diurnal temperature amplitude measured on corresponding 
poleward-facing slopes (PFS).  If regolith temperature is the source of the diurnal neutron flux 
variation then one would expect the EFS should be the dominant contributor to the flux 
modulation.  However, results indicated that the amplitude of the neutron flux modulation from 
PFS were significantly greater than the EFS.  The conclusion of the study suggested that and 
other evidence is consistent with an interpretation that the Moon’s high-latitude surfaces are 
being diurnally hydrated.  

A recent study of the mid-to-high latitude bands found that the amplitude relationship of the EFS 
and PFS diurnal flux is equivalent near ±(65° to 72°).  Towards higher latitudes the EFS 
amplitudes systematically decrease and the PFS amplitudes increase, thus the PFS trend is in 
opposition to the regolith temperature hypothesis.  Towards equatorial-latitudes, both EFS and 
PFS amplitudes increase and the EFS show the greater amplitude, consistent with a regolith 
temperature dominated contribution to the neutron flux. In particular, the preliminary analysis of 
northern mid-latitudes containing significant aerial quantities of mare showed a significant 
increase in both the EFS and PFS amplitudes, with the EFS amplitude significantly greater.  The 
preliminary result from [8] suggests that a latitude dependent combination of diurnal surface 
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hydration and/ or regolith temperature is modulating the neutron flux. However, regolith 
temperature induced modulation of the flux cannot be excluded as the sole source if insolation 
dependent regolith sub-surface composition and/or thermal inertia variation can account for the 
greater PFS diurnal amplitude observed in the high latitudes [8].   

In this study analyze the mare and highlands regions in the northern mid-latitudes. To achieve 
this task we will perform independent analyses of epithermal neutron count-rate maps from the 
mare and highlands regions in the northern mid-latitudes. Co-registered epithermal neutron 
count-rate maps from LEND’s Collimated Sensor for EpiThermal Neutrons (CSETN) will be 
correlated with Lunar Observing Laser Altimeter (LOLA) topography as a function of insolation 
[6]. Diurnal count rate profiles derived from CSETN observations of equator-facing slopes (EFS) 
and poleward-facing slopes (PFS) will be characterized and compared [7].  
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Introduction: The NASA Human Exploration and 

Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) have se-

lected a lunar volatiles prospecting mission for a con-

cept study and potential flight in CY2020.  The mis-

sion includes a rover-borne payload that (1) can locate 

surface and near-subsurface volatiles, (2) excavate and 

analyze samples of the volatile-bearing regolith (up to 

1 meter), and (3) demonstrate the form, extractability 

and usefulness of the materials.   

Site Selection:  A critical facet of the RP mission 

design is the selection of a landing site that meets sev-

eral criteria: 

1. Evidence of Surface/Subsurface Volatiles 

2. Reasonable terrain for traverse 

3. Direct view to Earth for communication 

4. Sunlight for duration of mission for power 

  

In addition to these four criteria, the overlap of all four 

must persist for a sufficient amount of time for the 

mission to accomplish its mission goals.  The RP Site 

Analysis Team has evaluated several example “study 

sites” to determine if these four criteria can be met for 

the necessary periods of time.  In a number of cases a 

“baseline” mission (up to 14 days) is evaluated, as well 

as an “extended” mission possibility in which the rover 

follows corridors of surface illumination to extend its 

mission life.  In these study cases notional mission 

operation traverse timelines have been applied to eval-

uate the feasibility of these sites to meeting mission 

goals. 

This talk will provide an overview of an RP land-

ing site survey. The survey used the LunarShader pro-

gram, developed by JHU/APL, to find and rank thou-

sands of candidate landing sites. The candidate landing 

sites were discovered as part of an analysis to find the 

permanent shadow regions (PSR) near the lunar poles. 

For the PSR analysis a digital terrain model of the lu-

nar poles is evaluated by simulating the Sun at the sub-

solar latitude closest to each pole and keeping that sub-

solar latitude constant as the sub-solar longitude is 

varied in 1/4 degree increments all the way around the 

pole, 1440 simulations in total. Each pixel is analyzed 

at each sub-solar longitude using the ray tracing algo-

rithm in LunarShader. For PSRs the interesting points 

are pixels with a zero value - meaning that no ray was 

found connecting that pixel to the Sun at any of the 

simulated positions. High value pixels (e.g. greater 

than 1300) correspond to locations perched up high 

relative to nearby terrain. We used these pixels as can-

didate landing sites for a more detailed study of land-

ing site fitness. 

Fitness: Each site is analyzed for access to sun-

light, DSN stations, and for slope hazards to determine 

general fitness as a landing site. The final steps are to 

group sites with similar characteristics, look for access 

to areas with enhanced hydrogen detections from orbit, 

and look for potential daisy chaining by traversing 

from site to site to extend the mission duration and 

gain access to greater area. 

 

 Figure 1.  Example illumination map of an area on the rim 

of Nobile crater with several long mission duration sites 

called out.   
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Introduction:  NexGen Space LLC will present 

the top-level study results of an economic assessment, 
recently completed for and funded by NASA’s Office 
of the Chief Technologist Emerging Space office, 
which suggests a human return to the Moon could be 
as much as an order of magnitude lower cost than pre-
viously estimated using traditional methods. 

NexGen assembled a team of former NASA exec-
utives and engineers who assessed the economic and 
technical viability of an “Evolvable Lunar Architec-
ture” (ELA) that leverages commercial capabilities and 
services that are existing or likely to emerge in the 
near-term. 

We evaluated an ELA concept that was designed 
as an incremental, low-cost and low-risk method for 
returning humans to the Moon in a manner that directly 
supports NASA’s long-term plan to send humans to 
Mars.  The ELA strategic objective is commercial min-
ing of propellant from lunar poles where it will be 
transported to lunar orbit to be used by NASA to send 
humans to Mars.  The study assumed A) that the Unit-
ed States is willing to lead an international partnership 
of countries that leverages private industry capabilities, 
and B) public-private-partnership models proven in 
recent years by NASA and other government agencies. 

Based on these assumptions, the our analysis con-
cludes that: 

• Based on the experience of recent NASA program 
innovations, such as the COTS program, a human 
return to the Moon may not be as expensive as 
previously thought. 

• America could lead a return of humans to the sur-
face of the Moon within a period of 5-7 years from 
authority to proceed at an estimated total cost of 
about $10 Billion (+/- 30%) for two independent 
and competing commercial service providers, or 
about $5 Billion for each provider, using partner-
ship methods.  

• America could lead the development of a perma-
nent industrial base on the Moon of 4 private-
sector astronauts in about 10-12 years after setting 
foot on the Moon that could provide 200 MT of 
propellant per year in lunar orbit for NASA for a 
total cost of about $40 Billion (+/- 30%). 

• Assuming NASA receives a flat budget, these 
results could potentially be achieved within 
NASA’s existing deep space human spaceflight 
budget. 

• A commercial lunar base providing propellant in 
lunar orbit might substantially reduce the cost and 
risk NASA of sending humans to Mars.  The ELA 
would reduce the number of required Space 
Launch System (SLS) launches from as many as 
12 to a total of only 3, thereby reducing SLS oper-
ational risks, and increasing its affordability. 

• An International Lunar Authority, modeled after 
CERN and traditional public infrastructure author-
ities, may be the most advantageous mechanism 
for managing the combined business and technical 
risks associated with affordable and sustainable 
lunar development and operations. 

• A permanent commercial lunar base might sub-
stantially pay for its operations by exporting pro-
pellant to lunar orbit for sale to NASA and others 
to send humans to Mars, thus enabling the eco-
nomic development of the Moon at a small mar-
ginal cost. 

• To the extent that national decision-makers value 
the possibility of economical production of propel-
lant at the lunar poles, it needs to be a priority to 
send robotic prospectors to the lunar poles to con-
firm that water (or hydrogen) is economically ac-
cessible near the surface inside the lunar craters at 
the poles. 

• The public benefits of building an affordable 
commercial industrial base on the Moon include 
economic growth, national security, advances in 
select areas of technology and innovation, public 
inspiration, and a message to the world about 
American leadership and the long-term future of 
democracy and free markets. 
 
An independent review team — led by Mr. Joe 

Rothenberg, former head of NASA human spaceflight 
— and composed of former NASA executives, former 
NASA astronauts, commercial space executives, and 
space policy experts — reviewed our analysis and con-
cluded that “Given the study scope, schedule and fund-
ing we believe the team has done an excellent job in 
developing a conceptual architecture that will provide 
a starting point for trade studies to evaluate the archi-
tectural and design choices.”  
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RESTORATION OF 1975 APOLLO 15 HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT THERMOCOUPLE DATA FROM 
THE ORIGINAL ALSEP ARCHIVAL TAPES.  S. Nagihara1, Y. Nakamura2, P. T. Taylor3 and D. R. Williams3, 
1Department of Geosciences, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409 (seiichi.nagihara@ttu.edu), 2Institute for 
Geophysics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78758, 3Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20711. 

 
 
Introduction:  Two heat flow probes were deployed 

at the Apollo 15 site as part of the Apollo Lunar Surface 
Experiments Package (ALSEP).  They operated from 
July 1971 to January 1977 (Fig. 1).   At the conclusion 
of this experiment, only data obtained through Decem-
ber 1974 were fully reduced and delivered to the Na-
tional Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) by the prin-
cipal investigator of the heat flow experiment (HFE), 
Marcus Langseth [1]. It appears that Langseth never ex-
amined the HFE data obtained after December 1974.  
He  died in 1997 and no post-1974 HFE data have been 
found at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 
(LDEO), where he was based.  Current researchers have 
strong interests in re-examining the HFE data for the full 
duration of the experiments [2-4]. The present authors 
are attempting to restore and fully process the HFE data 
for the period of April through June 1975 from the orig-
inal ALSEP data archival tapes generated at the Johnson 
Space Center (JSC).   

 
Figure 1. Archival status of the Apollo 15 and 17 
HFE data [5]. 
 

Archival Data Tapes:  The ALSEP archival data 
tapes generated at JSC were called ARCSAV tapes. 
They were 7-track, digital open-reel magnetic tapes. 
Each ARCSAV tape recorded 24 hours of data from all 
the instruments from one ALSEP station.  From April 
1973 to February 1976, five ARCSAV tapes were gen-
erated everyday at JSC.  In the decades after the Apollo 
program, most of these tapes were lost, and so far only 
440 tapes from April through June 1975 have been re-
covered at the Washington National Records Center [6]. 

The condition of the magnetic tapes varies, but the 
vast majority of them yielded very low rates of parity 
error (<< 0.01%) in our first attempt to read them. The 
document describing the organization of the binary file 
recorded on these tapes has been preserved [7], and it 
allows current researchers to extract raw reading from 
the individual ALSEP instruments.  However, the 
metadata necessary in processing the raw data are lack-
ing for some of the instruments.  In the case of the HFE 
data, the final report of the experiment [8] describes the 
data reduction scheme only in general terms without 
calibration data.  The present authors have re-assembled 
the metadata and calibration data for the Apollo 15 HFE 
by piecing together bits of information scattered in var-
ious memos and reports left behind by Langseth and the 
engineers who were involved in designing and fabricat-
ing the heat flow probes [5]. 

Thermocouple Data Restoration:  Each of the heat 
flow probes deployed at the Apollo 15 site utilized 2 
types of temperature sensors.   Platinum resistance tem-
perature detectors (RTD) were used for deeper subsur-
face measurements, and thermocouples were used for 
surface and shallow subsurface measurements (Fig. 2). 
Here we report on the thermocouple data. 

 
Figure 2. A schematic drawing of the thermocouple 
positions (red dots) of the Apollo 15 heat flow probe 
#1, after [8,9]. 

 
Using the metadata and calibration data recently re-

covered [5], we reconstructed Langseth’s data reduction 
scheme. Because Langseth archived only his processed 
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HFE data and not the raw data, it is impossible to vali-
date the reconstructed scheme by reproducing his re-
sults.  Here, we compare the 1975 data processed for the 
present study with Langseth’s results from the final 
months of 1974. 

Figure 3 shows fully processed thermocouple data 
from Probe #1 of the Apollo 15 site for roughly one lu-
nar day in mid-May to mid-June of 1975.  The gaps re-
sulted from the data reduction program stopping when 
it ran into a bad segment of the 24-hour binary file ex-
tracted from each ARCSAV tape.  Currently efforts are 
underway to improve the program so that it would skip 
bad segiments and contine processing data in order to 
shorten the gaps. Figure 4 shows the data from the last 
full lunar day of 1974, processed and submitted to 
NSSDC by Langseth [1].  

 
Figure 3. A portion of the 1975 HFE thermocouple 
data newly processed for the present study. Red, 
blue, green, and yellow dots correspond to the tem-
peratures of TC11, TC12, TC13, and TC14, respec-
tively.  Refer to Fig. 2 for the locations of the ther-
mocouples. 

 

 
Figure 4. A portion of the 1974 HFE thermocouple 
data processed and submitted to NSSDC by the orig-
inal HFE investigator.  The color coding is the same 
as in Fig. 3. 

Discussion and Conclusions: Overall, the two 
graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 have very similar appearances 
for each of the 4 thermocouples. TC11 was located at 
35-cm depth (Fig. 2) and showed the least amount of 
diurnal temperature fluctuation.  Comparison of the two 
sets shows that TC11 temperatures of May-June 1975 
are almost 2 K greater for the corresponding times of the 
lunation cycle.  Currently we are in a processing of de-
termining whether the temperature difference is real, or 
if it was caused by discrepancy in the processing scheme 
and other metadata utilized by us and the original inves-
tigator. It should be noted that the lunation-averaged 
temperature of TC11, like those of all the subsurface 
sensors of the Apollo 15 HFE, showed gradual increase 
from July 1971 to December 1974 [8].  Diurnal average 
temperature of TC11 increased by ~2K in the same pe-
riod, which probably resulted from long-term changes 
in the lunar surface thermal environment [3,4].  In addi-
tion, there is seasonal fluction.  Temperature of the shal-
low subsurface of the Apollo 15 site should have been 
warmer in May-June of 1975 than in December 1974.  
However, it is not certain whether or not these two fac-
tors alone can explain the ~2K difference between the 
two processed data sets. 
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The Size of Lunar Impact Basins Determined by Gravity and Topography Data.  Gregory A. Neumann1 and 
the LRO/LOLA/GRAIL Teams. 1Planetary Geodynamics Laboratory, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA (Gregory.A.Neumann@nasa.gov)

Introduction:  Lunar impact basins [1], large circular structures characterized by two (peak-ring basins) or more 
(multiring basins) concentric topographic rings, are the predominant geologic features visible on the surface. The 
mineral resources to be found near the surface of the Moon are intimately connected with the scale, depth of 
excavation of basin impacts and their subsequent evolution. Imaging and topographic mapping have permitted the 
determination of basin ring dimensions, but controversy persists to this day as to the size of the main topographic 
rim crest. The correspondence between gravitational signature and basin morphology provides a basis for the 
characterization of the diameter of the main ring, particularly where obscured by subsequent crater formation. 

Previous studies:  As an example, the diameter of the Serenitatis Basin has been characterized as 740 km [2], 
658 km [3] and 920 km [4], with proposed rings as large as 1800 km. The diameter of Crisium is uncertain as well; 
there is a clearly defined topographic rim crest at ~800 km, while mapping of short mountain arcs believed to be 
remnants of the main ring provides an estimate of ~1090 km [3]. The complete topographic mapping by the Lunar 
Orbiter Laser Altimeter does not completely resolve this ambiguity, nor does topography alone constrain many 
more degraded basins on the lunar far side. The diameter of an impact crater is a basic parameter in the energy 
scaling and numerical modeling of the cratering process [5] and is relevant to studies of the early evolution of the 
solar system, yet consistent measurements are still lacking. The GRAIL Discovery Mission has provided an 
essentially error-free gravity field for the Moon, from which studies of the Bouguer anomaly and crustal thickness 
variation have provided more insight into the structure and evolution of impacts [6]. 

Results:  This paper presents a catalog [7] of the lunar impact basins with an assessment of the main ring 
diameters, using the known relations among the diameters of a peak ring, the central Bouguer anomaly, and the 
main basin rim. We confirm a larger (1076-km-diameter) main ring for Crisium as well as a multiring structure and 
a proposed previous impact basin to the east.  Originally considered to be larger than 300 km, the new inventory of 
basins begins with diameters > 200 km, including structures that lack confidently measurable topographic rings but 
which have Bouguer anomaly signatures that are typical of peak-ring basins, stands at 73. Several large basins such 
as Cruger-Sirsalis, for which the main ring has been buried by ejecta from later impacts, have dimensions estimated 
chiefly from gravitational expression of the central Bouguer anomaly high. 

Conclusions:  The catalog will provide greater confidence in the construction of size-frequency distributions and 
age sequences, particularly for the earliest history of the Moon. The data highlight disparities with impactor 
populations proposed to have arisen from the main belt asteroids.

References:
[1] W. K. Hartmann, G. P. Kuiper (1962) Commun. Lunar Planet. Lab. 1, 51-66. [2] D. E. Wilhelms (1987) 

The Geologic History of the Moon. U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 1348. [3] J. W. Head et al. (2010)  Science 329, 
1504-1507. [4] R. J. Pike, P. D. Spudis (1987) Earth Moon Planets 39, 129-194. [5] E. P. Turtle et al. (2006) 
Geol. Soc. of America Spec. Pap. 384. [6] M. A. Wieczorek et al. (2013) Science 339, 671-675. [7] G. A. Neumann 
et al. (2015), Lunar Impact Basins Revealed by Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory Measurements, manuscript 
submitted to Science Advances.
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REPORT ON THE WORKSHOP ON ISSUES IN CRATER STUDIES AND THE DATING OF PLANETARY 
SURFACES: SIGNIFICANCE TO LUNAR INVESTIGATIONS. L. R. Ostrach1,2, S. J. Robbins3, F. S. Ander-
son3, N. G. Barlow4, J. W. Head5, J. B. Plescia6 and the Crater Workshop Participants; 1NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (lillian.r.ostrach@nasa.gov); 2Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, TN; 
3Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO; 4Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northern Arizona University, 
Flagstaff, AZ; 5Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Science, Brown University, Providence, RI; 
6Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD. 

 
Overview: Impact crater populations are used to 

investigate numerous scientific questions, and the 
plethora of new data over the past several decades and 
the attempt to standardize techniques suggest that it 
would be very useful for the crater community to reex-
amine the best practices. Areas of consideration in-
clude understanding and analyzing impact craters, im-
pact crater populations, how these populations and 
landforms evolve, and how we relate those findings to 
the broader planetary science community. The Work-
shop on Issues in Crater Studies and the Dating of 
Planetary Surfaces (called the “Crater Workshop” 
hereafter) was held 19–22 May 2015 at the Johns Hop-
kins University Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, 
MD. The primary goals for this workshop included 
discussion and improvement of community under-
standing of impact crater data and interpretations,  and 
the application and use of statistical tools in the context 
of analysis of crater measurements to investigate vari-
ous geologic, geophysical, and dynamical processes 
(e.g., derivation of surface ages). 

The Crater Workshop consisted of plenary sessions 
that included invited and submitted talks organized by 
theme to stimulate discussion. These themes included 
historical approaches to crater investigations, new 
measurements using recent spacecraft data, effects of 
secondary crater contamination, and statistical ap-
proaches to better represent uncertainties and counting 
statistics associated with crater measurements. A cross-
cutting, and little-appreciated, issue linking these 
themes is that incomplete knowledge of impactor flux, 
the keystone of all crater counting efforts, casts uncer-
tainty on chronologic interpretations. 

The following describes key findings and recom-
mendations for LEAG and the greater science and 
crater counting community. In summary, significant 
focus needs to be placed on access and communication 
of the best techniques, statistical methods, contextual 
requirements, and error analyses for crater counting. 
Furthermore, gaps in our knowledge of impactor flux, 
and hence of the history of all bodies in the solar sys-
tem, can only be remedied by acquisition of new well-
provenanced dates from lunar terrains, both young and 
old. 

Key Findings from the Crater Workshop:   
1) Crater déjà vu: Numerous difficulties and problems 
related to crater investigations discussed at this work-
shop persist from earlier efforts. However, community 
memory of these issues tends to be short – many early 
efforts were published as “gray material” (e.g., Univ. 
Arizona LPL reports), and permanent archiving was 
not considered realistic (or necessary) until recently.  
Recommendation: New review papers of current 
knowledge and outstanding questions could improve 
ongoing and future investigative efforts within the 
community by serving as a more long-lasting and ac-
cessible knowledge-base. 

2) Community outreach: Common knowledge and ac-
cepted practices of experts in the cratering community, 
traditionally passed from mentor to student, is not nec-
essarily described well in the literature nor is it always 
the case (e.g., a graduate student may embark on a 
crater study and their mentor may know as little as 
they do about crater studies). As a separate example, 
the crater community often inherently knows or 
acknowledges (mentally or orally) certain limitations. 
Such limitations, including uncertainties in measure-
ment techniques, understanding that ages are model 
ages determined from an assumed impact flux with its 
own uncertainties, and the statistics, are not typically 
conveyed to colleagues or included in peer-reviewed 
publications. Improving communication between the 
crater community and the greater community would 
improve the quality of investigations. 
Recommendation: The planetary science community 
would greatly benefit from educational opportunities 
(e.g., in-person and online workshops, in addition to 
new peer-reviewed publications) that present accepted 
“best” practices and techniques for crater-based inves-
tigations. 

3) Not simply “crater counting”: Crater-based investi-
gations encompass a broad range of topics, and inter-
pretation of these data must be informed by geologic 
context. For example, determining the age of a surface 
requires substantial effort beyond simply “crater count-
ing,” including identification of a single geologic unit, 
identification of possible secondaries, determination of 
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the diameter at which the craters are in saturation (if 
they are), observations of morphologic variations 
among craters, and possible influences from target 
properties. 
Recommendation: Future crater counting efforts must 
be informed by a robust background in geological sci-
ence. The minimum requirements should be set out in 
a comprehensive review paper that can be referenced 
by all.   

4) Statistics, computers, and standards should be wel-
comed: Estimates of statistical uncertainty are im-
portant in the interpretation of crater measurements; 
exploration of the advances in statistical (and computa-
tional) techniques over the past several decades may 
provide new understanding, improved interpretations, 
and more realistic estimates of uncertainty to crater-
based data. As an example, the Crater Analysis Tech-
niques Working Group published recommendations for 
measurement and presentation standards in 1979. 
However, that report remains as gold standard in the 
field and those original recommendations were limited 
by the inability to digitize adequate data at the time; 
modern computers eliminate the need for coarse bin-
ning and approximations. Furthermore, the cratering 
community should consider developing standardized 
training and calibration datasets for community use. In 
addition, investigations related to sampling (e.g., nest-
ed approaches, “largest” single craters and their asso-
ciated processes, small surface areas), “repeatability” 
(same person conducting crater measurements on the 
same image) versus “reproducibility” (different people 
using the same image), and quantification of personal 
bias and potential sources of error are needed. To wit, 
these are also examples of inherent uncertainties that 
many in the crater community “know” of, but which 
are not conveyed to researchers outside the communi-
ty.  

Determining absolute model ages for geologic units 
is beneficial for physical models and construction of 
time-stratigraphic geologic histories (and so often are 
requested by colleagues who are not specifically crater 
analysts), but these absolute model ages are currently 
limited by uncertainties accounting only for count sta-
tistics. To develop better estimates of age, the current 
cratering rate needs to be better calibrated with obser-
vations of the Moon and Mars, better understanding of 
the production function, and a standardized method to 
calculate and report statistically realistic uncertainties 
for model ages. 
Recommendation: The community needs crater count-
ing standards and continued development and applica-

tion of modern analytical and numerical statistical 
methods. 

5) Need for additional dates from <3 Ga and 4+ Ga:  
The Moon is the sole body in the solar system from 

which returned samples with known provenance exist, 
which is the key requirement to calibrating the lunar 
crater chronology. The lunar crater chronology is used 
to determine absolute model ages from crater meas-
urements for not only geologic units on the lunar sur-
face, but, by extrapolation, for nearly all other solid-
surface bodies in the solar system. The rocks within 
the Apollo lunar sample suite constrain ages from 3.5–
4.0 Ga well. However, well-provenanced samples 
spanning the range of ages 1–3 Ga do not currently 
exist, and until such samples are obtained, the chronol-
ogy derived from returned lunar samples cannot be 
improved with any degree of certainty nor can existing 
uncertainties be reduced. Additionally, few samples 
are available from <1 Ga terrains (~3–5 distinct sites, 
samples are interpretations of material collected at the 
Apollo sites, not from the target to which they are at-
tributed); furthermore, estimates of the very recent 
impact flux provide model ages that are alternatively 
younger or older, depending on the technique applied. 
Finally, the earliest history of the Moon remains uncer-
tain, though the Decadal Survey has recommended a 
sample return mission to address these issues. These 
limitations result in up to 1 Ga uncertainties for the 
geologic history of the Moon and limit chronologies 
derived for other solar system bodies, e.g. Mars, Mer-
cury, Venus, Vesta, and in models of early solar sys-
tem dynamics. As a result, terrestrial bombardment 
between ~3.5 and 3 Ga, the period in which life may 
have arisen on Earth, may be twice the currently ac-
cepted rate, providing new insights about the habitabil-
ity of the early Earth. Similarly, the era of liquid water 
on the Martian surface, intimately related to possible 
life on Mars, as well as the eras of voluminous volcan-
ism on the Moon and Mars, might have ended ~3 Ga 
ago, or extended to as recently as ~1.7 Ga ago, requir-
ing a major revision to our understanding of the for-
mation of one-plate planets. 
Recommendation: The only way to address these un-
certainties is to obtain new age determinations on lu-
nar rocks falling in the gap between covered ages. This 
requires, at a minimum, 3-5 or more samples/dates 
from large, uniform lava flows (optimal for crater 
counting) from multiple terranes, preferably addressing 
both age gaps (1–3 Ga, and 4+ Ga), and return of sam-
ples from ancient basin impact melt deposits, such as 
in the South Pole–Aitken basin. 
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MINI-RF ON LRO AND ARECIBO OBSERVATORY BISTATIC RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE 
MOON.  G. W. Patterson1, D. B. J. Bussey1, A. M. Stickle1, F. S. Turner1, J. R. Jensen1, M. Nolan2, D. A. Yocky3, 
D. E. Wahl3, and the Mini-RF Team. 1Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD 
(Wes.Patterson@jhuapl.edu), 2Arecibo Observatory, Arecibo PR, 3Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque NM. 

 
Introduction: NASA’s Mini-RF instrument on the 

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) and the Arecibo 
Observatory (AO) in Puerto Rico have been operating 
in a bistatic architecture (AO serves as the transmitter 
and Mini-RF serves as the receiver) over approx. a 2.5 
year period in an effort to understand the scattering 
properties of lunar terrains as a function of bistatic 
(phase) angle. In that time, 28 observations of the 
surface have been acquired for the lunar nearside and 
poles (Fig. 1). These observations include mare 
materials, highland materials, pyroclastic deposits, and 
a variety of craters (polar and non-polar). The primary 
motivation for acquiring these data is to characterize 
the opposition response of lunar materials at S-band 
wavelengths (12.6 cm). A purpose for doing so is to  
differentiate the Circular Polarization Ratio (CPR) 
response of materials that are rough from surfaces that 
harbor water ice. 

Background: The transmitter for Mini-RF bistatic 
observations is the 305 m Arecibo Observatory radio 
telescope in Puerto Rico. For each observation, the 
antenna is pointed at a target location on the moon and 
illuminates a large fraction of the lunar surface around 
that location with a circularly polarized, S-band (2380 
MHz) chirped signal that has a fixed peak power of 
200 kw. The data returned provide information on the 
structure (i.e., roughness) and dielectric properties of 
surface and buried materials within the penetration 
depth of the system (up to several meters for Mini-RF) 
[1-4]. The bistatic architecture allows examination of 
the scattering properties of a target surface for a variety 
of bistatic (phase) angles.  

Laboratory data and analog experiments, at optical 
wavelengths, have shown that the scattering properties 
of lunar materials can be sensitive to variations in 
bistatic angle [5-7]. This sensitivity manifests as an 
opposition effect and likely involves contributions 
from shadow hiding at low angles and coherent 
backscatter near 0° [5]. Analog experiments and 
theoretical work have shown that water ice is also 
sensitive to variations in phase angle, with an 
opposition effect that it is tied primarily to coherent 
backscatter [8-10]. Differences in the character of the 
opposition response of these materials offer an 
opportunity to differentiate between them, an issue that 
has been problematic for radar studies of the Moon that 
use a monostatic architecture  [11,12]. 

 

Observations: CPR information is commonly used 
in analyses of planetary radar data [1-4], and is a 
representation of surface roughness at the wavelength 
scale of the radar (i.e., surfaces that are smoother at the 
wavelength scale will have lower CPR values and 
surfaces that are rougher will have higher CPR values). 
High CPR values can also serve as an indicator of the 
presence of water ice [13]. We use CPR as a function 
of bistatic angle to explore the opposition response of 
lunar materials at S-band wavelengths (Fig. 2).  

 
Fig.1. Bistatic radar coverage of the lunar (a) nearside 
(90°W to 90°E) and (b) south pole (60°S to 90°S).  
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Data of mare materials, highland materials, 
pyroclastic deposits, and a variety of craters (polar and 
non-polar) have been acquired over the course of Mini-
RF bistatic operations. Observations of mare materials 
and pyroclastic deposits show an essentially uniform 
CPR response for bistatic angles < 10° (Fig. 2a). 
Apparent variations between deposits are likely related 
to the incidence angle/latitude at which they were 
acquired but may also indicate heterogeneity in 
material properties and/or composition. Observations 
of crater ejecta show variations in CPR, as a function 
of bistatic angle, that are not uniform for Kepler and 
Byrgius A or consistent from crater-to-crater (Fig. 2b). 
The response of Kepler and Byrgius A is suggestive of 
an opposition effect. The inconsistency from crater-to-
crater may be related to the age of the deposit and/or 
target material properties. Observations of the floor of 
Cabeus crater show variations in CPR, as a function of 
bistatic angle, that are also indicative of an opposition 
response.  

Results: Mini-RF has acquired a significant 
amount of bistatic radar data of the lunar surface in an 
effort to understand the scattering properties of lunar 
terrains as a function of phase angle at S-band 
wavelengths (12.6 cm). This information is providing 
insight into variability in the scattering properties of a 
number of primary lunar terrains.  

Observations that include mare materials, highland 
materials, and pyroclastic deposits have not shown an 
opposition response over for bistatic angles of ~0.1° to 
10°. In contrast, observations of the ejecta blankets of 
young, fresh craters have shown an opposition 
response but the character of the response varies for 
each crater. Observations of portions of the floor of the 
south polar crater Cabeus also show an opposition 
respone. The character of the radar response from the 
crater, as a function of bistatic angle, appears unique 
with respect to all other lunar terrains observed. 

References: [1] Campbell et al. (2010), Icarus, 
208, 565-573; [2] Raney et al. (2012), JGR, 117, 
E00H21; [3] Carter et al. (2012), JGR, 117, E00H09; 
[4] Campbell (2012), JGR, 117, E06008; [5] Hapke et 
al. (1998), Icarus, 133, 89-97; [6] Nelson et al. (2000), 
Icarus, 147, 545-558; [7] Piatek et al. (2004), Icarus, 
171, 531-545. [8] Hapke and Blewett (1991), Nature, 
352, 46-47; [9] Mishchenko (1992), Astrophysics and 
Space Science, 194, 327-333; [10] Mishchenko (1992), 
Earth, Moon, and Planets, 58, 127-144; [11] Spudis 
P.D. et al. (2010) GRL [12] Spudis et al. (2013), JGR 
118, 1-14; [13] Black et al. (2001), Icarus, 151, 167-
180. 

Fig. 2. Plots of CPR vs. bistatic angle for (a) mare 
materials that range in latitude from ~0° to 60°N, (b) 
Several prominent craters in the diameter range ~20 to 
30 km, and (c) floor materials of the south polar crater 
Cabeus.  
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DISTRIBUTION OF PLAGIOCLASE-RICH MATERIALS IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS AS INFERRED 
FROM LUNAR PROSPECTOR THERMAL NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS.  P. N. Peplowski1*, A. W. 
Beck1, and D. J. Lawrence1, 1The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 11100 Johns Hopkins 
Road, Laurel MD 20723 USA, *Patrick.Peplowski@jhuapl.edu 

 
Introduction:  New remote sensing observations 

of the lunar surface [1-5] and detailed chemical studies 
of feldspathic lunar meteorites (FLMs; [6-7]) are re-
shaping our view of the chemical and mineralogical 
composition of the feldspathic highlands terrane (FHT; 
[8]). This information helps decipher the evolution of 
the Moon’s primordial crust, as the FHT is generally 
accepted to be the modified remains of a primitive, 
plagioclase-rich anorthositic floatation crust resulting 
from the evolution of a global magma ocean (GMO). 
Recent detections of nearly pure anorthosite (PAN) 
[1,3-5] support this view, however data revealing a 
predominance of magnesian, not ferroan, anorthosites 
[2,7] is inconsistent with simple GMO models [9].   

We present a new analysis of Lunar Prospector 
(LP) Neutron Spectrometer (NS) thermal neutron 
maps. We use the thermal neutron data to produce a 
quantity directly linked with bulk chemical composi-
tion, which we subsequently use to infer plagioclase 
concentrations in the lunar highlands. The data provide 
a near-global view of plagioclase concentrations that 
complements localized PAN detections. 

Thermal Neutron Maps: Our analysis begins with 
the LP/NS thermal neutron maps, a PDS-archived  
product produced following the methodology of Mau-
rice et al. [10]. The thermal neutron count rates vary 
appreciably over the surface, including a ~30% varia-
bility across the lunar highlands (Figure 1A). Thermal 
neutron count rates are inversely proportional to the 
bulk concentrations of neutron absorbing elements, 
which on the Moon includes Fe, Ti, and Rare Earth 
Elements (REEs) like Gd and Sm [11].  

Geochemical Composition: We convert thermal 
neutron count rates to the macroscopic neutron absorp-
tion cross section (Σa), a bulk geochemical parameter 
that is the weighted sum of the individual microscopic 
neutron absorption cross sections for each elemental 
constituent of the lunar surface (e.g. [11]). The conver-
sion is based on a comparison of LP/NS measurements 
over the Apollo and Luna sample sites to the expected 
thermal neutron properties of the respective samples. 
Modeled thermal neutron count rates for materials with 
highlands-like compositions, derived from measured 
chemical compositions of 22 Feldspathic Lunar Mete-
orites (FLMs; taken from [12]), were used to examine 
the behavior of thermal neutrons the low absorption 
(low Fe, Ti, and REE) regions. Our Σa map is shown in 
Figure 1B. 

 
Figure 1. A. LP/NS Thermal neutron map. B. Σa 
map. 
 

Plagioclase Concentrations from Σa. FLMs provide 
a useful reference for investigating the link between Σa 
values and bulk plagioclase content. The relationship is 
indirect, and stems from the fact that the elemental 
constituents of plagioclase have low microscopic neu-
tron absorption properties. We begin by calculating Σa 
values and plagioclase concentrations for each FLM. 
Plagioclase is derived by attributing all Al within the 
FLM to Ca-rich plagioclase, an assumption based on 
the fact that it is the major Al-bearing mineral in Fe-
poor lunar materials. The FLMs reveal an inverse line-
ar relationship between Σa and Al-estimated plagio-
clase content (Fig. 2). Because this relationship was 
derived for low-absorption (low Fe, Ti, and REE) ma-
terial, its use is restricted to the lunar highlands to 
avoid contamination by REE-bearing KREEP and Fe- 
and/or Ti-rich mare basalts, which also have Al-
bearing phases other than plagioclase. Deviations from 
our assumed mineralogy (e.g. small contributions from 
Na-bearing plagioclase) and the spread of values in 
Figure 2 suggest an ~10% uncertainty in plagioclase 
concentrations estimated from Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Relationship between plagioclase concen-
tration (derived from Al abundance) and Σa for the 
22 feldspathic lunar meteorites used in this study. 
 

The validity of Σa-derived plagioclase concentra-
tions is supported by: 1) A strong inverse correlation 
between Σa and lunar albedo, 2) a spatial correlation 
between regions of low Σa (>85 wt%) plagioclase and 
PAN deposits observed by Kaguya and M3 [1,3-5], see 
Fig. 3, and 3) a general similarity to plagioclase con-
centrations derived from Clementine UVVS data [13].  

 Discussion: PAN detections are limited to fresh 
(not space weathered) materials with high (> ~95 v%) 
plagioclase content [1,3-5]. The LP/NS measurements 
are not hindered by these requirements, and provide a 
near-global, ~45-km resolution view that compliments  

PAN identifications. LP/NS data reveal extensive re-
gions of low Σa (and by inference high, >85 wt% pla-
gioclase) content associated with the FHT [8]. The 
association of low Σa values with impact basins (Fig. 
3) supports the presence of a subsurface PAN-bearing 
layer [1,3-5]. The heterogeneous distribution of plagi-
oclase-rich materials indicates that processes other 
than simple cumulate floatation played major roles in 
lunar crustal formation. This could include heteroge-
neous GMO or mantle, cumulate overturn within the 
GMO (e.g. [14]), post-GMO serial magmatism [7, 14], 
and/or asymmetric crustal growth [2, 15]. 

References: [1] Ohtake, M., et al. (2009) Nature, 
41, 236-240. [2] Ohtake, M., et al. (2012) Nat. Geosci., 
5, 384-388. [3] Yamamoto, S. et al. (2012), GRL 39, 
L13201. [4] Cheek, L.C. et al. (2013) JGR, 118, 1805-
1820. [5] Donaldson Hanna, K.L. et al. (2014) JGR, 
119, 1516-1545. [6] Borg, L.E. et al. (2011) Nature, 
447, 70-73. [7] Gross, J. et al. (2014) EPSL, 388, 318-
328. [8] Joliff, B. et al. (2000), JGR 105, 4197-4216. 
[9] Wood, J.A. et al. (1970) Proc. Apollo 11 Lunar Sci. 
Conf., 965-988. [10] Maurice, S. et al. (2004) JGR, 
109, 1665-1679. [11] Elphic, R.C. et al. (2000) JGR, 
105, E001176. [12] Calzada-Diaz, A., et al. (2015) 
MAPS, 50, 214-228. [13] Crites, S. and Lucey, P.G. 
(2015), Amer. Mineral. 100, 973-982. [14] Elkins-
Tanton, L.T. et al. (2011) EPSL, 304, 326-336. 
[13] Walker, D. (1983) JGR, 88, B17-B25. 
[15]  Longhi, J. and Ashwal, L.D. (1985), JGR, 90, 
C571-C584. 

Figure 3. Σa map, with locations of nearly pure anorthosite as identified with Kaguya [3] or M3 [5] shown as 
white diamonds.   Σa values of <34x10-4 cm2/g correspond to estimated plagioclase concentrations of >85 wt% 
(±10%). Large basins that appear to be associated with the highest plagioclase concentrations are shown as 
grey outlines, left to right: Orientale,  Hertzsprung,  Birkoff, Korolev,  Freundlich-Sharonov,  Mendeleev.  
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THE LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE ORBITER: REVOLUTIONIZING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
DYNAMICS OF PLANETS AND THE ROLE OF VOLATILES IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM.  N. E. Petro and 
J. W. Keller, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Solar System Exploration Division (Noah.E.Petro@nasa.gov; 
John.W.Keller@nasa.gov) 

 
Introduction:  The LRO mission, currently in an 

extended mission phase, is producing a remotely 
sensed dataset that is unrivaled in planetary science. 
With an ever-increasing baseline of measurements the 
LRO data has revealed the Moon’s surface and 
environment to be dynamic, with new craters and distal 
ejecta, variations in volatiles at and near the surface, a 
variable exosphere, and a surface that responds to 
variations in the flux of radiation from the Sun. Taken 
together the LRO dataset has significant value in 
forming how we understand airless bodies work in the 
Solar System and how planets evolve. 

LRO is currently in an extended mission phase and 
the LRO science team is currently preparing to propose 
a new two-year mission phase to start in October 2016. 
During the LRO extended mission, the instruments 
continue to operate with no significant degradation, 
while we seek new and innovative ways to operate the 
spacecraft in order to conserve manpower, funds, and 
spacecraft resources. One way LRO has conserved fuel 
is through the use of an eccentric orbit (Figure 1) that 
requires a modest amount of fuel to maintain per year 
(~2 kg per year). In this orbit, at the current rate of fuel 
consumption, LRO could operate for at least 6 more 
years. Additional methods to conserve fuel are being 
explored that could extend the lifetime of LRO much 
further. 

 
Figure 1. Evolution of the LRO orbit since arriving at 
the Moon in June 2009. Since November 2011 LRO 
has been in a ”quasi-frozen” orbit that requires yearly 
burns to maintain. 
 

In the six plus years of LRO operations all seven 
LRO instruments have made a number of paradigm-
shifting discoveries. We list several examples here. 

Geologically Young volcanism: LRO NAC 
images of irregular mare patches (IMPS), typified by 
the Ina D feature (Figure 2), have been used to 
determine model ages of the volcanic features. The 
crater size frequency distributions of these features 
suggest that the IMPs are 100 million years old or less 
[1]. This young age significantly extends the duration 
of volcanism on the Moon and implies that the lunar 
interior has been hot enough to support small-scale 
volcanism for much longer than previously believed. 

 

 
Figure 2. LROC NAC oblique view of Ina D, which is 
2 km wide and roughly 50 m deep. LROC image 
M1108203502. 
 

Time variable surface frost: A joint investigation 
between the LOLA and Diviner teams is measuring the 
surface properties of areas near the lunar South Pole 
that are illuminated for short periods of time during the 
lunar day. Using Diviner temperature measurements, 
areas that are cold for much of the lunar day and heat 
up briefly when illuminated are currently being 
measured by LOLA [2, 3]. LOLA active laser 
measurements are converted to albedo [4] (Figure 3) 
and appear to show a change in reflectance between 
day and night in these areas, with the surfaces being 
higher in reflectance at night. This variation suggests 
that a surface frost is formed at night when ice may be 
stable at the surface. 

Volatiles At and Near the Surface: One of LRO’s 
initial goals was to identify the distribution and 
abundance of volatiles in polar regions. With the 
discovery of broadly distributed volatiles in the form 
of hydroxyls LRO’s search for volatiles expanded 
beyond the areas near the poles in permanent shadow. 
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Results from both the LEND and LAMP instruments 
show that not only are there volatiles at and near the 
surface well beyond polar craters, but that the 
abundance appears to vary as a function of time of 
lunar day [5, 6]. Both LEND and LAMP have shown 
that not all permanently shadowed craters are created 
equally, that across three large PSR regions in the 
South Pole (Faustini, Shoemaker, and Haworth) the 
amount of surface water ice is variable [7]. 

Additionally, an integration of LEND data with 
LOLA topography has shown that there are 
geophysical constraints on the distribution of 
hydrogen, specifically pole-facing crater walls appear 
to be enhanced in hydrogen relative to equator-facing 
walls [8]. Such studies were not possible before the 
availability of both high spatial resolution neutron and 
topographic data. 
 

 
Figure 3. LOLA derived reflectance at 1064-nm of the 
near (top left), far (top right), northern (bottom left), 
and southern (bottom right) hemispheres.  
 

Radiation Interactions with the Lunar Surface: 
The CRaTER instrument has proven to be remarkably 
flexible, making detailed measurements of the 
radiation environment at the Moon, in the form of both 
solar radiation and Galactic Cosmic Rays. In addition 
to measuring radiation directly radiated from the Sun, 
CRaTER measures radiation reflected and emitted 
from the lunar surface [9]. The measure of lunar 
protons, and the proton albedo of the Moon is 
revealing surprising heterogeneity in the lunar surface 
with an, as of yet, unexplained source. Additionally, 
preliminary analysis of polar data from CRaTER 
suggests that there is a signature of thick hydrogen 

deposits at the poles, including areas that are 
illuminated, in agreement with results from LEND 
[10]. 

Constraining the LRO-era Cratering Rate: 
Repeat imaging by the LROC NAC has revealed a 
number of LRO-era impact craters [11] (Figure 4). As 
the LRO mission continues, the temporal baseline 
expands enabling the identification of additional new 
craters that better constrains the flux of small objects in 
the inner solar system. Additionally, the expression 
and extent of ejecta (both continuous and distal) offers 
a unique opportunity to directly study the effects 
cratering. 

 
Figure 4. Temporal pair of LROC NAC images, 
showing the 18 m diameter crater that formed on 
March 17, 2013 [11].   
 

Future Prospects for LRO: The LRO instrument 
suite has experienced no significant degradation in 
performance over the past two years, and fuel has been 
conserved in LRO’s elliptical orbit (Figure 1). The 
LRO Project is currently formulating a proposal for the 
next NASA Planetary Science Senior Review (in early 
2016). Such a proposal would fund LRO for two years 
starting in October 2016. A new mission to the 
Dynamic Moon with LRO would continue the high-
paced discoveries the LRO science teams have made, 
and contribute in fundamental ways to our 
understanding of the entire Solar System. Using the 
2011 Decadal Survey [12] as a guide, we will make 
significant contributions to our understanding of the 
geologic past (and present) of the dynamic Moon. 

 
References: [1] Braden, S. E., et al., (2014) Nature 

Geosci, 7, 787-791. [2] Lemelin, M., et al., (2014) AGU Fall 
Meeting Abstracts, 13, 3832. [3] Lucey, P. G., et al., (2014) LPI 
Contributions, 1820, 3015. [4] Lucey, P. G., et al., (2014) 
Journal of Geophysical Research (Planets), 119, 1665-1679. [5] 
Hendrix, A. R., et al., (2012) Journal of Geophysical Research: 
Planets, 117, E12001. [6] Livengood, T. A., et al., (2015) Icarus, 
255, 100-115. [7] Hayne, P. O., et al., (2015) Icarus, 255, 58-69. 
[8] McClanahan, T. P., et al., (2015) Icarus, 255, 88-99. [9] 
Wilson, J. K., et al., (2012) J. Geophys. Res., [10] Schwadron, 
N., (2015), These proceedings,Abst. [11] Robinson, M. S., et al., 
(2015) Icarus, 252, 229-235. [12] Planetary Science Decadal 
Survey, (2011) Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in the 
Decade 2013-2022, 400 p. 
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THE MOON'S ROLE IN HUMAN EXPLORATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.  J. B. Plescia1 and H. H. 
Schmitt2.  1The Johns Hopkins Unviersity, Applied Physica Laboratory, Laurel, MD. 2Unviersity of Wisconsin, P.O. 
Box 90730, Albuquerque, NM 87199, 

 
 
Introduction:  Exploration of the solar system with 

humans has been the goal of many nations for a long 
time. Of late, the Global Exploration Roadmap and 
NASA suggest Mars as the pièce de résistance of hu-
man exploration, as Mars may once have supported (or 
may yet support) life. While this long-term goal may 
be appropriate, exploration of and the presence of hu-
mans in the solar system beyond low Earth orbit is an 
important technical, philosophical, economic and secu-
rity objective for the United States. The Moon can and 
must play a critical role in that exploration if only to 
train current and future generations in deep space ex-
ploration. The Moon serves as a touch stone for the 
evolution of the solar system as well as providing, an 
observation platform, test bed, a source for resources 
and a potential commercial market. A US presence at 
the Moon also provides a source of national security 
and pride. 

 
Role of the Moon 
 
Lunar Science: Combined with the results of past 

human exploration and sample returns, recent robotic 
missions have provided a wealth of new information 
from a range of experiments. Our understanding of 
some lunar questions has been significantly improved 
particularly in how lunar impact history relates to 
Earth history and the origin of life. However, those 
data have also raised significant new questions that 
will serve as the focus for further lunar research and 
objectives of lunar missions. The important questions 
of lunar science have been discussed by LEAG, the 
Scientific Context for Exploration of the Moon Report, 
as well as the Vision and Voyages Decadal Survey. 

 
Observation Platform: The Moon provides a loca-

tion for variety of observatories to study both the Earth 
and space. The front side can be used as a platform for 
Earth observation as the Earth rotates beneath the 
Moon each day providing global coverage. Over the 
course of a month, the complete daily illumination 
cycle of the Earth is observed. The farside of the Moon 
provides a platform to observe the universe from a 
position that is shielded from the radio noise and scat-
tered light of the Earth.  

 
Test Bed: The cislunar environment and the lunar 

surface provide a proximal test location for space and 
surface systems. Before venturing into deep space 
(e.g., Mars or asteroids) flight systems and operations 
need to be validated. Cislunar space provides the ap-

propriate deep space environment and does it close to 
the Earth. This proximity allows for direct interaction 
with the systems by humans to evaluate their perfor-
mance, correct problems and to learn how exploration 
crews should operate in the absence of direct commu-
nications with Earth. Systems that will be sent on mul-
ti-year excursions that have no ability for rapid return 
to Earth, and, in the case of Mars, include abort to land 
concepts, must be demonstrated and validated in an 
environment as close to the target environment as pos-
sible. The surface of the Moon provides a test bed for 
surface systems. While the details of gravity, composi-
tion, particle size, etc. are different between the Moon, 
Mars and asteroids, operateration near and on the lunar 
surface can validate aspects such as seals, mobility, life 
support systems, long-term human performance, and 
physcological adapatation in low-g environments. The-
se types of validations and tests will significantly re-
duce the risks of long-duration space flight. 

 
Resources: The use of in situ resources provides signif-
icant leverage for space flight by reducing the mass of 
material that must be launched from the Earth. While 
such an argument is straightforward in terms of energy 
(launch from earth vs launch from the Moon), the case 
for use of lunar resources is less clear in economic 
terms unless a permanent lunar presence has been es-
tablished for other reasons, such as national geopoliti-
cal interest or terrestrial use of lunar He3 as fusion fuel.  

There is abundant evidence that the Moon harbors a 
ensemble of volatiles, including H and O in the form of 
molecular H, OH, and H2O. H and O are the two most 
important species as they can be used for life support 
and fuel. N, C and He are also available. Potentially, 
He3 fusion can provide continuous deep space propul-
sion. However, while we know these elements are pre-
sent on and near the surface and we can infer some-
thing about their physical state from our understanding 
of the lunar environment and previously returned sam-
ples, we really do not understand the vertical or lateral 
distribution or their form. For example, H2O could be 
in the form of adsorbed molecules, fine-grained frost 
on grains, or blocks of solid ice. Because of this, we 
can not make an evaluationas as to whether lunar re-
sources are economical and/or the best means of 
exctraction and refining. 

In order to understand the economics of in situ re-
sources, we must understand not only what is there, but 
how to extract and process it. At present, we do not 
understand the species, form and distribution of vola-
tiles at a level sufficient to understand what is required 
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to extract them. Although volatiles can be extracted 
from regolith anywhere on the Moon, the cold traps at 
polar latitudes have the highest likelihood of signifi-
cant near-surface volatiles in permanently shadowed 
areas and possibly at shallow depth in periodically 
illuminated areas. Once we understand the distribution, 
then extraction techniques can be evaluated. The vola-
tiles must also be stored, transported, and transferred to 
the vehicle that will use them. 

The exploration of the polar regions has been dis-
cussed on numerous occasions but remains elusive at 
present. Missions that have been suggested by the US, 
ESA, Russia and China, may provide some ground-
truth and guidance. However, these missions are insuf-
ficient to make a decision about the economics of polar 
resources. Stationary landers and short-range rovers 
can provide the initial data, but eventually promising 
regions must be explored on the scale of kilometers 
and to depths of meters. Only then can the economic 
case be made for the use of in situ lunar volatiles. 

 
Commercial Opportunities: Space tourism and the 

Tycho Lodge and Spa may be long-term possibilities, 
but near-term commerical opportunities may also exist. 
If lunar resources are developed on an industrial scale 
(e.g., fuel), the mining, processing, storage and trans-
portation could be operated by commercial entities. 
Other servicing activities and operations could also be 
conducted by the commercial sector. 

 
National Interest: A permanent US presence in the 

cislunar environment and on the lunar surface provides 
national prestige, inspiration and security. The Apollo 
program was a major factor in the 1960s and 1970s in 
terms of focusing interest in science and engineering 
education, new technology, and national pride (note 
the current US world stature for comparison). A US 
presence on the Moon and in cislunar space demon-
strates that the US has a national interest these spheres 
and demonstrates our technological capabilities. Much 
like the US has bases in Antarctica and the US Navy 
conducts operations and port calls around the world, a 
lunar presence will demonstrate our interest and re-
solve. 

 
Conclusions: The cislunar environment and the lu-

nar surface provide the opportunity to conduct lunar, 
terrestrial and space science, and it allows us to test 
systems and operations prior to deep space missions to 
Mars or asteroids, to extract lunar resources and to 
demonstrate national interest and serve as inspiration 
and pride. Testing and operations in the lunar envi-
ronment significantly reduces mission risk for long 
term missions. Use of in situ lunar resources reduces 
the cost of both lunar and deep space missions. 
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ARTEMIS’ PERSPECTIVE ON A DYNAMIC MOON A. R. Poppe1, J. S. Halekas, S. Fatemi, G. T. 
Delory, and the ARTEMIS/THEMIS Team, 1Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California at 
Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, poppe@ssl.berkeley.edu 
 
Introduction: The two ARTEMIS probes have 
entered their fifth year in orbit around the Moon, 
continuing a successful extended mission 
investigating heliospheric and planetary science 
investigations in lunar orbit. Both probes provide 
continuous monitoring of solar wind inputs to 
the Moon/Earth system, as well as regular 
coverage of the terrestrial magnetotail during 
each monthly crossing. All instruments on both 
spacecraft are in nominal health and all data 
continue to be publicly available online. 
 
Many recent lines of investigation with the 
ARTEMIS data focus on dynamic processes, 
including correlative studies of variability in the 
lunar exosphere with the LADEE mission, 
observations and characterizations of the flux of 
reflected protons from the Moon, and searches 
for the signal of induced magnetic fields in the 
lunar core from upstream solar wind transient 
fields. These investigations address fundamental 
planetary science objectives regarding lunar 
science and many promising discoveries await us 
in the near future. 
 
ARTEMIS/LADEE Synergy: One significant 
area of application for ARTEMIS observations 
has been correlated work with measurements of 
the lunar neutral exosphere by the LADEE 
mission. Many processes relevant to the lunar 
exosphere are driven in some way by the solar 
wind, including, for example, the production of 

the neutral helium exosphere of the Moon from 
the influx and neutralization of solar wind alpha 
particles [1] and the redistribution of the lunar 
sodium exosphere due in part to solar wind 
sputtering of the lunar surface [2]. The solar 
wind also represents the ultimate loss mechanism 
for most species in the lunar exosphere via 
ionization and acceleration in the interplanetary 
electric and magnetic fields. ARTEMIS not only 
observes the interplanetary magnetic and electric 
fields, but also, if situated properly, has 
extensively observed escaping pick-up ion fluxes 
from the lunar exosphere [i.e., 3-5]. 
 
ARTEMIS Mapping of Proton Reflection 
from the Lunar Surface and Crustal 
Anomalies: Crustal remanent magnetic 
anomalies on the lunar surface have been and 
continue to be a major research focus of 
ARTEMIS, especially from the context of the 
interaction of these fields with the ambient solar 
wind. Many spacecraft have observed solar wind 
proton reflection from both the lunar surface and 
crustal anomalies [i.e., 6,7] as well as the 
resulting formation of electromagnetic waves [5] 
and small-scale collisionless shocks [8]. 
ARTEMIS data provide an extensive dataset 
with which to map out the reflection of solar 
wind protons. We have begun processing all 
ARTEMIS observations of reflected protons in 
order to create spatially resolved maps of proton 
scattering functions from both the lunar regolith 

Figure 1: The coupled lunar plasma-
surface-exosphere system. 
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and crustal anomalies. Such maps will take 
advantage of the long-term nature of the 
ARTEMIS dataset, with ~1000 lunar fly-bys 
with reflected proton observations. This 
investigation, while ongoing, will help to 
constrain the nature of proton interaction with 
the Moon.  
 
ARTEMIS/Hybrid Model Investigations of 
the Lunar Core/Mantle Response: Another 
promising line of investigation with the 
ARTEMIS probes is the search of signatures of 
induced electromagnetic fields generated within 
the lunar core and mantle. These fields are driven 
by impulsive changes in the upstream solar wind 
magnetic and electric field and were first 
observed by the Apollo surface magnetometer 
instrument [9]. Detection and characterization of 
these fields represents an indirect method of 
characterizing the thickness and conductivity of 
various lunar interior layers, including the mantle 
and core. One particular challenge of interpreting 
possible signatures of induced fields is the 
complex interaction between the solar wind, the 
lunar wake, and the induced magnetic fields 
from the lunar interior. Early Apollo-era work 
made simplifying assumptions in order to further 
the analysis [9]; however, the quality and 
applicability of these assumptions has not been 
further investigated.  

Recent work by Fatemi et al. [10] has 
begun to model the self-consistent interaction 
between these various fields in order to test these 
Apollo-era assumptions and to provide further 
guidance on the search for and characterization 
of possible induced magnetic field observations 
by ARTEMIS. Figure 2 shows the results of a 
simulation of the interaction between the solar 
wind, the lunar wake, and hypothetical induced 
fields from the lunar interior, represented by a 
single dipole place at the center of the Moon and, 
in this case, oriented 45° with respect to the solar 
wind flow and antiparallel to the IMF. Colors 
denote the relative strength of the perturbation 
induced by the induced dipole, showing that the 
induced fields are compressed on the dayside yet 
extend into and along the lunar wake. Favorable 
positions for the detection of such fields are thus 
typically found within the lunar wake. 
 
Conclusions: The ARTEMIS mission continues 
to return a wealth of data on lunar plasma 
interactions and represents a critical dataset for 
understanding many dynamic planetary 
processes occurring at the Moon. Alongside 
increasingly sophisticated simulations, the 

ARTEMIS data will continue to yield 
fundamental discoveries about the nature of the 
Moon in the years to come. 
 
References: [1] Benna, M., et al., Geophys. Res. 
Lett. (2015) [2] Sarantos, M., et al., NASA ESF 
Forum (2015) [3] Halekas, J. S., et al., J. 
Geophys. Res. (2012) [4] Poppe, A. R. et al., 
Geophys. Res. Lett. (2012) [5] Harada, Y., et al., 
J. Geophys. Res. (2015) [6] Saito, Y., et al., 
Geophys. Res. Lett. (2008) [7] Lue, C. et al., 
Geophys. Res. Lett. (2011) [8] Halekas, J.S., et 
al. Geophys. Res. Lett. (2014) [9] Dyal, P. and C. 
Parkin, J. Geophys. Res. (1971) [10] Fatemi, S., 
et al., Geophys. Res. Lett. (2015) 

Figure 2: Hybrid simulation results of the 
interaction between induced magnetic fields in the 
lunar interior and the lunar wake [10]. Colors 
denote the relative pertubation of the magnetic field 
strength, while lines denote the induced field. 
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Introduction:  Upon completion of the Apollo 

Program, space agencies did not return to the moon 

for decades. But in the 1990’s, both the Lunar 

Prospector and Clementine missions hinted that there 

could be water ice present at the lunar poles.  A 

decade later, the Lunar Crater Observation and 

Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) showed that Cabeus 

crater contains water ice and other volatiles [1]. 

Instruments onboard the Lunar Reconnaissance 

Orbiter (LRO) now reveal that water ice may also be 

present in areas that receive several Earth days of 

continuous sunlight each month.   

In order to factor these potential resources into 

NASA’s lunar exploration mission designs, we first 

need to evaluate the distribution and quantity of ice 

and other volatiles present at the poles and determine 

whether these can be easily harvested for use as a 

propellant or other mission consumable.  To address 

these questions, NASA’s Advance Exploration 

Systems (AES) Directorate has been developing a 

lunar volatiles exploration payload named 

RESOLVE. Now the primary science payload 

onboard the Resource Prospector (RP) mission, the 

RESOLVE payload consists of several instruments 

that collectively ground-truth and evaluate lunar 

volatile resources. Because existing orbital data has 

very low spatial resolution, the RESOLVE payload is 

mounted on a rover, enabling meter-scale resolution 

of volatile resources.  

With the principal goal of defining the vertical and 

horizontal distribution of water ice on a sub-meter 

scale, RESOLVE is armed with a suite of 

sophisticated instruments.  The Neutron Spectrometer 

Subsystem (NSS) is tasked with localizing elevated 

hydrogen concentration and identify sampling 

locations. The Drill Subsystem penetrates the 

subsurface down to 1 m depth and captures samples 

if needed. The Near-IR Volatiles Spectrometer 

Subsystem (NIRVSS) looks at the cuttings being 

generated by the drill and characterizes 

hydrocarbons, mineralogical context for the site, and 

the nature of water ice. If NIRVSS data determines 

more analysis is needed, the sample is transferred to 

the Oxygen and Volatile Extraction Node (OVEN) 

Subsystem. The OVEN (as the name implies), heats 

up the sample and evolved volatiles are transferred to 

the Lunar Advanced Volatiles Analysis (LAVA) 

Subsystem which identifies and quantifies species of 

volatiles via GC-MS.  

RESOLVE subsystems completed a field test 

campaign and thermal vacuum chamber testing 

during the 2015 fiscal year.  The following sections 

provide more details about each of the subsystems. 

 

Figure 1. RESOLVE payload mounted inside the 

Resource Prospector Rover for the 2015 Field 

Campaign.  

Prospecting While Roving: Two prospecting 

instruments are used to localize elevated hydrogen 

and water distribution. The Neutron Spectrometer 

Subsystem (NSS) is the payload’s “bloodhound” so 

to speak, and operates in close connection with 

Resource Prospector’s rover.  The NSS instrument 

detects the equilibrium neutron flux emitted from the 
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surface of a planetary body.  As such the NSS allows 

for the localized detection of elevated hydrogen 

concentrations, enabling better selection of locations 

for subsequent drilling and volatile analysis.  The 

NSS has the unique capability of measuring hydrogen 

to depths of up to 1 meter.  The NSS instrument has 

flight heritage, having flown on orbiting missions 

such as Lunar Prospector, Mars Odyssey, Mercury, 

MeSSENGER, and LRO.  The instrument was 

modified to operate as a surface-based instrument.   

The second prospecting instrument is the Near-IR 

Volatiles Spectrometer Subsystem (NIRVSS).  

NIRVSS hardware is based on the flight heritage of 

the spectrometer flown onboard LCROSS, with 

spectral ranges adjusted to λ 1.6–3.4μm by inclusion 

of a different detector. This spectrometer has the 

ability (in conjunction with NSS) to map surface 

materials such as hydroxyl distribution as well as 

mineralogy composition.  NIRVSS can also image 

the drilled cuttings and characterize higher mass 

compounds, mineralogical context with depth, and 

form of water.   

Sampling and Heating the Regolith:  The RP drill 

is used to acquire subsurface samples for analysis by 

two of RESOLVE’s spectrometers.  The RP drill is 

based on the Mars Icebreaker drill developed for 

capturing samples of ice and ice-cemented ground on 

Mars [2].  The drill consists of a rotary-percussive 

drill head, a sampling auger, and a brushing station 

for sample transfer.  In its current design, the drill has 

the ability to acquire samples at depths of 80 cm, 

however, the flight drill will have a 1 m depth 

capability. The drill can capture samples “on 

demand” at specific depths allowing stratigraphy to 

be preserved. The auger-based, on-demand sampling 

approach utilizes the local environment to maintain 

regolith temperatures in situ before analysis with 

RESOLVE’s GC-MS [3].   

The regolith acquired by the drill is accepted by 

RESOLVE’s Oxygen and Volatile Extraction Node 

or OVEN subsystem. OVEN is responsible for the 

step-wise heating of the regolith sample in a sealed 

receptacle at temperatures up to 450 °C.  The 

temperature, pressure and pressure rise rate of the 

vapors generated within the OVEN subsystem are 

recorded as a function of heat input over time.  The 

OVEN subsystem is reusable, with fill and dump 

sample capabilities allowing for multiple 

measurements.   The evolved gas/vapor generated by 

the heating of the regolith is passed to the Lunar 

Advanced Volatile Analysis (LAVA) Subsystem for 

identification and quantification of volatile 

constituents. 

Volatile Analysis:  The LAVA Subsystem accepts 

OVEN’s effluent gas/vapor and identifies and 

quantifies volatiles below the atomic number 65 

using a GC-MS.  This includes the detection of such 

compounds of interest like H2, He, CO, CO2, CH4, 

H2O, N2, NH3, H2S, and SO2.  A unique feature of the 

LAVA GC-MS, which is different from previously 

flown instruments, is its fast sample analysis. The 

MS has the ability to scan the entire targeted mass 

range at about a rate of 6 times per second. This 

technique allows for sample analysis to be completed 

in less than 2 minutes (as opposed to an average time 

of 25 minutes).  The LAVA subsystem also has the 

unique capability of capturing water vapor evolved 

during OVEN’s heating operations, and condensing it 

into a water droplet for visualization back on Earth.   

References: [1] Colaprete et al., (2010). Detection of 

water in the LCROSS ejecta plume. Science. [2] 

Zacny et al., (2013) Reaching 1 m Deep on Mars: 

The Icebreaker Drill, Astrobiology. [3] Kleinhenz et 

al. (2015), Impact of Drilling Operations on Lunar 

Volatiles Capture: Thermal Vacuum Tests, AIAA 

SciTech 2015.  
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Introduction: Developing a sustainable long-term 

architecture to move humans out of low Earth orbit and 
into the Solar System requires a focused path built 
around a series of achievable objectives within a struc-
tured time frame. Early milestones can be accom-
plished through a series of robotic and crewed mis-
sions culminating in human activities on the Moon  
(Stage 1). While learning to live and work on another 
world (the Moon) development can then begin on the 
next set of tasks focused on initiating human activities 
on Mars (Stage 2), and beyond. Key Stage 1 tasks 
include (but not limited to): 
1. Test and perfect automated pinpoint landing 

(first robotic, then crewed) 
2. Test and perfect automated hazard avoidance 

(first robotic, then crewed) 
3. Test and perfect autonomous roving 
4. Characterize surface radiation environment 

(robotic) and test efficacy of mitigation strate-
gies 

5. Characterize deep space radiation environment  
and test efficacy of mitigation strategies (ro-
botic) 

6. Investigate time sequence of key lunar events 
(robotic then crewed) 

7. Determine presence and location of lunar re-
sources (robotic) 

8. Determine grade and tonnage of exploitable 
lunar resources (robotic then crewed) 

9. Test ISRU hardware (robotic) 
10. Test advanced ISRU and utilize generated 

product for lunar surface exploration (robotic 
and crewed) 

11. Test human support systems on lunar surface 
(crewed) 

12. Initiate long term sustained human presence on 
the surface to learn to live and work on another 
world: exploit resources, explore, undertake 
scientific activities (crewed and robotic) 

13. Collect and transport materials from one point 
on the Moon to another point on the Moon 
(robotic and crewed) 

14. Transport materials off the Moon (robotic and 
crewed) 

A mix of robotic and crewed missions should be 
implemented to accomplish these tasks to minimize 
risk and cost (Table 1, Fig. 1). What is the optimal 
mix? What is a realistic schedule? Which objectives 
can be addressed in parallel and which are serial? Be-
yond technical considerations the answers to these 
questions depend on the level of funding, international 
partnerships, and long-range political goals. 

Many of the key technology development tasks 
critical to human landing on the Moon can be tested on 
small robotic craft that are also retiring other objec-
tives. For example automated pinpoint landing could 
be tested on a small vehicle designed to answer a spe-
cific resource or science question (i.e. viability of pits 
for exploitation). A second test of automated pinpoint 
landing augmented with automated hazard avoidance 
system ensures safe landing of a long-range rover de-
signed to characterize surface properties (geology, 
resources, radiation environment)? As these two relat-
ed, yet distinct, technologies mature they can be de-
ployed on a larger crewed vehicle with confidence. 
The long-range rover addresses key science and engi-
neering objectives while testing sliding autonomy op-
erations and opportunistic automated data acquisition 
and onboard analysis. Both technologies are key to 
human and robotic exploration of both the Moon and 
Mars. 

Within NASA’s current human space flight pro-
gram the Asteroid Redirect Mission (known as ARM 
[1]) can address some of the Step 1 objectives and 
make incremental progress on others. However, what 
is missing is a meaningful (in an architecture sense) 
plan for follow on missions after ARM that ultimately 
result in lunar exploration and a clear path forward to 
Mars. 

The key to meeting the national goal of placing 
humans on Mars [2] requires a detailed understanding 
of the scope of the technology and expertise develop-
ment needed, and the order in which to complete tasks. 
The challenge is to realistically determine required 
tasks and design cost effective missions that retire one 
or more tasks. A decadal plan (or longer) with key 
milestones accomplished at a frequent pace will keep 
public and political stakeholders attention, and give a 
real and meaningful sense of accomplishment to all 
involved. For example, the Stage 1 tasks outlined 
above could consist of twenty robotic and two crewed 
missions (mission costs spanning $10M to $2000M) 
spread across 10 years (Fig. 1).  

The focused path invites international cooperation 
by laying out a key set of objectives with plausible 
focused mission scenarios; interested nations can nego-
tiate a logical division of responsibility to divide costs 
and increase the political payoff (critical to sustainabil-
ity). Along the focused path, mission returns will in 
many cases directly address key NSF decadal goals 
[3,4,5] further strengthening science community, law-
maker, and public support (Science Enables Explora-
tion, Exploration Enables Science [6]). Possibly the 
most difficult aspect is starting on a focused path - a 
process that requires political vision and leadership. 
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Turning the so-called flexible path into a focused 
path is simply a process of mapping out the required 
technical objectives with actionable tasks implementa-
ble through a series of focused missions. Each mission 
retires one or more milestones, each of which repre-
sents a stepping-stone to larger goals and objectives 
(ultimately completing Stage 1 and moving to Stage 

2). Soon enough, such a sustained focused path will 
extend human presence to Mars and beyond. 

References: [1] Gates et al. (2014), IAC 14.A5.1.1, 
65th Int. Astron. Con. [2]  http://mars.nasa.gov/ pro-
grammissions/science/goal/ [3] NSF SSB (2013), 
ISBN 978-0-309-22464-2. [4] NSF SSB (2010), ISBN 
978-0-309-15802-2 [5] NSF SSB (2012), ISBN 978-0-
309-16428-3 [6] http://lroc.sese.asu.edu/about/patch.

Class Conops Target Cost Objectives 
Cubesat Multiple low altitude flyovers of poles to invento-

ry volatiles (4) 
S. Pole, N. Pole $10M 7 

Cubesat Multiple low altitude flyovers of localized mag-
netic anomaly (2) 

Reiner Gamma $10M 4, 7  

Orbiter Communication relay and radiation monitoring Lunar Orbit $300M Enable other 
missions 

Rover Explore at least four geologic terrains providing 
ground truth for orbital remote sensing observa-
tions, collect samples for return 

Oc. Proc., Marius 
Hills, Aristarchus 
plateau 

$500M 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 

Lander Explore viability of pits for exploitation (2) Tranq., King crater $100M 1, 2, 3, 4 

Lander In-situ measure of polar volatiles (2) Shoemaker and Ca-
beus craters 

$250M 1, 2, 4 

Lander Sample return of late Eratosthenian mare basalt Oc. Proc. $600 1, 2, 6, 14 

Cubesat Measure key deep space radiation parameter (3) Earth L1, etc $10M 4 

Rover Follow on in-situ measure of polar volatiles Determined by new 
observations 

$600M 1, 2, 7 

Lander In-situ measure of polar volatiles Aristarchus plateau $250M 1, 2, 7 

Lander Sample return of late Copernican basalt Ina $600 1, 2, 6, 14 

Lander Test in-situ resource extraction (2) Poles, Aristarchus 
plateau 

$250M 1, 2, 9 

Crewed 
Lander 

Advanced test of in-situ resource extraction, in-
vestigate geologic context of key resource 

Poles or Aristarchus 
plateau 

$2500M 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 
14 

Rover Autonomously collect and transport materials 
(science and resources) for crewed pick-up 

TBD from above ex-
ploration results 

$600M 6, 8, 13 

Crewed 
Lander  

Investigate geologic terrain investigation key ba-
sin age relation, receive materials from rover, 
exploit resources 

TBD from above ex-
ploration results 

$2500M 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 
12, 14 

Table 1. Notional missions comprising a focused lunar exploration program completing Stage 1 objectives. Number 
is parentheses indicates number of missions in that category. 

Figure 1. Notional number of missions meeting key objectives to meeting national goal of humans on Mars 
(Table 1). Stage 1 is to the left of the Moon, and Stage 2 is to the right. 
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Introduction:  We evaluate the present-day rates 

of transport of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and 

methane to the polar regions of the Moon as a function 

of the relatively poorly known parameters of gas-

surface interaction. Constraints to these calculations 

are provided by existing upper limits on exospheric 

abundances of these species.  

Methods:  The abundances of such exospheric gas-

es are estimated with a Monte Carlo transport model 

using rates that are consistent with fluxes brought in by 

the solar wind and micrometeoroids. This model con-

siders photodissociation and ionization gas reactions as 

well as reactions taking place on the surface of grains 

such as dissociative adsoprtion.  Along with computing 

three-dimensional properties of the exosphere, the 

model solves for the surface abundance of adsorbed 

particles of each species on grain surfaces that achieve 

flux balance with the exosphere. The  neutral-surface 

interactions are modeled in 0.5ºx0.5° surface resolution 

using Diviner surface temperature maps that capture 

topographic effects on this scale. 

 

Results:  The lifetime of a given constituent on a 

grain is uncertain but may be constrained by exospher-

ic observations as different binding site distributions 

result in varying amounts of exospheric gases.  An ex-

ample is shown in Figure 1, which demonstrates that 

decreasing abundances of CO in the exosphere can be 

estimated by assuming that CO binds more strongly 

with the lunar soil. Additionally, the local time de-

pendence of the exosphere changes as nightside frost is 

assumed to desorb further from dawn. From limits on 

CO obtained near dawn by the Apollo LACE experi-

ment, we may surmise that the activation energy for 

CO desorption from lunar soils  is  0.8 eV or greater. 

As longer residence times on the surface are assumed, 

losses of adsorbed particles to sinks other than seques-

tration at polar cold traps are increased, thus reducing 

the expected amounts of continuous deposition of lunar 

volatiles at the poles. 
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Figure 1. Equatorial density for exospheric CO parameterized by binding energy. The production rate of 4x104 CO mol 

cm-2s-1 is assumed in all cases, but as the particle residence time on the surface is increased, the expected exospheric 

density goes down. Further, the peak density of the exosphere moves away from dawn towards the subsolar point. 
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Introduction: Volatile accumulation in permanent-

ly shaded regions (PSRs) at the lunar poles has been 
suggested for many years, starting before the Apollo 
era [1,2] and continuing well beyond it [e.g., 3]. The 
Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer (LP-NS) uti-
lized neutron spectroscopy to probe the lunar regolith 
down to depths of ~10-50 cm, specifically showing the 
high abundance of hydrogen (H) or hydrogenous spe-
cies in PSRs where epithermal neutron emission is 
suppressed [4,5]. Similarly, the Lunar Exploration 
Neutron Detector (LEND) on the Lunar Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (LRO) has mapped lunar neutron fluxes 
[6], though the observations are subject to potential 
backgrounds that could degrade the resolution [7]. 

New infrared spectroscopic observations of the lu-
nar surface provide unambiguous identification of OH 
and H2O [8, 9, 10]. For example, the Moon Mineralogy 
Mapper (M3) on Chandrayaan-1 detected absorption 
features in the wavelength range from 2.8 to 3.0 μm 
indicating the presence of materials containing OH and 
H2O. There is a clear contrast between these spectral 
absorption measurements and the neutron spectrometer 
observations. Whereas the latter indicate pronounced 
deficits of albedo neutrons in polar PSRs, the absorp-
tion features observed by M3 are far more widespread 
at high latitudes, extending well below 80° latitude.  A 
key difference in these observations is that the M3 ab-
sorption features originate from H in the upper surface 
(as thin as tens of microns). In contrast, the neutron 
data is sensitive to H from the surface down to ~50 cm 
in the regolith. These two observations suggest that 
there is a widespread thin veneer containing OH and 
H2O, whereas the deeper regolith is enriched in H 
mainly in PSRs that remain cold over 100's Myr. Wa-
ter molecules residing in polar cold traps can be redis-
tributed by ion sputtering or impact vaporization [11].  
These ejected molecules could contribute to the water 
and OH veneer observed in 3 μm absorption features 
outside of permanent shadow. 

Here, we discuss a new technique for observing 
hydrated material at the Moon using the energetic pro-
ton albedo [12,13] measured by the Cosmic Ray Tele-
scope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) on the 
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). Until recently, it 
was unclear how the energetic proton albedo could be 
used to infer compositional signatures of the regolith. 
This work [14] assembles laboratory measurements, 
simulations, and CRaTER observations to better un-
derstand the signatures and implications of the energet-
ic proton albedo, specifically as they address the ques-
tion of regolith volatile content and distribution. 

The CRaTER Proton Albedo Engima: Both la-
boratory measurements and simulations confirm that 
the presence of H in the regolith should lead to a sup-
pression of the proton albedo coming upward near the 
surface normal from the lunar regolith, which is the 
subset of albedo observed by CRaTER when LRO is in 
its nominal attitude [14]. There are two key physical 
mechanisms at work. Primary GCR ions penetrate the 
regolith and can excite heavy nuclei, leading to nuclear 
evaporation. Therefore, higher concentrations of heavy 
atoms should enhance the proton albedo. In contrast, 
the presence of higher concentrations of hydrogen 
should suppress the proton albedo through enhanced 
forward-directed interaction products and reduction of 
nuclear evaporation due to the lower average Z of hy-
drated material [14]. 

The lack of albedo particle production from colli-
sions on hydrogen nuclei suggests that we should ob-
serve a pronounced latitude trend in which polar re-
gions, which have higher concentrations of hydrogen, 
should show clear reductions in the proton albedo. To 
check this prediction, we formed latitudinal profiles of 
albedo proton data observed by CRaTER from the 
most recent albedo proton maps [15], which were cor-
rected for altitude and background effects. The latitu-
dinal trend from the highlands regolith generally shows 
an enhancement in albedo (Fig. 1) protons at high lati-
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tudes, as opposed to the suppression expected from 
hydrogen-rich regions.   

 
Fig 1. The latitude trend in the proton albedo. The 
solid line shows the fit slope using a χ-square minimi-
zation and the dashed lines show the uncertainty limits. 

We are left with a significant puzzle as to why the 
polar highlands show enhancements in the albedo pro-
ton flux where we expect to observe suppression due to 
higher abundances of hydrogen. While statistical un-
certainties are a possible culprit, rebinning the albedo 
proton data fail to reveal any significant, systematic 
trend of suppression at high latitudes.  

Possible Resolution of the Enigma – Thin Hy-
drated Surface Layer: Higher energy  primary GCRs 
are less likely to interact with hydrogen near the top 
layer of regolith and more likely to interact with mate-
rial deeper in the regolith (Fig. 2). The nuclear evapo-
ration process from deep in the regolith produces 
abundant secondary particles in all directions. The 
highest flux of these secondary albedo particles moves 
up through the surface in the form of neutrons up to 
~100 MeV [13]. If an upward-traveling neutron col-
lides with a hydrogen nucleus near the surface, the 
collision would yield an additional “tertiary” proton, to 
which energy up to the full neutron energy may be 
transferred. In general, the interaction of secondaries 
from deeper in the regolith with the hydrated layer 
could create an excess of albedo protons. Therefore, if 
the surface layer rich in hydrogen overlying material 
poorer in hydrogen is more prevalent at higher lati-
tudes, then we should find a positive latitude gradient 
in albedo proton yields, as observed. This would. solve 
the puzzle posed in the preceding section. 

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the effects of a hydrated layer of 
lunar regolith.  In this case, higher energy primary 
GCRs are less likely to interact with hydrogen near the 
top layer of regolith and more likely to interact with 
material deeper in the regolith. The nuclear evapora-
tion process from deep in the regolith produces abun-
dant  secondary neutrons of up to ~100 MeV [13].  If a 
neutron collides with a hydrogen nucleus near the sur-
face, the collision would yield  an additional “tertiary” 
proton. In general, the interaction of secondaries from 
deeper in the regolith with the hydrated layer  would 
create an excess of albedo protons. 

Summary: We discuss here the implications of re-
cent LRO/CRaTER observations of the proton albedo 
suggesting sensitivity to a thin (1-10 cm) hydrous layer 
near the surface. We collect laboratory measurements, 
observations, simulations and calculations that demon-
strate why this scenario is an attractive explanation of 
the positive latitude gradient in the  proton yield ob-
served by CRaTER.  We also discuss the plan for fu-
ture observations to test this hypothesis and better re-
solve stratification of hydrated material on the moon.  

References:  [1] Urey, H. C. andKorff, S. A. 
(1952) Physics Today, 5, 1. [2] Watson, K. et al. 
(1961), J. Geophys. Res., 66, 3033–3045. [3] Arnold, J. 
R (1979), J. Geophys. Res., 84, 5659–5668. [4]  Feld-
man, W. C. et al. (1998) Science, 281, 1496. [5] Law-
rence, D. J. et al. (2006)  JGR Planets, 111, E08001. 
[6] Litvik et al. (2012) JGR Planets, 117, E00H22. [7] 
Lawrence, D. J. et al. (2011) JGR Planets, 11, E01002.  
[8] Clark, R. N. (2009), Science, 326, 562. [9] Pieters, 
C. M. et al. (2009) Science, 326, 568. [10] J. Sunshine, 
J. M. et al. (2009) Science, 326, 565. [11] Farrell, W. 
M. et al. (2013) PSS, 89, 15-20. [12] Wilson, J. K., et 
al. (2012) JGR Planets, 117, E00H23. [13] Looper, M. 
D. et al. (2013), Space Weather, 11, 142–152. [14] 
Schwadron, N. A. et al. (2015), Icarus, Submitted. [15] 
Wilson, J. K. et al. (2015), Icarus, Submitted. 
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Introduction:  We examine the energetic particle 

ionizing radiation environments and their effects at 

airless planetary surfaces throughout the solar system.  

Energetic charged particles fill interplanetary space and 

bathe the environments of planetary objects with a 

ceaseless source of sometimes powerful but always 

ever-present ionizing radiation.  In turn,   these charged 

particles interact with planetary bodies in various ways, 

depending upon the properties of the body as well as 

upon the nature of the charged particles themselves.   

Energetic Particle - Planetary Surface Interac-

tions:  We focus on the interaction of energetic parti-

cles with the surfaces of planets that are surounded by 

extremely tenuous atmospheres and weak intrinsic 

planetary-scale magnetic fields.  For this study, we 

define energetic charged particles as those with suffi-

cient energy to penetrate significantly (at least 100 mil-

limeters and up to several meters) into the planet’s reg-

olith.  For the most part, we consider protons and elec-

trons as they are present in the greatest quantity and are 

principally important for the various physical mecha-

nisms we consider; in some limited cases we introduce 

the importance of light and heavy ions, but typically 

only qualitatively.  For practical purposes, the energet-

ic particles of interest herein are those with energies 

greater than ~1 MeV. The depth of penetration of such 

charged particles depend on their incident energy.  At 

sufficiently high energies (>500 MeV protons, for in-

stance), this population not only penetrates substantial-

ly into a planet’s regolith in an energy-dependent man-

ner, but they also lose energy through nuclear interac-

tions, in turn producing secondary nuclear by-products, 

including neu-trons.  

Energetic Particle Sources – GCR and SEP:  

Such highly energetic charged particles have two pri-

mary sources near planetary bodies – galactic cosmic 

rays (GCR) and solar energetic particles (SEP).  GCR 

provide an incessant source of extremely energetic 

particles, emanating from outside our solar system and 

produced in asso-ciation with processes occurring at 

supernova explosions throughout our galaxy.  This 

source of energetic charged particles waxes and wanes 

slowly (over the ~11 year solar cycle) and compara-

tively weakly (well less than a factor of 10) both in 

space and time throughout the solar system.  GCR in-

tensities are largest near the edge of the solar system; 

the interplanetary magnetic fields and solar wind pose 

obstacles for GCR entry to the inner solar system 

which thus creates a radial gradient.  Near any plane-

tary body, the intensity of the galactic cosmic rays are 

further moderated by both any intrinsic planetary mag-

netic fields and the presence of an atmosphere.  GCRs 

are dominated by protons, though from a radiation ef-

fects perspective, the lighter and heavier ions remain 

important despite their comparatively small numbers 

because or their capacity to inflict greater biological 

damage in human interactions.  Their contributions to 

dose and dose rate risks to human explorers are well 

documented.  However, for the processes we consider 

at planetary surfaces, we restrict our quantitative analy-

sis to GCR protons. 

Energetic charged particles are also produced epi-

sodically in association with explosive events on the 

Sun.  Particles are accelerated through the strong elec-

tric fields in association with the shock waves pro-

duced near the Sun and also further from the Sun as 

coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are launched from 

magnetically unstable regions in the solar corona.  

These impulsive bursts of energetic charged particles, 

called solar energetic particles (SEP), stream outward 

from the Sun, producing many order of magnitude in-

creases in high energy particle fluxes, lasting hours to 

days.  SEPs race away from the Sun through inter-

planetary space, with the chance of encountering and 

interacting with planetary objects in their path.  SEP 

intensities are strongest closest to the Sun, and fall off 

in intensity with distance from the Sun as the particle 

trajectories diverge to fill the increasing volume of 

interplanetary space.  As with GCR, we focus on pro-

tons when we include the effects of positively charged 

particles.  In the case of SEPs, we also must consider 

the role of electrons, as they are important to under-

standing the differential charging environment of the 

regolith with depth on such short timescales. 
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Energetic charged particles can also become effi-

ciently trapped around planetary bodies that possess 

strong intrinsic magnetic fields.  For example, in the 

case of Earth, charged particles can become trapped in 

Earth’s strong dipole field relatively close to the planet.   

The component of trapped particles that also have ex-

tremely high energies is what we term the Van Allen 

radiation belts.   Other planets with strong intrinsic 

magnetic fields (e.g., Jupiter and the other gas giants) 

also have powerful radiation belts.  The distance to 

which particles can remain trapped is a function of the 

strength of the planet’s dipole moment and the strength 

of the solar wind flow pres-sure upstream of the object.  

In Earth’s case, this trapping boundary extends out-

ward to approximately geostationary orbit (~6.6 Earth 

radii, or, ~1/10th of the way to Moon’s orbit). Trapped 

radiation belt particles vary dynamically, posing a final 

source of ionizing radiation for the planetary bodies 

they surround, both for the planet itself as well as for 

any moons embedded within it.  Though this popula-

tion represents a third interesting source of energetic 

particles for the moon’s of the gas giants, it is beyond 

the scope of this work.  Finally, we do not consider 

lower energy charged particles, also known to be im-

portant for some interactions with planetary surfaces, 

such as from the solar wind or from magnetospheric 

plasmas surrounding some of these objects; those par-

ticles and their interactions are also explicitly beyond 

the scope of this paper and have been explored exten-

sively by others.   

 Science Goal and Approach:  Our focused goal is 

to provide a comparison of how GCR and SEP intensi-

ties vary throughout the solar system, and how they 

interact directly with the surfaces of similar atmospher-

less planetary objects that are not shielded by intrinsic 

magnetic fields.    In this study, we use Earth’s Moon 

as the most well-studied object for such effects,  ena-

bled by the extensive radiation mesurements obtained 

by NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO).   

Lessons Learned from LRO/CRaTER:  The 

Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation 

(CRaTER) [1] has been immersed in the radiation envi-

ronment of the Moon since its launch on NASA’s Lu-

nar Reconnaissance Orbit-er (LRO) [2] in June 2009.  

CRaTER measures the linear energy transfer (LET) of 

extremely energetic particles traversing the instrument, 

a quantity that describes the rate at which particles lose 

kinetic energy as they pass through matter.  A signifi-

cant portion of the kinetic energy converts into delete-

rious ionizing radiation through interactions with mat-

ter, thus posing a radiation risk for human and robotic 

space explorers subjected to deep space energetic par-

ticles.  CRaTER employs strategically placed solid-

state detectors and tissue equivalent plastic (TEP), a 

synthetic analog for human tissue, to quantify radiation 

effects pertinent to astronaut safety. 

Though designed to measure principally galactic 

cosmic rays and solar energetic particles coming from 

zenith and deep space, CRaTER observations can and 

have been used also to discover an energetic proton 

albedo coming from the lunar surface [3,4,5].  Ulti-

mately, CRaTER observations have been used to di-

rectly measure the collective radiation environment, 

including all sources. From these primary data, the 

effects of the particles on the Moon have been explored 

quantitatively.   These include various physical mecha-

nisms, such as the chemical weathering [6,7] of the 

lunar volatiles in the regolith, as well as the effects of 

deep dielectric breakdown [8], just to name two.   

Summary:  We summarize the physics of GCR and 

SEP interactions with the Moon and how these pro-

cesses depend also on the physical properties of the 

lunar surface (e.g., bulk composition, meteoritic gar-

dening rates, temperature, etc.).  Based on this core 

knowledge, we then quantify how these same processes 

operate at similar objects throughout the solar system, 

including at Mercury, in the Mars system, at Ceres as a 

core asteroid belt representative, and at the Pluto sys-

tem.   

References: [1] Spence H. E.. et al. (2010) Space 

Sci. Rev., 150(1-4), 243-284. [2] Chin G. S. et al. 

(2007) Space Sci. Rev., 129(4), 391-419. [3] Wilson, 

J. K. et al. (2012) JGR, 117, E00H23.  [4] Spence, H. 

E. et al., (2013) Space Weather, 11, 643-650. [5] 

Looper, M. D., et al., (2013) Space Weather, 11, 142-

152. [6] Schwadron et al. (2012) JGR, 117, E00H13. 

[7] Jordan et al. (2013) JGR, 118, 1257. [8] ] Jordan et 

al. (2014) JGR, 119, 1806.  
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Dynamic Moon: New Impacts and Secondaries Revealed in High Resolution Temporal Imaging. E. J. Spey-
erer1, M. S. Robinson1, R. Z. Povilaitis1, and R. V. Wagner1, 1School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State 
University, Tempe, AZ (espeyere@asu.edu) 

 
 Introduction: The Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter Camera (LROC) began systematically 
mapping the Moon in the summer of 2009 with the 
goal of acquiring a comprehensive image dataset to 
facilitate future exploration [1]. With the aid of the 
second extended science mission, we discovered 
hundreds of new, resolved impact craters and 
thousands of smaller primary and secondary surface 
changes using repeat observations under identical 
lighting conditions with the high-resolution Narrow 
Angle Camera (NAC) and a custom automated change 
detection algorithm.  
 Temporal Dataset: As of 1 May 2015, LROC has 
acquired over a million NAC images of illuminated 
terrain. From this total, 14,182 are images acquired of 
regions of the Moon where previous NAC observations 
exist with similar lighting and observation geometry 
(i.e. incidence angle difference <3°, incidence angle < 
50°, and nadir pointing). These before and after image 
pairs, called NAC temporal pairs, enable the search for 
a meter scale changes, including new impact craters, 
formed between the two observations; delta-time be-
tween individual temporal pairs currently span 176 to 
1241 Earth days.  
 New Impact Craters: Our ongoing analysis of 
NAC temporal pairs has uncovered over 200 resolved 
impact craters ranging in diameter from 1.5 to 43 m. 
Unlike the database of recorded impact flashes, the 
new craters discovered with NAC temporal pairs are 
distributed across the lunar surface (nearside and far-
side) over a variety of terrain types (Fig. 1). Further-
more, reimaging of two of the largest impact flashes 
recorded on 17 March 2013 and 11 September 2013 
revealed 18 and 34 m diameter craters, respectively 
(Fig. 1) [2-4], which are helping to calibrate the mod-

els that predict resulting impact energy and crater size 
from the magnitude of the flash. 
 Using ratio images created from the before and 
after temporal pairs, insight in to the amount (i.e., re-
flectance change) and expanse of surface changes as-
sociated with each impact is analyzed. Fig. 2 shows the 
result of an impact that created an 18 m crater 
(42.6.°N, 257.8°E). From the crater rim outwards, a 
proximal high reflectance zone was created from the 
emplacement of immature regolith ejected from the 
deepest portion of the crater cavity. This zone exhibits 
a 15-25% increase in the observed surface reflectance 
when compared to the before image. Next, a proximal 
low reflectance zone, which we assume to be either 
mature ejecta from shallow portions of the crater or an 
increase in the local surface roughness caused by 
churning of the regolith as discontinuous ejecta im-
pacts the terrain (or a combination of both processes). 

 
Fig. 1- Location of new impact craters. The red dots show the location new impact discovered with NAC temporal 
pairs and the blue dots show the location of the two craters located with the help of impact flash observations [3-5]. 

 
Fig. 2- Ratio image of an 18 m crater showing a 
series of distinct ejecta zones, a distal low reflec-

tance zone occurs outside the image area. 
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This low reflectance zone has ~5% lower surface re-
flectance than the preexisting terrain. Next, for this 
particular impact event, there are two distal zones with 
high (~8%) and low (~3%) reflectance signatures that 
extend many crater diameters away from the primary 
crater. The distal high reflectance zone may be the 
result of regolith disturbance caused by jetting vapors 
that are similar to blast zones around landing sites [2, 
5]. Finally, the distal low reflectance zone, which is 
outside the field of view in Fig. 2, may be the result of 
churning of the regolith caused by small (sub-mm) 
ballistic ejecta impacting and modifying the surface 
roughness.  
 These complex patterns and reflectance zones are 
present at multiple new impact craters, including the 
17 March 2013 impact crater [2]. Fig. 3 Shows an ex-
ample of the result of a 12 m crater and the distal low 
reflectance zone expanding over 1800 m (150 crater 
diameters) from the rim of the crater.  
 

 

Fig. 3- Ratio image showing the extent of surface 
changes that are the result of an impact event that cre-
ated a 12 m crater. The image is 2700 m across. 
 

However, these zones are not always present at a given 
impact crater. Local topography and regolith thickness, 
impact angle, bolide size, and impact velocity likely 
modify the shape, extent, and existence of each of the-
se four zones. Many smaller impact events often fail to 
create all four zones seen in the example shown in Fig. 
2 and in the 17 March 2013 impact event described in 
[2]. 
 Other Surface Changes: In addition to capturing 
new impact craters, NAC temporal pairs have also 
uncovered small reflectance changes, or “splotches”. 
These splotches do not exhibit visible crater rims, but 
only modify the observed surface reflectance (Fig. 4). 
They are thought to be the result of small primary 
events in which the resulting impact crater is smaller 
than the resolution limit of the temporal pair, or by a 
secondary disturbance caused by a nearby primary 
event. In several cases, these splotches show clear di-
rectional indicators pointing back to a larger primary 
crater [2] confirming an origin as secondary features 
for some of the splotches.  

 

Fig. 4- Example of low (left column) and high (right 
column) reflectance splotch identified with NAC tem-
poral pairs. The top row consists of a pair of before 
images, the middle row is a pair of after images, and 
the bottom row is a ratio of the after/before observa-
tion. Each image is 250 m across. 
 
 Summary: As of 1 May 2015, we have scanned 
and classified changes in 14,182 NAC temporal pairs 
using our automated change detection tool leading to 
the discovery over 200 impact craters ranging in size 
from 1.5 to 43 m. In addition, we also identified thou-
sands of other surface changes, including about: 
 - 44,000 low reflectance splotches 
 - 3,500 high reflectance splotches 
 - 850 mixed reflectance splotches 
 - 1 Chinese lander/rover  
Throughout the second extended science mission and 
future mission phases, the LROC team will continue to 
acquire and scan high resolution temporal pairs. A 
great advantage of a continuing campaign is an in-
creased delta-time within temporal pairs. From this 
new dataset, we plan to refine flux estimates of small 
(>0.5 m) bolides in the inner solar system as well as 
quantify secondary impact related hazards on the 
Moon. 
 References: [1] Robinson M.S. et al. (2010) Space 
Sci. Rev., 150, 1-4, 81-124. [2] Robinson M.S. et al. 
(2015) Icarus, 252, 229-235. [3] Madiedo J.M.  et al. 
(2014) MNRAS, 439, 3, 2364-2369. [4] 
http://lroc.sese.asu.edu/posts/810. [5] Clegg R.N. et al. 
(2014) Icarus, 227, 176-194. 
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A ROBOTIC PROSPECTING ARCHITECTURE FOR THE MOON. Paul D. Spudis, Lunar and Planetary 
Institute, Houston TX 77058 spudis@lpi.usra.edu  
 
Introduction.  The use of the resources of the Moon to 
create new space capabilities has been long considered, 
but only in recent years we have found the most criti-
cal resource (water) near the poles [1]. In addition, 
areas near both poles have been found that are in sun-
light for significant fractions of the year [2,3], permit-
ting sustained human presence on the Moon. These are 
exciting possibilities, but we remain ignorant of the 
quantities, locations and states of lunar water and of 
the environment and operating conditions of the polar 
locales. The acquisition of such knowledge is possible 
through the use of robotic spacecraft to map regional 
variations, local concentrations, and physical condi-
tions of ice deposits. Although we have made some 
progress, detailed information for mineable quantities 
of water ice is needed. 
Knowledge Needs.  Although water exists in the polar 
regions, it is heterogeneously distributed and we are 
ignorant of its lateral and vertical distribution on km- 
and m-scales, its physical state(s), and the relation of 
ice deposits to local thermal and topographic condi-
tions. We must also determine the nature of regolith in 
the permanently shadowed regions, in particular, me-
chanics properties such as soil density and trafficabil-
ity. To access and harvest lunar water, we need to trav-
erse the cold traps, acquire and manipulate ice-laden 
regolith, and process it into a relatively pure state. 
Models suggest that the near subsurface in partly lit 
areas may also contain ice [4], an important relation 
that must be confirmed. These activities require both 
mobility and manipulation of materials and we have no 
experience with such at the extremely low tempera-
tures found in the polar areas. 
 Needed knowledge cannot be obtained from one 
technique, from a single observational location or from 
a single mission. We need new data from both orbit 
and the surface, using a variety of sensing techniques. 
Thus, although some of the currently planned robotic 
missions to the poles [5,6] will provide new and im-
portant information, they are inadequate to plan for 
large-scale harvesting and use of lunar water. In terres-
trial mining, prospecting and ore assessment is a pro-
tracted and intensive process, in which detailed maps 
and operational plans are made, refined and tested. We 
must undertake a comparable campaign on the Moon 
to fully understand the nature of the prospect and its 
architectural implications. 
Techniques and Missions. Different missions give 
unique perspective and data return. What additional 
information can be obtained from the various vantage 
points around and on the Moon? 
Orbital missions. Existing orbital data are inadequate 
to address our strategic knowledge needs. Although we 

have complete monostatic radar coverage of the poles 
from orbit [7] and some bistatic data [8], we do not 
have complete bistatic coverage of the polar deposits. 
Bistatic radar can eliminate the ambiguity of radar 
CPR because ice and blocky surfaces have different 
responses to radar as a function of bistatic angle [8]. 
An instrument concept to obtain such data uses two 
identical instruments on two satellites to simultane-
ously map the poles of the Moon. The spacecraft 
would be placed in lunar orbit, physically joined to 
each other and map the poles over a lunar day. The two 
spacecraft would then separate into two, independently 
operated satellites to map the poles, gradually increas-
ing their separation (and bistatic angle) over succeed-
ing months to map the poles at bistatic angles between 
1-12°. These images will give us maps of bistatic CPR 
in which ice and rock can be distinguished. 
 Neutron maps of polar hydrogen concentrations 
come from several missions, but such data have low 
resolution; higher resolution data could be obtained 
through the use of low altitude orbiters [9]. One tech-
nique provides both high resolution (~100 m) and pre-
cision (± 10 ppm) data – active neutron sensing from 
orbit. The Double Eagle concept [10] uses a neutral 
particle beam to illuminate small spots (few hundred 
meters) on the surface, which are then analyzed by 
sensors in orbit [11] (on the same or a different space-
craft). The production of such beam in space has been 
documented on a suborbital flight [12]. This mission 
could be conducted to provide prospecting data for 
hydrogen in the upper meter of polar soils. 
Impactors and Hard Landers. LCROSS demonstrated 
that a collision on the Moon can excavate and expose 
volatile material to assess the presence and quantity of 
ice [13]. Additional impactors could provide more data 
points for promising areas, but as this approach re-
quires considerable resources for a single data point, it 
is not a preferred method for prospecting. A swarm of 
hard-landing (i.e., tens of meters per second impact 
velocity) probes could provide multiple data points 
quickly and inexpensively. Each probe would be en-
cased in a crushable shell to absorb the landing shock; 
the shell must be made of a hydrogen-free substance 
(e.g., aluminum foam). A small instrument package, 
such as a neutron spectrometer, could provide spot 
measurements of hydrogen. A bus of about 12 hard 
landers could be de-orbited with a solid rocket directly 
over a targeted shadowed area and then free-fall to the 
surface (a drop from 10 km would last 90 seconds and 
hit the Moon at approximately 150 m/s). These hard 
landers would be designed to survive for only a couple 
of hours; they would make their measurements, send 
them to the orbiter and die, producing a map of multi-
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ple data points for within the PSRs. Combined with 
other data sets, such a map would yield valuable in-
sight into the distribution of polar water. 
Fixed soft-landers. Soft-landing spacecraft offer the 
ability to make extended and sensitive measurements 
at a single locality. From such a mission, we could 
investigate surface and subsurface conditions, water 
amounts and determine geotechnical properties of po-
lar regolith. Extended life landers can measure tempo-
ral phenomena, such as electrostatic charging of the 
surface. Each lander involves considerable expense, so 
it makes the most sense to use them carefully and spar-
ingly. Fixed landers should be designed such that they 
could be accessed and used for parts by future lunar 
inhabitants. Commercial lunar landers also offer op-
portunities to obtain new data. 
Rovers and Hoppers. Even with these new types of 
missions, we still need extended surface exploration 
with considerable mobility. Hoppers have the advan-
tage of being able to reconnoiter distant, widely sepa-
rated places of interest and are uniquely suited to in-
vestigate sites with different and variable potential 
(e.g., small craters on the floor of Peary; [7]). Rovers 
are able to traverse to interesting points, but can also 
characterize the terrain between such points, thus per-
mitting the possibility of unsuspected and significant 
discoveries. Hoppers would be able to travel to only a 
few stations (probably less than 6), so landing sites 
must be considered carefully. A long-lived rover (pref-
erably using an RTG for power) could be sent to inves-
tigate the most promising resource sites identified by 
other techniques. A rover can and should be equipped 
with considerable analytical capability, including the 
means to sample depths up to a couple of meters below 
the surface. Additionally, the rover must be equipped 
to evaluate trafficability and mechanical properties 
within and around potential prospects. 
A Robotic Prospecting Architecture. We want to retire 
unknowns about the location and state of polar vola-
tiles as expeditiously as possible. Thus, we first fly 
specially configured orbital missions to map the most 
promising areas for water mining. We are interested 
not only in the highest concentrations, but also the op-
timum locations – ice deposits must be accessible, 
have good trafficability to and from the mining sites, 
and be relatively close to power stations (sunlight) 
were processing will occur. 
 At least two new orbital measurements are needed: 
bistatic radar imaging will remove ambiguity from 
polar CPR measurements and determine prime loca-
tions for significant ice deposits. Two radar mapping 
spacecraft flown in tandem (ala GRAIL) can obtain 
these data within six months. Additionally, new neu-
tron data for polar deposits are needed, with the high-
est resolution that we can obtain; a small orbital mis-
sion flown at close range can map the polar hydrogen 

at scales of 5-20 km. Ideally, active neutron sensing 
(e.g., Double Eagle mission concept) could produce a 
hydrogen map with resolution approaching ~100 m 
and precision of a few tens of ppm [10]. 
 After these maps are obtained, a series of hard 
landers could be deployed to survey a site of high in-
terest on the ground. A pallet of 12 hard landers can be 
de-orbited by a solid rocket motor and then scatter-
deployed (e.g., spring-release mechanism) in order to 
free-fall to the surface over a wide area, impacting the 
Moon at 100-200 m/s. These probes should carry a 
small neutron spectrometer to measure promising areas 
and to ground truth the orbital neutron mapping data. 
The possible inclusion of additional instruments (e.g., 
XRF, imaging) should be investigated. 
 From these data, the most promising sites would be 
investigated from the ground by landers, some of 
which will deliver a surface rover. The lander is con-
figured to study long-term environmental conditions, 
including thermal, electrical and plasma environments. 
The rovers contain a power system designed for long-
life (trade between RTG and rechargeable fuel cell). 
They should conduct random walk traverses over pros-
pects to map ice concentrations at meter- and cm-
scales, laterally and vertically. Subsurface drill sam-
ples should be taken and analyzed. While in motion, 
the rovers make soil mechanics measurements to char-
acterize the physical properties of polar regolith. 
 After these survey missions, a series of increasing 
more ambitious and sophisticated landers, rovers, and 
diggers should be sent to conduct ISRU tests, including 
demonstrations of excavation, processing, and product 
storage. All surface machines used on the Moon should 
be designed for maximum compatibility, including 
interchangeable parts and manipulation systems to 
enable remote teleoperated- and self-repair. From this 
series of missions, we will know where to begin our 
harvesting of lunar water, a game-changing technology 
that opens up the Moon and cislunar space to industrial 
development and permanent human presence [14]. 
References [1] Basilevsky A. et al. (2012) Solar Sys-
tem Res. 46, 99. [2] Bussey B. et al. (1991) GRL 26, 
1187; (2005) Nature 432, 842. [3] Mazarico E. et al. 
(2011) Icarus 211, 1066. [4] Paige D. et al. (2010) 
Science 330, 479. [5] Colaprete A. (2013) LEAG An-
nual Mtg., 7017 [6] Luna Resurs mission 
http://tinyurl.com/5sdao3b [7] Spudis P. et al. (2013) 
JGR 118, 2016. [8] Patterson W. et al. (2015) LPSC 
46, 2888. [9] Lawrence D. et al. (2015) Acta Astro. 
115, 452. [10] Todd A. et al. (1994) Proc. Intl. Linac 
Conf. http://tinyurl.com/ov59xrh [11] Toefler A. et al. 
(1993) LPI TR 93-02, 25. http://tinyurl.com/oppz7xe 
[12] O’Shea P. et al. (1990) Proc. Intl. Linac Conf., 
739. http://tinyurl.com/olsf6jx [13] Colaprete A. et al. 
(2011) Science 330, 463. [14] 
http://www.cislunarnext.org  
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Introduction: The permanently shadowed regions 

(PSRs) at the lunar poles are hypothesized to be excel-
lent traps for volatiles due to their constant darkness 
and extremely cold temperatures. [e.g., 1-4]; remote 
sensing data can provide clues as to the nature of these 
traps. Analysis of Clementine bistatic radar observa-
tion of the south polar region of the Moon suggested 
an enhancement in CPR associated with the crater 
Shackleton and interpreted as resulting from volumen-
tric scattering of water ice [5]. Neutron data suggests 
enhanced hydrogen concentrations at high latitudes [6-
7]; other remote observations provided evidence of 
trace amounts of ice or bound OH on the Moon [e.g., 
8-9].  Some PSRs show signs of enhanced hydrogen 
concentrations possibly located within the craters [6-
7]. One such area, the PSRs within Cabeus crater near 
the lunar south pole, was the target of the LCROSS 
mission. The LCROSS team identified the presence of 
water ice in the ejecta plume following impact, provid-
ing “ground truth” to some of the remotely sensed data 
[10].  Though water has been observed using multiple 
data sets and various wavelengths, more work is neces-
sary in order to fully understand the distribution and 
nature of volatiles on the moon. The suite of instru-
ments onboard LRO provide opportunities to examine 
signatures of volatiles across different wavelengths to 
better understand where water ice is located on the 
Moon and its behavior. Here, we compare data from 
two instruments onboard LRO, the Miniature Radio 
Frequency (Mini-RF) radar [11] and the Lyman Alpha 
Mapping Project (LAMP) far ultraviolet (FUV) imag-
ing spectrograph [12], to examine the possibility of 
volatiles being trapped in a set of specific PSRs: the 
anomalous craters identified in Spudis et al. [13]. 

Mini-RF Data: The Mini-RF instrument flown on 
LRO is a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) with a hy-
brid dual-polarimetric architecture. I.e., the radar 
transmits a circularly polarized signal, and receives 
orthogonal linear polarizations and their relative phase 
[14]. The returned information can be represented us-
ing the classical Stokes parameters (S1, S2, S3, S4) [15], 
which can be used to derive a variety of useful prod-
ucts to characterize the radar scattering properties of 
the lunar surface. CPR is commonly used in analyses 
of planetary radar data [16-17] and is given by: CPR = 
(S1-S4)/(S1+S4). It is a representation of surface rough-

ness on the order of the radar wavelength (e.g., meter 
scale features). For example, a specular reflection 
would result in a CPR of zero, while higher CPR val-
ues occur from multiple scattering from double reflec-
tors or the presence of a low-loss medium in the sub-
surface. In general, fresh craters will exhibit high CPR 
values in and around the crater rim, where large 
amounts of wavelength-scale surface roughness is pre-
sent in the blocky ejecta blankets, impact melt flows, 
and fallback breccia, and CPR can often be used to 
identify and analyze properties young lunar crater de-
posits. Low-loss mediums, such as water-ice will also 
result in high CPR values. 

LAMP Data: The LAMP FUV imaging spectro-
graph onboard LRO [11] uses UV starlight and 
Lyman-α skyglow as its primary light source, which 
allows it to “see” into regions on the moon that are 
permanently shaded from sunshine or earthshine in 
search of signatures of water ice.  LAMP maps (~240 
mpp) of the Lyman-α (119-125 nm), “On”- (130-155 
nm) and “Off”- (155-190 nm) band albedo from the 
first 18 months of data are used here to examine the 
FUV properties of the lunar surface, and can be espe-
cially useful in searching for and diagnosing porosity 
changes or the presence of water frost at the lunar sur-
face. 

Polar Anomalous Craters: Using data from Mini-
RF, Spudis et al. [13] identified craters at both lunar 
poles that exhibited unique CPR characteristics. These 
craters, 44 at the north pole and 28 at the south pole, 
exhibit high CPR only in their dark, cold (less than 
100K) interiors.  Using scattering models, Spudis et al. 
suggest that these anomonalously-high CPR deposits 
are consistent with the presence of water ice.  

Alternative hypotheses have also been suggested 
[e.g., 18-19].  By comparing detailed scattering simula-
tions with Mini-SAR and Mini-RF data, Fa et al. [18] 
conclude that the most important factor influencing 
CPR values is the radar incident angle. Eke et al. [19] 
suggest that the enhanced CPR signals within these 
anomalous craters are largely due to steep sloping 
crater walls that affect the geometry of the observa-
tions.  Detailed scattering simulations show that identi-
fying water ice mixed in the lunar regolith may be dif-
ficult using CPR alone due to the small contrast of 
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dielectric permittivity between ice and silicate regolith 
[18]. 

Here, the craters identified in [13] are examined in 
LRO-LAMP data. Comparing these data to Mini-RF 
observations may provide insights into the presence or 
lack of water ice in these anomalous regions at the 
lunar poles. 

Preliminary Comparisons: Preliminary examina-
tion of LAMP data for the anomalous craters identified 
by Spudis et al. [13] suggests some differences in sur-
face properties between material inside the crater com-
pared to material outside, but near to, the crater rim. 
Distributions of the Lyman-α albedo were examined 
for the material on the floor and walls of each identi-
fied crater to compare to an annulus encompassing 
material outside the crater rim. For the anomalous cra-
ters at both poles, the mean Lyman-α albedo is lower 
inside the crater 40-44% of the time compared to mate-
rial outside the rim. In contrast, the mean Lyman-α 
albedo outside the crater is lower than areas within the 
rim 56% of the time. The average value is taken of the 
pixels in the entire crater floor and within the annulus 
outside the crater, beginning at the rim. Figure 1 shows 
a typical histogram of a small unnamed crater on the 
floor of Sylvester (4.8 km, 82.7N, 83.6W, Fig 1 top) 
and Guassian fits to the data.  Red is for material out-
side the crater and green shows the values of the albe-
do within the crater. 

Future Work: Water ice has a diagnostic spectral 
reflectance signature in the FUV [20], with a strong 
absorption edge at ~160-180 nm. Areas containing 
water frost will have a lower Lyman-α albedo, and 
frost can be identified by examining the ratio of spectra 
values above and below the 160-180 nm absorption 
edge [11].  Gladstone et al. [21] reported that LAMP 
observed the Lyman-α albedo in PSRs to be lower than 
surrounding areas. These regions correspond well to 
areas of coldest Diviner temperature [4; 22]. The best 
explanation for this difference is that the porosity is 
higher than other areas. Several PSRs show a relative 
redenning that indicates there is 1–2% water frost in-
timately mixed within the upper ~200 nm of the rego-
lith [21]. If the anomalous, high radar backscatter is 
due to water ice in the craters identified by [13], we 
might expect similar behavior when looking at them in 
LAMP data. Further examination, including the “On” 
and “Off”-band ratios within the LAMP data will be 
used to more fully constrain the possibility of volatiles 
in these regions, and may be useful in differentiating 
between the competing hypotheses for the anomalous 
Mini-RF signatures reported in [13]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Typical histograms of Lyman-α albedo for 
an unnamed crater on the floor of Sylvester crater. 
Green shows the values within the crater and red 
shows the albedo values outside the crater. 
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Introduction:  Future lunar surface activities will 

encounter the products of impact processes. Repeat 
imaging with the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Cam-
era (LROC) Narrow Angle Cameras (NACs) provides 
a unique dataset taken over a wide range of illumina-
tion conditions that can be employed to interpret melt 
deposit roughness and other surface properties affect-
ing reflectance [e.g., 1-2]. The LROC NACs have al-
ready provided sub-meter-scale information on the 
products and distributions of impact melt deposits in-
cluding flows, ponds, and veneers [3-6]. In contrast to 
previous efforts that focused on investigating physical 
properties of the molten melt [e.g., 3,5], we investigate 
the reflectance properties of impact melt deposits in 
their present state as inferred from images taken at 
different illumination and viewing angles as part of a 
larger, ongoing analysis.  

One of the primary goals of this work is to define 
parameters that differentiate impact melt deposits, 
which typically appear to be of lower reflectance than 
nearby crater deposits [e.g., 7-10], and to determine the 
cause of this apparent low-reflectance. For example, is 
glassy melt-rock inherently low-reflectance, do melt-
rocks have microscale as well as macroscale roughness 
[e.g., 2,10-12] that increases shadows and lowers re-
flectivity, or are the studied melts formed from materi-
als of lower reflectance excavated from the subsur-
face? The identification of melt products in small, sim-
ple craters [e.g., 4-6] – specifically those less than a 
few hundred meters in diameter that are generally 
thought too small to exhibit much melt – sometimes 
relies on relative reflectance in the absence of discern-
able ponding, cooling fractures, or flow morphologies. 
However, relative reflectance may not be a unique 
identifier of impact melt deposits. For example, ma-
ture, slumped regolith could contribute to low-
reflectance deposits inside craters. Additionally, new, 
recently formed lunar craters exhibit both low- and 
high-reflectance ejecta, which have been largely inter-
preted as changes to near-surface regolith roughness 
and apparent maturity [13]. Thus, it is imperative that 
low-reflectance deposits are correctly interpreted, par-
ticularly in small, simple craters, to improve our un-
derstanding of impact cratering and melting processes. 

Data Sources:  Repeat imaging of melt deposits 
over a range of phase, emission, and incidence angles 
are being acquired as part of the second Lunar Recon-
naissance Orbiter (LRO) extended mission. From these 
observations, we selected three representative young 
impact craters with impact melt deposits: 1) Baby Ray 

crater (15.42°E, 9.09°S), a 120-m diameter crater near 
the Apollo 16 landing site that superposes ejecta from 
South Ray crater and is characterized by a small low-
reflectance area on its floor that could contain melt-
rich deposits, but which lacks an obvious ponded mor-
phology. 2) A 3-km diameter crater (49.83°E, 
46.75°N) north of Atlas A, with a large low-
reflectance deposit extending three crater radii to the 
NW of the crater rim crest. This low-reflectance depos-
it was previously interpreted as a veneer of melt-rock 
based on its occurrence on the crater rim crest and tex-
ture [6]. The floor of the parent crater also has a large, 
asymmetric low-reflectance deposit interpreted as 
ponded and collected melt with variable surface 
roughness. And, 3) a ~2.5-km diameter crater south-
east of Olcott (121.30°E, 18.68°N) with an asymmet-
ric ejecta distribution, including a low-reflectance ejec-
ta deposit extending to the south from the crater rim. 
The crater is located on a boundary between terra and 
mare units. This crater has low-reflectance flows, in-
terpreted as melt deposits [6], extending NW of the 
crater rim crest for roughly one crater radius, as well as 
both low- and high-reflectance deposits inside the 
crater.  

For each crater, several measurements of I/F (radi-
ometrically calibrated LROC NAC DN values repre-
senting reflectance from images orthorectified using 
NAC DTMs [14]) were determined for low-reflectance 
deposits, continuous ejecta, and distal materials. I/F 
values were measured from the same areas of interest 
within each overlapping image in order to compare 
relative reflectivity of melt deposits over a range of 
illumination and viewing geometries. Only relatively 
flat, uniform areas were included to minimize topo-
graphic effects, and I/F values were normalized to 
cos(incidence)cos(emission). Additionally, low-to-high 
phase-ratio images, previously used to investigate 
roughness differences between parameters [e.g., 2], 
were generated.  

Results and Interpretation:  
Baby Ray Crater. Baby Ray crater has a low-

reflectance floor with normalized I/F values similar to 
the “background” material (~6 crater radii from rim 
crest) across a range of phase angles. The normalized 
I/F value of the low-reflectance floor deposit is ~45% 
of that of the continuous ejecta (Fig. 1). 

North of Atlas A Crater. Some of the low-
reflectance materials on the floor of the crater north of 
Atlas A, which are interpreted as melt-rich lithologies, 
have similar normalized I/F values to those of the exte-
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rior low-reflectance materials, but other floor materials 
have reduced normalized I/F in comparison (Fig. 2). 
The decreased reflectance is correlated with an in-
crease in 1-m and larger blocks and hillocks, suggest-
ing at least a macroscale roughness difference (i.e., 
shadowing). The smoother (at the m-scale) floor de-
posits exhibit normalized I/F values that are ~60% of 
those of the continuous ejecta, nearly the same as the 
background.  

 
Fig. 1. Phase and normalized I/F for Baby Ray crater 
deposits. 

 
Fig. 2. Phase and normalized I/F for crater deposits 
north of Atlas A crater. 

 
SE of Olcott Crater. The low-reflectance deposits 

of the crater located southeast of Olcott (both inside 
and outside the crater cavity) exhibit normalized I/F 
values similar to those of the background. The normal-
ized I/F values of the low-reflectance floor deposits are 
~50% of those of the continuous ejecta. Higher reflec-
tance floor materials are similar in normalized I/F to 
those of the continuous ejecta (Fig. 3). Phase-ratios 
suggest that low-reflectance deposits have variable 
scattering behaviors (some are more backscattering; 
others exhibit little change in reflectivity as a function 
of phase), consistent with previous observations [10]. 

Discussion and Preliminary Conclusions: On 
Mercury, the Waters crater low-reflectance “tongue” or 
flow, also interpreted as an impact melt deposit, is 
~11% lower in reflectance relative to the background 
(at 750-nm), but this contrast varies with phase angle 
[15]. The lunar deposits described here exhibit normal-

ized melt deposit I/F (panchromatic) values similar to 
the background (within 5%) across most phase angles. 
Thus, in many small craters, the apparent low-
reflectance deposits may simply be low in reflectance 
relative to immature, continuous ejecta. Similarities in 
reflectance between the low-reflectance lunar crater 
deposits and more distal materials could be a function 
of maturity, glass content, particle sizes, composition, 
and/or Fe-reduction of primary minerals during melt-
ing and vaporization.  

As we proceed, our study will be expanded to in-
clude additional craters and deposits, and applying 
photometric models to our interpretations of roughness 
and reflectance. We anticipate that our continued pho-
tometric investigations of low-reflectance deposits may 
prove useful in distinguishing melt-rich deposits from 
other low-reflectance materials based on inferred 
roughness and scattering behaviors, potentially reveal-
ing insights into the cratering processes of small, sim-
ple craters. 

 
Fig. 3. Phase and normalized I/F for crater deposits 
southeast of Olcott crater. 
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STATUS OF LUNAR REGOLITH SIMULANTS – AN UPDATE 

Lawrence A. Taylor 

Planetary Geosciences Institute, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996; (865) 974-6013;  <lataylor@utk.edu> 

      Since man first set foot on the Moon, the desire to study the engineering properties of lunar 

regolith/soil has presents an enigma.  With some 840 lbs of lunar samples, NASA has been 

reluctant to allocate much of these national treasures, in quantities suitable for the proposed 

studies, instead, suggesting use of lunar regolith simulants.  In January 1971, enter Prof. Paul 

Weiblen with his Minnesota Lunar Simulant (MLS) and his key-chain lunar-simulant holders.  

This high-Ti diabase from Diluth, MN was the first simulant, ‘close’ to the high-Ti basalts and 

soils of Apollo 11. But, lunar soils contains some 40-50% of glassy agglutinates. Hence, the 

MLS simulant was dropped through a 750 K-Watt plasma furnace to melt the grains into glass, 

which was subsequently ground and became part of the MLS-1. This was lunar simulant No.1. 

      Fast-forward 40 years, to witness the use and abuse and mega-$ spent making lunar 

simulants (Table 1, page 2) with improper physical/chemical properties and used wrongly (e.g., 

JSC-1A for hydrogen reduction of ilmenite. Finally in 2010, the Planetary Science Sub-

Committee (PSS) of the NASA Advisory Council (NAC) issued a request (Table 2) for a 

detailed study be performed and a report generated by the LEAG – CAPTEM Simulant Working 

Group (Table 2).  

      This paper discusses and reviews the tasks put forth by the PSS, and includes the unique 

properties of lunar soils, the principle motivations that the scientific/engineering properties must 

be address, and the tasks listed below.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 3.              LEAG-CAPTEM Simulant Working Group 
Working Group members:  Larry Taylor, (Chair), Univ. of Tenn., LADTAG, Lunar Soil 

Expert; Jennifer Edmunson, MSFC, Simulant Engr.; Bob Ferl, Univ. of FL, Bio Expert; Bob 
Gustafson, ORBITEC, Simulant Engr.;Yang Liu, Univ. of Tenn., Lunar Soil & Simulant Expert; 

Gary Lofgren, JSC, Lunar Sample Curator; Carole McLemore, MSFC, ISRU/Dust Project  Mgr.; 
Dave McKay, JSC, LADTAG, Lunar Soil Expert (Dust/Biomedical); Doug Rickman, MSFC, 

Simulant developer and tester; Jerry Sanders, JSC, ISRU Head Honcho; Mini Wadhwa, 
CAPTEM Chair; Chip Shearer,  Ex-Officio; Chair of LEAG.  

TABLE 2.   Charter for LEAG-CAPTEM Simulant Working Group 2010 

 “The PSS recommends that a comprehensive study be undertaken by LEAG 
and CAPTEM to define the types of simulants that the various communities 
require in order to facilitate important lunar investigations as well as to preserve 
the Apollo lunar sample collection for future generations.” 

TASKS:   Identify all available lunar simulants 

                   Identify all potential areas of study  

     The product will basically address  

          1) what is  needed for lunar simulants;  

          2) what lunar simulants already exist;  

          3) protocols for their proper usage, and  

          4) needs for Apollo lunar samples.  
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TABLE 1.   LUNAR  REGOLITH  SIMULANTS  (as of 2011) Type of simulant 

MLS-1*    Minnesota Lunar Simulant Weiblen et al., 1990 High-Ilmenite mare (general use) 

MLS-1P*    Weiblen et al., 1990 High-Ti mare (experimental  

MLS-2*    Tucker et al., 1992 Highlands (general use) 

ALS Arizona Lunar Simulant    Desai et al., 1993 Low-Ti Mare (geotechnical) 

JSC-1* Johnson Space Center    McKay et al., 1994 Low-Ti mare (general use) 

FJS-1 (type 1) Fuji Japanese Simulant    Kanamori et al., 1998 
FJS-1 (type 2)  
FJS-1 (type 3)  

Low-Ti mare  
Low-Ti mare                 
High-Ti mare 

MKS-1 Carpenter, 2005 Low-Ti mare (intended use unknown) 

JSC-1A, -1AF  anonymous, undated, http://www.orbitec.com/ 
store/  JSC-1A-Bulk-Data-Characterization.pdf 

Low-Ti mare (general use) 
(JSC-1A  produced from the same 
source  

OB-1 Olivine-Bytownite   Battler & Spray, 2009 Highlands (general use geotechnical) 

CHENOBI undocumented, see http://www.evcltd.com/ index.html Highlands (geotechnical) 

CAS-1 Zheng et al., 2008 Low-Ti mare (general use) 

GCA-1 Goddard Space Center Taylor et al., 2008 Low-Ti mare (geotechnical) 

NU-LHT-1M & 1D NASA/USGS-Lunar Highlands   Stoeser  2009 Highlands (general use) 

NU-LHT-2M & 2C   Stoeser et al., 2009 Highlands (general use) 

Oshima base simulant   Sueyoshi et al., 2008 High-Ti mare (general use) 

Kohyama base simulant   Sueyoshi et al., 2008 Intermediate:   highlands and mare  

NAO-1 Li et al., 2009 Highlands (general use) 

CLRS-1 Chinese Lunar Reg. Sim. Chinese Acad. of Sciences, 2009 Low-Ti mare (general use?) 

CLRS-2 Chinese Academy of Sciences, 2009 High-Ti mare (general use?) 

CUG-1 He et al., 2010 Low-Ti mare (geotechnical) 

GRC-1 & -3 Glenn Research Center Oravec et al., in press Geotech. For  vehicle mobility  simulant 

TJ-1 Tongji University Jiang et al., in press 
TJ-2 

Low-Ti mare (geotechnical) 

KOHLS-1 Koh Lunar Simulant Jiang et al. 2010 Low-Ti mare (geotechnical) 

BP-1 Black Point Rahmatian & Metzger, in press Low-Ti mare (geotechnical) 

CSM-CL Colorado School of Mines – Colorado Lava - Unpubl. geotechnical 
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MOLECULAR DIFFUSION OF H2O IN LUNAR REGOLITH DURING LUNAR RESOURCE PROSPEC-
TOR MISSION SAMPLE ACQUISITION. Luı́s F. A. Teodoro1, R. C. Elphic2, A. Colaprete2, T. Roush2,
J. E. Kleinhenz3 1BAER Inst., NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000, USA;
luis.f.teodoro@nasa.gov; 2NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000, USA; NASA Glenn
Research Center, Cleveland, OH 44135, USA.

Introduction In the context of NASA’s Resource
Prospector (RP) mission to the lunar poles, we study
3-D models of volatile transport in lunar regolith. This
transport is studied in terms of: i) Fick’s law [1], and
ii) Knudsen’s flux [2]. The former is relevant to the
behavior of any residual gaseous species trapped in the
regolith, while the latter is central to the sublimation
loss of exposed ice monolayers on the regolith grain
surfaces.

The goal of the RP mission is to extract and identify
volatile species in the top meter of the lunar regolith
layer [3]. The RP payload consists of five elements:
i) The Neutron Spectrometer System (NSS) will search
for high hydrogen concentrations and in turn select op-
timum drilling locations; ii) The Near Infrared Volatile
Spectrometer System (NIRVSS) will characterize hy-
drocarbons, mineralogical context for the site, and the
nature of the water ice; iii) The Drill Sub-system will
extract samples from the top meter of the lunar sub-
surface and deliver them to Oxygen and Volatile Ex-
traction Node (OVEN); iv) The OVEN will heat up the
sample and extract the volatiles therein, and, eventu-
ally, v) these will be transferred to the Lunar Advanced
Volatiles Analysis (LAVA) subsystem.

Julie E. Kleinhenz and co-workers have been perform-
ing a series of experiments with the aim of quantifying
the volatile losses during the drilling phase [4]. In Fig-
ure 1 we present the partial pressure measurements of
five gas species over 14 min centered around 03/09/15
10:19:00 am from one such experiment. The species
were measured by a residual gas analyzer (RGA), and
are H2O (blue), OH (violet, created from H2O in the
RGA), N2 (light green), CO2 (orange) and Ar (red). We
also show a scaled version of the water curve (green);
with this procedure we try to visualize any potential dif-
ferences in the temporal behavior of the two species.
Although different species have different measured par-
tial pressures, all present a very similar overall temporal
variation. At the temperatures used in the experiment,
nitrogen and argon neither condense nor freeze on the
surface of the regolith grain. Hence, the analogous tem-
poral behavior indicates the same type of transport for
all species and in particular does not reflect the subli-
mation of volatiles in the soil but rather the evacuation
of gases trapped in the interstices of the porous regolith
during the preparation of the experiment. (To prevent
desiccation of a water-ice-bearing lower layer, an alu-
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Figure 1: Temporal variations of five gaseous species
partial pressures in the camera: H2O (blue), OH (vio-
let), N2 (light green), CO2 (orange) and Ar (red). In
green we also present a scaled version of the water curve
trying to match it with the nitrogen counterpart.

minum foil barrier was placed between the upper dry
layer and the lower layer).
Fick’s and Knudsen’s transport in the lunar regolith
Knudsen’s transport: Schörghofer and Taylor 2007 [2]
investigated the migration of H2O molecules in the lu-
nar regolith by random hops within the pores. Cen-
tral to their work are three main assumptions: i) wa-
ter molecules migrate through interstices in a porous re-
golith and they do not interact with one another, moving
in straight trajectories between points on the surface of
grains; ii) molecules stay at the surface of such grains
for a residence time which corresponds to the local satu-
ration vapor pressure for ice at that temperature; and iii)
when leaving the grain surface, molecules can move in
any direction with a hop size given by the average grain
size, ∼75 µm [5]. In their work the modeling was one
dimensional and there also was the implicit assumption
that when a water molecule stays at the surface the only
relevant vibration is the water ice. However, if a silicate
grain is coated by a small number of water ice monolay-
ers the vibration modes between water molecules and
their silicate counterparts also come into play. This can
change the residence time by orders of magnitude [6].

In our numerical implementation of the Knudsen’s
transport we use a 3-dimensional mesh: 13342 × 133
grid in which each mesh has a (75µm)3 volume. All
the boundaries are impermeable except for one of the
1334×133 sides where the molecules are allow to leave
the volume. In all the simulations reported here we are
using the same temperature throughout the entire vol-
ume: 226.45 K (-46.7◦ C). In each time step, only the
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molecules comprising the top water ice monolayer at
each location are allowed to move into the neighbor-
ing mesh volumes which share surfaces with the ini-
tial mesh. The remaining molecules, which occupy
the remaining monolayers at the surface of a grain, do
not move. The direction of motion for the liberated
molecules is chosen using a Monte Carlo approach. The
duration of each time step is set equal to the residence
time. To take into account the aforementioned change in
residence time due to the proximity of the silicate sub-
strate we assume that once the number of monolayers
is less than ten, sublimation does not take place. Fi-
nally, molecules that reach the impermeable surfaces are
bounced back into the mesh volume where they were in
the previous timestep. In Figure 2 we present the mass
fraction lost (≡ 1-mass remaining within the volume af-
ter time t /initial mass) after 1,333,000 time steps, or 50
sec (blue). We also show the analytical solution for the
diffusion equation (dotted cyan).

Figure 2: Comparison between change in time of the
mass fraction for Knudsen’s (blue) and Fick’s (black)
transport in lunar regolith with a typical grain size of 75
µm and an underlying temperature of 226.45 K (-46.7◦

C). m(t) and m0 denote total mass at time t and t = 0, re-
spectively. The number of time steps for the Knudsens
and Ficks simulations are 1,333,000 and 9,045,000, re-
spectively. The dotted -cyan and -green denote the an-
alytical expressions for the Knudsen’s and Fick’s trans-
port problems, respectively.

Fick’s transport: Molecules also have a thermal (≡ ran-
dom) motion in the interstices of the porous regolith.
This is known as Fick’s transport. To model it we will
use the same grid and all molecules within the computa-
tional domain will move at each time. As in the previous
case, at a location molecules only can access adjacent
mesh cell volumes. The time step is given by the ratio
between the mesh size l (=75 µm) and the thermal ve-
locity vth (= 516 m/s, at T = 226.45 K). In Figure 2, we
present Ficks mass fraction over the first 9,045,000 time
steps (black) as well as the analytical expression for the
same problem (dotted-green). In this calculation, nearly
half the initial water ice mass has been lost by 50 sec.

Figure 3: Density versus depth in the Fick’s transport
context after 1,000,000 time steps (=0.14 s) for simula-
tions with 0%, 30%, 40% and 50% of the volume occu-
pied by grains.

Tortuosity: Thus far, all space within the simulation do-
main can be accessed by the water molecules. In the
lunar regolith, however, this is not case, as the volume
occupied by the soil grain is off limits for molecule
hopping. In order to mimic this we forbade the water
molecules to access some locations chosen randomly at
the beginning of the simulations. In Figure 3, the in-
crease in tortuosity (≡ fraction of the volume in silicate
grains) leads to a considerable slowing down of the dif-
fusive process: the density profile without any forbid-
den regions (black) is roughly 80% of its initial value at
a depth of 6.5 cm after 0.14 seconds while more realistic
model of the lunar regolith with 50% of the simulation
domain forbidden to the molecules (powder blue) shows
the same fraction of the initial density at depth of 1cm
at the same instant.
Conclusions We present the numerical results of five
large scale molecular diffusion simulations of H2O dur-
ing lunar Resource Prospector sample acquisition. Al-
though the geometry of our numerical experiment is not
the most realistic, it allows us to demonstrate that the re-
golith tortuosity will play a major role in understanding
the losses during sample acquisition.

References: [1] F. Reif (1965) Fundamentals of
Statistical and Thermal Physics Waveland Press. [2] N.
Schörghofer, et al. (2007) Journal of Geophysical Research
(Planets) 112(E11):2010 doi. [3] D. R. Andrews, et al.
(2014) Introducing the Resource Prospector (RP) Mission
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics doi.
[4] J. E. Kleinhenz, et al. (2015) Impact of Drilling
Operations on Lunar Volatiles Capture: Thermal Vacuum
Tests American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
doi. [5] G. H. Heiken, et al. (1991) Lunar sourcebook - A
user’s guide to the moon. [6] A. W. Adamson Physical
Chemistry of Surfaces Wiley-Interscience ISBN
13:9780471078777.
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Introduction:  This paper describes how Astrobot-

ic’s commercial lunar delivery service is enabling ac-
cess to the Moon for activities such as lunar resource 
development payloads. Topics addressed here include 
current impediments to lunar resource development, 
commercial approaches to delivering resource devel-
opment payloads to the Moon, and traction already 
seen with the commercial market for payload delivery.    

Impediments to Lunar Resource Development:  
The prospect of utilizing lunar resources for future 
space exploration is promising, and could reduce the 
cost of missions beyond Earth orbit by a factor of four. 
[1] Realizing these savings however, requires first the 
determination of lunar resource availability, and the 
demonstration of resource extraction, refinement, and 
utilization.  The prior high-cost of robotic missions to 
the Moon has placed an extraordinary barrier to these 
activities getting started. The physics and economics 
behind lunar missions investigating Strategic 
Knowledge Gaps has restricted activity on the Moon to 
large national governments that invest in some cases 
$500 million or more per mission.  The associated cost 
and complexity has also severely constricted the fre-
quency with which missions can occur.  There has 
been only one Moon landing since the Apollo era, de-
spite the Moon’s close proximity as a planetary desti-
nation.   

Bringing lunar resource development from a state 
of prospecting to full utilization will require a host of 
missions, and an eventual infrastructure on the lunar 
surface.  As a result, the high cost and low frequency 
of missions under the current paradigm for robotic 
missions to the Moon is ill suited to make lunar re-
source development a reality.   

Commercial Delivery for Lunar Resource Pay-
loads:  Alternatively, commercial lunar delivery ser-
vice provides a viable path to the Moon for resource 
development payloads that is less expensive, less oner-
ous, and faster.  Rather than waiting for a conventional 
government-only mission to the Moon that is both 
large and costly, resource development instruments 
such as drills, neutronspectrometers, and other volatile 
analysis instruments could fly sooner on a multi-
customer commercial mission.   

Commercial missions are much cheaper (for in-
stance, an Astrobotic mission flies payloads for $1.2 
million per kilogram), and require no wide-sweeping 
government mandate on lunar exploration. By includ-

ing resource instruments on mul-
ti-customer missions to the Moon, 
resource development investiga-
tions can be launched and iterated 
at multiple sites on the lunar sur-
face.  Small instruments can be 
sent to numerous destinations, on 
many small rovers.  This ap-
proach allows resource payloads 
to fly without complicated and 
tenuous bilateral space agency 
partnerships.  Multi-user commer-
cial missions can also provide 
important precursor feasibility 
assessments of resource develop-
ment without a major financial 
commitment by one or more 
space agencies. 

The Global Exploration 
Roadmap has rightly identified 
that “to gain an understanding of 
whether lunar volatiles could be 
used in a cost-effective manner, it 
is necessary to understand the 
nature and distribution of the 
volatiles…[and] The first step is 
robotic prospecting to take meas-
urements on the lunar surface.”[2] 

Utilizing rapidly maturing com-
mercial lunar delivery services is 
the best means of carrying out this 
first step, without an onerous 
commitment from space agencies 
upfront.  

Astrobotic’s Approach: As-
trobotic is one such commercial 
operator that provides an end-to-
end lunar payload delivery service 

suitable for the delivery of distributed resource devel-
opment-focused payloads.  Astrobotic customer pay-
loads are integrated onto a single lunar lander, and then 
launched collectively on a commercially procured 
launch opportunity.  After deployment from the launch 
vehicle, the lander enters lunar orbit using its onboard 
lander propulsion system.  The lander then makes a 
powered descent to the surface using its propulsion 
system and precision landing and hazard avoidance 
system.  Once on the surface, payloads are deployed 

Figure 1: Astro-
botic’s lunar 
payload delivery 
model is an end-
to-end commer-
cial delivery ser-
vice ideal for 
lunar resource-
focused pay-
loads. 

Figure 2:  As-
trobotic’s preci-
sion landing and 
hazard avoid-
ance system has 
been successfully 
tested on three 
Masten flight 
tests in the Mo-
jave Desert.  
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and activated.  After landing, the lander operates as a 
local utility for customer payloads, providing power 
and communication as needed.  Data from the payloads 
are relayed through the lander back to Earth, and then 
transmitted to customers.  

This end-to-end delivery service model is an ideal 
means for delivering the first lunar resource prospect-
ing and utilization payloads at a fraction of the tradi-
tional cost.  Astrobotic’s service approach is outfitted 
to carry a host of mission types to the Moon – from a 
single mission that carries a collection of smaller pay-
loads, to missions that have one primary payload with 
a unified set of scientific and exploration objectives.    

For example, Astrobotic could carry precursor in-
struments in advance of NASA’s upcoming Resource 
Prospector (RP) mission, to test instrument techniques, 
demonstrate technology, and begin prospecting ahead 
of the full RP mission in the future.  Thereafter, Astro-
botic could carry the full RP rover and its entire suite 
of instruments on a dedicated commercial service mis-
sion.  Astrobotic could be an end-to-end payload deliv-
ery provider for RP, in much the same way that NASA 
commercially procures cargo delivery service to the 
International Space Station.   

Model for Resource Development Payloads: 
Already the delivery model for carrying payloads 

has shown great traction among 
international space agencies.  
For instance, Agencia Espacial 
Mexicana (AEM), the Mexican 
Space Agency, which has not 
yet staged a mission beyond 
Earth orbit, can now build a 
niche national expertise, and 
field the first payload from Lat-
in America.  AEM has signed a 
payload service reservation on 
Astrobotic’s first mission to the 
Moon, and issued a “request for 
proposals” from Mexico’s sci-
ence and exploration communi-
ty to determine the nature of the 
payload.  The winner of this 
RFP will build the payload, and 
Astrobotic will deliver it to the 
Moon.  It is precisely this model 
that could be used by other 
space agencies to carry out resource development ob-
jectives outlined in the Global Exploration Roadmap.  

Developments Enabling Commercial Delivery: 
Low cost delivery for lunar resource development pay-
loads is made possible because of three recent devel-
opments – reduced launch costs, innovations in elec-
tronics and robotics, and inventive new public-private 
partnerships.   

Public-private partnerships are especially important 
to this new era of lunar activity.  NASA’s commitment 

to fostering new commercial service to the Moon is a 
telling indicator of its promise.  This year the agency 
kicked off its Lunar CATALYST Program, which di-
rectly pairs agency expertise and NASA center infra-
structure with commercial lunar delivery companies.  
CATALYST is similar to the highly successful Com-
mercial Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) pro-
gram that resulted in the development of two, inde-
pendent commercial launch vehicle services that 
NASA now uses for regular delivery of vital supplies 
to the International Space Station.  

Market Traction: The most telling indicator of the 
lunar delivery market’s promise is found in the sales 
that have already taken place before lunar service has 
commenced.  Already, seven contracts have been 
signed to deliver payload on Astrobotic’s first mission. 
Two signed payloads on this mission come from Ja-
pan: the private company rover from Team Hakuto, 
and the marketing time capsule from the Japanese 
drink company Pocari Sweat.  As noted from Mexico, 
AEM has booked a payload reservation, with a “re-
quest for proposals” to further define the payload.  
From the United Kingdom, Lunar Mission One has 
booked a data storage payload ahead of their larger 
future mission.  From the United States, two private 
companies are booked to send memorial cremains, and 
dozens of individuals are sending personal mementos 
in the form of passive payload through a direct-to-
consumer program called MoonMailTM.   

Based on market traction and trends, additional 
missions carrying payloads like these are planned be-
yond the first mission.  A regular cadence of commer-
cial lunar delivery missions opens access for resource 
prospecting at multiple locations on the Moon, and the 
diversity of commercial payload collections underwrit-
ing multiple missions creates numerous opportunities 
for small resource development payloads to fly.  A 
manifest of multiple commercial missions could also 
be a cornerstone to eventual lunar resource develop-
ment infrastructure in the future.   

Conclusion: Low-cost access to the Moon is now 
open to the host of space agencies and entities that 
have identified resource development as a priority, 
both in the Global Exploration Roadmap and beyond.  
Thanks to commercial lunar delivery, the Moon is 
available to all entities that seek to prospect and 
demonstrate lunar resource utilization.   
References: [1] Economic Assessment and Systems Analy-
sis of an Evolvable Lunar Architecture that 
Leverages Commercial Space Capabilities and Public-
Private-Partnerships. NextGen Space. July 13, 2015. 
http://www.nss.org/docs/EvolvableLunarArchitecture.pdf.  
[2] The Global Exploration Roadmap.  August 2013. 
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/GER-
2013_Small.pdf. 
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Figure 3: Agencia 
Espacial Mexi-
cana, the Mexican 
Space Agency will 
be sending its first 
payload beyond 
Earth orbit using 
Astrobotic’s lunar 
payload delivery 
service. 
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Introduction:  In 2014, Ontario Drive & Gear Ltd. 

and Canadensys Aerospace Company began develop-

ing a pair of small to mid-size lunar rover prototypes 

funded by the Canadian Space Agency.  Scheduled to 

be delivered in the first half of 2016, these lunar rover 

protypes will demonstrate the compatibility of the CSA 

four wheel skid-steer rover mobility architecture with 

higher technology readiness levels, with a target of 

achieving TRL-6.  Additionally, ODG has developed a 

lunar wheel that is compatible with the lunar environ-

ment and is designed to remain compliant over a wide 

thermal range, thereby increasing tractive effort in both 

soft and rocky surfaces. 

LRPDP:  The Lunar Rover Platform and 

Drivetrain Prototype (LRPDP) is a mid-size (1.6 by 1.6 

meter) mobility platform developed from the success-

ful Juno Rover and Artemis Jr. Rover platforms used 

by CSA and NASA in multiple analogue deployments 

over the past 5 years.  This rover is characterized by a 

robust, simple architecture that places an emphasis on 

extreme terrain capability, minimal mass, and modu-

larity.  This skid-steered rover features large (55 cm) 

wheels for maximum performance in rough terrain or 

soft regolith.  All sensitive components such as motors, 

gearboxes, and avionics are located in sealed com-

partments in an effort to minimize heat loss and dust 

contamination.  The chassis shape is optimized for 

quick change-out of large, centrally located payloads 

such as the RESOLVE payload tested in 2012 in Ha-

waii. 

 

 

SPRP:  The Small Platform Rover Prototype 

(SPRP) is a small (1.2 by 1.2 meter) mobility platform 

that, while similar to LRPDP, features a unique chassis 

designed to provide both thermal and contaminant pro-

tection for the avionics and power systems.  The target 

mass is 90 kg with an allowable payload of 50 kg. 

This rover will be used to develop both payloads 

and operational scenarios as well as to help determine 

the optimal rover size with respect to packaging, mass, 

and rough terrain capability. 

TRL-6 Testing:  In an effort to achieve TRL-6 for 

the rover drivetrain, thermal vacuum testing will take 

place at NASA Glenn Research Center in Q4 2015.  

The vacuum chamber used at GRC allows the equip-

ment to be tested in a vacuum envirionment together 

lunar simulant, while being exposed to a range of 

thermal scenarios traceable to the lunar surface thermal 

environment,. The testing exercises key components of 

the  rover drivetrain under representative loading via a 

novel test rig and tests the design’s robustness with 

respect to dust ingress, high & low temperature opera-

tion and multiple lunar day/night cycles.  

Lunar Wheel Development:  In conjunction with 

rover drivetrain development, a metallic wheel has 

been in development since 2011.  Currently at TRL-4, 

the proprietary design has been tested for over a hun-

dred kilometers in analogue terrains ranging from soft 

sand to extremely rocky mountainsides .  In addition, 

lab testing was performed at Glenn Research Center to 

Figure 1: Lunar Rover Platform and Drivetrain Pro-

totype 

Figure 2: Small Platform Rover Prototype 
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determine traction characteristics in a lunar regolith 

simulant.   
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Additional Information:  Ontario Drive & Gear 

Ltd. is world leading producer of amphibious and ex-

treme terrain manned and robotic vehicles marketed 

under the “Argo” brand.  Canadensys is a space sys-

tems and services company with a focus on accessible 

space. 

Figure 3: Metallic compliant wheel 
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Introduction:  Life support consumables are a sig-

nificant mass driver in human spacecraft and explora-

tion surface habitats.  Loop closure through regenera-

tive systems greatly reduces resupply needs.  Utiliza-

tion of local resources could further reduce resupply 

needs.  This study seeks to quantify the basic resupply 

needs of surface habitats on the moon and Mars, identi-

fy candidates for early In-Situ Resource Utilization 

(ISRU) and compare these results to determine crosso-

ver points where early ISRU could potentially become 

attractive. 

General Assumptions:  Based on the NASA Base-

line Values and Assumptions Document (BVAD) the 

authors selected a crew of four astronauts to inhabit 

both the lunar and Mars habitats [1]. A single habitat is 

assumed to be used and is is 85 m
3
 (3000 ft

3
) in volume 

and is operated at 77 kPa (10.2 psia) (assumed by the 

authors). It provides living quarters and includes all the 

basic life support functions typically expected of a hab-

itat, such as Atmosphere Control & Supply (ACS), 

Temperature & Humidity Control (THC), Fire Detec-

tion & Suppression (FDS), Atmosphere Revitalization 

(AR), Water Recovery Management (WRM), and 

Waste Management (WM).  

Venting of waste gasses and leakage of atmosphere 

from human habitats on both the moon and Mars is, for 

this study, considered acceptable without limitation. 

One pedestrian airlock is envisioned along with one 

rover docking port. When a rover is docked to the 

habitat the vestibule allows for shirt sleeve access to 

the rover interior and the suit ports located on the rov-

er. The rover supports open-hatch habitat 77 kPa (10.2 

psia) ops when docked but operates at 55 kPa (8 psia) 

(assumed by the authors) when operating independent-

ly or can be isolated as a pre-breathe airlock prior to a 

Pedestrian Surface Excursion (PSE), formerly referred 

to as an Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) while docked 

to the habitat. 

Nominal PSEs in the vicinity of the habitat will oc-

cur from the rover suit ports while the rover is docked 

to the habitat. Similarly, during a rover based excur-

sion, PSEs will be conducted from the rover suit ports. 

While the rover is away from the habitat the remaining 

crew members can access the outside via the habitat 

pedestrian airlock, or if rover or suit maintenance or 

other contingency is required the pedestrian airlock can 

be used. Surface excursion rates for PSEs local to the 

Habitat by two crew were analyzed for rates of 2 per 

week and 7 per week for both lunar and Mars missions. 

These are less than the maximum 14 per week frequen-

cy called out in the BVAD, which the authors consid-

ered conservative for this analysis, since more PSEs 

result in larger water resupply needs. Oxygen, water 

and food are provided to the rover from the habitat in 

support of the RSE.  

Venting and Leakage:  Spacecraft pressurized 

cabins experience air leakage overboard through hatch 

seals and other hull penetrations.  The leakage rate can 

be modeled as proportional to the cabin pressure and 

volume.  Some air is also vented overboard during air-

lock and rover operations. Venting of gases overboard, 

both intentionally and unintentionally, is unavoidable 

as a practical matter for spacecraft and habitat life sup-

port but results in a reduction in life support loop clo-

sure and requires make-up of gas. 

Venting on planetary surfaces presents additional 

concerns with contamination of the environment. Sev-

eral life support technologies in this assumed Environ-

mental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) 

architecture vent gases.  From a planetary protection 

standpoint for the purposes of this study it is assumed 

that nominal ISS type venting is acceptable from lunar 

and Mars surface habitats and no extreme measures 

need to be taken to avoid venting.   

Habitat Leakage - Deep space missions and crewed 

habitats will operate at lower pressures to minimize air 

losses, reduce structural weight of the pressure enclo-

sure and reduce or eliminate prebreathing time for 

PSEs.  Lunar and Mars habitats should therefore have 

lower leakage rates than ISS.  

Airlock Losses - For every local habitat PSE via the 

pedestrian airlock, the airlock will be pumped down by 

air save pumps to preserve most of the air, with the 

remainder vented overboard.  Air loss is a function of 

the size of the airlock, the minimum air save pressure 

and number of airlock uses.   

Rover Vestibule  Losses - For every rover depar-

ture, the vestibule will be pumped down by air save 

pumps to preserve most of the air, with the remainder 

vented overboard.  Rover vestibule volume is assumed 

to be equivalent to an ISS vestibule defined by the 

trapped volume between two attached elements, and 

usage is equivalent to rover excursion assumption of 

1/month. 
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Venting of CO2 and CH4 - The Sabatier reaction 

converts carbon dioxide and hydrogen to water and 

methane.  If the hydrogen is carefully managed, every 

mole of hydrogen generated can be used to produce 

one mole of water.  Since only half a mole of carbon 

dioxide is needed for this reaction, the excess carbon 

dioxide is vented overboard with the waste methane 

[2]. 

PSE Losses - The PSE suits themselves will also 

lose oxygen and water vapor.  The suit ECLSS tech-

nologies will not have the same level of loop closure as 

the habitat. Metabolic levels vary depending upon the 

mission. Walking on a surface, collecting carrying 

samples and equipment could result in higher metabol-

ic levels for the habitat PSEs.  

Rover Losses - While in the rover, the crew’s meta-

bolic levels would be the same as those in the habitat.  

The ECLSS level of loop closure in the rovers is as-

sumed to be less than the habitat. Rovers vent carbon 

dioxide overboard equal to 2 crew metabolic rate for 

duration of RSE minus PSE (at which point standard 

PSE losses are counted). Rovers leak air at 0.1 kg/day 

(0.22 lb/day). Air loss due to suitport cycling in sup-

port of remote & local PSEs is 0.36 kg/PSE (0.8 lb). 

Rovers vent humidity condensate along with the CO2, 

while waste water & solids are retained for return to 

the habitat for processing and disposal.  

Analysis of Mission Resupply Needs:  Starting 

from the data and assumptions, analysis was performed 

to determine summary resupply needs for both water 

and inert gas while varying percentage of water in food 

(0% and 50%) and number of surface excursions per 

week (2 and 7)  The variable values were chosen to 

bound the solution set.  

Another potential resource demand and associated 

resupply need is emergency reserves of consumables.  

In addition to the water usage, water (and other re-

sources will need to be stockpiled to provide resource 

supplies during periods of maintenance and repair of 

the systems. Additionally, habitat inflation could be 

performed with ISRU resources as well.  Based on this 

analysis, the only difference between lunar and Mars 

habitat and crew consumables needs is the length of 

stay time the resupply must satisfy. 

Results:  Basic ECLS system architecture for lunar 

and Mars habitats is almost identical as one might ex-

pect given that the equipment needs to support human 

life are identical and from a habitat design perspective 

there is little to differentiate a lunar habitat resupply 

need from a Martian habitat resupply need. Comparing 

the calculated resupply needs to the assumed ISRU 

systems masses provides the crossover point at which 

ISRU system mass becomes less than the supplied con-

sumable mass. 

With assumptions regarding delivered food water 

content, water recovery through processing and losses 

overboard, the water balance can be slightly negative 

or highly negative. One somewhat surprising source of 

water loss turns out to be the sacrificial cooling of the 

PSE suits. If one looks to improve initial water supply 

condition over time, say start out with a 1 month sup-

ply but provide tankage for 3 months and have the wa-

ter mining system fill up the remaining tanks early on, 

the crossover point becomes immediate and under-

scores the value of ISRU water mining. 

Lunar and Mars base water recovery requirements 

will ultimately be driven by the water content of the 

food. If food is supplied in a form that has about half of 

the final water content at consumption (the remaining 

half added during food preparation) then about 77% 

water recovery is required to result in no water resup-

ply requirement, not accounting for EVA losses. For 

both lunar and Mars habitats the oxygen loss is as-

sumed to be replenished from the High Pressure Oxy-

gen Generator Assembly (HPOGA). Initial and subse-

quent resupply of nitrogen is required for both the lu-

nar and Mars habitats. With no known inert gas supply 

to take advantage of on the moon, ISRU does not look 

feasible for inert gas replenishment for a lunar habitat. 

However, with relatively abundant and accessible 

amounts of inert gasses in the Martian atmosphere 

ISRU becomes value-added on Mars at the point where 

the processing equipment equals the weight of resupply 

gas (plus tankage). Basic crew needs and anticipated 

frequent work outside the habitat drive tremendous 

logistics challenges for mission planners.  

Conclusions: Efforts must be made to reduce basic 

ECLS system weight and volume for a Mars mission. 

Loop closure is challenging, costly and ultimately not 

as value-added as reduction of initial systems weight 

and development of ISRU technology can be. This 

analysis comparing resupply needs to ISRU systems 

masses shows that ISRU systems could break even 

within the first surface mission in terms of launch mass.  

If similarity of design and purpose can be determined, 

lunar base water ISRU systems can be readily adapted 

for a Mars mission. Investment in technologies for lu-

nar and Mars ISRU systems must begin soon to be at 

an acceptable TRL level for baselining systems when 

needed for a lunar base, and to better inform long term 

planners for a Mars mission. 

References: [1] NASA Life Support Baseline Val-

ues and Assumptions Document NASA/TP-2015-

218570. [2] Samplatsky, D., Grohs, K., Edeen, M., 

Crusan, J., Burkey, R., Development and Integration of 

the Flight Sabatier Assembly on the ISS, AIAA-2011-

5151 ICES Portland, OR.  
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Introduction. Since the launch of LRO in 2009, 

the CRaTER instrument has been mapping high-

energy albedo protons (> 65 MeV) from the Moon 

[1,2]. These protons are produced by nuclear spalla-

tion, a consequence of galactic cosmic ray (GCR) 

bombardment of the lunar regolith. Just as spalled neu-

trons and gamma rays reveal elemental abundances in 

the lunar regolith, albedo protons may be a compli-

mentary method for mapping compositional variations, 

including volatiles. 

Hydrogen in the regolith. We have discovered a 

latitudinal trend in the yield of lunar albedo protons 

that we attribute to thin (< 10 cm) hydrated layer of 

regolith [3]. Hydrogen atoms at these shallow depths 

can be forward-scattered by upwelling albedo neu-

trons, enhancing the total yield of protons.  This would 

constitute both the first detection of volatiles in the 

regolith by albedo protons, and the first evidence from 

CRaTER of forward-directed knock-on collisions be-

tween nucleons within the regolith. 

New observations. To further test the hypothesis 

that CRaTER can detect and distinguish forward-

scattered protons, we have begun a series of targeted 

CRaTER observations of grazing-angle albedo pro-

tons. If the hypothetical shallow hydrogen layer is pre-

sent, then there should be a higher flux of grazing-

angle albedo protons relative to the flux coming up 

from the nadir direction; this excess population would 

result from forward-scattering knock-on collisions with 

grazing-angle incidence GCR protons. 

Preliminary results from the first grazing-angle ob-

servations on May 26-28 show a ~40% increase in the 

proton yield near the horizon compared to the nadir 

direction, supporting our hypothesis.  With additional 

observations we will search for spatial features (e.g.: 

mare vs. highlands and high-latitudes vs. low-latitudes) 

in the grazing-angle yield which may reveal variations 

in volatile (H) and other elemental abundances. 

References: [1] Wilson et al. (2012), JGR-

Planets,117, E00H23. [2] Wilson et al. (2015), submit-

ted to Icarus. [3] Schwadron et al. (2015), submitted to 

Icarus. 
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Introduction: The heat-flow probe directly ad-

dresses the goal of the Lunar Geophysical Network 

(LGN), which is to understand the interior structure 

and composition of the Moon [1]. The LGN consist of 

four small landers, that will deploy up to four instru-

ments. Each lander weighs approximately 200 kg and 

includes a total payload mass of ~27 kg.  The full cost 

of the six year mission in FY15 dollars is estimated at 

$903.7 million including reserves [2]. 

A key challenge for a heat-flow probe will be get-

ting to a 3 m depth in order to measure the endogenic 

thermal gradient without being affected by fluctuations 

in the surface thermal environment of the Moon [3]. 

The Apollo 17 two heat flow probes reached 2.4 m.  

To accurately measure endogenic heat flow, two 

measurements need to be acquired: the thermal gradi-

ent and the thermal conductivity. The thermal gradient 

is determined from temperature measurements at dif-

ferent depths. The thermal conductivity can be meas-

ured at the same depths as the temperature measure-

ments by inserting heaters.. 

Heat-Flow Probe Concepts: We have been devel-

oping two highly innovative low mass and low power 

heat-flow probe systems [3, 4]. Each system consists of 

two parts: 1) a method of reaching 3 m depth in lunar 

regolith, and 2) a method of deploying thermal sensors. 

Percussive Heat Flow Probe: The first system us-

es a percussive approach to hammer a small diameter 

cone penetrometer to >3 meter depth (Figure 1). Ring-

like thermal sensors are deployed into the regolith eve-

ry ~30 cm. The deployment rod is removed once depth 

is reached, maximizing measurement sensitivity by 

eliminating thermal path to lander except for the elec-

trical tether. Penetration rate of the penetrometer can 

be correlated to regolith bearing strength and density; 

this added measurement would help with thermal con-

ductivity correlation.  

There are two critical aspects of this system: 1) 

penetrating highly compacted regolith to the required 

depth and 2) deploying thermal sensors.  We have 

demonstrated both aspects and in turn verified success-

ful operation of this method. 

To verify penetration of the regolith, we devised an 

experiment whereby a rod with a cone at the end was 

driven into highly compacted JSC-1a lunar regolith 

simulant by a percussive hammer system. The density 

of the regolith was >1.9 g/cc which corresponds to a 

relative density, Dr, of >90%.  All penetrometer de-

signs reached ratget depth of 0.9 m depth, though with 

different speeds. The fastest, corresponding to 10 mm 

diameter cone, reached the bottom in a few tens of sec-

onds while the slowest, corresponding to a 25 mm di-

ameter cone, took 3 minutes. The size of the borehole 

must be traded against the difficulty of packaging sen-

sors within borehole clearance constraints. 

  

Figure 1. Percussive Penetrometer deployment of heat 

flow sensors. Upon reaching the depth, the rod is 

pulled out and sensors are left in a hole. 

  

Figure 2. Prototype Sensor deployment. Left: Sensors 

mounted near percussive rod tip deployed into a hole 

(clear acrylic tube); Right: 5 ring sensors deployed 

every 20 cm to 1 meter depth.   

A sensor deployment scheme was developed 

whereby sensors were placed on the outside of the pen-

etrometer rod and were deployed in a “top-down” 

scheme (Figure 2). Once the penetrometer reached 

depth for a given sensor, the sensor was deployed via a 

burn wire and the penetrometer was lowered to a next 

position. For this 1m demonstration system, sensors 
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were released from the penetrometer rod at 20 cm, 40 

cm, 60 cm 80 cm, and 100 cm. 

Pneumatic System: The second system uses a 

pneumatic (gas) approach to lower the temperature and 

thermal conductivity sensors attached to a lenticular 

(bi-convex) tape to >3 meters (Figure 3). The system is 

a revolutionary innovation as it has extremely low 

mass, volume, and simple deployment.  

 

 
Figure 3. Pneumatic heat flow probe uses com-

pressed helium gas to advance below the regolith sur-

face. 

The deployment mechanism (Figure 3) spools out a 

glass fiber composite stem downward. The stem ends 

with a cone and needle probe. The stem forms a hollow 

cylinder of approximately 1.5 cm diameter – slightly 

smaller then the diameter of the cone. The stem ad-

vances cone into the regolith, while gas jets are emitted 

from the sides of the cone. The gas jets essentially 

blow the regolith from underneath the cone and in turn 

create a deeper hole for the probe to advance to. A 

short and thin thermal needle probe attached to the 

cone tip measures temperatures and thermal conductiv-

ities of the regolith. This is achieved by stopping the 

gas jets and pushing the probe into the intact rgolith 

beneat the cone. After the stem reaches the required 3 

m depth, the temperature sensors embedded along the 

stem continue monitoring thermal gradient. 

Helium gas, used for pressurizing liquid propellant 

and typically vented once on the surface, can be scav-

enged from the lander propulsion system, making the 

thermal probe system lighter. Should spacecraft helium 

not be available, a simple gas delivery system may be 

added specifically for the heat flow probe.  Honeybee 

demonstrated that 1 gram of N2 at 5 psia can lift 6000g 

of JSC-1a in lunar conditions (vacuum, 1/6g). Thus, 

only a small amount of gas would be required to pene-

trate to 3 m. 

The system was tested in compacted JSC-1A lunar 

simulant placed within a large bin inside a vacuum 

chamber. A depth of 1 m was reached less than one 

minute. During this time 5 grams of nitrogen gas at 400 

kPa was used.  

The probe was also deployed in NU-LHT-2M lunar 

highlands simulant placed in a bin within a vacuum 

chamber. The probe reached ~2 m depth in appromxi-

atel 2 minutes. The probe was also used to demonstrate  

stop-and-go operation.  
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Introduction: The goal of the Lunar Resource Pro-

spector Mission (RPM) is to capture and identify vola-

tiles species within the top meter of the lunar regolith 

[1]. Water and volatiles are not only of interest for sci-

ence investigations but also as source of valuable re-

source. The RPM drill has been designed to 1. Gener-

ate cuttings and place them on the surface for analysis 

by the the Near InfraRed Volatiles Spectrometer Sub-

system (NIRVSS), and 2. Capture cuttings and transfer 

them to the Oxygen and Volatile Extraction Node 

(OVEN) coupled with the Lunar Advanced Volatiles 

Analysis (LAVA) subsystem.  

The RPM drill is based on the Mars Icebreaker 

drill developed for capturing samples of ice and ice 

cemented ground on Mars [2-4]. The drill weighs ap-

proximately 10 kg and is rated at ~400 Watt. It is a 

rotary-percussive, fully autonomous system designed to 

capture cuttings for analysis. The drill consists of: 1. 

Rotary-Percussive Drill Head, 2. Sampling Auger, 3. 

Brushing station, 4. Z-stage, 5. Deployment stage 

(Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Lunar Resource Prospector Drill subsys-

tems. 

To reduce sample handling complexity, the 

drill auger is designed to capture cuttings as opposed to 

cores. High sampling efficiency is possible through a 

dual design of the auger. The lower section has deep 

and low pitch flutes for retaining of cuttings. The upper 

section has been designed to efficiently move the cut-

tings out of the hole. The drill uses a “bite” sampling 

approach where samples are captured in ~10 cm inter-

vals (Figure 2). The drill penetrates subsurface in 10 

cm depth intervals and upon capture of a 10 cm sam-

ple, it retracts back to the surface. The sample is then 

either discarded or transferred to an instrument cup. A 

Near Infrared Spectrometer could view the cuttings as 

they fall onto the ground to determine if the sample is 

volatile rich and in turn decide whether to send a sam-

ple to a GCMS. To capture next sample, the drill is 

lowered back into the same hole and the process re-

peats. This approach has many advantages. The stratig-

raphy is somewhat preserved because a 1 meter hole is 

now represented by 10 samples. Lowering the drill into 

a hole each time allows measuring of subsurface tem-

perature and in turn plotting of thermal gradient. When 

a sample is being analyzed, the drill is above the hole 

and in turn in a safe position. Moving the drill out of 

the hole also allows the drill and the subsurface to cool 

down.  

 

Figure 2. “Bite” Sampling approach. 

The first generation drill was tested in Mars chamber 

as well as in Antarctica and the Arctic. It demonstrated 

drilling at 1-1-100-100 level (1 meter in 1 hour with 

100 Watt and 100 N Weight on Bit) in ice, ice cement-

ed ground, soil, and rocks.  

The second generation drill was deployed on a Carne-

gie Mellon University rover, called Zoe, and tested in 

Atacama in 2012. The tests demonstrated fully auton-

omous sample acquisition and delivery to a carousel.  

The third generation drill was tested in NASA GRC’s 

vacuum chamber, VF13, at 10-5 torr and approximate-

ly 200 K (Figure 3). The RPD successfully delivered 

six samples to the six crucibles. The average drilling 

power was 30 Watt (including actuator losses), Weight 

on Bit was ~10 Watt or less, while Penetration Rate 

was software limited to 2 mm/sec. Percussive actuator 

engaged only several times during the process, while 

majority of drilling was done with rotary approach, 
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only. The bit temperature while the drill was in the hole 

was approximately – 80 °C and no temperature in-

crease was observed during drilling indicating the 

thermal changes to the sample due to the drilling pro-

cess were minimal.  

 

Figure 3. Lunar Resource Prospector Drill mounted in-

side VF13 lunar chamber facility at NASA Glenn Re-

search Center.  

In early 2015, the drill has been modified for integra-

tion onto the NASA JSC RPM rover prototype. In the 

summer of 2015, the drill has been undergoing numer-

ous tests at NASA JSC to show autonomous sample 

capture and delivery from a roving platform (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Lunar Resource Prospector Drill mounted on 

the NASA JSC rover.  
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On	  the	  importance	  of	  measuring	  near-‐surface	  magnetic	  field	  structure	  during	  
a	  future	  Mission	  to	  the	  Moon	  
M.	  I.	  Zimmerman1,	  W.	  M.	  Farrell2,	  A.	  R.	  Poppe3	  
1.	  Johns	  Hopkins	  University	  Applied	  Physics	  Laboratory,	  Laurel,	  MD	  

(Michael.Zimmerman@jhuapl.edu)	  
2.	  NASA	  Goddard	  Space	  Flight	  Center,	  Greenbelt,	  MD	  
3.	  Space	  Sciences	  Laboratory,	  Berkeley,	  CA	  
	  

Kinetic	  simulations	  of	  the	  solar	  wind’s	  interaction	  with	  a	  small	  but	  strong	  
dipole	  crustal	  magnetic	  field	  reveal	  the	  formation	  of	  a	  micromagnetosphere	  (cf.	  
Figure).	  Interestingly,	  although	  ions	  do	  not	  feel	  the	  effects	  of	  the	  magnetic	  field	  but	  
separate	  from	  electrons,	  self-‐organizing	  a	  charge	  separation	  electric	  field	  that	  
reflects	  many	  ions	  back	  into	  space.	  The	  solar	  wind-‐magnetic	  field	  interaction	  is	  
found	  to	  depend	  upon	  the	  angle	  of	  the	  magnetic	  dipole	  and	  plasma	  flow	  with	  respect	  
to	  the	  surface	  and	  the	  amount	  of	  photoemission	  produced	  by	  daily	  solar	  irradiation.	  
The	  simulations	  allow	  derivation	  of	  ion	  energy	  and	  flux	  maps	  at	  the	  surface,	  which	  
are	  used	  to	  estimate	  the	  daily	  amount	  of	  neutral	  sputtering	  in	  a	  magnetic	  anomaly	  
that	  might	  contribute	  to	  surface	  weathering	  and	  swirl	  formation.	  The	  most	  
significant	  unknown	  in	  this	  work	  is	  the	  actual	  structure	  of	  the	  magnetic	  field	  near	  
the	  surface	  in	  a	  real	  lunar	  anomaly.	  

We	  support	  the	  view	  that	  magnetic	  anomalies	  represent	  a	  unique	  and	  nearby	  
natural	  laboratory	  for	  studying	  the	  cross-‐section	  between	  plasma	  physics	  at	  airless	  
bodies,	  magnetosphere	  formation,	  and	  even	  exosphere	  formation	  due	  to	  the	  way	  
magnetic	  fields	  can	  influence	  ion	  bombardment	  of	  the	  surface.	  Resolving	  this	  field	  
structure	  with	  high	  spatial	  (and	  temporal)	  resolution	  should	  be	  a	  high-‐priority	  
scientific	  target	  of	  a	  future	  mission	  to	  the	  Moon,	  and	  will	  serve	  as	  a	  valuable	  input	  to	  
kinetic	  and	  MHD	  simulations	  of	  these	  regions.	  	  	  
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Figure:	  Micromagnetosphere	  structure	  in	  a	  vertical	  dipole	  crustal	  field	  at	  different	  
times	  of	  lunar	  day,	  under	  nominal	  solar	  wind	  conditions.	  	  Left	  to	  right:	  ion	  
concentration,	  electron	  concentration,	  photoelectron	  concentration,	  electric	  field	  
and	  potential.	  	  
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